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It has these outstanding advantages:

1. Drastic reduction of space and weight re
quirements.

2. The same basic Autotune units can be used 
on transmitters of any power.

3. The Autotune system used as a common de
sign basis greatly reduces construction costs. 
No expensive time is wasted scheming up 
different custom-built frequency change gad
gets for each application.

4. Autotune costs less than any other frequency 
change system because it is manufactured in 
quantity.

5. Autotune is the most highly developed and 
thoroughly engineered frequency shift ar
rangement. It has proved itself by flying 
millions of miles in transports and by work
ing thousands of hours in ground stations 
of major airlines.

Collins Autotune means lower price, greatest 
reliability and best performance.

■
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CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA - .NEW YORK, N.Y



A BETTER SKY CHAMPION 
THAN EVER BEFORE!

Though the price of raw materials has advanced in recent months, 

Hallicrafters manufacturing technique has more than kept pace. Consequently, it 
was possible either to reduce the price of the Sky Champion or to bring out a 
greatly improved model at the old price of $49.50.

Mr. Halligan decided that it would be in keeping with the Hallicrafters policy 
to produce the finest communications receiver possible to sell just below $50.00. 
It is the new S20R Sky Champion.

It has all the fine features of the former model plus these quality additions: 
1 Additional Stage of I.F. (2 LF. Stages in all); 1 Additional Tube (making 9 tubes 
in all); Dickert Automatic Noise Limiter; Separate Electrical Band Spread—Inertia 
Controlled; Drift-Compensated High Frequency Oscillator; 3 Watts output; Both 
Dials Illuminated.

Of course it retains all the essential features of the former model such as a Stage 
of Pre-Selection; Sponge Mounted Speaker; Beat Frequency Oscillator; Continu
ous Coverage from 545 kc to 44 me, etc.

Your purchases of Hallicrafter equipment in such enormous quantities has made 
this great receiver value possible. It is in the nature of a dividend from the largest 
builders of amateur communications equipment.

the li a 11 i c r a Ft e r s inc.

CHICAGO, U. S.A.
"LARGEST BUILDERS OF AMATEUR COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT"
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ODEL HT-8 is an efficient 25 watt 
radiophone (transmitter and com
munications receiver) designed to 

occupy a minimum of space—when mounted 
on a wall.

The transmitter covers five marine fre
quencies (crystal controlled) selected by a 
switch on front of cabinet. The five may 
all be in the 2000-3000 kc range or three 
may be 2000-3000 and two in the 3000-6000 
kc range.

Operation is by the press-to-talk system. 
When the telephone handset is lifted from 
the hook on the front panel, the receiver out
put automatically transfers from the built-in 
loudspeaker to the handset. To transmit, the 
operator presses a button on the handset and 
speaks into the microphone.

The receiver covers six frequencies selected 
by a switch on the front panel. Four are in 
the 2000-3000 kc range. The other two may 
be in either 2000-3000 or 3000-6000 range.

Receiver tuning is adjustable over a narrow 
range for each frequency by the use of perme
ability tuned coils. A special oscillator cir
cuit, with temperature and voltage stabiliza
tion, gives a highly stable frequency setting.

A QAVC circuit prevents static and noise 
from appearing in the loudspeaker output 
when no carrier is present.

Power supply for both transmitter and re
ceiver is a small separate unit with inter
connecting cable. Is available for either 12V, 
32V or 110V DC. Any of these units is 
capable of 110V AC operation as well.

All metal parts are either heavily plated or 
covered with a wrinkle finish over a rust
proof treatment. Transformers are of special 
nonhydroscopic marine construction. Dimen
sions of the cabinet are 15 inches wide, 10 
inches deep, 18 inches high.

The HT-8, being a mobile unit and easy 
to operate, has innumerable uses other 
than marine.

"LARGEST BUILDERS OF AMATEUR COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT'/
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PJAMMARLUND receiving 
■ 1 equipment was selected for 
the "Byrd" Expedition to “Little 
America" because it is "tops” in 
both electrical and mechanical 
engineering. Both “Super-Pro" 
and "HQ-120-X" receivers will 
provide communication with the 
outside world and will be estab
lished in base and outpost stations 
for continuous service. There are 
nine “Super-Pro” and six “HQ- 
120-X” receivers, to be exact, and 
each will be called upon to per
form under very trying conditions. 
Hammarlund receivers were speci
fied for this historic expedition be
cause of their wide reputation For 
dependability. Hammarlund re
ceivers have been repeatedly 
selected by experts for expeditions 
as well as for commercial and 
military service because they have 
that extra quality so necessary for 
complete satisfaction. You too can 
now enjoy that extra quality per
formance. Ask your dealer to 
demonstrate the new Hammarlund 
receivers or write to factory for 
complete technical information.

HAMMARLUND MFG. CO., 
INC.

424 West 33 St., New York City

■I

h fl m m a r lu n d
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‘gUPER-PRO" has become the stanched for comoauson amon« leading -nqiiKcis <nd amatcuis 
thioughout the entne ..odd Not the net, senes ‘200 Supei Pio is eteit b. ttei than cvet 

The flexibility of the new “Super-Pro” is truly amazing. No longer need an operator confine his 
activities to conditions which fit receiver characteristics. The full range variable selectivity available 
in the “Super-Pro” allows the operator to adjust the receiver to suit conditions. Perfect control of 
selectivity from less than 100 cycles to approximately 16 kc. is accomplished by convenient panel 
controls. Two R.F. stages; noise limiter; adjustable "S" meter; full band spread; high power, high 
fidelity audio amplifier; variable crystal filter, are just a few of its many outstanding features. Illus
trations are actual photographs of part of “Byrd” receiving equipment taken prior to sailing. Wi no 
for complete details of new “Super Pro."



* Officials appointed to act until the membership of the Section choose permanent S.C.M.s by nomination and election.

Section Communications Managers of the A.R.R.L. Communications Department
All appointments in the lyeague's field organization are made by the proper S.C.M., elected bv members in each Section

listed. Mail your S.C.M. (on the 16th of each month) a postal covering your radio activities for the previous 30 days. Tell
him your DX, plans for experimenting, results in ’phone and traffic. He is interested, whether you are an A.R.R.L. member
or get your QST at the newsstands; he wants a report from every active ham. If interested and qualified for O.R.S., O.P.S.
or other appointments he can tell you about them, too.

ATLANTIC DIVISION
Eastern. Pennsylvania W3BES Jerry Mathis 5132 Haverford Ave. Philadelphia
Marvland-Delaware-District 9701 Monroe St.

of Columbia VV3CIZ Hermann E, Hobbs Silver Spring P.O. Linden, iMaryland
Southern New lersey W3CCO Lester H. Allen 704 Quinton Ave. Trenton
Western New \ ork W8CSE Ed Preston 10 Lincoln Ave. Tully
Western Pennsylvania W8OFO Rendall Speer, Jr, T-^wber

CENTRAL DIVISION-
Illinois W9RMN Leslie M. Dickson Edellyn Farms Waukegan
Indiana Noble Burkhart R. 4, Box 1 Indianapolis
Kentucky W9ARU Darrell A. Downard 116 N. Longworth Ave. Louisville
Michigan W8DPE Harold C. Bird R.F.D. 2 Pontiac
Ohio W8AQ E. H. Gibbs 405 Broad St. Wadsworth
Wisconsin W9UIT Aldrich C. Krones 3127-A West Madison St. Milwaukee

DAKOTA DIVISION
North Dakota W9WWL Anton C. Theodos c/o American Cafe Minot
South Dakota W9VOD Dr. A. L. Russell Philip
Northern Minnesota W91GZ Edwin L, Wicklund R.F.D. 3 Kensington
Southern Minnesota M 0VNQ Millard L. Bender 608 N. Huron Ave. Spring Valley

__________________________________ ___________________ DELTA DIVIS I ON
Arkansas \-V5ABl H. E. Veite 4415 West 12th St. Little Rock
Louisiana* W5DWW W. J. Wilkinson, Jr. .1523 Laurel St. Shreveport
Mississippi WSEvVD Jewell W. Cole c/o City of McComb Water

Dept. McComb City
lennessee W4DWS William Harold Walker 2503 Belmont Blvd. Nashville

HUDSON DIVISION
Eastern New York W2LU Robert E. Haight 51.1. South Holmes St. Scotia
N. V. C. & Long Island W2AZV E. L. Baunach 102 Central Ave. Massapequa, L. I.
Northern New Jersey W2GVZ Joseph P. Jessup 131 California St. Ridgewood

. . ____ „.MIDWEST DIVISION ... „ ... .......................
Iowa W9PJR L. Ö. Vennard P. O. Box ¿04 West Burlington
Kansas W9UEG Melvin D. Kirby Arlington
Missouri W9OUD Miss Letha Allendorf 1015 W. 3rd St. loplin
Nebraska W9DI William J. Bamer Tobias

NEW ENGLAND DIVISION
Connecticut W1CTI Frederick Ells, Jr. 19 Merrill Rd. Norwalk
Maine WITTE H. W. Castner 147 Church Damariscotta
Eastern Massachusetts W1HTL Larry Mitchell 94 Howard St. Melrose
Western Massachusetts W1JAH William J. Barrett 239 Columbia St. Adams
New Hampshire W1BFT Carl B. Evans 163 South Main St. Concord
Rhode Island U1HRC Clayton t . Gordon 192 Washington Ave. - Providence
Vermont WtKJG Clifton G. Parker Box 537 Morrisville
___ NORTHWESTERN DIVISION „„...... . ......

Alaska K7ENA Leo E. Osterman Customhouse Wrangell
Idaho W7EMT Carl Eichelberger Route 2 Kuna
Montana W7FL G. A. Woodhouse Holter Dam Wolf Creek
Oregon W7DXF Harold W. Johnston 800 Jackson St. Pendleton
Washington W7FCG W. Beale R. 4, School Ave. Walla Walla

PACIFIC DIVISION
Hawaii K6ETF Francis T. Blatt 837 16th Ave. Honolulu
Nevada W6BIC Edward W. Heim 509 Claremont St. Reno
Santa Clara Valley W6F BW Elbert Amarantes 454 Washington St. San lose
East Bav Wb IT Horace R. Greer 414 Fairmount Ave. Oakland
San Francisco W6< '1S Kenneth E. Hughes 622-36th Ave. San Francisco
Sacramento Valley W6MDI Vincent N. Feldhausen 113 South Quincy St. McCloud
Philippines KAKtR George L. Rickard Box 849 Manila
San Joaquin Valley W6KTTT Edwin A. Andress 2921 North Van Ness Blvd. Fresno

ROANOKE DIVISION
North Carolina W4CYB W. J. Wortman P. C). Box 566 Morganton
South Carolina W4BQE/ANGTed Ferguson 1213 College St. Columbia
Virginia* W3GWQ Frank S. Anderson, Jr. 4703 New Kent Ave. Richmond
West Virginia

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION ........
Colorado W9EHC Cart C. Drumeller $19 East Dale St. Colorado Springs
Utah-Wyoming W7CLG Ernest E. Parshall Salt (..reek Electric Plant Midwest, Wyoming

SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION
Alabama W4DGS James F. Thompson 12 Clanton Ave. Montgomery

Waucoma Apts.
Eastern Florida W4PET Carl G. Schaal Lakeview Hotel Clermont
Western Florida W4AXP Oscar Oderstrom Second St. & Bruce Ave. De Funiak Springs
«Georgia W4AGL I,eland W. Smith 2010 Pennsylvania Ave. Augusta
West Indies (Cuba-Isle-of-Pines-

Porto Rico-Virgin Islands) CM2OP Mario de la Torre Escobar 110 (Altos) I-labana, Cuba
SOUTHWESTERN DIVISION

los Angeles W6MQM Ralph S. Click 1038 Milwaukee Ave, Los ¿Angeles
Arizona W6KMM Marson B. Hull 617 North Fourth Ave. Phoeiix
ban Diego W6JRM Howard K. Breedlove R. 2, Box 636 San Diego

.„WEST GULF DIVISION__________________________________________ .
Northern Texas W5DXA Lee Hughes 125 N. Main bt. Childress
Oklahoma W5GFT Russell W. Battem 431 South Buchanan Enid
Southern Texas W5BHO Dave H. Calk 6013 Garrow St. Houston
New Mexico W5ENI Dr. Hilton W. Gillett Lovington

__  _ MARITIME DIVISION
Maritime VE1DQ A. M. Crowell 69 Dublin St. Halifax, N. S.

..........     _ ONTARIO DIVISION
Ontario VE3SG F. H. B. Saxon 302 Lee Ave. Toronto, Ont.

... __ QUEBEC DIVISION
Quebec VK2CO Lindsey G. Morris Apt. 6,4510 Girouard Ave.,

N.D.G. Montreal, P. Q.
VANALTA DIVISION „

Alberta VE4C4.E C. S. Jamieson 581 W. Riverside Drive Drumheller, Alta.
British Columbia VE5HP J. Hepburn. Jr. 335 Foul Bay Road Victoria

__  PRAIRIE DIVISION _____
Manitoba VE4AAW A. W, Morley 747 McMillan Ave. Winnipeg
Saskatchewan VE4SV Arthur Chesworth 1071 4th Ave., N. W. Moose Jaw
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CATHODE MODULATION IS HOT!
If you are building a new rig for cathode modulation or re
building your old one (and who isn’t?) you will be interested 
in eliminating as many “bugs” as possible. These will help.

Power wire wounds for the high voltage bleeder, 
grid and cathode bias resistors. They stay put—- 
they keep your tubes in the sockets, not in the 
wastebasket.

M-1034 — Tapped 25,000 ohm bleeder and bias 
resistor for low power stages, insulated for 1000 
volts to ground, can be mounted flat against 
chassis. Neat.

Type PR 25 and 50 watt rheostat for panel con
trol of that critical grid bias in the final. Where 
more resistance is needed than in the rheostat use 
a fixed resistor in series.

MW-2J for filament center tap. Mounts flat on 
chassis, bypass condensers are easily hooked across 
lugs.

WW-3 precision meter shunts and multipliers. 
One meter can be switched to do the work of sev
eral. As stable as your Aunt Hattie.

Parasitic suppressors (see May QST). Easily 
made from Type F resistors. Useful in mercury 
vapor rectifiers, beam power tubes and at grids of 
your final amplifier.

BT insulated metallized and BW insulated wire 
wound resistors for the resistance coupled speech 
amplifier. Prevent distortion. Preserve that 
Harvard accent.

Type “CSM” metallized controls for A.G.C., 
speech input control, etc. Bakelite base elements, 
smooth tapers, pigtail connection to rotor and 
five finger contact keep them quiet.

With a Type MP resistor you can tune up and 
adjust your transmitter into a dummy antenna 
under load without being a pest on the air. Meas
ure your RF power output with an ammeter in 
series with this resistor. Then slap all that signal 
into Timbuktu with a terminated rhombic. These 
MP resistors work (and at any frequency).

Take a squint at our listing in the 1940 ARRL Handbook or get an 
IRC catalogue from your jobber.

J^^=INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY • 401 NORTH BROAD STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
ADVERTISEMENT
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“IT SEEMS TO US-”
(U R RESPONSIBILITY

NTovember QST has been out just a 
few days as we sit here writing this page. We 
know that we must say something more to you 
fellows about the absolute continuing need to 
leave the w-r out of our radio conversations. 
We are experimenters, not pundits. Our inter
est is radio, not power politics. We can scarcely 
find better words to express our opinion of the 
need that lies before us than by quoting from 
this page last month:

It continues to be of transcendent importance 
that we refrain from discussing on the air any 
manifestation of the war and any subjects that 
might have military interest for an interceptor. 
To the extent that you value your right to 
operate, let that be your code, unfailingly!

Heaven only knows what the future of ama
teur radio will be when this trouble is over. 
From all over the world pitiful letters are 
reaching us indicating that foreign amateurs 
believe that the only hope lies in the continua
tion of a strong A.R.R.L. For instance:

Whatever happens, I hope the A.R.R.L. will 
survive. Indeed, the hams all over the British 
Empire must surely realize now, more than ever 
before, the friend we have in the A.R.R.L. If, 
after the slaughter is over, we find we can still 
give a “Test,” judging from the present trend of 
affairs we shall owe it all to you. Don’t disappoint 
us.

.And another:

. . . When it is over, we will want to get back 
on the air again. It lies with you W’s to keep your 
grip. Only your organization and immense 
strength can save us any bands after this catas
trophe. We leave it to you.

We may have to start from scratch and 
build up international amateur radio anew, 
country by country. We are hopeful that ama
teurs will give so convincing a demonstration 
of their value that their governments will con
sider it wise national policy to encourage them 
anew when peace is restored. But frequencies 
are valuable and it is perfectly apparent that 
what happens will depend largely upon what 
the U. S. A. is then doing as an example. Not 

only our own future but theirs depends upon 
our unity and success in this country. Let each 
amateur take that thought to heart, and gov
ern himself accordingly. We in the Americas 
are now the custodians of amateur radio for all 
the world, for all future generations. If any
thing happens to us here, it will be curtains for 
our whole art. Our only hope lies in the con
tinuation of a strong American Radio Relay 
League. Don’t let anything happen to amateur 
radio in this country through fault of yours!

THE NEW U.H.F. DEPARTMENT
. You know that special insulation is 

required for the ultra-high frequencies, but do 
you know what a u.h.f. conductor is? Well, in 
our particular case it’s the chap who conducts 
our new QST department, “On the Ultra 
Highs,” beginning in this issue. He is that well- 
known ultra-high man, Ed Tilton, W1HDQ, 
“on Wilbraham Mountain, eight miles east of 
Springfield, Massachusetts.”

We’ve long needed a u.h. department. The 
time is more than ripe to establish a special 
place in the mag for the u.h.f. men whose 
technique and problems differ so radically 
from the rest of amateur radio. Here will be 
paraded the special accomplishments of the 
pioneers in new territory, the reports of their 
activities and plans. We know that the u.h.f. 
workers will enjoy the department. We hope 
that those on the outside looking in will find in 
it the necessary stimulation to carry resolu
tions into action and get into this most fas
cinating field.

In appointing QST’s first non-resident con
tributing editor we have been fortunate in 
getting the collaboration of a u.h.f. worker who 
is not only close to home but who is qualified 
beyond peradventure. Ed Tilton came into 
amateur radio on the 5-meter band —• for the 
particular purpose of working u.h.f. — in June 
of 1933. From that date he has been continu
ously active on “five,” with intermittent work 
on all bands from IM to 160. For his first four 
years his main interest was in portable work 
(the on-the-hoof variety), and he has carried 
pack sets on his back to the top of about every 
worth-while bump in central and southern New 
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England. He was, incidentally, the top-scoring 
56-Mc. station in the A.R.R.L. Field Days in 
1934, ’5 and ’6. Since early this year, W1IIDQ 
has been located in a tower on Wilbraham 
“Mountain,” 850 feet elevation, conveniently 
close to his home in Springfield. Since May 1st 
W1HDQ has worked over 175 stations on the 
56-60 band, in eighteen states, seven U. S. call 
areas and one VE district. Its reliable day-and- 
night summer-and-winter range is well in ex
cess of 150 miles, with communication up to 
400 miles on air-bent work when conditions are 
favorable. Tilton carries in his head the de
scriptions of hundreds of ultra-high stations, 

particularly their antenna systems. He lives, 
eats and sleeps u.h.f.

Now you u.h.f. fellows: This is your depart
ment. It’s for you, but it can’t get along with
out you. Tilton can report the picture, central
ize dope and act as your emissary at Hq. only if 
you write in to him what you and your local 
gang are doing, and what with. It lies right in 
your laps now. Give him the right kind of co
operation and we can really go to town with a 
u.h.f. column. Address him either at Hq. or at 
329 Central St., Springfield, Mass., whichever 
is more convenient for you. But write in!

K. B. W.

* SPLATTER *

He’s a hero to the small fry —■ and why not? 
He knows their pocketbooks, their abilities, their 
needs. His breezy style makes his stories an en
joyable event even to those not interested in his 
subject. And his manifest enjoyment of ham 
radio is worthy a lad of years several decades less 
than his. Well, when you get right down to it, 
who’d ever have guessed that he wasn’t a young 
squirt — if we hadn’t let you in on this photo
graph?

Of course you looked at these last lines first, so 
you know by now that it’s Fred Sutter, W8QBW, 
who’s at the wheel of this boat at W8QDK, the 
summer QTH. His latest peewee transmitter is 
described elsewhere in this issue.

When Admiral Byrd prepared to leave on an
other Antarctic expedition, that was news. When 
it was learned that the radio crew planned to 
work amateurs, that was ham news. The trouble 
was that this was a government expedition, and 
it was fitting out at the Boston Navy Yard, and 
the Navy controlled the communications pic
ture, and the traditional Navy taciturnity stood 
in our way. No publicity, no pictures — espe
cially no pictures! But blood is thicker even than 

salt water, and there were hams in the radio crew, 
and . . .

So shortly before the scheduled sailing Clint 
DeSoto and Frank Beaudin, our photographer, 
rolled up to the Navy Yard and got the story. 
(Let’s tip our hats, boys, to a genial commander, 
and the guard who watch-dogged the camera, and 
one or two others who smoothed the way for this 
QST exclusive.)

Our Cover
The prow of the North Star as she appeared 

while docked at the Army Base, Boston, Mass., 
prior to departure for Little America.

FEEDBACK

Fig. 1, p. 28, October QST
Ri should be 0.15 megohm.
Screen and suppressor elements reversed 

on the 1852. The suppressor should be 
grounded and the screen connected to 
¿¿17 and by-passed by C’i to ground.

Chart, p. 28, November QST
Between 10 and 100 u^fd. on scale there 

are only 8 divisions. The 60 /x^fd. line was 
omitted.

We have been asked, “Why do you have to 
change a perfectly good ‘Strays’ heading that has 
served admirably as a QST feature for twenty 
years? ”

We aren’t! “Strays” continue to be humorous 
or interesting incidents from the outside, but we 
have always felt that we should have a spot avail
able to talk shop from an editorial standpoint to 
the reader about anything of mutual interest, be 
it about authors or articles or chit-chat on policies 
or ideas concerning QST.
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Byrd Antarctic Expedition to Use 
Amateur Radio

KC4USA, KC4USB and KC4USC Will Work Amateurs from Antarctic lee;, 
All Expedition Personal Traffic To Be Handled via Amateur Networks

BY CLINTON B. BESOTO,*  W1CBB

In the face of a winter which promises 
few operating thrills in the way of inter
national DX, there comes the welcome 
announcement that amateur radio is 
again going with Byrd to the South Pole. 
Here’s the dope on the expedition’s radio 
set-up, particularly with respect to plans 
for communication with amateurs.

AV hen the U. S. Antarctic Service Ex
pedition, commanded by Rear Admiral Richard 
E. Byrd, establishes its bases on the ice-locked 
continent of Antarctica early next year, it will 
also establish amateur radio stations operating in 
the 7-, 14- and 28-Mc. bands for contact with the 
folks back home.

More than that, these stations will be expected 
to carry the entire load of personal messages from 
members of the ice party. “We will be depending 
on the hams to handle all our personal traffic,” 
Clay Bailey, chief radioman in charge of com
munications, announced just before the sailing of 
the U.S.M.S. North Star from Boston harbor in 
early November.

This is part of a broad general communications 
plan created by Bailey on behalf of the expedition. 
The result of weeks of intensive effort on the part 
of himself, his staff and the manufacturers, the 
plan provides complete installations for two 
bases, a Snow Cruiser and five outposts, as well as 
airplanes and ships. It involves dozens of trans
mitters and receivers, thousands of replacement 
tubes, and a multitude of miscellaneous parts and 
pieces.

In order to understand the details of this sys
tem, it is first necessary to understand the general 
scope and purpose of the expedition itself.

The U. S. Antarctic Service was established by 
Act of Congress in June of this year, and Admiral 
Byrd was placed at its head. The purpose of this 
service is to colonize Antarctic regions explored 
by Byrd and Lincoln Ellsworth, and thereby 
claimed by the United States. These claims are 
now being challenged by other nations; indeed, 
the whole continent of Antarctica is a scene of 

* Assistant Secretary, A.R.R.L.

conflict with claims and counter-claims on the 
part of Argentina, France, Germany, Great 
Britain, Norway and the U. S. A.

It was Admiral Byrd’s idea that the best way 
to establish this country’s right to these regions 
was by colonization. He therefore conceived the 
project of establishing semi-permanent bases in 
Antarctica, to which men would be sent on a basis 
of one year’s enlistment. Between the bases there 
would be outpost stations, and from the bases 
motorized expeditions would carry out detailed 
explorations throughout the region, especially in 
the vicinity of the South Pole.

This idea he succeeded in selling to President 
Roosevelt, with the result that last June Congress 
established the Service and appropriated $340,000 
for the expedition. Since that time the process of 
organization, of assembling equipment and per
sonnel, has been going forward at an intensive

The operating position on the U.S.M.S. North Star. 
WTDU. At left is one of the special 125-watt Harvey 
transmitters used, by the expedition.
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pace. Two ships were obtained. The rugged old 
veteran, Bear of Oakland, purchased by Admiral 
Byrd for his second Antarctic expedition and now 
sold by him to the government for 81, was refitted 
with Diesel engines and complete new equipment 
and commissioned in the U. S. Navy. To carry the 
bulk of the load, the Alaskan supply motorship 
North Star, a husky modern built in 1932, was 
obtained from the Department of Interior.

The expedition now totals some 160 men. There 
will be 25 or 30 men at each of the two main bases 
and a crew of three at each of five outposts. The 
remainder constitute the crews of the two vessels. 
Some of these men come from the various partici
pating government services; others are volunteers 
at a dollar a year.

The radio crew on the expedition is made up 
of regular enlisted Navy personnel, volunteers 
transferred to this assignment from their regular 
posts in the service. Clay Bailey, their chief, is a 
veteran of the Antarctic. He was chief operator 
on the second Byrd expedition.

Second in command is an active and enthusi
astic ham, Elmer L. Lamplugh, who has been on 
the air with spark and c.w. since 1920. A highly- 
qualified technical man, while on duty at New 
London and Boston Navy Yards he has recently 
been operating a La-kw. 20-meter ’phone under 
the call W1LWD.

It is Lamplugh who will be in charge of radio 
work at the East Base. With him there will be

Looking aft to the radio shack on the U.S.S. Bear. 
Here the operators will live, sleep and work during the 
voyage.

Clay Bailey, veteran of the Antarctic, chief of com
munications on the U. S. Antarctic Expedition.

E. B. Perce, who in addition to being RM IC is 
co-pilot of one of the Navy Condors, and Howard 
T. Odom, a regular Naval operator.

At the West Base, where Bailey will be in per
sonal charge, he will have J. A. Reese, ex-W4CTA, 
and W. R. Giles, a technical sergeant in the 
Marines who is also a co-pilot. Another Marine in 
the communications end is Felix L. Ferranto, 
W6NDH, who is scheduled to be radio operator 
on the Snow Cruiser.

The two ships, leaving Boston in November, 
are scheduled to arrive at the ice floe some time 
during January or February. Then the work of 
setting up the West Base will begin. Its supplies 
and men unloaded, the equipment of the East 
Base party will then be loaded aboard and taken 
to its destination. A hectic period of preparation, 
and then the long winter night, when radio will 
come into its own. . . .

The communications picture divides itself into 
three parts. Basically, the radio circuits will be 
Naval, with all official communications handled 
over Navy stations and with operating conducted 
in accordance with Navy practice. A number of 
N calls and frequencies have been assigned in this 
connection.

Broadcasting is, of course, an important part of 
the picture. In contrast to the second expedition, 
this time it .will be non-commercial in nature. 
The pick-up will be through RCA Communica
tions, and all networks will have equal right to use 
the broadcasts. They are expected to come 
through two or three times weekly. For this pur
pose regular commercial calls have been assigned 
— KRTK at the West Base, KRTC at the East 
Base, and KRTA on the Snow Cruiser. All regular 
mobile marine frequencies are licensed, as well as 
6425, 9135, 11,060, 12,862.5, 23,100 and 30,660 
kc.

The third phase — amateur radio — is an 
equally important part of the communications 
set-up. In contrast to the second expedition, 
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when prearrangement restricted all personal 
traffic to Mackay circuits and in consequence 
little amateur work was done, amateurs this time 
are expected to handle everything but the official 
government traffic going through Navy channels.

Three amateur calls have been assigned — 
KC4USA at the West Base, KC4USB at the East 
Base, and KC4USC on the Snow Cruiser. These 
stations will use the regular 500-watt transmitters

Two of the radio crew: Howard T. Odom, RM1C, 
left, and J. A. Reese, RM1C and ex-W4CTA, right.

assigned for long-distance duty at the bases, to
gether with rhombics and Vee’s, and should push 
a thumping signal up here. The frequencies now 
listed are 7075, 14,150 and 28,300 kc., although 
QRM may cause changes after operation begins.

Not only will amateur circuits carry personal 
message traffic back and forth, but Bailey hopes 
that during the long winter night when time per
mits the radio crew will be able to arrange direct 
10- and 20-meter ’phone contacts with stations 
in the home towns of expedition members, so that 
they may talk directly with the home folks. If 
there is a member of the ice party from your 
city, you will find yourself on the preferred list 
when answering KC4US— CQ’s!

When will these stations be on the air? Well, 
if all goes well, the West Base KC4USA — 
should be in commission by March 1st. It will 
probably be another two months or more before 
KC4USB at the East Base is going. As for the 
Snow Cruiser, KC4USC, that will depend on 
several factors.

Meanwhile, no schedules and no commitments 
are being made. “Schedules? Don’t mention 
the word to me,” is the way Clay Bailey dis
misses the pleas of individual amateurs and groups 
from various parts of the country who have at
tempted to line up prearranged contacts. “We 
won’t know until we get down there whom we 
can work. And then we’ll take the best and most 
dependable signals, and concentrate on them for 
our schedules and our important traffic.”

In the meantime, he emphasizes, no one will be 

given precedence. In particular, he discourages 
the suggestion made by a number of amateurs and 
clubs of putting up special directive arrays aimed 
at the South Pole. In the first place, he points out, 
the continent of Antarctica is a big place, and the 
two bases will be widely separated. Their eventual 
locations cannot be disclosed, and a sharp beam 
might therefore conceivably miss the actual 
location by quite a few degrees.

The bands which will prove best, the localities 
they will work most readily — these, too, are 
purely speculative. Conditions now are on a dif
ferent portion of the solar cycle than during 
previous expeditions, and conclusions are there
fore difficult. They do anticipate, however, that 
KC4USA at the West Base will find it easier to 
work Pacific Coast stations, while KC4USB will 
probably have better luck with W4’s and East 
Coast stations. As a guess, the bands will proba
bly peak at KC4USB some five to seven hours 
ahead of KC4USA.

Operation in ham bands will probably be 
carried on chiefly during the winter months (sum
mer here); during the Antarctic summer the radio 
personnel will be too busy working with exploring 
parties, making hourly observations and carrying 
out their other duties, for much hamming.

Turning now to the equipment in use, we find 
that there are three general classifications. Class 
1 is designed for long-distance work with the U. S. 
and ships en route north. Class 2 is for medium-

The radio room of the North Star, atop the main 
cabin, as seen from the stem. Operating room left of the 
doorway, operator’s quarters (with curtained window) 
right.
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Clay Bailey, left, and E. L. Lamplugh, 
right, being interviewed by W1CBD at 
Expedition headquarters in Building 28 of 
the Boston Navy Yard. Lamplugh, second 
in command of the communications staff, 
has been active as W1LWD. Here, in the 
midst of sleeping bags and tents, alcohol 
stoves and dog sleds, Arctic boots and 
Byrd cloth, and the innumerable other 
requirements of such an expedition, the 
information presented in this article was 
first released to amateurs via QST.

range work, across the Antarctic continent and 
with ships on the Dunedin and Valparaiso runs. 
Class 3 is for short-haul stuff, around the bases, 
between outposts, and so on.

This equipment is used in a wide variety of in
stallations. Besides the bases and. outposts, there 
are ships, aircraft and trail outfits — all supplied 
with radio. There are four aircraft with the ex
pedition. Two large Navy Condors will carry the 
brunt of the heavy work. These husky biplanes 
are considered more rugged for such service than, 
other 'available types. The Admiral’s personal 
ship is a trim Barkley-Grow, while the fourth 
airplane is the Snow Cruiser’s pick-a-back Beech
craft. There are four converted Army light tanks 
for hauling trail outfits, as well as the usual dogs 
and dogsleds. All these mobile units are also 
radio-equipped.

At the bases themselves, of course, all classes 
of equipment will be used. The West Base will 
have two Class 1 transmitters, which are special 
Harvey rigs with 813’s in the final giving 500 
watts on c.w. and 400 Class-B modulated watts 
on ’phone. These transmitters have panel-switch
ing of five crystals and an optional master oscil
lator. The East Base has one of these, with an
other on the U.S.S. Bear.

Class 2 transmitters are also to be set up at 
each base, as well as on the Snow Cruiser, the 
two Condors, and on the U.S.M.S. North Star. 
These are 125-watt Harvey sets with an 814 
final, master-oscillator controlled.

There are twenty-five outpost — Class 3 — 
sets; these will be distributed all over the place. 
They are rated at about 30 watts, ’phone and 
e.w., master-oscillator controlled. They operate 
from 12-volt batteries powered by windchargers. 
A d.c. SW3-type receiver is used with these out
fits, equipped with a 5-inch speaker. In addition 
to being used at all the bases and outposts and 
for some field purposes, these outfits will be in
stalled in the Barkley-Grow and Beechcraft.

In addition, there are the trail sets, interesting 
little field-powered gadgets delivering about 12 
watts on c.w. from a Hartley 801. Power — 400 

volts at 70 ma. — is derived from Signal Corps 
hand-cranking generators. Two types of antennas 
are provided, one a collapsible 13-foot vertical 
rod, the other a 35-foot horizontal wire. The re
ceivers are modified SW3’s built in the same cases 
as the transmitters, using 1.4-volt tubes and op
erating from b.c.l.-type combination portable 
batteries. The complete outfit weighs 31 lbs. 
The transmitter times from 4 to 7.5 Me.; the 
receiver has two sets of coils and goes to 9 Me. 
to permit reception of time signals and weather 
data.

Each base is also equipped with three 214-meter 
transceivers to be used in lieu of telephone wires 
during unloading operations and for local ex
ploratory work. This is in itself an innovation; no 
telephone circuits whatsoever are being taken 
along on the expedition, and all communication 
will be by radio.

Except for the SW3’s in the trail sets and the 
transceivers, all receivers are Hammarlund Super- 
Pro’s and HQ-120’s. There will be two of each in 
combination cabinets at each base, one of each on 
the Snow Cruiser, and various combinations on 
the ships. The Condors will be equipped with 
HQ-120’s.

For the most part the equipment is orthodox in 
design. Among the more interesting special fea
tures is the fact that no mercury-vapor rectifier 
tubes are used. It seems that they are slow to 
vaporize in cold temperatures. Instead, all recti
fiers are high-vaeuum types. There are no electro
lytic condensers in any part of the equipment. 
Clay Bailey says that at temperatures below zero 
you might as well use a block of wood. All crystals 
are heated in individual oven holders of the min
iature plug-in type.

No particular precautions must be taken 
against humidity and corrosion as long as the 
building interiors are maintained at reasonably 
even temperatures. Outside, the intense cold 
drives all moisture from the air and it is exces
sively dry. In fact, the snow itself is so dry that 
it makes a moderately good insulator; during the 
second expedition, for example, one 600-foot 
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transmission line lay in the snow for most of its 
length with no apparent loss of power.

Except for the special Navy antennas, no final 
antenna specifications have been drawn. A num
ber of rhombics, single Vee’s and multiple Vee’s 
have been cut and laid out, but these are subject 
to modification during erection and subsequent 
actual use. No rotary antennas are being pro- 
vidcd; the handicaps of ice and wind seemed too 
great. A great many sectionalized bamboo masts 
are being taken along, permitting great flexibility 
in possible layouts, height, etc. in erecting the 
long-wire fixed arrays. Something like 100,000 
feet of antenna wire will accompany the expedi
tion, most of it stranded phosphor bronze aircraft 
wire equivalent to about No. 12, the balance No. 
1.8 solid copper-clad aircraft wire.

In addition to all the general communications 
equipment listed above, each base and outpost 
will be equipped with high-frequency radio direc
tion-finding equipment for use in checking the 
position of aircraft and trail parties. D/f equip
ment will also be used on the Snow Cruiser, and 
on airplanes in flight. The aircraft, in fact, will 
use transmissions from the individual bases and 
outposts as flight-course beams. As long as the 
radio equipment holds out it will be impossible 
for anyone to get lost.

In contrast to previous expeditions, when the 
main base used gasoline engines and storage 
batteries for power, all power on this expedition 
is to be generated directly by Witte Diesel sys
tems. Each base has 
two generators, one 
7% and the other 3 
kva. These will oper
ate 24 hours a day, 
delivering 110-volt 
60-cycle single
phase a.e.

Insofar as pos
sible, every possible 
need has been fore
seen and every con
tingency provided 
for on this expedi
tion. In the case of 
the radio equipment, 
vast quantities of re
placement tubes and 
parts have been pro
vided, on top of ac
cepting only the 
most dependable 
components at the 
start. The same atti
tude has prevailed 
throughout the ex
pedition. Only the 
best, and plenty of 
that, is used. This 
explains why the 

project, originally budgeted at $350,000, is ac
tually costing nearer $2,000,000.

It is worth emphasizing in this connection that 
the current expedition is not a private venture as 
were the previous Byrd expeditions, but is, in
stead, a government project. Various government 
departments are cooperating in equipping and 
manning it, and the result should be the finest in 
equipment, personnel, and performance.

This fact should be kept in mind by amateurs 
working the expedition in later months. Remem
ber that the boys behind these KC4US— calls 
will have responsibilities beyond their ham status; 
be considerate of them. In the first place, they are 
Navy men on Navy duty, and will be forced to 
conform rigidly with routine. In the second, they 
will have a heavy load of duties at all times during 
their stay in Antarctica, and the time available 
for casual ragchewing will be limited.

Another point to be remembered in working 
these stations is that it will not be just a‘stone’s 
throw from one to the other. On the contrary, the 
base stations will be halfway ’round the world 
from each other! The exact locations cannot now 
be disclosed, but if it is remembered that the 
Antarctic continent is as large as the United 
States and Mexico put together, and that these 
stations will be on opposite sides, some concept 
of the magnitude of the operations can be had.'

At the same time the importance of this colo
nizing effort can be estimated. The present worth 
of Antarctica is negligible, true; but its potential 

worth can be great 
indeed. It has stra
tegic value, as a base 
for whaling opera
tions and for future 
air transport. It has 
substantial deposits 
of coal, oil, copper, 
nickel and tin which 
could well provide an 
invaluable reservoir 
for future ages when 
more accessible 
sources run low. 
From the scientific 
standpoint, the re
gion offers manifold 
opportunity for dis
covery and observa
tion, particularly in 
the fields of geology 
and meteorology.

Nor is Antarctica 
as isolated as the 
elaborate prepara
tions for current ex
peditions might indi
cate. It is only about 
600 miles to South

(ConZintzed on page 25)
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A Four-Tube 
Superheterodyne

BY BYRON GOODMAN? W1JPE

A four-tube superheterodyne, dressed up by putting 
it in a gray-crackle-finished cabinet. The chassis is 
fastened only to the panel, for easy removal.

Building Performance imo the Small Beceieer

¡Some time ago we built a small five-tube 
double-regenerative superhet* 1 and loaned it to a 
local amateur friend of ours. We didn’t bother 
him about it for quite a while, and he apparently 
became rather fond of the thing. However, the 
old yen to change something somewhere finally 
overcame us, and we told him if he would return 
the receiver for a spell we’d put in an 1852 mixer 
for him, instead of the original 6L7, and bribed 
him with tales of the additional performance he 
could expect. He fell for it and returned the re
ceiver, after extracting our promise that we 
wouldn’t change anything else.

That was his undoing. We looked the old job 
over, figuring how the 1852 could best be put in 
the circuit, and decided that the old layout could 
be considerably improved upon, from the stand
point of appearance and short leads. The net 
result was that the old receiver was completely 
rebuilt, and the new receiver bears no resemblance 
to the old one. Our friend had removed the 
original drum dial and substituted a National PW 
dial, so we had no qualms about retaining the 
dial in the new receiver. Previously we had 
decided that the use of a dial of this type would 
scare away many potential builders who might 
think the dial too expensive an item to include in 
a small receiver, but we now feel that such is not 
the case, in view of our friend’s action. There isn’t 
any doubt that the dial, with its excellent reduc
tion ratio, is well worth while on a stable receiver 
with good bandspread. The receiver to be de
scribed has had its coverage adjusted so that it 
times a kc. per dial division on 7 and 14 Me., 
slightly more than this on 3.5 Me., and 5 kc. per 
division on 28 Me. A little care in adjusting the 
spread makes the receiver convenient for approxi

* Assistant Technical Editor.
1 Goodman, “A Double Regenerative Superhet,” QST, 

March, 1938.
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mating the frequencies of incoming signals, within 
the limits of drift and day-to-day changes, since 
the tuning is almost exactly straight-line-fre
quency. So don’t let the dial scare you —it’s 
well worth it.

In looking around for a cabinet, we couldn’t 
resist the new streamlined jobs made by Par- 
Metal and, since these aren’t expensive and add 
plenty to the appearance of the finished set, we 
had no qualms about using one. However, except 
for the manufactured cabinet and the high- 
powered dial, there isn’t much in the receiver 
that isn’t absolutely necessary for best per
formance and reliable operation.

The Circuit
There is nothing tricky in the circuit, as can be 

seen from Fig. 1. The 6J5 high-frequency oscil
lator is capacity-coupled to an 1852 mixer. The 
1852 is the logical choice for the mixer in a small 
receiver because of its gain and excellent signal/ 
noise ratio. The mixer is made regenerative by a 
small coil in the plate circuit coupling back into 
the input circuit, but we should like to point out 
right now that the receiver should first be built 
without the mixer regeneration (which seems to 
give some fellows a lot of trouble) and then 
added after everything is working first rate. By 
doing this, there is no confusion in trouble 
shooting, since if the mixer regeneration is left 
out, any that shows up must first be eliminated 
before it is deliberately introduced. That sounds 
like a paradox, but what we’re after is controlled 
regeneration, and it’s the uncontrolled kind that 
gives the boys trouble.

The 1852 mixer feeds into one stage of regenera
tive 1600-kc. amplification. Here again we don’t 
have to worry about trouble from the regenera
tive amplification, because the method used can 
be easily controlled and should give no trouble.
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We had some doubts at first as to the degree of 
single-signal reception that could be obtained 
with regeneration at 1600 kc., but it surpassed 
our highest hopes and, with care in adjustment, 
an S7 signal will be down to S3 on the other side 
of zero beat. This degree of single-signal, coupled 
with the fact that the 1600-kc. i.f. gives a much 
better image ratio than a 450-kc. one would, is full 
justification for the high-frequency i.f.

The second detector is one-half of a 6C8G, and 
the other hah of the tube is used as the b.f.o. 
Plenty of headphone volume is obtained right out 
of the second detector, and no audio amplification 
was included in the receiver. However, it’s a 
simple matter to add a stage of audio if you use a 
loud speaker.

Construction
The most important point in building a receiver 

that is to be used on the higher frequencies is 
mechanical rigidity. In this case, the chassis, 
made of a simple U of aluminum, is reinforced 
along the edges by half-inch brass angle which 
results in a very sturdy chassis. The panel sup
ports none of the components and is fastened to 
the chassis by three screws. The panel, in turn, is 
fastened to the cabinet by the four self-tapping 
screws furnished for the purpose, and the chassis

Use an 1852 mixer for sensitivity, a 
bigh-C 6J5 for h.f.-oscillator stability, 
and a stage of regenerative 1600-kc. i.f. 
amplification for selectivity and image 
reduction, and you can build a four-tube 
superbet whose performance belies its 
simplicity.

is anchored to the cabinet at the rear by drilling 
and tapping the chassis to take two screws that 
go through the back of the cabinet. The cabinet 
comes cut out at the rear, so it isn’t necessary to 
drill holes in the cabinet to pass the power cable, 
antenna binding posts and phone jack. The 
chassis is 2 inches high at the rear and 1inches 
high in the front, to clear the lower lip of the 
cabinet’s panel opening.

The first step in construction, after the chassis 
has been made and fitted, is to mount the PW dial 
upside down on the center line of the chassis. This 
is necessary so that the dial will be high on the 
panel without raising the condensers too much 
above the chassis. The four screws that hold on 
the top plate of the dial are replaced by four 
longer ones that hold the dial to the chassis. In 
turning the dial upside down, the small front

Fig. 1 — Circuit ofthe four-tube superhet.
Ci — 15-pgfd. midget, mixer tuning condenser (Ham

marlund HF-15).
Cs — 35-^wfd. midget, mixer bandset condenser 

(Hammarlund HF-35).
Cg — 35-^^fd. midget, oscillator tuning condenser 

(Hammarlund MC-35-S).

Ct — 100-pafd. midget, oscillator bandset condenser 
(Hammarlund HF-100).

Cs — 30-p^fd. adjustable mica (National M-30).
Cs — 15-ppfd. midget b.f.o. trimmer (Hammarlund HF-15).
C? to Cis —• 0.1-pfd. 400-volt paper.
Cu —- Push-back wire twisted together. (See text.)

Cis, Cis —■ 0.005-^fd. mica.
Cir — 0.0001-^fd. mica.
Cis —5-/xfd. 25-volt electrolytic.
Ki — 1000-ohm wire wound vari

able.
Ti — 1600-kc. i.f. transformer (Millen 62161). moved to top of coil (Millen 62161).
Ta — 1600-kc. i.f. transformer with grid connection BFO — 1600-kc, b.f.o. assembly (Millen 63163).

Ra —• 10,000-ohm wire-wound variable.
Rs — 50,000-ohm variable.
Rt, Rs — 300 ohms, {¿-watt.
Rs —-150,000 ohms, 1-watt.
Ro — 0.1 megohms, ¿¿-watt.

Rr —15,000 ohms, 1-watt. 
Re — 50,000 ohms, {¿-watt. 
Rio — 65,000 ohms, 1-watt. 
Ru — 40,000 ohms, {¿-watt. 
Ria —1000 ohms, {¿-watt.
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♦
The chassis is braced underneath 

by two strips of half-inch brass angle. 
The leads from the audio volume 
control are shielded to reduce body 
capacity effects, and a small aluminum 
shield fits over the b.f.o. condenser 
(upper right corner). The controls, as 
seen from the bottom, are mixer gain 
at the left, on-off switch, i.f. gain, 
audio gain, bJf.o. switch, and b.f.o. 
pitch control at the right.

♦

aluminum bushing on the dial must be inverted 
so that the dial numbers will read properly.

After the dial assembly has been secured to the 
chassis, the timing condensers are fastened to the 
chassis and adjusted to the proper height by 
mounting them on small bushings filed down to 
the proper dimensions. The oscillator tuning 
con denser is turned around to allow more space on 
the chassis. Flexible couplings connect the dial 
assembly to the tuning condensers. The mixer 
and oscillator band-set condensers are mounted 
on the front of the chassis. The photographs show 
the location of the other parts and no detail is 
necessary.

Before finally mounting the second i.f. trans
former, it should be removed from the can and 
the grid lead, which is normally taken from a 
tap on the coil, should be connected to the stator 
of the grid-coil tuning condenser. At the same 
time, a small hole is drilled in the side of the 
shield can opposite the point the grid lead is 
brought out, and a small piece of push-back wire 
is soldered to the plate connection of the primary 
and brought out the hole. This is to be used later 
to make the i.f. amplifier regenerative.

The antenna terminal post is made by taking 
one of National’s Victron terminal strips and 
sawing it in. half. The smaller hole is enlarged to 
take one of the binding posts, and the binding 
post that goes through this enlarged hole holds 
the strip to the chassis. In. this way, one side of 
the antenna coil is always grounded, but it is 
normally used this way and, in the case of bal
anced input from a low-impedance line, grounding 
one side of the line won’t hurt things much.

All r.f. leads in the mixer and high-frequency 
oscillator circuits are made with heavy wire. 

Where they must be brought through the chassis. 
Ji-inch holes are drilled to clear the wires and 
the rigidity of the wire keeps it centered through 
the holes. D.c. and i.f. wiring is done with the 
usual push-back wire, except for the leads from 
the audio-volume control running to the second 
detector plate and the ’phone jack, which are run 
through shielding braid to reduce any body
capacity effects that may show up. The shielding 
should of course be grounded at several points 
on the chassis.

Adjustment
After the set has been wired and the wiring has 

been checked, the 6C8G and the 6K7 should be 
placed in their sockets, for alignment of the i.f. 
If a signal generator is available, it will be a sim
ple matter to align the i.f. amplifier on 1600 kc. or 
thereabouts (the exact value is not important) in 
the usual manner. The i.f. amplifier should be 
aligned with the plate lead from the second i.f. 
transformer well removed from the grid of the 
6K7 — we don’t want to put in the regeneration 
until after the amplifier has been aligned. If no 
signal generator is available, a wire can be 
draped from the b.f.o. over to the plate lead on 
the first i.f. transformer and the i.f. lined up on 
the noise.

When the i.f. amplifier has been aligned, the 
1852 should be placed in its socket and a mixer 
coil wound without the small plate coil Lz, sub
stituting in its place a short length of wire to close 
the circuit. The input i.f. transformer can then 
be readjusted slightly to compensate for the 
capacity added by the 1852 plate circuit. Now 
that the 1852 is in the circuit, the wire from the 
plate lead on the second i.f. transformer can be
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brought back to the grid of the 6K7 tube, and it 
will be found that advancing the i.f. gain control 
will make the i.f. oscillate. This can easily be 
detected if the b.f.o. is on, since a beat note will 
result. The wire from the plate should be un
twisted from the 6K7 grid lead until the i.f. am
plifier oscillates with the i.f. gain control very 
nearly in the fully-advanced position. In our case, 
a half twist of the plate wire around the grid wire 
gave sufficient feedback. Be sure, of course, that 
there is no direct connection, else the B supply 
will be shorted.

With the i.f. aligned and set in a non-oscillating 
condition by backing off the i.f. gain control, the 
6J5 and the proper oscillator coil can be placed 
in their sockets. By connecting an antenna and 
adjusting the oscillator bandset condenser, it 
should be possible to hear signals and, using your 
freq-meter or other source of signal, the high- 
frequency end of the band can be located. This 
should be done with the tuning dial set at 450 or 
so. When the edge has been located, the tuning 
dial should be turned until the low-frequency 
edge is heard, assuming, of course, that we have a 
signal source for that frequency. If the low-fre
quency end comes at some number higher than 
50, there isn’t enough bandspread, and the 
bandspread tap should be moved down on the 
coil. If the low-frequency edge comes at a number 
lower than 50, or can't be found at all, it indicates 
too much bandspread, and the tap should be 
moved up. Once the process is understood, it 
becomes a simple matter to adjust the coil to the 
proper range. In the receiver described, the coils 
were adjusted so that the 3.5-Mc. band rims 
from 470 to 30, the 7-Mc. band from 400 to 100, 
and the 14- and 28-Mc. bands from 450 to 50.

With the proper spread on the oscillator coil, 
little is left but to adjust the mixer coil. The 
mixer circuit is peaked at the high-frequency end 
of a band by adjustment of the bandset condenser 
and the tuning dial is then turned to the low- 
frequency end. If the mixer bandset condenser 
must be adjusted to a higher capacity to peak at 
the low-frequency end, it indicates too much 
bandspread on the coil and the tuning tap must 
be moved up on the coil. If the capacity must be 
reduced, too little bandspread is present and the 
tap must be moved down. It is much less com
plicated than it sounds.

In our particular model with the coils as 
described in the coil table, the proper setting of 
the oscillator bandset condenser was at half 
capacity for 7 and 14 Me., and at nearly full 
capacity for 3.5 and 28 Me. The mixer bandset 
condenser should be set at nearly full capacity on 
all bands, since the 1852 seems to work better out 
of a medium-C’ circuit than a low-U one. If the 
mixer circuit resonates with anything less than 
two-thirds the bandset capacity in, take turns off 
the mixer coil until the proper amount of capacity 
must be used to bring the circuit to resonance at 
the signal frequency. This should be done before 
the final adjustment of the bandspread tap, since 
removing turns from the coil will necessitate 
readjustment of the bandspread tap.

When the coils have been adjusted for proper 
bandspread and tracking, the oscillator must be 
adjusted. In the model described, provision was 
made for adjustment of coupling by means of a 
small 30-M/ffd. variable coupling condenser, but 
it worked out so that we opened the condenser 
wide and adjusted the coupling for each band by

(Continued on page 78)

♦
A top view of the chassis shows the 

mixer section at» the upper left, the 
oscillator section at upper right and, 
from left to right in the foreground, 
the input i.f. transformer, the 6K7 
tf, amplifier, the output i.f. trans
former, the 6C8G combination second 
detector and b.f.o., and the b.f.o. 
assembly. Note the wire coming from 
the output i.f. transformer back to 
the grid of the 6K7, for making the 
i.f. amplifier regenerative.

♦
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A Homemade Exponential Horn
Increasing the Efficiency of the Small Bgnamie Speaker

BY E. E. COMBS, JB.* ex-W®CTN

When the family budget won’t stand for 
two radio receivers in the house, and the ham 
communications receiver can’t be sacrificed for a 
high-fidelity b.c. receiver, something must be 
done to keep the little woman happy. We think 
we have the answer, because, with a half-way 
decent 8-inch speaker and 2 watts of audio from 
the receiver, we have b.c. reception worth show
ing off to the neighbors and — more important — 
it didn’t ruin the budget.

AH partitions are offPlywood 8'high. excepting 'l 'which is 12fhigh

Let’s first consider the characteristics of the 
dynamic speaker. Ordinarily, a good dynamic 
will provide good response up to 5000 cycles and, 
with a baffle at least 8.5 feet in diameter, is sup
posed to get down into the lows somewhere 
around 30 cycles, theoretically. Unfortunately, 
the baffle arrangement has two disadvantages: 
the bulky size where space is a premium, and the 
poor efficiency of the cone of an 8-inch dynamic 
speaker trying to shake air into activity at low 
frequencies where our ears are relatively insensi
tive. The problem, therefore, is to get an arrange
ment that will get down to the low frequencies 
without the handicaps of a baffle.

Fie. 1 Detail of the assembly of the exponential horn. The view in the upper left (1-A) is a plan view of the 
top section; the plan view of the second section (1-B) is directly below. The view at the right is a side elevation 
along section A-A.
A — 4 Sis inches by 8 inches.
B — 4 % inches by 8 inches.
C —• 3)4 inches by 8 inches.
D — 10% inches by 8 inches
E — inches by 8 inches.
F — 3 ^8 inches by 8 inches.
G — inches by 8 inches.
H — 20 inches by 8 inches.
I — 4% inches by 12 % inches.
1 — 17% inches by 28% inches, %-inch thick.

2 —See Fig. 2.
3 — See Fig. 2.
4 — 28% inches by 11% inches.
5 — 28% inches by 9kio inches.
6 — 28% inches by 18 inches
7 — 17% inches by 28% inches, %-mch thick.
8 — 28% inches by 35 inches, %-mch thick.
9 — See Fig. 2.

All pieces %-inch thick unless otherwise noted.
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Fortunately, one of the characteristics of the 
dynamic speaker is that at low frequencies the 
cone acts very nicely as a piston. As the frequency 
goes up, the cone finally ceases to act as a unit, 
with the result that only a small part of the cone 
around the voice coil is doing the major part of 
the work. These facts fit our auditory require
ments very nicely, for the air is practically incom
pressible at the higher frequencies and air columns 
can be set into vibration quite easily. At the 
extremely low frequencies, the air is compressible 
to some extent and the sound waves spread con
siderably after leaving the speaker, resulting in a 
reduction of the intensity of vibration. At the 
same time, the ear is much less sensitive to low 
frequencies, so that it becomes necessary to 
increase the actual amplitude of the air waves in 
order to hear them satisfactorily.

There are two common methods of setting a 
proportionately larger amount of air into vibra
tion at the lower frequencies. The response of the 
audio amplifier can be adjusted so that the low 
frequencies are accentuated, but the increased 
amplitude of the cone movement tends to lead 
away from linearity, producing some distortion, 
and such an increase in amplitude takes consider
able audio power. The other method is to increase 
the effective piston area of the cone, thus creating 
a greater displacement of the air with the same 
piston amplitude. A large effective area can be 
obtained either by use of a large dynamic speaker 
or by using a small speaker with an exponential 
horn. In considering dynamic speaker sizes, we 
find that the high-frequency response tends to 
drop off as the size of the cone is increased. Thus, 
if we want a speaker large enough for good bass 
response, we have to sacrifice the highs. On the 
other hand, an 8-inch dynamic will give us good 
response up to 5000 cycles and, with the aid of an 
exponential horn, we can get very good bass 
response.

The exponential horn has three general dimen
sions which determine its response characteristics. 
The throat area coupled with the size of the 
cavity between the diaphragm and the throat 
determine the highest frequency that will pass 
into the horn. The rate of expansion of the horn 
determines the lowest frequency that will travel 
down the horn. The mouth area of the horn de
termines the lowest frequency that will enter into 
the air without reflection, caused by what might 
be called a mismatch of impedances.

Interested in taking three watts of 
audio and an 8-inch speaker and rattling 
the windows of the room? You’ll do that, 
and increase the fidelity of the overall 
audio system at the same time, if you 
build the simple exponential horn 
described on these pages.

A simple homemade exponential horn with an ACR- 
155 mounted on top to give an idea of the size of the 
gadget. The low notes pass through the horn and come 
out at the bottom —- the high notes are radiated directly 
through the grille at the top.

The dynamic speaker on the ordinary baffle 
works very nicely down to around 200 cycles 
before the response drops off, so that a frequency 
in this neighborhood will be the highest that need 
pass down the horn. The lowest frequency that 
we would like to hear (if possible) is around 30 
cycles, so this determines our rate of expansion. 
To keep within reasonable outside dimensions we 
will make our horn mouth area 385 square inches, 
which gives a low frequency of 80 cycles before 
reflection takes place. With these limitations, we 
can expect to get a low-frequency response such 
that the lower limit will be between 30 and 80 
cycles, depending upon the acoustic characteris
tics of the room in which the horn is placed. Again 
referring to the piston effect of the cone, we see 
that we now have an effective piston area of 385 
square inches, which is about ten times the area 
of the cone of the 8" dynamic speaker, or equiva
lent to a 22-inch diameter dynamic speaker.

For those interested in the mathematical design 
of an exponential horn for a dynamic speaker, 
reference to the I.R.E. Proceedings of October, 
1936, and Radio Engineering by F. E. Terman 
will give all the necessary data and references 
from which calculations can be made.

The photograph gives the general appearance 
of the finished speaker cabinet which is the ex-
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ponential horn in disguise. The ACR 155 was 
placed on top of it to give an idea of its size. The 
grilles were left off so that the beginning and end
ing of the “works” could be seen. With the ex
ception of a 1-inch cavity between the top of the 
horn proper and the top of the cabinet, the entire 
space is taken up by the folded exponential horn. 
The cabinet is arranged so that the highs from 
around 200 cycles and up come directly from the 
dynamic speaker and the lows from around 200 
cycles on down come through the horn.

Fig. 1-A shows a plan view of the “top section” 
which also provides space for the dynamic 
speaker. The partitions are made of Lf-inch ply
wood. In this section, the horn is split into two 
paths so that use could be made of the entire 
space, these two paths joining together again at 
the back of the top section. Fig. 1-B shows the 
second section, plan view and Fig. 1-C shows a 
side view of all sections.

Constructional Details
The tools required to make this cabinet consist 

of a hand-saw, hammer, plane, vise, chisel and at 
least two small “C” clamps. The total materials 
used were two pieces of J4" plywood 4 feet by 8 
feet, a piece of plywood 4 feet by 8 feet, some 
1 inch brads, and glue.

First, cut all internal pieces to dimension, 
making sure that all pieces making up the laby
rinth for the “top section” are all 8 inches high, 
that pieces No. 2, 3 and 4 have the same length 
and that pieces No. 2 and 3 have the same width. 

The pieces (a) and (c) and (d) are next assembled, 
using 1-inch brads and glue, making up two units 
which are identical in shape. Then, pieces (e), 
(f) and (g) are assembled to give two identical 
units which are then both attached to piece (h). 
The positions of pieces (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), 
(g) and (h) are then laid off on piece No. 3, for 
both halves, giving a pencil-line outline that 
looks like Fig. 1-A. Next, nail holes are laid off on 
piece No. 3 between the lines which are M-mch 
apart, spacing holes about 1 inch from the end of 
any partition. Lay piece No. 3 on top of piece No. 
2 and drill the holes with a No. 50 drill. Alongside 
the lines drawn on piece No. 3, tack small strips 
of wrood so that the partitions will fit snugly, using 
enough strips to hold the entire labyrinth in 
place. Then, put slow-drying glue on the edges of 
the partitions and on the places where they are to 
be attached to piece No. 3, and nail the pieces (a), 
(b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g) and (h) in place. Now, 
remove the guide strips and repeat the glueing 
process on the top edges of the partitions. The 
piece No. 2 can then be nailed in place, using the 
nail holes previously drilled, making sure that 
everything is being attached squarely in place. 
The “top section” is then complete.

The next step is to attach pieces (j) to piece 
No. 4. As was done for the top section, first lay 
off an outline on piece No. 4, to get something 
that looks like Fig. 1-B, and then mark off the nail 
holes. Lay piece No. 4 on piece No. 3, which is the 
bottom of the “top section,” and bore the nail 
holes with a No. 50 drill. Now pieces (j) can be 
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attached to piece No. 4, first, then to piece No. 3, 
with brads and glue.

The sides are then laid out with pencil lines to 
show the outline of the “shelves” that are going 
to be attached. The results should look like Fig. 
1-C for the left end of the cabinet, when facing 
the cabinet, and the exact opposite for the right 
side. After the positions of pieces Nos. 2, 3, 4, 
5 and 6 are drawn, nail strips of wood, which are 
straight and as long as the sides are wide, on the 
outside of the lines. Try a piece of J4-inch ply
wood between the strips to make sure that there 
is a tight fit. Now, with these strips as guides, 
make sawcuts to a depth of % inch. Remove the 
guide strips and chisel out the wood between the 
saw cuts to get grooves which will take the ends 
of the J4-inch plywood “shelves.” When the 
sides are laid out in the above manner, be sure 
that one side is the exact reverse of the other. 
When the grooves are finished, lay out and drill 
nail holes in the manner before described. Begin
ning with the “top section,” glue and nail pieces 
Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 in place. The result will be a 
rather odd-looking “bookcase” affair.

In the top of the “top section,” just over the 
speaker cavity, is a 1-inch hole to permit passage 
of the speaker plug and cable. There is another 
in the back of the finished cabinet for the same 
purpose. By this arrangement, the cavity between 
the top of the “top section,” and the top of the 
cabinet serves as a damper against loss of air pres
sure through the speaker-cable hole in the horn.

The front, back, top and bottom can then be 
put in place in the order mentioned. By the time 
you get this far, this latter job will seem compara
tively easy.

The speaker opening and the mouth of the horn 
can be covered with grilles and cloth, or just 
pieces of bronze fly-screen with simple frames, 
according to the inclination of the builder. No 
great detail will be given as to how the speaker 
is to be mounted for the reason that the outside 
dimensions of various makes of 8-inch dynamic 
speakers are not always the same. In some cases, 
the speaker can be mounted directly on the grille 
and for others, where the speaker is a bit larger 
than the opening provided in the cabinet, the out
side rim of the speaker can be attached to the out
side of the horn. Such details as the above and the 
cabinet finishing are left up to the individual taste.

The dynamic speaker must be of good quality 
and it should have a cone central angle of around 
90°. Speakers with flatter cones are not able to 
work against the air-column load without buck
ling; though the buckling is not audible, the bass 
is just left out.

General
The results obtained with this horn were more 

than gratifying. In the first place, the receiver 
listed among the family properties has only a 
single 6F6 audio output but it is capable of fur-
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nishing all the volume that a home or a small 
auditorium can stand. In fact, the efficiency of 
the dynamic speaker seems to have been raised 
considerably and it is no trouble at all to rattle 
the windows in the room without running the 
audio up to the distortion point. This was not 
possible with the same dynamic speaker on a 3- 
foot square baffle that was used before the horn 
was made. The bass response is very good and 
there are no indications of cabinet or speaker 
resonance. With normal volume, the throb of a 
bass drum or bass fiddle is sufficient to vibrate the 
floor without giving the impression that it is 
being forced.

Modern Radio Course Resumed
The novel course of instruction in modern 

radio principles which has been broadcast in past 
years over station WIXAL (now WRUL) is com
mencing its fourth year under the direction of 
Dr. C. Davis Belcher, well-known radio instruc
tor and former radio inspector. The series is, as 
in the past, presented by the World Wide Broad
casting Foundation, a non-profit society special
izing in educational programs of many kinds.

With four years of successful experience teach
ing this course by radio, and by utilizing the 
many suggestions received from listeners all over 
the world, Dr. Belcher has been able to make the 
current series of broadcast even more instructive 
and helpful than before. The course, which runs 
for an entire college year, is divided into four 
sections of eight lectures each, with a periodic 
review for questions and answers from the short
wave audience. Starting November 13th, for 
example, there will be a new section dealing 
with the fundamentals of electrical engineering 
and radio circuits, including the use of storage 
batteries, microphones and amplifiers.

The lesson broadcasts run for a full hour, dur
ing which one complete subject is covered. So 
popular has the course become that the original 
Monday night lecture at 10:00 p.m. E.S.T. on 
11.73 Me. is being repeated by electrical transcrip
tion on Fridays at 4:00 p.m. over 11.79 Me., and 
again the following Monday evening at 7:00 
p.m. on 6:04 Me., for the benefit of additional 
listeners or those who missed the regular period.

Each student is equipped with a printed lesson 
book which is mailed to his home when he regis
ters with this unique radio university. The books, 
one for each of the four sections, are supplied at 
a cost of one dollar each to cover the expenses of 
preparation and mailing. Each lesson book is 
complete with circuit diagrams, charts and radio 
terms to help the listener follow his instructor. 
Full details of the course and enrollment cards 
may be obtained by writing to WRUL-World 
Radio University, University Club, Boston, 
Massachusetts.
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★ WHAT THE LEAGUE IS DOING ★
ELECTION NEWS

.Directors and alternates are being 
chosen this autumn in Canada and in half the 
divisions in the States. The Canadian, section is 
choosing between VE2BE, the incumbent, and 
VE3PL for Canadian General Manager; and 
between VE2AB, the incumbent, and VE3AZ 
for alternate. In the Southeastern Division there 
will be a new director, as Mr. Adams, W4EV, 
has decided to relinquish the office through press 
of other duties, and the members are now choos
ing between W4ASR and W4DGS. W4EV is, 
however, a candidate for election as alternate, 
as is also W4CNZ.

In the Atlantic, Dakota, Delta, Midwest and 
Pacific Divisions, after the elimination in some 
cases of nominees who for one reason or another 
were not eligible, there remained only the in
cumbents as eligible nominees. As a result, 
Messrs. Walter Bradley Martin, W3QV; Fred 
W. Young, W9MZN; E. Ray Arledge, W5SI; 
Floyd E. Norwine, jr., W9EFC; and J. L. Mc
Cargar, W6EY, have been declared reelected 
for the 1940-1941 term in these divisions, respec
tively. Similarly, in the Delta and Pacific Divi
sions W5DKR and W6FBW, the respective in
cumbent alternates, were the only eligible candi
dates and have been declared reelected. However, 
in the remaining divisions balloting is now in 
progress to select alternates from the following 
candidates: Atlantic, W8CK0, W8BQ, W3CDQ. 
Dakota, W9ITQ, W9ADJ, W9EU. Midwest, 
W9MME, W9FAM.

Election results will be determined about De
cember 20th and will be the subject of a special 
broadcast from W1AW.
MEMBERSHIP GROWTH

Iieague membership has shown un
broken growth, at a steady and wholesome rate, 
for many years back. The membership in good 
standing at the end of recent calendar years was 
as follows:

1938..................................  24,527
1937.....................................  23,664
1936...................................... 23,254
1935...................................... 22,600
1934..................................  22,228
1933............................... 18,979
1932...................................... 18,664

While figures for 1939 are not yet available,
they will show a continuation of the steady on
ward march of your League. Amateurs appreciate
their own organization, the only one that does
things for amateur radio!

A NOTE ON STADLER'S DEATH
We read in Canadian Aviation that 

unexpected light was thrown on the cause of the 
tragic airplane accident that cost the lives of 
VE2AP and VE2NI last winter, when film in a 
movie camera found in the wreckage was de
veloped.

It was then revealed that, just prior to the 
crash, the plane had made several descents to low 
altitudes to enable pictures of a herd of caribou 
to be taken through the cabin window, and 
indicated that in a steep turn while near the 
ground the ship stalled and struck the frozen 
surface before it could be brought back into 
control.

John Stadler, VE2AP, was one of Canada’s 
best-loved amateurs and was one of amateur 
radio’s representatives to the Bucharest meeting 
of the C.C.I.R.

CALLS ON LICENSE PLATES

A little article in QST early this year 
on the practice of the state of Michigan in as
signing amateur calls on automobile license 
plates has stimulated similar attempts by ama
teurs in many other states. Unfortunately, we 
have not heard of any other state being success
fully persuaded. And now, from information re
ceived from the Associated Amateur Radio 
Operators of Denver, it appears that even Michi
gan is abandoning the practice next year. The 
Denver club did a real job on their motor vehicle 
department, persuading the supervisor to get in 
touch with the Michigan authorities, which did 
put ham calls on plates; the Ohio authorities, who 
were said to be about to do it; and the m.v. 
people of Illinois and Washington, who were 
supposed to have it under consideration. The 
results are sad: Ohio says it has received numer
ous requests, but has flatly turned them down; 
will continue to do so. Illinois points to a legis
lative requirement and obviously has no inten
tion of doing anything. Washington says it has 
emphatically refused to accede to such requests. 
And the lone champion of amateur rights, Michi
gan, says that it did put calls on plates this year, 
but that the system has resulted in widespread 
complaint from peace officers over difficulty of 
identification and has generally been unsatis
factory, and that the practice will be discontinued 
effective with the 1940 plates. Tough stuff, for it 
was a swell idea.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT
TThe League’s routine operations for the 

third quarter of 1939 showed the usual summer 
deficit normal for that time of the year. How
ever, we entered the last quarter a couple of 
thousand dollars better off for the year than at 
the same time last year. It is expected that the last 
quarter, which sees the appearance of the new 
Handbook, will yield a substantial gain, although 
the war in Europe is taking its toll in our business 
affairs to an extent not yet computable. Third- 
quarter figures:
STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENSES, 
EXCLUSIVE OF EXPENDITURES CHARGED TO 
APPROPRIATIONS, FOR THE THREE MONTHS 

ENDED SEPT. 30, 1939
Revenues

Membership dues........ . ............... $12,579.38
Advertising sales, QST.................. 21,178.66
Advertising sales, Handbook........  193.161
Advertising sales, booklets........... 500.00
Newsdealer sales, QST................. 11,021.39
Handbook sales........... ................. 3,204.89
Spanish edition Handbook reve

nues........... ........................ 1.62
Booklet sales.......... . .................... 1,981.11
Calculator sales............................. 371.47
Membership supplies sales............ 1,811.25
Interest earned............ .  548.88
Cash discounts received......... 187.13
Bad debts recovered..................... 6.90

■----- —— $53,199.52
Deduct: 

Returns and allowances.............. $ 3,283.39
Exchange and collection charges.. 11.50
Cash discounts allowed................ 324.81
Increase in reserve for newsdealer 

returns of QST...................... 220.91 3,840.61

Net Revenues............................................. $49,358.91
Expenses

Publication expenses, QST.......... $15,458.55
Publication expenses, Handbook.. 2,998.23
Publication expenses, booklets.... 1,073.25
Publication expenses, calculators.. 232.38
Spanish edition Handbook ex

penses........................................ 50.98*
Salaries.......................................... 23,974.83
Membership supplies expenses.... 1,200.30
Postage.......................................... 1,048.73
Office supplies and printing........... 1,952.62
Travel expenses, business.............. 1,153.71
Travel expenses, contact......... 1,048.45
QST forwarding expenses............. 1,338.26
Telephone and telegraph...............  581.19
General expenses...............  989.97
Insurance........................... . ......... 161.07
Rent, light and heat........... ......... 1,099.60
General Counsel expenses............  261.28
Communications Dept, field ex

penses.......... . ............................ 163.71
Headquarters Station expenses.. . 341.10
Provision for depreciation of:

Furniture & equipment. ...... 299.01
Headquarters Station.................. 448.89

Total Expenses........................... ............... 55,774.20

Net Loss before expenditures
$ 6,415.29against appropriations............................

WWV Schedules
Except for the special broadcasts of 

W W V using 20 kw. as described below, WWV is 
now running a continuous schedule (day and 
night ) on 5000 kc. with a power output of 1 kw. 
This continuous transmission is modulated with 
the standard pitch in music, 440 cycles per second.

Each Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday (except 
legal holidays), the National Bureau of Standards 
station, WWV, transmits with a power of 20 kw. 
on three carrier frequencies as follows: 10:30 to 
11:30 a.m., E.S.T., on 5000 kc.; noon to 1:30 
p.m., E.S.T., on 10,000 kc.; 2:00 to 3:30 p.m., 
E.S.T., on 20,000 kc. The Tuesday and Friday 
transmissions are unmodulated c.w. except for 
1-second standard-time intervals consisting of 
short pulses with 1000-cycle modulation. On the 
Wednesday transmissions, the carrier is modu
lated 30% with a standard audio frequency of 
1000 c.p.s. The accuracy of the frequencies of the 
WWV transmissions is better than 1 part in 
5,000,000.

Byrd Antarctic Expedition
(Continued from page 16)

.America at the nearest point — a three-hour hop 
for a fast airplane. In fact, the expedition plans 
to get fresh meat and fruit by air from the main
land during the favorable months.

So you see the expedition is simply a crew of 
specialists going to a remote but not inaccessible 
place to do a lot of hard work in the hope that it 
may mean something worth while for posterity. 
There will be times when they’re lonely or blue 
or when they feel like writing a letter home. And 
then it will be up to you to deliver the message.

Silent
Mt is with deep regret that we re

cord the passing of these amateurs:
William H. Burt, W5BRG, Jacksonville, 

Tex.
Stanley M. Breuer, W9ZWY, Lincoln, 

Nebr.
Percy J. Carr, W6JW, National City, 

Calif.
F. E. Gaynor, VE2KD, ex-VO6J, Mon- 

trcSrl Que
J. W. Hamilton, G5JH, Hardwicke, Glos.
Robert J. Kelly, W9VTC. Fargo, N.'Dak.
John J. Kielich, Jr., W8MBQ, Buffalo, 

N. Y.
Erwin E. Praught, W9WDA, Duluth, 

Minn.
1 A debit item. $ A credit item.
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If for no other reason than 
that you’re becoming bored with 
the usual rack-mounting unit 
arrangement, you’ll be inter
ested in this amplifier« Aside 
from this, however, the con
struction presents all of the 
advantages of vertical construc
tion without consuming vertical 
space« The important leads are 
short and the coils unusually 
accessible for changing, regard
less of an overhanging unit above 
in the rack.

The three controls are arranged symmetrically. The plate-tank control is at the center with 
the grid-tank control at the left and the switch for the external milliammeter at the right.

“Dish-Type” Construction for the 
High-Power Amplifier

Compact Unit Making Use of UI2's and Components of Small Dimensions

BY BON H. MIX,*  WITS

JIhbbb is nothing particularly new in 
“dish-type” construction for rack mounting. Its 
application has heretofore been confined pretty 
well to speech amplifiers and low-power r.f. 
units, however, because this type of construction 
does not normally lend itself well to the tubes 
and tank condensers of large physical size usually 
associated with high power. Within the past year 
or two, the size of medium-power tubes has been 
gradually reduced until now a pair of tubes 
capable of handling a half-kilowatt or so is about 
half the size of a pair of tubes such as the 203-A’s 
formerly used for such a job. Those employed in 
this job are the new RCA type 812’s whose char
acteristics will be found in October QST.

By isolating the rotors of a split-stator con
denser from ground, and thereby limiting the 
voltage across the condenser to the peak r.f. value 
alone, the physical size of the condenser can be 
reduced by more than 50 per cent. This total re
duction in size is sufficient to make the idea of 
dish-type construction entirely practicable for 
an amplifier of this order.

Practical Features
Aside from the refreshing departure from the 

more or less cut and dried arrangements into 
which rack-mounting amplifiers have fallen, 
dish-type construction has certain practical ad

* Assistant Technical Editor.

vantages. By reference to the photographs, it 
will be seen that the tank coils may be mounted 
so that very little metal of the normal rack struc-

The grid end of the amplifier. The filament by-pass 
condensers, grid blocking condensers and r.f. chokes are 
arranged symmetrically about the tank coil and 
condenser.
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ture is in the immediate 
fields of the tank coils — a con
dition almost impossible to 
approach in the usual form of 
construction with metal pan
els and side brackets. Plug-in 
coils are made much more ac
cessible for changing and the 
direction of “pull” in remov
ing coils is outward away from 
the rack rather than upward 
into the next rack unit above. 
Terminals may be mounted so 
that the wiring between rack 
units may be made inconspic
uous and so that the chances 
of personal injury from acci
dental contact with exposed 
terminals at the rear are 
greatly reduced. Lastly, this 
form of construction usually 
reduces the required height of 
the unit which is a particular 
advantage in table racks 
where vertical space is at a 
premium. The required height in this case was 
four or five inches less than would have been 
necessary for the usual horizontal chassis con
struction.

Individual Metering
The circuit of the amplifier shown in the dia

gram is standard in every way except in the 
method of metering where a departure is made 
from usual practice. By means of the two-gang 
six-position switch, it is possible to measure the 
individual grid and cathode currents of each 
tube as well as total grid or total cathode cur
rents. To accomplish this, two small filament

The plate end of the amplifier. The neutralizing condensers are mounted 
between the tubes. The leads from neutralizing condensers to the tank-con- 
denser stators are dissimilar but of equal length, thereby preserving electrical 
symmetry.

transformers are used, one for each tube, instead 
of a single large transformer. The meter is 
switched across shunting resistances in each cir
cuit to simplify switching. The shunting re
sistances in the grid circuits are not critical in 
value so long as they are not less than 20 times 
the resistance of the 100-ma. meter. Meter re
sistance usually runs between 0.25 and 1 ohm in 
the 100-ma. size so that resistances of 25 ohms 
or so will have no practical effect upon the meter 
reading. In the cathode circuits, the shunting 
resistors should be carefully adjusted to provide 
a scale multiplication of ten. The full-scale read
ings when the meter is shifted to the cathode 

circuits will then be 1000 ma. These 
resistances in each case should be 
one-ninth of the resistance of the 
meter used. Those .shown in the 
photograph were made with No. 22 
enamelled copper wire wound on 

diameter rods of insulating com
position. The total length of wire re
quired for each of the resistances is 
about three feet. The exact length 
can be determined quite easily by 
experiment. Place the milliammeter in 
series with a battery and a variable 
resistance suitable to hold the cur
rent to 100 ma. and adjust the vari
able resistance until the meter reads 
full scale. Now take a piece of the 
wire with which the shunt is to be 
wound and connect the ends across 
the meter. Adjust the length of the 
shunt wire until the meter reading 
drops to 10 ma. and then cut off 
and wind on the form. If the re
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This view of the interior of the chassis shows how the two filament
transformers are mounted and the condenser extension-shaft arrange
ment. The meter switch is mounted on the panel and connected with
cabled leads. The grid leaks and meter shunts are mounted on fibre lug
strips.



sistance of the shunt is too low (shunt wire too 
short) the meter reading will fall below 10 ma., 
while if the shunt resistance is too high (shunt 
wire too long), the meter reading will be above 
10 ma.

Assembly

Turning to the constructional details, the am
plifier is assembled on a standard chassis 8" by 
17" by 3" which is, in turn, mounted on an 8%" 
by 19" rack panel of crackle-finish Presd- 
wood. The partition on which the tubes and grid

'M Is
KRFC,

At

TO EXTERNAL 
a O-1OO MA METER-4 4

BIAS- H.V. +

C D G E F AB

Fig. 1 — Circuit diagram of compact high-power 
amplifier.
Ci — 100 ¿i/ifds. per section (Hammarlund MCD100M).
Cs —■ 100 wtfds. per section (Cardwell MT100GD), 

0.07-in. spacing.
C3 — 500 wrfds. mica, 600-volt.
C< — Neutralizing condenser 8 to 10 ¿quids. max. 

(Millen 15003).
Cs — 0.01-pfd. paper, 600-volt.
Co — 0.002-pfd. mica, 5000-volt.
Ri — Grid leak, 6000 ohms, 10 watts.
Ra — Grid-current meter shunt, 25 to 50 ohms, 2-watt.
Ra — Same as Ra.
R4 — Cathode-current meter shunt. See text.
Rs —■ Same as R<.
Li — National AR series coils with center link (variable

link type recommended).
Substitute coils may be wound on 1^-in. diameter 

forms as follows:
3.5 Me. — 44 turns, 2 in. long.

7 Me. — 22 turns, 2 in. long.
14 Me. — 10 turns, 1^ in. long.
28 Me. — 6 turns, 1 in. long.

La — Barker and Williamson TL series with center 
links.

Substitute coils may be wound as follows:
3.5 Me. — 36 turns, 2^-in. diam., 4 in. long.

7 Me. — 18 turns, diam., 4 in. long.
14 Me. —-10 turns, 2J^-in. diam., 3 in. long.
28 Me.—• 6 turns, 2 )4-in. diam., 3 in. long.

S W — Mallory 2-gang, 6 position switch.
Filament transformers — 6.3 v., 6a. to fit under chassis. 

circuit components are mounted is a 6" by 8" 
steel panel, a standard item as is, likewise, the 
pair of 5" triangular supporting brackets.

The plate tank condenser is mounted on four 
stand-off insulators and the coil jack bar is 

fastened to the condenser frame by means of a 
pair of brackets cut from J4" wide brass strip 
bent to shape. The assembly is placed along the 
center line of the chassis and as far towards the 
end of the chassis as possible without hanging 
over. Then, when about an inch is cut off the 
condenser shaft, the end of the shaft will be in 
the right position to permit coupling to the drive 
shaft running through a bearing in the exact cen
ter of the chassis. The plate-circuit r.f. choke is 
easily identified in the photograph while the 
tank isolating condenser is fastened to the tank
condenser end plate and grounded at the other 
end to the chassis.

On the partition, holes centered 3,% inches 
from the rear edge and 1 % inches from top and 
bottom are cut for the National CIR. tube 
sockets. The sockets should be orientated so 
that the plates of the tubes will be in a verti

cal plane when the unit is mounted in a vertical 
rack. The grid tank condenser is mounted with a 
machine screw through the hole which is left in 
the ceramic base when the shield between the 

two condenser sections is removed. It should be 
< placed with the front edge of the ceramic base 

14 inch from the front edge of the partition 
and with the shaft of the condenser extending 
through a clearance hole on the center line of the 
chassis. The rotors are not grounded since ex
perience has shown that an amplifier of this type 
usually neutralizes more readily without the 
ground connection and excitation usually di
vides more evenly between the two tubes. It 
should be noticed that the shaft of the condenser 
used does not run along the center of the mount
ing, but J4 inch to one side, and this should 
be taken into consideration when mounting so 
that the shaft will be central on the chassis. The 
grid tank coil is mounted just to the rear of the 
condenser. The partition is placed 5 inches from 
the end of the chassis. Small feed-through points 
are used in passing the neutralizing leads through 
the partition and for the bias leads through the 
chassis.

The two neutralizing condensers are a new 
compact type with low-loss polystyrene dielec
tric. They are mounted so that they are easy to 
get at to adjust with their adjusting screws pro
truding toward the rear. They should be placed 
back near the partition so as to remove them as 
far as possible from the center of heat generated 
by the tubes.

The two filament transformers are small 
enough to be mounted underneath the chassis 
along with the grid leaks and meter-shunting 
resistors. Both the ceramic terminal strip and

(Continued on page 76)
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ON THE ULTBA HIGHS
CONDUCTED BY E.

What is DX? To the low-frequency 
’phone or c.w. man it is any section of the coun
try remote from the part in which he lives. To the 
20- and 40-meter men DX has to be something 
rare; mere miles are not enough. To the experi
menter on the micro-waves, DX may be any
thing farther than he can shout. DX, then, is 
relative ■— anything which you, or the fellow 
in the next block, cannot work regularly, with 
comparative ease. Herein lies the basic appeal of 
u.h.f. operation — the ever-changing DX ho
rizon.

Yet, when we stop to think of it, has not this 
craving for DX been slightly overemphasized 
in recent months? Surely the habit of combing 
the band for a sign of something beyond the 
normal range of operation and giving up for the 
evening when DX is not in prospect is responsi
ble, in a large measure, for the low state of ac
tivity which falls like a blight on the five-meter 
band about this time each year. The habit of 
careful listening is one to be commended at any 
time, but when activity is at a low ebb, as it is 
in many sections of the country at this time of 
year, a little more transmitting and a willingness 
to chat with local stations may be worth a try, 
too.

Recently a number of dyed-in-the-wool u.h.f. 
men have expressed concern at the state of 
things on the five-meter band. However we 
regard our stretch between 56 and 60 Me. we 
cannot disregard the desirability of these frequen
cies from a commercial standpoint. In the past 
year television and frequency-modulated broad
casting have been making rapid strides toward 
popular favor. Anyone who has listened to recep
tion of frequency-modulated broadcasting can
not help but be impressed with the tremendous 
possibilities being opened up by this development 
in the field of real high-fidelity entertainment. 
While there is probably no immediate danger of 
our losing any of our u.h.f. allocations, those of 
us who get an occasional look at the commercial 
side of the u.h.f. picture are forced to the con
clusion that it is high time that our logs showed 
consistent and complete occupancy of our 56- 
Mc. band as a bulwark against commercial ex
pansion in the future. Need we say more!

As we approach the end of 1939 we might do 
well to take a quick look over the year now ending 
and see what it has brought us in the way of 
progress “on the ultra-highs.” 1939 will stand 
initin our memories as the year when stabilization

*329 Central St., Springfield, Maas.

P. TILTON? W1HDQ

began in earnest on 56 Me. Though the changes 
necessary to conform to the new regs represented 
too great a financial or technical hurdle for a 
small percentage of our 5-meter population, we 
feel sure that no serious-minded u.h.f. enthusiast 
would ever want to go back to former conditions. 
Relieved forever of the burden of maintaining 
broad tuning as the principal feature of our re
ceivers, at the expense of other more desirable 
characteristics, the performance of 5-meter 
stations went up almost immediately. The super- 
regenerative receiver, heretofore a useful (if not 
entirely necessary) adjunct to u.h.f. operation, 
disappeared almost completely, except for porta
ble use, and its broad tuning, noisy operation, 
and relatively low sensitivity were little mourned. 
This one change did more than anything else to 
put operation on 56 Me. on a par with the tech
nique applied on the lower frequencies. The ad
vanced 56-Mc. man can now hold his head high 
in any company!

Looking back over 1939 we find that, in gen
eral, 56-Mc. conditions have not been quite so 
favorable, particularly for skip of the 400- to 800- 
mile variety, as in 1938. Skip has been longer, a 
large percentage of work being over 900- to 1200- 
mile paths. There were fewer nights when signals 
poured in with the unbelievable strengths en
countered in the early summer sessions of 1938. 
The thrill of QSO’s over skip paths having faded 
just a trifle, operators began, this summer, to 
make lasting friendships with men in other sec
tions of the country; taking more interest in 
tests on antennas and other equipment and engag
ing in leisurely rag-chews, rather than in mara
thon QSO contests.

The hero of the summer's activities was, of 
course, “Vince” Dawson, W9ZJB, of Kansas 
City, Mo., who joined the select circle of 56-Mc. 
immortals by completing the first 56-Mc. “Grand 
Slam.” We offer as an example of how news, 
even of the u.h.f. variety, can travel: the fact that, 
within three days after W9ZJB’s historic QSO 
with W7GBI on August 18th, there was scarcely 
a single u.h.f. man in the entire country who had 
not heard of this splendid accomplishment. Our 
hats are off to you, Vince, and to 7GBI, also. 
It must take plenty of perseverance to stay with 
56 Me. in a place like Great Falls, Montana!

Records were made and broken in rapid suc
cession. The totals of “states worked” went up 
by leaps and bounds. Incidentally we’d like some 
up-to-date dope as to who is really leading in 
this department. How about your records, gang?
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The climax of the u.h.f. DX season came on August 
18th. Need we relate what the combination of 120 watts 
to T-20’s, a Skyrider 5-10, a rotary-H array, and some 
snappy operating by Vince Dawson, W9ZJB, accom
plished on this date?

An example of the possibilities of “5” when it is 
really hot is shown by the work of Bob Elmer, 
W3BZJ, Glenside, Pa., in working seven call 
areas (1-2-3-4-5-6-9) in the season’s best opening, 
July 27th.

Not only was 1939 a big year for skip thrills, 
but the considerable strides in receiver develop
ment, both homemade and commercial, and 
the trend to higher power and higher efficiency 
in transmitters, added considerably to our effec
tiveness in continuous-path work. In fact, to 
many operators, particularly those fortunately 
situated as to location, this represents a much 
more interesting problem than skip-DX work. 
Reliable operation over a continuous path well 
beyond the visual is surely a much better demon
stration of efficiency than knocking off a list of 
stations during a session of skip; and, as such, 
it is an excellent opportunity for much worth-while 
work. For a better understanding of the problems 
involved we heartily recommend a thorough 
study of the work of the late Ross Hull who 
started it all back in 1934.*

The improvement in effectiveness resulting 
from the general use of high-grade receivers 
permits a very interesting study of weather 
conditions and their relationship to u.h.f. condi
tions, inasmuch as small variations in signal 
strength are more noticeable and easily measured. 
With a working knowledge of the factors involved 
in lower-atmospheric refraction, this sort of DX 
can be predicted in advance with considerable 
accuracy. In general it appears that continuous- 
path DX occurs most frequently in the late spring 
and early fall. At these periods the days are apt 
to be quite warm and the nights cool, with tem
perature inversions occurring most frequently 
and over widest areas.

A high spot in the year’s activities on the East 
Coast was the night of June 2d, when the entire 
Atlantic Seaboard was treated to an exhibition 

* Important dope in June ’35 and May ’37 QST.

of lower-atmospheric refraction seldom equaled 
in 58 Me. history. On this occasion several sta
tions in the southern part of the third call area 
(W3HJT, HDC, DBC, RL, CGV, WA, HI, and 
others) worked up into the New York area and 
into the first call area with comparative ease, 
several contacts in excess of 300 miles being re
corded, with no skip involved. An unusual feature 
of this evening was the report of reception of a 
number of W2’s and W3’s by W5AJG of Dallas, 
Texas — an unusual combination of skip and 
extended local work. Outstandingly consistent 
performers in the field of reliable coverage over 
wide areas are W3DBC, Washington, D. C.; 
W2M0, Livingston, N. J.; W3BZJ, Glenside, 
Pa.; W2AMJ, Bergenfield, N. J.; W1KTF, Stam
ford, Conn.; W1KLJ, Fall Mt., Bristol, Conn.; 
W1DEI, Natick, Mass., and countless others.

The present known record for DX which is 
definitely known to be of the continuous-path 
variety is held by W8CIR, Aliquippa, Pa., who 
worked W1KLJ and W1HDQ on Sept. 14th and 
was heard in Hartford by W1LLL and by W1DEI 
in Natick, Mass., a distance of about 450 miles! 
The range of effectiveness in local work seems to 
vary markedly in different sections of the coun
try. More observations and records along this 
line are needed. How about it, fellows? Let us 
hear about conditions in your locality.

Of international interest we note that consid
erable activity on 58 Me. has been brewing in the 
Union of South Africa. A number of ZS stations 
who regularly operate on 28-Mc. ’phone have 
been carrying on tests on 56 Me. with Americans 
who operate on both bands. W3H0H of Ber
nardsville, N. J., has been active in arranging 
these tests which have consisted of alternate 15- 
minute transmitting and listening periods each 
Saturday and Sunday morning. The ZS gang 
have been hearing various commercial services 
which operate slightly lower in frequency than 
the five-meter band, but it is not known if any 
.American 56-Mc. station has ever been heard 
over there. That a ZS-W QSO on 56 Me. is 
within the realm of possibility is indicated by a 
report of reception of the 56-Mc. sigs of ZS1AX 
by W8RLT of Detroit, Mich., on schedule on 
June 11th at 9:35 a.m. E.S.T.

The first England-Netherlands QSO on 56 Me. 
occurred on August 17th, at about 10:30 p.m., 
when PA0PN and G2AO made contact on i.e.w. 
International work on 56 Me. is not a new thing 
in the smaller European countries. The first 
PA-ON contact was made in 1937 and PA’s 
have been heard in England before. PA0PN 
used 50 watts input and a vertical Zepp about 
50 feet above ground. The distance is of the 
order of 250 miles.

We cannot leave a summary of the year’s 
accomplishments without mention of the out
standing work of W3AC/3 with his 50-watt 
mobile rig and collapsible rotary from his pet 
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location atop High Point, in the northwest 
corner of New Jersey. Goyn’s work in the 
A.R.R.L. F.D. and the U.H.F. Contest are now 
history, and what history!
112 MC.:

The S.C.M. reports received at Head
quarters recently are full of references to work on 
2l<. The brief time available for getting together 
copy for our first u.h.f. column has not permitted 
running down any of these by the correspondence 
method; however, all reports of this 'sort will be 
investigated if full details are not immediately 
available, in order that a true picture of u.h.f. 
progress may be presented monthly. As all 2!<- 
and l J4-meter work is, as far as we know, of a 
short-path nature, there is little possibility of our 
obtaining the w'hole interesting story of what is 
going on in the various sections of the country 
unless you fellows who are active report your 
accomplishments. More dope on the types of rigs 
in use, the antennas found most desirable, the 
reliable operating range obtained, and the extent 
of local activity are most earnestly requested.

The big news in 112-Mc. DX is, again, the 
work of Bob Swanlund, W9WYX, and Al Suede- 
kum, W9VTK. Not satisfied with their accom
plishments reported in the November issue (120- 
mile contact on Aug. 13th) they decided to see 
what could be done from Pike’s Peak. On October 
Sth, braving freezing temperatures and a sleet 
storm which made it necessary to chisel the ice 
from his 6-element Yagi beam, W9WYX set up 
his 75-watt rig (details in article referred to above) 
and established contact at 2:05 p.m. with W9VTK, 
who was located on a small hill about 12 miles 
south of Cheyenne, Wyoming, a distance of ap
proximately 150 miles airline! The rig used by 
W9VTK was a 6A6 oscillator with 6N7 Class-B 
modulator. The power input, 18 watts, was sup
plied by a pair of Vibrapacks. With these out
standing DX records, Bob and Al certainly must 
have stirred up plenty of interest in 2 meters in 
and around Denver.

The simplicity of the equipment required 
makes this band ideal for the beginner; and for 
anyone who likes to experiment with antennas 
and simple rigs, 112 Me. is fruitful territory. As 
indicated above, it is great stuff for the portable 
enthusiast; and for hidden-transmitter hunts it 
is ideal. Activity reminiscent of early five-meter 
days is going on in Boston, Fall River, Provi
dence, and other large New England cities. 
W1SS, Arlington, Mass., reports plenty of ac
tivity in the Boston area nightly, with up to 25 
miles being worked regularly with simple oscilla
tors using receiving tubes. Some of the Wl’s 
active in Eastern New England are HJB, JP, 
JUN, BOO, DPP, DEK, FIK, MDV, LIO, 
FBX, LEM, LDD, MGH, KVB/1, and many 
others. HJB and JP report many illicit stations 
in operation and this, as in early days on 56 Me.,
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represents a tough problem. Some discussion of 
what should be done about the u.h.f. “BL” is in 
order. Work on 112 Me. seems to be confined 
almost entirely to modulated oscillators, though 
this need not be considered inevitable, as pointed 
out elsewhere in the column.

As to the antennas most suited to 112-Mc. use, 
W1SS reports a predominance of the “Q” type. 
Our own meager experience with 2J4 indicates 
that this preference is well founded. Surely, with 
r.f. losses being what they are at this frequency, 
some sort of untuned line is to be preferred when 
a feeder of any length is required and the “Q” 
seems to be the simplest and most efficient solu
tion. Very interesting results can be obtained with 
dose-spaced beams, what with the small dimen
sions required and the ease of providing methods 
of adjustment.
224 MC.:

George Bailey, W1KH (A.R.R.L. 
V.P.), reports plenty of business being done on 
114 in the Boston area. Several of the gang are 
using the Western Electric “doorknob,” which 
will supply 8 watts output at 224 Me. with ease. 
In addition to a 316-A, KH also has a pair of 
RK-32’s at 300 watts. We hope to present the 
details of this rig and others, soon. George reports 
the best antenna yet tried consists of a 25-inch 
vertical rod fed with a 2-inch-spaced pair of No. 
10 wires fanned out at the point of attachment 
to form a 6” equilateral triangle. Eighteen miles 
is covered consistently in a sked with W1HSV. 
Others reported active on 224 Me. are BZR, 
CCX, and BJB. George offers a word of caution 
to those tempted to use r.f. meters in making 
adjustments at 224 Me.: “Don’t!” R.f. at this 
frequency just doesn’t agree with meters now 
available, he relates.
U.H.F. "KINK OF THE MONTH”:

11Vant to try 2J4? You don’t have to 
modulate an oscillator to do it. Many of the 
newer triode transmitting tubes will perform 
surprisingly well as doublers from the regular 
five-meter exciter unit. W1HDF, Elmwood, 
Conn., is running an HK-54 doubler, driven by 
an 807 running straight-through on five. This 807 
normally drives a pair of 54’s on 56,088 kc. The 
single 54 has been operated at 100 watts, plate- 
modulated, and it surely sounds FB on 112,176 
kc.!

Other tubes known to work well in conven
tional doubler circuits are HK-24, TZ-40, and 
35T. The layout is even simpler than the average 
oscillator. At W1HDQ, we have used a TZ-40 
with nothing in the plate circuit but a “hairpin” 
made of No. 8 wire having a total length of about 
8 inches. The hairpin can be squeezed together or 
spread apart to attain minimum plate current. 
The grid is link-coupled to an 807 doubler from 

(Continued on page 82)
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The “Portable Five
¿1 Midget Transmitter with S Watts Output

BY FRED SETTER,*  W8QRW-QDK

This story may surprise or even dis
appoint those who have followed the adventures 
of our little hero, the 6L6G tube whom we left in 
the September issue putting out sixty watts. It 
is, perhaps, anti-climax to describe now a midget 
transmitter with five watts output, but there may 
be another kind of surprise when the story is read.

No claims as to originality are made for this 
little job. W2GCV, in the June, 1937, issue sug
gested the idea and W9IGF expanded it into a 
Tri-tet in the June, 1939, issue. And now along 
comes ole 8QBW painting the lily (to coin a 
phrase). AU that I can offer is that this adapta
tion is very small, very light and very well en
closed against mechanical derangement, so that 
it is really a portable transmitter. That word 
“portable” has been much overworked, defi
nitely. If you do your “porting” in a truck or an 
automobile, then a lawn-mower or a St. Bernard 
are portable, I suppose. But let us see what can 
be done about it.

The “Portable Five” has the whole works, 
transmitter and power supply, on a chassis only 
3 by 3 V? by 2% inches, and the weight is one 
pound and ten ounces. The output is a little 
better than 5 watts. The cost, exclusive of crystal, 
is $6.43. It can be tucked into a corner of the 
suitcase without taking up room or adding weight 
to amount to anything.

I can already hear a snort from Dan to Denver, 
“Who wants to bother with five watts, anyhow?” 
Well, that is what I thought myself, but you 
never can tell till you try, so the little job was 
put on the air and some surprises were immedi
ately uncorked! At W8QDK, on 40 meters, the 
first 36 tries resulted in 21 QSO’s, or 60%. A 
couple of these were ended by QRM, but this is 
nothing unusual, so we won’t worry. These con
tacts ranged from Massachusetts, New York, 
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Ohio, 
Virginia, Wisconsin and Indiana. They averaged 
about RST 579x. This was in July, by no means 
a favorable period. Nine of them were local, i.e., 

* 1000 Kensington Road, Grosse Pointe Park, Mich.

No “QSL” this time — this outfit’s too 
small to cover a postcard! But QBW 
has been having a lot of fun with it — 
and we have a hunch a lot of others are 
going to do likewise

within the State of Michigan. At W8QBW 
operation was confined to the 80-meter band and 
the first 33 tries resulted in 21 QSO’s or 64%. 
These ranged from Michigan, Ohio, Illinois, 
South Carolina, Pennsylvania, New York and 
New Jersey. It may as well go into the record 
that the antennas here are pretty good: 80-meter 
half-wave Zepps about 40 feet up and well in the 
(dear. It is still true that a dime in the antenna is 
worth a dollar in the transmitter, and although I 
won’t vouch for the exact accuracy of this for
mula, there is the idea, anyway. Fortunately a 
good antenna involves little more outlay than a 
makeshift wire. Careful planning and “ arm
strong” tactics which cost nothing making the 
difference. Just what this rig will do when the 
frost is on the pumpkin remains to be seen.

Fig 1 — The "Portable Five” Circuit Diagr am.
Ci — lOO-wtfcL midget variable (Hammarlund MC- 

100-S).
C2, Ca — 0.01-^fd. paper, 600-volt»
C4-C4 — DuaI-8-jufd. electrolytic (Cornell-Dubilier KR- 

288).
Ca — 10’ufd. electrolytic, 300-voIt (Mallory type BB). 
Li, La — See text.
R — 200 ohms, 10-watt (Ohmite Brown Devil).
RFC — Receiver-type choke.
B — Pilot bulb, No. 40 tan bead.

In filament circuit, connect similarly-lettered points. 
Chassis is not connected electrically to any part of the 
circuit.

Note.“—'rhe key is not at ground potential in this 
circuit, and although the voltage between key leads and 
ground is not dangerous, care should be taken to avoid 
touching meta! parts of the key.
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Fig. 2 — Chassis template for the "Portable Five.”

and September 26th the best contacts were 
W7HFG, Sheridan, Wyo., 569x: W9CJZ, Bala
ton, Minn., 589x: W1KQZ, Boston, Mass., 579x: 
and W5BVM, Dallas, Texas, 589x. All of those 
RST’s are correct and I hope the printer gets 
them as I have written them. This looks to me

like nice work for a transmitter with 
only five watts output. One fellow said, 
“This QSO has opened my eyes to the 
possibilities of low power. ” And it opened 
mine also!)

The crystal current is so low that it 
will not light to visibility a 60-ma. pilot 
bulb. The photograph shows this crystal 
bulb but later it was taken out. You 
don’t need it. The signal is a nice d.c. 
note with no noticeable ripple, chirp or 

clicks. When first put on the air, condenser C’6 had 
not been installed and although all except a couple 
of reports were 9x, a little ripple was apparent. 
Installation of Cg fixed that. There is little waste 
space but all parts go in nicely without hitting 
and of course the leads are very short — almost 
non-existent.

General Construction.
It will, with suitable crystals, work on 80, 40 

and 20 meters. But I would not bother with 20 
meters, for those chaps won’t pay much attention 
to W’s. If you have a 20-meter crystal you can 
give it a whirl, of course, but I would not advise 
investing in one just for the purpose of using it 
in the “Portable Five.” Abner, take notice!

(Note. —- That bit of advice was written 
before war restrictions had clamped down on 
nearly all DX. At present the DX addicts are 
forced to fall back on W QSO’s or keep still — 
and you know a ham just can’t keep still. So at 
present you can indulge in plenty of activity on 
20. As an indication of what may be done, at 
present, here is the log of W8QBW for September 
28, 1939 on 20 meters (14,300 kc.) using the 
“Portable Five”:
11:63 A.M. W1LYL Boston, Mass......................  KST 5G9x

1:10 p.m. W4MR Greensboro, N. C.. ............. 599x
3:35 “ W4FLP Franklin, Tenn..................... 589x
6:04 “ W2HFM Long Island, N. Y......... .. 589x
8:07 “ W9QWA Hastings, Neb...................... 589x
8:50 “ W5DNW Lafayette, La........................ 589x

On that date there were five failures so the 
measure of success was 54%. On September 25

Everything’s here but the antenna 
and key! The "Portable Five” is only 
a handful, but it gets around.

The crystal oscillator is a 25L6GT and the 
rectifier a 25Z6GT. The filaments of these tubes 
are in series and use up 50 volts, the remaining 
volts being absorbed by the 220-ohm cord. The 
circuit is that of the “QSL,” “Economy” and 
“Runt” 1 transmitters except that screen con
denser Cs (in their diagrams) is omitted. Looking 
at the photograph, on the left apron are the feed- 
throughs-for the antenna leads; in front are the 
plate condenser knob, the crystal and its pilot 
bulb (but you may as well omit it). On the right 
is the feed-through for one keying lead, the 
resistor cord entering at this side. On the top is 
the 8-8-nfd. condenser and the rectifier tube, back 
of which are the coil and oscillator tube. The plate 
current pilot bulb is in the center. Contrary to 
usual practice, the ground leads do not run to the 
chassis but are all brought to an insulated (6-32) 
stud on the rear apron. This keeps the chassis at 
zero potential. The second keying lead goes to 
this stud.

(Continued on page 84)

1 Sutter, "The ‘Runt Sixty’ and the ‘QSL Sixty,”’ QST, 
September, 1939.
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A.R.R.I. Copying Bee—December 8th
(2) Mark one copy as your “best”; only 

this one copy shall count, but report all the 
above stations that you can hear to us. Keep 
copies other than your “best” to check your
self when we mail out the official texts to 
you.

(3) Print your name, call signal and address 
plainly on each entry.

(4) Send in original copies. Re-copying 
messages invariably introduces errors and 
detracts from credits.

(5) Copies must be mailed bearing a post
mark in the year 1939 to be counted. Mail at 
once or within five days to make sure.

(6) Every contestant must certify he has 
not been employed as a commercial or govern
ment radio, Morse or cable operator in the 
last year. This is strictly an amateur contest. 
The following exceptions, however, shall be 
eligible:

(a) Holders of commercial licenses without 
experience under same, (b) Such holders 
(’phone licensees or technical attendants) 
whose duties have not been telegraph oper
ating within one year.

The transmitting stations will each send V’s 
ten minutes before scheduled times below. 
All amateurs are requested to note the fre
quencies listed and try to cooperate by keep
ing silence on these channels during copying 
bee transmissions. Write down just what you 
hear. Send in all you get so you receive credit 
and we can send you the official texts for 
examination.

copying wholly by ear, is eligible. — F. E. H.

in the previous Bees, some unu
sual character and figure combinations and 
plain language groups will be sent in no par
ticular sequence. The League will return all 
papers (except winners) with a confidential 
rating. A copy of the transmitted texts will go 
to each participant. Transmissions will all be 
60 words in length. The sending will be by 
tape at about 25 words per minute. It will be 
a test to copy what you hear. Did you ever 
wonder, “How well can I copy?” Here’s the 
chance to find out!

To COPY code accurately is the special 
mark of technique that distinguishes the real 
amateur. This is the annual opportunity to 
note our progress above the mere license re
quirement. The winner or as many as submit 
perfect copies will receive a striking bronze 
medallion award from A.R.R.L.

The following stations, all using “auto
matic” equipment, have been selected in the 
different time zones. Care will be taken to 
make all messages equally difficult by different 
words, word order, errors, etc. We urge every
body who knows the code at all to take part. 
Send in whatever you get, however little that 
may be. Check on your proficiency and have 
some good fun too.

All participants will be mentioned in QST. 
The schedule of transmissions for Friday 
night, December Sth, is shown below:

The rules for taking part in the copying bee: 
(1) Any amateur operator, not having 

access to the tape or transmission copies, and

Station Frequency ¡LS.T. CJ3.T. MS.T. PA.T.

W1AW (W. Hartford) 1762/3825/7280/14,254/28,600 ko. 9:15 fjc 3:15 p.m. 7:15 P.M. 6:15 P.M.
W6AM (Long Beach) 28490 ko. 9:15 f.m. 8:15 p.M. 7:15 pai. 6:15 FJt,
W2KEZ (New York) 7003 ko. 9:15 p.m. 8:15 p.m. 7:15 pat. 6:15 p.m.
W2KEZ (New York) 3510 ko. 10:15 F.M. 9:15 p.m. 8:15 P.M. 7:15 FJt.
W6AM (Long Beach) 14,306 ko. 10:15 p.m. 9:15 p.m. 8:15 p.m. 7:15 p.m.
W9UZ (Chicago) 7003 ko. 10:15 p.m. 9:15 p.m. 8:15 p.m. 7:15 p.m.
W9BAZ (Louisville) 3070 ko. 10:15 p.M. 9:15 p.m. 8:15 ex. 7:15 pm.
W6AM (Long Beach) 7264 kc. 11:15 pat. 10:15 p.m. 9:15 p.M. 8:15 pat.
W9BAZ (Louisville) 1776 ko. 11:15 FJt. 10:15 v.M. 9:15 P.M. 8:15 F.M.
W6CIS (W6ZF) (San Francisco) 3501 ko. 11:15 p.M. 10:15 p.m. 9:15 P.M. 8:15 pat.
W9UZ (Chicago) 14,006 ko. 11:15 p.M. 10:15 p.m. 9:15 p.m. 8:15 p.M*
W6AM (Long Beach) 3632 ko. 12:15 A.M. (9th) 11:15 p.m. 10:15 P.M. 9:15 FJt.
W6CIS (W6ZF) (San Francisco) 7280 ko. 12:15 A.M. (9th) 11:15 p.m. 10:15 p.M. 9:15 P.M.
W1AW (W. Hartford) 1762/3825/7280/14,254/28,600 kc. 12:15 l.u. (9ih) 11:15 p.m. 10:15 p.M. 9:15 p.m.
W6AM (Long Beach) 1962 ko. 1:15 kM. (9th) 12:15 kM. (9th) 11:15 pat. 10:15 pat.
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1939 Field Day Tops Them All!
BY E. L. BATTEY»*  WIUE

The will of radio amateurs to prepare for 
emergency operation was convincingly demon
strated in A.R.R.L.'s Seventh Annual Field 
Day, June 1939, when 1718 individuals partici
pated in the tests of auxiliary station equipment. 
This represents the greatest number of United 
States and Canadian amateurs ever to take part 
in any single contest activity!! 128 amateur radio 
clubs had a total of 1269 participants, while 449 
individuals participated as members of 119 addi
tional groups. The Field Day has now taken its 
place as amateur radio’s No. 1 operating activity 
— and rightfully so, since “emergency prepared
ness” is foremost in the plans of all conscientious 
amateurs.

Our sincere thanks to the club secretaries and 
other individuals who sent us the scores of inter
esting and complete reports, and photos. The 
stories told would entirely fill an issue of QST — 
and would make mighty interesting reading, too 
— but we are able to present only a cross-section 
of the many accounts sent in. There were the 
usual tales of inclement weather, equipment 
difficulties, etc. —but in spite of the “grief,” a 
grand time was reported by all.

The scores rolled up in the ’39 F.D. smashed 
all previous records to “smithereens.” The lead
ing station worked 161 “portables.” While the 
previous high score was 3708, this year eleven 
groups scored over 3000 points, twenty-seven 
over 2000, five over 4000, and one over 50001! 
These scores spell “success” for the F.D., but the 
real success for every group, whether its score is 
large or small, is the testing of portable-emer
gency gear, the actual purpose of the Field Day. 
Long may the F.D. spirit continue —- and grow!!

The ace Field Day crew, the Egyptian Radio 
Club, W9AIU/9, again led the way (for the third 
consecutive year), estabfishing an all-time F.D. 
high of 5508 points . . . 438 stations worked 
(161 portables). 87.5% of all contacts were by 
c.w. The E.R.C. group consisted of 18 licensed 
amateurs and one ham-to-be, who assumed the 
important duties of “chief logsman.” Nine 
complete units were used on six amateur bands, 
56 through 1.75 Mes.; 82% of the total con
tacts were made by the four leading operators 
(W9KEH, W9RCQ, W9EKY, W9EFC), and 
60% of the total contacts were made by the two 
leading operators (W9KEH, W9RCQ). Trans
mitters used were as follows: 56 Me. — 6J5-807- 
HK54; 28 Me. —6J5-807; 14 Me. —6A6-802, 
6A6-807; ’phone, 807 final, modulated by 6N7 
Class B; 7 Me. — two crystal oscillators each 
using an 802; 3.5 Me.—802 osc.; 804 osc.;

* Assistant Communications Mgr.

’phone, 807 final, 6N7 mod.; 1.75 Me. ’phone — 
6C5-6L6, 6L6 mod. Receivers were two Halli
crafter 5-10’s, seven NClOlX’s, and HRO and 
an RME69. Six 40-foot inverted Y masts and one 
10-foot pole on the farmhouse location supported 
the nine antennas. The six collapsible masts are 
part of the regular W9AIU emergency equip
ment; 500 feet of guy wire was employed. The 
regular club emergency generators, mounted on a 
four-wheel trailer, supplied the juice; 23 gallons of 
gasoline, 2 quarts of oil were consumed by the 
engines. The Egyptian Radio Club deserves a big 
hand for its splendid showing. Give, gang! But 
watch out for ’em in 1940 — they will be aiming 
at 600 contacts!!

A healthy second was the Jersey Shore Ama
teur Radio Association, operating W2AER/2 — 
4437 points for 313 contacts (139 portables). 
This group of 17 operators and 2 food experts 
kept seven transmitters and receivers in operation 
most of the 26-hour period. The 56-Mc. rig oper
ated from the top of an abandoned tower; the 
other rigs were set up in three tents. The seven 
separate antennas were held up by six 30-foot 
portable masts and the top of the tower. Power 
was obtained from a 300-watt and a 2J4-kw. 
generators, both gasoline motor-driven.

The W2AER/2 gang had a side wager with the 
Bridgeport Amateur Radio Association, winning 
same by a slight margin. The B.A.R.A. outfit, 
using the club call W1JHT/1, placed third with 
a score of 4338—-283 contacts (175 portables). 
The fifteen licensed amateurs making up the 
Bridgeport group manned five complete units on 
as many bands. All power was furnished by a 
Homelite 1.5-kw. generator. Location was Red 
Woods Cabins, Bethel, Conn. It should be noted

5-kw.!
This 5-kw. power unit, the property of W6DPT, was 

used in the Field Day by the Bell Radio Club. Operators 
of the club station, W6HXP/6, included (l. to r.) A. F. 
Burke, W6DPT, E. C. Mechlin, W6NGQ, F. W. Glass, 
W6MVL, and H. N. Tizor, W6RCH.
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Upper left: It takes plenty of gear to make up a complete club Field Day set-up! The Philadelphia Wireless 
Association had all the essentials, as will be noted in this shot of the equipment used at W3GAG/3. Upper right: 
W6BGY/6, Unit No. 1 of the Society of Amateur Radio Operators, Inc. Operators are on the job at the 1.75-, 
7- and 14-Mc. rigs. At the right is the 3.5-Mc. c.w. outfit. Upper center, left: The second highest F.D. scorers, 
Jersey Shore Amateur Radio Association, W2AER/2, located near the northern point of Sandy Hook, N. J. Four 
*>f the six 30-foot portable masts and the 3.5-Mc. tent are shown here. The abandoned 80-foot tower, used by the 
56-Mc. crew, and the other tents were at the foot of the sand dunes, back of the photographer. Center: One of the 
ten portable 45-foot bamboo masts (7% lbs. each), which are part of the regular Field Day equipment of the 
W9VSX/9 group. Upper center, right: W8ODJ/8 location, Buckeye Short Wave Radio Association. (1) 3.5-Mc. 
C.w. tent and hq.; 1 rig; (2) 3.9- and 56-Mc. ’phone tent; 2 rigs; (3) 7-Mc. c.w. and 1.75-Mc. ’phone tent; 2 rigs; 
(.4) 14- and 28-Mc. c.w. and ’phone tent; 1 rig. Other tents were used for ’’sleeping and eating.”

that B.A.R.A. came up from fifteenth place in the 
'38 F.D. to place third, in ’39. That gang means 
business!

The contest-minded Frankford Radio Club is 
found up with the leaders as usual. Using the call 
W3BES/3, F.R.C. this year scored 4212 (304 
contacts, 139 portables); 21 licensed amateurs 
were on the job, using several rigs on 3.5, 7 and 
14 Mes.

Fifth high and also in the “ 4000 ” class was the 
York Radio Club operating W9TGB/9 at White 
Pines State Park, Oregon, Hl. This group of six
teen operators knocked off 282 contacts with five 
units, one each on 1.75, 3.5 and 14 Mes., and two 
on 7 Me. All units except one of the 7-Mc. set-ups 
were housed in a large four-room log cabin. The 
c.w. rigs all used e.c.o.

Forging ahead in F.D. activity is the Dells 
Region Radio Club, whose station W9RBI/9 
scored 3942 this year (328 QSO’s, 95 portables). 
Five complete units were operated by the seven
teen participants. Bands used were 1.75-, 3.9- 
and 14-Mc. ’phone and 3.5-, 7- and 14-Mc. c.w.

In the above-3000-points group we also find the 
Tri-County Radio Association, Ine., W2GW/3, 
3762; Buckeye Short Wave Radio Association, 
W8ODJ/8, 3636; Motor City Radio Club, 
W8MRM/8, 3312; Tri States Radio Club, 
W3GKI/2, 3078; and South Cleveland Radio 
Club, W8ICS/8, 3024. Leading the non-club 
groups was the W9VSX/9 gang of seventeen with 
2952 points, followed by three operators at 
W8QAN/8 with 2439, and a group of twenty at 
W8BQ/8 with 2403.

The veteran Hamilton Amateur Radio Club, 
VE3KM, led the Canadian participants with the 
tidy score of 2835 (184 contacts, 105 portables).

Scoring was the same as in ’38. Sufficient care 
was not taken by many participants to send their 
F.D. messages in proper form, or to submit copies 
with their logs. Failure to submit copies was 
called to the attention of all delinquents, and we

W9ADJ/9 Squirrel Cage
The antenna used, by the Black Hills Amateur Radio 

Club on 28-Mc. ’phone was a Reinartz ’’squirrel cage” 
rotary. It sure looks handsome, standing there in the 
wilderness!

are leaning over backward to give some credit 
very generously in every case the originator sent 
us the message copy. Our announcement justifies 
us in taking off the full 25 points, not only for not 
sending a copy of message with handling data as 
sent for credits, but for incorrect checking of 
same. Full credit for. messages reported is subject 
to a deduction of 10 of the 25 points for incorrect 
checks. Where message copies were not submitted 
the whole 25 points were deducted. Messages 
properly handled and reported are an important 
part of the Held Day, since actual emergency 

Lower center, left: The Bridgeport Amateur Radio Association, W1JHT/1, was third high in the ’39 F.D. 
Seven of the group of fifteen operators are shown with the 1.5-kw. Homelite generator, which was loaned to the club 
for the tests. Lower center, right: The Valley Key and Mike Club of Sharon, Pa., operated W8OAJ/8 at Masury, 
Ohio. Seated outside the tent are H. M. Falkner, W8BVP, Henry Saborsky, W81YQ, and Pete Antolich, W8OAJ. 
ilt the operating position are P. V. Trice, W8QHS, and S. A. Peterson, W8SFG. Lower left: Unit No. 2 
at W3AIR/3, Trenton Radio Society. Watching the progress of the operators are A. G. Wentzel, W3HW, Harry S. 
White, W3CFB, and Frank V. Cantwell, W3FNN. Elmer J. Middleton, W3GFQ, and Wm. H. West, W3GHK, 
are at the controls. Equipment includes (I. to r.) 6L6-6L6 transmitter, crystals, tubes and antenna ammeter, 
transmitter power supply, HRO receiver, frequency meter-monitor, 100-kc. oscillator, power supply, receiver coils. 
Lower right: This group of seventeen members of the Hamfesters Radio Club, Inc., made a top-notch showing 
at W9VSX/9. Special gray uniforms, each with "Hamfesters Emergency Corps” on the back and the operator’s 
call over the shirt pocket, were provided for all.
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operation would call for intelligent message 
handling.

It was a great Field Day! If what we have al
ready reported has not convinced you, we know 
you will agree after reading the comments of 
some of the participants, which follow this portion 
of the report. Plan NOW for the 1940 F.D.

Comments from Contestants
Five operating positions were in use, two in the farmhouse 

and two in a “playhouse” some 30 feet away. The fifth 
position was located across the road in a car, utilizing a kite 
antenna. A Vee antenna 400 feet on a side was erected in 
advance, supported on “A” frames 35 feet high. A 3.5-Mc. 
half wave, a 1.75-Mc. full wave, and a 7-Mc. half wave were 
also prepared before hand. With 1100 more feet of wire in 
the kite antenna, we were well equipped with skywire. The 
advance preparation and the excellent antenna system paid 
dividends, as a report under 87 was a rarity despite the low 
power. Five HRO receivers were used operating with 6-volt 
tubes and 135 volts of B battery on the plate. The heaters 
were, of course, storage battery-operated. — Tri-County 
Radio Association, Inc., W2GW/S,

Operation was from the same location as in recent years, 
and the same call, VE3KM, was used. This QTH is ap
proximately three miles east of Waterdown, Ont., about 
nine miles from Hamilton. Since last year a permanent 
shack has been built, designed to hold four operators and 
their equipment, but which proved to be capable of holding a 
dozen or more during the night, when it turned quite cool. 
Amateurs always did overload everything possible! For the 
first time in recent years it didn’t rain, so that a roof over our 
heads was not a real necessity, but it was an added comfort. 
— Hamilton Amateur Radio Club, VE3KM.

The Tri-States Radio Club gang journeyed to Montclair, 
N. J., with 30 storage batteries, 14 operators and much 
apparatus. Equipment was installed in cars parked along 
the ridge overlooking Montclair, with the exception of the 
3.5-Mc. rig, which was installed beneath a beach umbrella 
under a convenient tree. Much credit should go to Wilson 
Norwood, W2IQQ, for his untiring efforts and able as
sistance in making this Field Day the best ever for us. 
WSGKI/2.

The South Cleveland Radio Club set up at Hudson, Ohio. 
After the usual headaches were ironed out, we finally got on

An Important Man is the Cook!
"In the galley” at W9AIU/9, Owen Griffiths, 

W90WD, and Ben Ruyle, W9BLL, appear happy over 
the performance of Ed Stumpf, W9NKS, official chef 
at die Egyptian Radio Club camp. Ed dispensed 
69 hamburgers, two cases of Coca-Cola, 15 plates of 
bacon and eggs, 18 bowls of cereal with cream, two 
cakes, numerous pots of coffee and 51 ham sandwiches! 
The E.R.C. gang gives much credit to the cook for suc
cess in the F.D. The inner-man must be served!

the air and, except for a few generator breakdowns and the 
final amplifier falling out of the 7-Mc. rig, we stayed on for 
the duration of the contest. Conditions were fair — there 
was quite a bit of static Saturday night and early Sunday 
morning, but the only outfit seriously bothered by the QRN 
was 1.75 Me. All in all we really enjoyed ourselves, although 
some of the fellows claim their wrists got sore, and we 
haven’t heard W8ICS and W80BG, the 1.75-Mc. boys, talk 
above a whisper for some time. HL We’re looking forward to 
a bigger and better Field Day next year. — W8ICS/8.

Feeling that Field Day is the Training School of Emer
gency Work, the W9VSX Field Day and Emergency Corps 
Group have acquired the necessary equipment that would 
be required in an emergency and in a form that can be easily 
transported. We have converted a Model T Ford into a 
3-kw. power plant, and use a tow bar to take it from place 
to place. We expect to tear off the body and build a stream
lined body so that we will have a place for everything, and 
everything in its place. We have two rewound Dodge gen
erators, powered by small J^-h.p. gas engines, that we call 
our emergency-emergency power supplies. Other equipment 
includes seven tents, four for operating positions, one for the 
cook, one for sleeping, one for lounge, and the “ WPA Spe
cial”; ten 45-ft. bamboo masts (7^ lbs. each), cooking and 
sleeping equipment, six transmitters, two of which can be 
modulated and five receivers. All radio equipment is home- 
grown. This is one of the five A.E.C. groups composed of 
operators that are members of the Hamfesters Radio Club, 
Inc. We were not competing as a “club” group, however. 
Highlights of Field Day: The fact that 12 watts on 1.75-Mc. 
’phone worked 9 states; W9MRQ causing a panic when he 
started to use his electric razor; thanks to the Model T, we 
had hot and cold running water at all times; good food and a 
swell time; 8640 feet of rope used to guy the masts, 496 feet 
of antenna wire, exclusive of feeders and receiving antennas; 
850 feet of double a.c. Une; 28 gallons of gas consumed by the 
Ford in 27 hours. The entire group wore gray covert uni
forms, with “Hamfesters Emergency Corps” on the back, 
and their calls over the shirt pocket. All wore sun helmets. 
Our group made two columns on the front page of one of the 
local newspapers. — W9VSX/9.

We located near Zane Caverns, about three miles east of 
Ohio’s highest point. Antenna was double Zepp, 270 feet 
long, and 133 foot single Zepp. From antenna location one 
can see horizon in north, east and south directions. Location 
proved ideal for both receiving and transmission, but 16 
hours of contest was accomplished in hard rainfall of 2.76 
inches. Biggest difficulty was in keeping tent up and appara
tus dry. — W8NAB/8.

The Greater Cleveland Emergency Planning Committee 
operated from the local headquarters of the American Red 
Cross. They turned the building over to us on Saturday 
noon, and it provided a very interesting test of equipment 
and also gave an idea of the conditions and difficulties to be 
met there in emergency. The 'Red Cross headquarters is lo
cated on Euclid Ave. at East 35th St., one and H miles 
from the Public Square on Cleveland’s busiest thoroughfare, 
with plenty of street cars and automobiles going by every 
second. A Kato 500-watt gas-generator unit was used. The 
executive chairman, Mr. John D. Cremer, Jr., and Judge 
Stanley Orr, chairman of the Disaster Relief Committee, 
seemed to be very well impressed with the demonstration, 
and expressed the idea that they didn’t think the hams could 
carry out the work in such a businesslike manner. We cov
ered 14 states on this week-end. — W8DS/8.

Vee beams used on 7 and 14 Me. Zepp on 3.5 Me. and 
Marconi on 1.75 Me. A fine contest this year and the Field 
Day is becoming more popular. — W6NIK/6.

Our c.w. tent housed two transmitters. The first was a 
6K7 e.c.o. — 6L6 final running on 7 and 3.5 Me. The other 
was a 6L6 crystal — 807 final running on 7 and 3.5 Mo. Two 
National 101X receivers were usad. A 100-kc. oscillator was 
used for a frequency check on the e.c.o. Two 3.5-Mc. center- 
fed Zepp antennas were used for the transmitters. The 
’phone tent housed an 89 crystal/e.e.o., HY61 transmitter 
and a t.r.f. super-regenerative receiver. The HY61 was 
plate-modulated with a pair of 6V6’s in Class B, Two J an
tennas were used for transmitting and receiving. Several
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7939 ARRL Field Day "Greetings" 
from the C. S. R. A. Gang 
Operators:—
W9PNV W9RIY W9GUW
W9PEQ W9DGK W9NNE
W9KGK W9STF M. Gable, eng.

W9PNV-9
Portable in Schiller Park, Illinois 

Report Q........... .. .......... R.........................S................... T........................

Tnx lot fer QSO See you next year
Chicago Suburban Radio Asioetalion

Field Day QSL
Quite a number of participants sent special QSL 

cards to all stations worked during the F.D., adding a 
final fraternal touch to the affair. This is the card used 
by the S.C.R.A. gang.

large balloons were employed to suspend an antenna 300 feet 
in the air, A box kite was also included in our equipment. 
The greatest DX worked was ZL2MM, on 7 Me. — North
ern Nassau Wireless Association, W£OQ.

Members of the Schenectady Amateur Radio Association set 
up operations in the form of an emergency demonstration for 
drill and experience. The American Red Cross took a keen 
interest in our activities, and Mr. C. G. Marcy of the Disas
ter Preparedness Committee cooperated with us. The base 
of operations was located at a most favorable emergency 
location with respect to the community. We were located 
seven miles from the city on the Sacandaga road. At the Red 
Cross headquarters in the city, a 112-Mc. station was in
stalled for communication to the field. Well in advance of the 
Field Day a meeting was held at the Emergency Coordina
tor’s home to discuss plans. Seven antennas were installed 
and terminated to cover all amateur bands. During the con
test there were four transmitters operating simultaneously 
in the 14-, 7-, 3.5- and 1.75-Mc. bands, besides the u.h.f. 
transmitter at Red Cross Headquarters. These transmitters 
were housed in three tents, and a separate tent was used to 
prepare food for the operators. One gas engine-driven gen
erator of A^-kw. rating supplied power to all receivers. An
other gas engine-driven generator of 1.5-kw. rating supplied 
power to the 14-, 7- and 3.5-Mc. transmitters and also light 
for the tents and flood light for the field. The 1.75-Mc. trans
mitter was powered by a separate gas engine. Members of 
our club, under the direction of Dr. A. F. Korn, president of 
S.A.R.A, and all A.E.C. members gave splendid cooperation, 
during this demonstration and contest. The Assistant Emer
gency Coordinators did an excellent job of organization on 
their assigned bands, and we gained knowledge and en
thusiasm for future contests and emergency preparation. — 
W&ACB/&, Emergency Coordinator.

This station was located at football field. Fifty-five-foot 
floodlight poles not at all in the way! — W4RO/4.

Used RME 69 and crystal 6L6 on 7 Me., RME 70 and 
crystal 6L6 on 3.5 Me., each transmitter running 20 watts 
input. Power supply was rebuilt self-excited Dodge gen. 
driven by one-h.p. Lauson engine. Both rigs were operated 
side by side on truck, with power 100 ft. away. First Field 
Day operation for the Bartonville gang, and we learned a 
few things that will come in handy for the next one or in case 
of emergency. — W9ARN/9.

For the first time in three years about 15 members of the 
Northwest Amateur Radio Club, Des Plaines, HL, participated 
in the Field Day without having rain to dampen their spir
its, clothes, equipment and food! The location was at Camp 
Reinberg, a Cook County Forest Preserve Welfare Camp, 
located about 30 miles northwest of Chicago. Transmitters 
with not more than 20-watts input were operated on all 
bands from 28 through 1.75 Me. Both c.w. and ’phone were 
used. Power was supplied by three gasoline-driven a.c. gen
erators, one 1 kw., two 300 watts. Excellent food was pro
vided by our dependable cook, W9TLQ. The contest proved 
the club could be depended upon in the time of emergency, 
we believe. — W9LIP/9.

The Austin Radio Club of Chicago "operated its stations 
near Lyons, 111., in the Cantigny Woods of the Forest Pre
serves. Power was supplied by a 500-watt a.c. gas-driven 
generator that was wound and built by W9LTC. One of our 
stations was located in a Forest shelter, and the other in a 
tent about 75 feet away. Transmitters were (1), e.c.o. oper
ating on 7 Me. only, using a 6K7 osc. and a 6L6 amp. 
running 17 watts input; (2), 6L6 crystal, 809 amp., 6L6 mod. 
operating with 16 watts input on 1.75-Mc. ’phone; (3), a 6F6 
crystal, 6L6 amp/dbler on 3.5 Me. running 18 watts input. 
Receivers were a Hallicrafter 8X15 and a 8X16. Antennas 
— on 7 Me., a 66-ft. center-fed Zepp — on 1.75 and 3.5 Me., 
a 132-ft. end-fed zepp. All W districts were contacted, in
cluding VE2 and VE3; 178 contacts were made and 30 states 
worked with this low power! And a good time was had by 
all, even if the 17-year-old Locusts did push the noise level 
up to a good 87! Bring on the next Field Day. We are always 
ready!-" W9LTC/9.

We were located on top of the 80-foot tower of the First 
Presbyterian Church, located here in Ft. Scott, Kans. We 
were up above most of the town, and I don’t mind telling 
you it got plenty windy up there. Hi. — W9QXG/9,

All operation was carried on about one-half mile north of 
Sheboygan, Wis., along the Lake Michigan shore. Power for 
transmitters, receivers, lights, etc., was supplied by a Kohler 
1500-watt, 110-volt a.c. generator, furnished by the Kohler 
Co. The four units were spaced equally around a circle with a 
radius of 100 ft., with the headquarters location in the cen
ter. Three of the stations were housed in tents and the fourth 
in a trailer. Power wires were raised above the ground, as 
this eliminated last traces of generator noise. After two 
years’ experience in the F.D., we are really going to work 
with a vengeance next year. Those boys from East St. Louis 
(W9AIU) can be licked, and we hope to be the ones to do it. 
Among the things we believe are absolutely necessary for a 
high F.D. score are: Sufficient units to cover all ’phone and 
e.w. bands, absolute elimination of QRM between units, use 
of only experienced operators, with plenty of additional help 
for logging, etc., use of break-in operation, use of e.c.o.’s or 
plenty of crystals so bands can be thoroughly covered, an 
effective communication system between units to keep track 
of stations worked, and possibly the use of directive an
tennas. —“ Sheboygan Radio Amateur*s Club, W9YWX/9,

The Trenton Radio Society was looking forward with great 
anxiety to the Field Day week-end. The apparatus we were 
to use was still part of the home stations; there had been no 
prearrangements. The only thing we had arranged was the 
use of the New Jersey State Police Headquarters at Wil- 
burtha, N. J. We were again given the privilege to use their 
grounds, and this year we were granted shelter and some 
good coffee. At approximately 1:00 p.m., Saturday, eight 
members began to gather the necessary equipment together. 
Receivers had to be taken from their desks and transmitters 
from their racks or tables. The generator had to be carried 
from its resting place in the cellar to the trunk of an automo
bile and packed for carrying. At 2:00 p.m. we were on loca
tion putting up antennae and setting up equipment. It took 
the eight men a little less than an hour and a half to set up 
two complete stations and have them on the air. Everything 
went well until around 9:00 p.m., when we were visited by a 
bad electrical storm which put us off the air for about an 
hour. During the storm we learned one very important 
lesson; that was to inspect the location of our generator a 
little more closely and not set it in a hole, even though it is 
flat ground. The rain almost flooded our generator. Fortu
nately it was set on blocks, and the water did no damage 
even though it reached a depth of about 7 inches. The fly
wheel was in water about 3 inches, and throwing it 6 feet or 
more. All this water didn’t stop the engine. We consider this 
the most successful Field Day the Trenton Radio Society 
has ever had. The cooperation of the members plus the suc
cess of the apparatus gave us an enjoyable outing and excel
lent experience in operating under adverse conditions, as the 
weather somewhat duplicated that of an emergency. — 
W3AIR/S.

The club set up at Rancocas, N. J., approximately 12 
miles NE of Camden, with three transmitters and receivers 
on 3.5-, 7- and 14-Mc. c.w. Power was obtained from a 
350-watt, 110-volt a.c. gas-electric generator and B batteries
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At Red Cross Headquarters
The Greater Cleveland Emergency Planning Com

mittee, under the leadership of John A. Kiener, W 8AVH, 
Emergency Coordinator, operated W8DS/8 from local 
Red Cross Headquarters, demonstrating to the R.C. 
the effectiveness of amateur radio for emergency 
communication work.

on one receiver; 74 contacts were made on 3.5 Me., 45 on 
7 Me. and 36 were made on 14 Me.; 58% of our contacts 
were with other portable stations. We got quite a kick out of 
working two VK’s and three K6’s on 14 Me. with 10 watts 
input. The F.D. started with a temperature of about 92 
degrees and, in six hours, dropped into the 60’s! We had our 
regular share of rain, too —Beacon Radio Amateurs, 
W3ATR/S.

We are looking forward to a better score next year and 
lots of fun again. There are now 12 emergency-portable 
transmitters in Norfolk, Va. — W3BEK/3.

Our results: 138 stations worked; 82 portable, 56 fixed 
(60% portables). DX: All W but 7th, VE2, 3. A good time, 
and a lot learned by all. The vow: Just wait until next year! 
— K. B. T. Radio Club, W8NWH/8,

We had five extension-ladder masts for four separate an
tennae; 14, 7, 3.5 and 1.75 Me.—- Steubenville Amateur 
Transmitter's Association, W8CHE/8.

Learned from experience that antennas for portable and 
emergency work should be tried and proven just as much 
as the equipment, since the power output is usually low. 
Had difficulty trying to get the 1.75-Mc. Zepp to put out for 
us this year, so next time we will have separate antennas for 
each band! — Philadelphia Wireless Association, W3GAG/3.

Twenty-eight states were worked and three Canadian 
provinces, which we considered not at all bad for this loca
tion over a period of 26 hours, with inputs averaging only 
around 15 watts. ■— Merrimack Valley Amateur Radio 
Association, WlDMD/1.

W4NC operated Field Day this year from Farmers Fish
ing Camp, about 80 miles from Winston-Salem. The loca
tion is up in the mountains and on New River. The location 
is one of the best radio locations we have been able to find 
and, of course, we had already made plenty of tests to find 
this out before Field Day. We were equipped to operate as 
many as five transmitters at once, but finally wound up by 
using only two of them because of QRM, lack of operators, 
etc. Both transmitters used had 807’s in the final and were 
run at about 50 watts input. We had two small 300-watt 
generators driven by gas engines, and one 300-volt gen
erator operated from a 6-volt battery. The main generator 
was a 5-kw. rig that furnished power for the transmitters, 
lights, radio, shaving, etc. Hi! The other generators were 
just carried along for emergency emergency generators! For 
receivers we had an NC-101X, a Hammarlund Pro, two 
SW-3’a and a small two-tube battery operated affair. Bands 
used were 14,7 and 3.5 Me. Allin all, we had a very success
ful Field Day. We learn more and more each time, and be- 
Heve we are fully prepared to handle any kind of emergency 
situation. Our 5-kw. portable generator is built on a two- 
wheel trailer and can be pulled behind a car at 50 or 60 
miles per hour without any trouble at all. — Winston- 
Salem Amateur Radio Club, W4NC/4-

We ran 4.62 watts on 3.9-Mc. ’phone. Among DX worked 
were ZL2BN, ZL2BE and ZL4CUH VK2BN reports hearing 
us. Antenna was a wave doublet with EO1 fed line. —- 
VE50T.

For the first time in three years of Field Days, the rain 
stayed away and the bugs, mosquitoes, etc., had their vicious 
innings. However, the climax of the period was at 11:47 p.m. 
C.S.T., June 17th, when W1AW called us in answer to our 
CQ and asked for our message. That, gentlemen, demoralized 
us completely, because in taking care of everything else the 
composing of the message had completely slipped our atten
tion! So thanks for the chance to have a nice outing and 
especially the valuable experience at emergency operation. 
Preparedness Plus is our motto from now on.—‘W9SFZ/9.

W e believe we had the highest vertical antenna in the contest, 
as we were located in the top of a 100-foot fire tower, and 
ran our antenna almost straight down. The fire tower was 
located about four miles northwest of Allegan, Mich. Believe 
you me, next year we will operate from the ground and take 
our antennas aloft, or haven’t you ever carried two storage 
batteries, genemotors, B batteries, receivers, keys, water, 
etc., 100 ft. in the air? — W3CTC/8.

We used a complete transmitter and receiver housed in a 
cabinet 22 inches high, 9 inches wide and 10 inches deep, 
with a leather carrying handle on top. In this case is a 10- 

u.watt c.w. or ’phone band-switch transmitter, a 3-tube re
ceiver, 6-volt vibrator power supply and 110-volt A.C. 
power supply, and a loudspeaker. The rig was designed for 
emergency communication work and is completely self- 
contained, needing only to be clipped onto any car battery 
or plugged into a 110-volt A.C. socket and the antenna 
reeled out. We operated entirely on 1.75-Mc. 'phone. We 
flew a kite in the afternoons for the antenna. A 10 tailless 
kite with No. 22 wire — no string. Excellent results. — 
W60MC/6.

The Society of Amateur Radio Operators is a group of about 
forty licensed amateurs. The majority reside in the San 
Francisco bay district. The organization is very well 
equipped for emergency or field operation of any kind. This 
year, for the first time, we participated in the A.R.R.L. 
annual Field Day. Our organization was divided into two 
groups, one in San Carlos and the other in Oakland. Each 
group was entirely powered with gasoline-driven a.c. genera
tors, each unit had one 1-h.p. and three H-h.p. engines. 
Unit No. I of Oakland used the call W6BGY and had a 
personnel of seventeen operators. Unit No. 2 of San Carlos 
signed W6VX and used fourteen operators. Each unit 
operated five bands simultaneously. A card index, arranged 
alphabetically for calls worked, was found to have been very 
helpful. One man periodically copied from the logs, stations 
worked and entered them in the index file. To prevent 
duplicating QSO’s, the operator announced the call of the 
station and immediately was informed by the index man 
whether or not it had been worked. AU channels used the 
one index. Each man had a specific task assigned to him. 
A few are as follows: Refueling the gas engines. Entering 
“stations worked” in the index file. Operating the file. 
Checking each operator’s performance. Answering questions 
from spectators. Photography. Antenna and equipment 
location. Cooking. Working four and five bands at the same 
time, many things were learned. The following are a few: 
Clean modulation and elickless keying: Very essential. 
Receivers using good preselection and noise limiters prefer
able. Antennas fed by low impedance lines are preferable. 
The antennas were all very closely spaced to one another, 
four being supported on the same poles at W6BGY. No 
serious interference was experienced, except for the har
monics from the lower frequency transmitters. Some of the 
trouble, no doubt, could have been eliminated by a different 
selection of crystals. Unit No. 1 used 15 watts input on c.w. 
and received S7 from VK2YQ (14 Me.). Unit No. 2 used 
20 watts input on 14-Mc. ’phone into ‘¿-section 8JK beam, 
and received 89 reports from Hawaii. — W6BGY/6.

A house trailer was used to house all of the equipment 
except the source of power. AU of the comforts of home were 
enjoyed including ample light, electric fan, electric clock, in 
addition to transmitter, receiver and control relays. Power 
was derived from an old car generator re-wound into a self- 
excited alternator and driven by a Briggs-Stratton gas cn- 
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gine. Antenna system used was a “ V ” beam 137 feet on each 
leg, with 67-foot feeders.— W9FPO/9.

Friday night, June 16th, I borrowed some coil forms from 
a fellow ham, and about 10:30 p.m. began putting together a 
real emergency rig to use in the F.D. I had forgotten ail 
about the F.D. until 6 p.m., Friday, and all I had around the 
house was an old SW-3, and a few handfuls of junk. Hi. 
Threw together a single ’42 crystal oscillator, mounting it 
on the old chassis of a 4-tube BC set. Then I proceeded to 
string up a 66-foot piece of wire in the house and made sure 
the antenna tuned OK, etc. Yep ... it had all the ear
marks of a great portable. Instead of building a portable 
case, 1 used an old egg crate, stood it on end, and put the rig 
on the top shelf, as well as two small 6-volt dynamotors, and 
the SW-3 receiver (6-volt model) on the bottom shelf. Then 
I wrapped the egg-crate in canvas, etc., and it made an ideal 
portable case (although a little bulky). Beginning from 
scratch, a portable transmitter was built and working in 
four hours, and together with a receiver (ready-made) the 
entire portable station was ready for operation anywhere. — 
W7RT/7.

Held outing for the members and families on Sunday, but 
never again. The children hinder operators and lowered our 
score. No outing, just work, next year. We’re out to win 
yet!!! Almost tripled our last year’s score. Used two V 
beams which helped considerably; 137 feet each leg on 
North-South beam and 274 feet each leg East-West beam. 
Manchester Radio Club, W1DJC/1.

Here is a tip on putting up antennas for Field Day. Use 
ordinary binder twine for guys. Two strands of binder twine 
substituted for each guy will eliminate the need for insula
tors to break up the guys. It is surprisingly strong. It held 
up our poles through wind and rain here in west Texas, and 
the wind does blow. Another nice feature: When you are 
through with the antenna, cut the guys off and burn them 
with the rest of the camp refuse. One roll of binder twine 
costing about 65 cents will guy about six 40-foot antenna 
masts. — W6GPJ/5.

Our operating position was again in the back seat of the 
car, and we believe that few fellows have a more comfortable 
operating position even at home. A table was built to hook 
on the back of the front seat and the arm rest of the back 
seat. Our antenna was more or less of an experiment in long 
wires. We have never had the space to try one before, and it 
performed well. We had a swell time, and plan to be out 
again next year. We will still only use one transmitter and 
one receiver. We don’t believe in rigs that you need a truck 
to transport!— VE3GZ.

Operated station alone in open field from car, on 3.5- and 
7-Mc. c.w. and 3.9-Mc. ’phone. Had an enjoyable time 
working ’em with 5 watts. — W8K0/8.

This was the first time our dub ever held a Field Day 
Meet, and we must say it was a huge success. A tent was 
rented, and we were fortunate enough to secure a private 
location on a high point overlooking Eagle Mountain Lake 
about 16 miles northwest of the city of Ft. Worth. The 
weather both Saturday and Sunday was wonderful, and 
enough breeze was blowing to keep us cool and comfortable. 
Two 56-Mc. transceivers, a motor boat and a surf board 
entertained the balance of the crew when not around the 
operating tent. All districts were worked, and all continents 
heard during the night. — Kilocycle Club, W5HCA/5.

Boy, oh, boy, the F.D. has EVERYTHING! It calls for 
plenty of previous planning, building and especially testing, 
choice in location, equipment, antennas, and personnel— 
with a few chunks of team-work, elbow grease, stick-to- 
itiveness, and codperation thrown in for good measure. We 
were in a big barn five miles west of Montreal. Went out 
Thursday night, took bearings for proper direction of an
tennas. Friday night we put up three of ’em. Saturday morn
ing the fun began in earnest. One gang got the three com
plete stations set up by 11:30 a.m. when our 4-cyi., 1.5-kw., 
110-volt gas engine-driven alternator arrived with the other 
boys. This baby weighed 725 lbs., and we had to get it off 
the truck, as the latter was being used later. The generator 
started first shot, but imagine our dismay when, despite 
suppressors, the hash in the receivers washed out the loudest 
sigs on the band! Three and a half hours of frenzied cut and 
try with tuned filters reduced this noise by 75%, but even 

so, one got pretty well deafened after operating for half an 
hour. We got on for 4 p.m., and you can. imagine the shouts 
of joy when we clicked with W1DJC at 4:Q0. 'Nuf sed. The 
temperature dropped to 38 degrees at night, and we nearly 
froze. Then the Northern Lights got busy and washed out 
all sigs — but that’s a field day! There seemed to be far 
more F.D. stations on than ever before. — Montreal 
Amateur Radio Club, VE2CO.

The club now owns a complete emergency power plant 
built by club members themselves. A re-wound “Dodge” 
generator coupled to a h.p. “Briggs <fc Stratton” gas 
engine provided plenty of 110-volt a.c. for operation of all 
transmitters, receivers, lights, etc. Three 20-watt trans
mitters were in constant operation, covering five bands. All 
equipment was powered from 110-volt a.c. source, with two 
110-volt generators in reserve. Conditions were far from 
ideal, due to bad “fade-out” periods when no signals were 
heard, or weak, on all bands. Local thunder showers pre
vailed, with high static level, but rain did not keep us off the 
air. — Delaware Valley Radio Association, W3AQ/S.

The Helix Amateur Radio Club operated during Fie Id Day 
on the Coronado Strand, across the bay from San Diego, 
Calif. We used our emergency trailer unit as well as two 
other small rigs. DX” conditions were very good. All rigs 
were kept under the 23-watt limit, and power was supplied 
by a gas engine-driven alternator. Weather FB and a 
fine time was had by all.— W6MGJ/6.

There were six of us and one XYL to cook-—-hi.-We 
toured down to Skyline Drive in the Shenandoah National 
Park in Virginia. It is at an elevation of over 3000 ft. The 
whole thing worked fine, and we had five times the score 
we had last year. We tried using a kite antenna, but the wire 
broke after it went up over 1000 ft., and so goodbye to three 
nights’ work and $1.00 worth of material.— W3EYX/3.

Best hint we can offer to other Field Day outfits in the 
future is to make a written list of everything that will be 
necessary on the Field Day. Make this up weeks before — 
and whenever anything occurs to you, write it down. Then 
take everything along — using the list to make sure nothing 
is left behind. This will save a lot of grief — as I’m sure it 
did for us. — Key Kliz Klub of Detroit, W8MGQ/8,

Transmitter — 6V6 crystal osc., 6L6 final. All single wire 
feed antennas used. Motor generator from 12 volts storage. 
Receiver was QST three-tube super, 90 volts “B.” On 
1.75-Mc. ’phone — 42 crystal, 42 final, 42 mod., 3.8 watts. 
All built in auto receiver case. Vibrator power supply. 
Receiver t.r.f. Truly portable-emergency equipment! — 
The Aerial Club, W8MLV/8.

All the gear was set up in an abandoned school bus body 
on the farm of William Brown, & miles east of Raleigh. A 
shelter was hastily constructed to protect the power supplies 
when clouds began to gather. About 40 people, hams, their 
YL&s and XYL&s and children gathered for a weiner roast 
at 6:30 p.m. — just after we closed down. — Raleigh Amateur 
Radio Club, WJfDW/4.

We operated from a camp at Upper Sackville, N. S., about 
20 miles from Halifax. Three complete units were operated 
simultaneously, one each on 3.5, 7 and 14 Me. The equip
ment was all within 100 feet of one point, the 3.5- and 14-Mc. 
rigs being approximately 20 feet apart and the 7-Mc. rig 
about 70 feet away from the other two. All operation was 
from battery power. — Halifax Amateur Radio Club, 
VE1MK.

The Bluefield Amateur Radio Club 1939 Field Day camp 
was located near Hicksville, Bland County, Va., about 16 
miles southeast of Bluefield. The station was located in a 
one-room log cabin beside Wolf Creek, and two tents were 
used for sleeping quarters. For the first time on our Field 
Day outings, a good swimming hole was available. It was 
in constant use. As some of the crew reached the camp as 
early as Wednesday, everything was set up and tested before 
Saturday, and no equipment failures of any kind were 
experienced. The power supply didn’t even run out of gas 
during the contest. With our station housed under a wooden 
roof for the first time, of course it never rained a drop! We 
felt almost cheated. — Bluefield Amateur Radio Club, 
W8MCL/3.

Southwest Michigan Radio Club reporting! And boy! Did 
we have fun! It is our second F.D., but we are improving 
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and learning. Site of operations was in the sand dunes high 
above Lake Michigan, about 6 miles south of St. Joseph. 
We are already planning on next year! — W8HKT/8.

This is the first time that the B.R.A.R.C. has participated 
in Field Day activities. We had a grand time. Fifteen 
members of the club combined a week-end of camping with 
Field Day on the Amite River, about 15 miles east of Baton 
Rouge. Two hour operating shifts were arranged, and two 
men were on duty at a time; one to operate and the other to 
use the Flit gun. In this way all men took turns at the key. 
Activities outside of operating were many and included 
swimming, target shooting, poker games, soft ball, etc. 
In fact, a bit of almost everything except sleeping. —- Baton 
Rouge Amateur Radio Club, W5AFW/5.

The Tri-Town Radio Amateur Club operated three portable 
rigs out in an open field, a mile and a half north of St. Johns, 
Ind. The most interesting antenna was a flat top, 840 feet 
long, which was stretched across the lake!! This antenna 
increased reception about ten times, and seemed to increase 
the efficiency of transmission radiation many times. This 
was the club’s first Field Day outing, and it was enjoyed by 
all who took part. The gang slept in tents and ate and 
camped right at the scene of operations. Fair DX was had 
on 1.75-Mc. ’phone, but the prize contact was with the 6L6 
oscillator with about 6 watts input to the long wire antenna, 
which raised VK2AX in Australia and received a 459 report. 
— W9MWJ/9,

W5GGS/5 operated at the water tower in the Bastrop 
State Parle A kerosene motor generator with 32 volts d.c. 
output was used to keep a bank of auto batteries charged. 
During transmissions, these batteries were used to run a 
110-volt a.c. converter, furnishing power to regulate a.c. 
power supplies for the 6V6-6L6GX rig, with about 15 watts 
input. For receiving, the batteries were switched to a 32- 
volt/180-volt 40-ma. converter. The receiver used was an 
AGSX, — W5GGS/5.

A marvelous F.D. — my fifth and best! Had the finest 
location imaginable — on a plateau of the White Mountains, 
Arizona, 7000 ft. above sea level, on the shores of a lake. 
Signals were actually so loud on my two-tube blooper that 
I had to keep the cans around my neck most of the time!! 
Got a great kick out of raising VK2AX on 7 Me. with my 
12 watts. Almost froze to death (34°) — also a high wind. — 
W6QAP/6.

We set up in a new unoccupied house of one of the mem
bers. We operated on 7- and 3.5-Mc. c.w. and on 3.9- and 
1.75-Mc. 'phone, using four different rigs. All rigs were 20 
watts or under and all on emergency power furnished from 
a 3-kw. gas-driven generator. Our engine was a 1924 Ghevvy. 
We are planning on installing this emergency power in the 
Central Vermont Public Service Building (Rutland), where 
we will maintain an emergency station for use at any time. 
— Green Mountain Radio Club, WIGAN/I.

The Tulsa Amateur Radio Club was out again in force for 
the annual field Day, operating portable on top of Turkey 
Mountain, seven miles south of Tulsa. The new club call, 
W5IAS/5, was used. Rigs were available on 3.5-, 7- and 
14-Mc. c.w. and on 1.75-, 3.9-, 14- and 28-Mc. ’phone. As 
many as six antennas were in the air at one time, mostly 
doublets. Power was supplied for all rigs but one by a port
able 1 kw. gas-electric plant, supplied the club by FWZ. — 
W5IA8/5.

We were located on the Gulf Coast near High Island, 
Texas. It is a wild, desolate location. High winds, bringing 
in heavy waves, along with an unusually high tide added to 
dur difficulties, and all of us felt as though we had been 
through an actual emergency before the Field Day contest 
was finished. Salt spray and blowing sand were equally as 
hard on the equipment as on the operators. One of the trans
mitters had to be taken out of service and fully cleaned, as 
the salt spray had coated everything until it looked like a 
frosted window in the winter time. We demonstrated, to our 
own satisfaction, that the equipment and power supply we 
had assumed to be adequate for an actual emergency was not 
good enough. Steps are now being taken to provide much 
better and more reliable gear. — Sabine District Amateur 
Radio Club, W5FKU/S,

The Chair City Radio Association, from Gardner, Mass., 
set up two transmitters and two receivers at Wilmot, N. H., 

under conditions about the same as would be encountered in 
an actual emergency. The club was planning to operate a 
gasoline engine to drive a rewound Dodge generator to 
furnish 110 a.c, The gasoline motor was started up and 
everything was fine for about five minutes, when the motor 
coughed and died and, in spite of everything we tried, it 
refused to start again. The location was several miles from 
any garage or repair shop, and the starting time of the 
contest was only a few minutes away. Something had to be 
done! Why not use one of the automobiles to drive the gen
erator? We selected one of the cars that had drop center 
rims, and jacked up a rear wheel and took the tire off. But 
now what would we use for a belt? At last we found some 
cotton rope that one of the fellows had brought along to 
hold up a tent. Three loops were made of the right size, and 
after the two ends were spliced together the whole thing was 
wrapped with friction tape. By staking down the generator 
frame with tent stakes, and putting some tension on the 
belt by running a tow rope to another car, the club finally 
managed to get some power. The belt lasted about three 
hours, when it was replaced with another one made up the 
same way. When this one went “west” a 30-mile trip was 
made in a vain attempt to secure more tape and rope, or a 
regular belt. Nobody in the state of New Hampshire seemed 
to have any belts, or any rope or tape that we could get at 
that time of night. Consequently the station was off the 
air until Sunday morning when more rope and tape was 
obtained, and belts were made up. — W1KIK/1.

The Field Day was enjoyed very much by those who got 
out. We operated in a temporarily close brickyard. The 
transmitters and power supply were located under the shed 
and in the boiler room. The chimney (75 feet high) and the 
shed (60 feet high) were utilized for the antennas. The a.c. 
was supplied by a gas-driven generator (1 kilowatt) which 
gave a very fine performance. — Chicago Suburban Radio 
Association, W9PNY/9,

Not much of a score to crow about, but we sure rolled out 
the barrel and had the fun. This was the first whack at 
Field Day for each of us in this party and there’s no doubt 
but what we all learned plenty. — W9TQD/9.

Our station was placed in W7BDP’s cabin’s garage 10 
miles SE of Butte, right in the Continental Divide at an 
altitude of about 7000 feet. Most of the time the tempera
ture was below freezing and no heat was available. To keep 
warm the operators had to place hot-water bottles inside of 
their jackets. Even then we got our feet very cold. The 
unlicensed members of the club acted as log operators and 
all-around handy men. This Field Day was much more 
successful than last year’s in many ways. We had more con
tacts with less power and time. Two things which helped our 
score this year: (1) We filtered all of the noise out of the gen
erator, and (2) we used seven 7-Mo. crystals. The transmitter 
didn’t have to be retuned when a new crystal was put in. — 
Butte Amateur Radio Club, W7FRS/7.

The Starved Rock Radio Club held its Field Day activities 
near Henry, DI., again this year. The location was a hunting 
lodge on the east side of the Illinois River, 1.7 miles east of 
Henry. Three transmitters were used, two in the lodge and 
one was located in a tent part way up the hill. A 1-kw. 
gas-driven generator was used to supply the power to the 
various units. The receiving equipment consisted of one 
RME69, one HRO Jr., two SW3’s and one home-made 
battery receiver. A schedule was made up previously and 
the operating time was divided among the operators present, 
so that each man had a chance to operate each one of the 
three rigs used. There were plenty of tall trees near the 
cabin and. with the help of two 4x4 poles donated by 
W9QLZ. the antenna situation was quickly taken care of. 
Operation was confined to the 14-, 7- and 3.5-Mc. c.w. 
bands.— W9MKS/9.

It was great stuff! We learned how to copy code and sleep 
at the same time! Nearly all of the club members were pres
ent and most of the operating crew stayed up all night so we 
could have a decent score. The antenna crew should be men
tioned, as they did a very fine job of cutting antennas to 
frequency. Food was taken care of by our hosts, Thomas 
Brown and his wife, who did a lion’s share of work keeping 
the operating crew well fed!! The food was excellent, weather 

(Continued on page 108)
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Five Bands Without Changing Coils
Ganged L-C Sections in Combination 5-Band Tank for Transmitters

BY T. M. FEBBILL. JR.,* W1LJI

No plug-in coils, no switches — but 
any frequency in any amateur band from 
1.75 to 30 Me. simply by setting the tun
ing dial. That’s what the ganged con
densers and coils shown here will do. 
An extension of the three-band system 
described in November QST.

amateur transmitter operation 
is confined to three consecutive low-frequency 
bands — 1.75 through 7 Me., or 3.5 through 14 
Me., —• the ganged tank units described in 
November QST* 1 provide great operating con
venience, Band change is effected by readjust
ment of the amplifier tuning dials, without any 
switching operation or hunting for the correct 
coil for the band desired.

Two complete tanks may be interconnected in 
such a way as to retain the features of the 3-band 
arrangement, but with coverage of five consecu
tive amateur bands —1.7 through 30 Me. cir
cuits for accomplishing this are given in Fig. I.2 
The combination circuit consists of the low- 
frequency 3-band tank inserted between the 
divided halves of a coil in a 14- and 28-Mc. ganged 
tank. The high-frequency condenser stators and 
the outer ends of the high-frequency coil are then 
connected together, and tuning, neutralization, 
and coupling of the r.f. stage are adjusted just as 
with ordinary single-band tuning tanks.

* National Company, Malden, Mass.
1 Ferrill, “A Single-Control Wide-Range Tank Circuit,” 

QST, November, 1939.
2 Patent applied for.

The combination tanks may be used through
out a low- or high-power transmitter, or they may 
be used in r.f. amplifiers following a band- 
switched exciter — in either case, operation on 
five amateur bands, with frequent jumps from 
one to another, may be accomplished with as 
much ease as has heretofore applied to frequency 
shifts within one band.

Although no strenuous attempt has been made 
to hold the effective L/C ratio (i.e., the tank cir
cuit Q under operating conditions) rigidly con
stant throughout the 5-band tuning range of the 
system, the variation in this ratio does not exceed 
2 to 1 in the unit shown in the photograph. This is 
accomplished partly by the use of sufficient C for 
the lowest frequency and partly by the use of 
a specially-designed high-frequency tank con
denser section having low minimum capacity. 
This variation compares strikingly with the 16- 
to-1 range in L/C ratio usually found in plug-in 
coil tanks over the same frequency range.

The efficiency of the combination automatic 5- 
band tank compares favorably with that of plug
in coil tanks, and is superior to that of switched- 
turn systems where the 5-band tuning range is 
covered in two separate tapped coils for each 
tank circuit.

Circuit Arrangement
A first glance at the circuit diagram of Fig. 1-A 

probably would suggest that such an unusual
looking arrangement would not be electrically 
balanced — at least, not in an actual assembly 
with all required connections. But closer study of 
the photograph and circuit will show that the

In this model of the 5-band tank 
circuit, the condenser and coils are 
mechanically linked so that the tun
ing is single-control. The two rotor 
cods are turned by the same insulat
ing shaft. Coil specifications are as 
follows: Low-frequency section, rotor 
8.5 turns of No. 10, length 1H inches, 
diameter 3 inches; stator 8 turns of 
No. 14 each side, length 1 inch, diam
eter 4 inches, 1-inch space between 
sections. High-frequency section, ro
tor 4 turns No. 8, length 1 inch, 
diameter 3 inches; stator 5 turns each 
side, length 2 inches, diameter 3^ 
inches, J^-inch between sections. The 
larger condenser section has a maxi
mum capacity of 220 ppfd. per sec
tion; the smaller, 80 w>fd. per section. 
The circuit is that of Fig. 1-A.
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“ ORH.V VK BIAS 
(PLATE TANK)(GRID TANK)

Fig. 1 — Actual connections of the 5-band tank cir
cuits (A and C) with their corresponding simplified 
equivalents at the right (B and D). A and B are bal
anced circuits for push-pull or plate neutralized am
plifiers, C and D single-ended circuits.

somewhat increased number of parts and connec
tions need not interfere with the operation of the 
tank. Tests in actual use in a 5-band transmitter 
have shown that the circuit is balanced and 
neutralization remains fixed through five bands.

Probably of even more concern than the sub
ject of circuit balance is the question of selecting 
the proper section of the combination tank cir
cuit. Actually, no switching is needed since the 
section which is resonant at the applied frequency 
functions automatically with only minor effects 
from the other section.

Where one combination tank is used for grid 
tuning in a stage following a combination plate 
tank circuit, two separate links are used. One of 
these links serves only on the low frequencies, 
carrying power from the low-frequency section of 
the coupled grid tank. Another link couples the 
high-frequency plate tank section with the h.f. 
coil of the grid tank. There is little variation of 
loading (or coupling) through the tuning range of 
either section, and separate adjustment of the 
links by which the sections are coupled makes 
possible reasonably-constant coupling throughout 
the entire 5-band tuning range.

Design Details
A detailed description of the low-frequency 

section of the combination tank was given in 
November QST.1 The high-frequency section in 
the combination tank is somewhat different in

general circuit and mechan
ical arrangement from the 
low-frequency section, and 
will bear a few separate com
ments.

In the iow-frequency tank 
section a rotor coil connected 
in series with the stator coil 
is rotated through 180 degrees 
to give maximum variation 
of inductance. The high-fre
quency tank section, on the 
other hand, employs a short
ed rotor coil which is moved
from a position with its axis 
perpendicular to the stator coil 
axis, for maximum inductance, 
to a position with the rotor 
and stator coils coaxial, for 
minimum inductance. With 
the rotor shaft running at 
right angles to the axis of the 
outer coil in normal fashion, 
this would mean that only 90- 
degree rotation of the rotor 
wo uld give complete variation 

between minimum and maximum inductance. A 
2-to-l gear reduction ratio would be required for 
ganging with an ordinary tuning condenser. To 
avoid this, a system used in the old “3-eircuit 
tuners” is employed. The high-frequency coil is 
mounted with its axis at 45 degrees to the rotor

Fig. 2 —• In the high-frequency coil the shaft is placed 
at an angle of 45 degrees to the stator, giving 180-degree 
shaft rotation for 9ti-degree movement of the rotor.
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shaft rather than at 90 degrees, so that a rotor coil 
also at a 45-degree angle to the rotating shaft 
requires 180-degree shaft rotation between the 
perpendicular and coaxial positions.

In the complete tank illustrated, all condenser 
sections and coils are mechanically coupled for 
simultaneous rotation from maximum to mini
mum capacity and inductance. The mechanical 
arrangement of these coil and condenser sections 
offers several possibilities, the best of which ap
pears to be that chosen. The two coils are 
mounted “fore and aft” on a special double
section condenser with ceramic supports. For 
chassis layouts where the plate connections of the 
transmitting tubes are brought out on top, several 
inches above the base, the “upstairs” connec
tions of the tank are particularly convenient. 
This layout is also well suited for the vertical 
chassis type of construction.3

The tuning condenser combines a high-capacity 
and low-capacity split-stator condenser in one 
assembly. The low-capacity sections are placed 
together at one end of the unit, while the high- 
capacity sections are at the opposite end. Direct 
wiring of the tank sections is thus facilitated.

All of the coils are air-wound, with four strips 
of supporting material at 90-degree intervals 
around them. In the stator windings the strip at 
the bottom serves as a mounting support, while 
the front and back strips provide bearings for the 
rotor shafts. The front and back strips of the 
high-frequency rotor coil are extended in opposite 
directions well beyond the ends of the winding, 
as shown in Fig. 2, to provide for the 45-degree 
shaft mounting. Fig. 2 also shows the method by 
which the mounting effects 180-degree rotation of 
the inner coil for the h.f. tuning range.

While the low-frequency tank is substantially 
the same as that shown in November QST, a small 
reduction in the inductance was necessary to com
pensate for the increased maximum tuning ca
pacity supplied by the high-frequency section. 
The two split-stator condensers are effectively in 
parallel when the low-frequency tank is opera
tive, since the reactance of the series high- 
frequency coils is low at the low frequencies.

A more important alteration in the low-fre
quency inductance assembly is replacement of the 
“pig-tail” rotor connections by three wiping 
contacts similar to those used for variable con
densers. Two collars are mounted on the rotor 
shaft between the inner and outer coils, and are 
connected to the ends of the rotor winding. 
Standard condenser wiping blades are fixed on the 
front and back supporting strips to make connec
tion between the rotor collars and the divided 
halves of the outer coil. A third collar is mounted 
on the rotor shaft outside the assembly, with a 
connection brought through the drilled center of 
the shaft from the center tap on the rotor coil.

3 Ferrill. “ New Ideas for Transmitters,” QST, September, 
1939.

Fig. 3 — Contact details for the low-frequency coil 
assembly. The collars and contact blades are the type 
used in transmitting condensers.

This collar, with a third wiping blade, provides 
the d.c. connection to the center of the induc
tance. Details of the low-frequency coil connec
tions are shown in Fig. 3.

Applications
The combination 5-band tank may be a bal

anced or unbalanced arrangement, depending on 
the circuit in which it is used. For the plate cir
cuits of transmitting triodes, single or push-pull, 
and for all push-pull plate circuits with screen
grid, beam-power, and pentode tubes, the bal
anced arrangement of Fig. 1-A is preferable. The 
unbalanced tank is suitable for the grid circuits of 
single-tube r.f. stages, but the balanced arrange
ment is much more suitable for push-pull grid cir
cuits. The double links mentioned above are 
suitable for coupling a single-ended plate tank to 
a balanced grid or antenna tank, or for coupling a 
balanced plate tank to an unbalanced grid tank.

A special tank condenser similar to that of the 
photograph, but employing only one large- 
capacity and one small-capacity section, is used 
in the single-ended tank. Coils for the single- 
ended tank are similar to those for the balanced 
unit, except that no center-tap connection is used 
on the low-frequeney section and the link coils 
are wound around the cold end of the coil.

Some misgivings were felt about the sharpness 
of timing of a tank which covers such a wide 
continuous frequency range in 180-degree dial 
rotation. Experience has shown, however, that 
while the tuning is sharp it still can be accom
plished quite satisfactorily without a vernier dial. 
This is especially true with the tank circuit loaded 
in actual operation. As an illustration, the tuning 
ranges with the unit described on a 100-division 
dial are as follows: 1.75 Me., 3 to 18 on the dial; 
3.5 Me., 40 to 49; 7 Me., 75 to 80; 14 Me., 29 to 
34; 28 Me., 90 to 97. On the other hand, vernier 

{Continued on page 86‘)
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Revamping the 30FXB for 28 and 56 Me.
An ILF. Unit to Work with Existing Power Suppig and 

Modulation Equipment

BY LI.EWEI.LYX BATES KEIM.* W2IKV

Many an amateur who owns a Collins 
30FXB has had the desire to take a fling at ten 
meters, but the r.f. unit in this transmitter is not 
especially intended for the higher frequencies and 
will not percolate there without circuit losses that 
consume more of the input than ever reaches the 
antenna. Owning a 30FXB is my good fortune, 
along with many other American and foreign 
amateurs, and I shall try to describe how I have 
fared in putting this outfit on the higher fre
quencies.

All efforts to revamp the present r.f. line-up 
were abandoned at the outset, partly because it 
worked so very well on the frequencies for which 
it was originally designed, and partly because as 
the idea of expanding the frequency range of the 
outfit grew, along with it came the desire for 
bandswitching. In consequence, the new unit was 
designed to use the audio, modulator, and power 
sections of the 30FXB, so that only a radio
frequency chassis need be constructed for 28 and 
56 Me. Needless to say, this is a most economical 
approach to the problem, since the auxiliary 
equipment is the most costly part of any ’phone

* 33 Sunset Drive, White Plains, Ñ. Y

The new unit is a complete 28-56-Mc. r.f. section, independent of the r.f. end in the 30FXB. This view shows it fitted with brackets to mount behind the regular r.f. section inside the cabinet.

Serious consideration was given to the question 
of how best to obtain 200 watts input, making use 
of the available voltages from the Collins power 
supply. Early in the process it became evident 
that much better results could be obtained 
through the incorporation of two filament trans
formers in the new unit, forgetting about the 
voltages already at hand. However the plate and 
bias voltages were more than adequate, and with 
the system of plugs and two switches to be 
described you can shift from one r.f. unit to the 
other in less time than it takes in telling. And the 
new unit is fully metered in all stages, through 
the use of the meters already installed in the. 
FXB. _ j

The matter of cost is important to every ham, 
and in consequence a budget of fifty dollars was ; 
set for this job, this to include everything neces- 
sary except crystals for 28 Me. With about 300 i 
ma. at 1000 volts available, without overloading 8 
the power supply, the problem of obtaining the £ 
most output for this available source of plate 
supply resolved itself into the use of suitable 
tubes. Others than those chosen might be used, 
but from the performance in the past month of 
the new unit, my recommendation is to follow

the present layout. □
The diagram shows the wiring t 

of the unit. The T21 harmonic < 
oscillator uses a 40-meter crystal, t 
and delivers 20-meter output. 
The second T21 doubles to ten i" 
meters, driving the TZ20 to 
about 28 ma. rectified grid cur- u 
rent without plate voltage on this 
stage. In working on 56 Me. this ,, 
stage serves as a power doubler, si 
and will deliver ample excitation 
for plate modulation of the two 
T40’s in pushpull in the final 
amplifier. If 5-meter operation is 
not contemplated a T20 can be 
used in the driver, but the ease 
of excitation of the higher mu 
tube is certainly in its favor.

AU parts used are standard.; 
those mentioned in the list at the 
end of the article were used in 
the author’s outfit, but others of 
similar characteristics can be 
substituted. The small standoff 
insulators packed with the sock
ets specified were all needed for
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the outfit, and a change in this 
item might mean the purchase of 
a few additional units. Otherwise 
you can select your own prefer
ence, but please observe one 
point: The values as specified are 
rather critical, and use of some
thing from the junk box may 
mean untold grief, especially in 
the harmonic generator stage, if 
the values are far off the specifi
cations.

There are two ways of mount
ing the new transmitter on the 
30FXB. It can either be mounted 
on the rear with a pair of chassis 
brackets turned out, as shown in 
one of the photographs, or it can 
be mounted on top of the trans
mitter, in which case a somewhat 
different parts arrangement will 
be necessary to present a uniform 
panel appearance and give full 
control of all circuit tuning ad
justments from the front panel.
However it was not practical in my case to follow 
the latter layout, and so the unit was mounted as 
first described. Because of the position of the 
transmitter in the room, there is a slight cutting 
of corners in the photo, but it more than illus
trates the general idea. And it shows the parts 
layout clearly, especially the final amplifier. 
The other photograph shows the oscillator section 
and doubler stages more in detail.

Everyone has his own particular scheme for 
parts layout, but that shown evolved from a care
ful study of the problem of making all leads as 
short as possible (under the chassis as well as 
above) and still allowing adequate room for the 
proper placement of the components in each 
stage. Adequate by-passing is an essential at high 
frequencies, and though it may appear as if more 
than the ordinary amount of by-pass condensers 
are indicated, they are all essential for the proper

TABLE I 
COIL DATA

Ll — 16 turns No. 12, 1-inch diameter, air-wound, 2 inches 
long

£2— 6 turns No. 10, 1-inch diameter, air-wound, 1^ 
inches long

£3 — 28 Me.: 14 turns No. 10, 1-inch diameter, air-wound, 
2?^ inches long

56 Me.: 6 turns No. 10, 1-inch diameter, air-wound, 
1M inches long

£4 — 28 Me.: 12 turns No. 10, 1-inch diameter, air-wound, 
2M inches long

56 Me.: 4 turns No. 10, 1-inch diameter, air-wound, 
1 inch long

£5 ~ 28 Me.: 16 turns No. 10, 1-inch diameter, air-wound, 
2^ inches long

56 Me.: 6 turns No. 10, 1. inch diameter, air-wound, 
1^ inches long

Mounted in place in the transmitter cabinet, the 28-56-Mc. transmitter 
requires only a few simple connections to the existing power supplies and 
modulation equipment.

performance of the unit. Since the oscillator and 
doubler stages do not involve a shift of frequency, 
their plate coils were soldered to the tuning con
densers, and the whole assembly supported by a 
J-g-inch standoff. This makes for short leads, and 
the coil turns can be spaced to allow the least 
possible mesh of the condenser plates to trit 
resonance. The buffer tank and final grid and 
plate tank coils are mounted on jack bars made of 
isolantite, 3 Ji by Ji by J4 inches in size. These 
plug into jack standoff insulators, as shown, since 
these three coils must be changed in going from 
28 to 56 Me. All coil dimensions are given in 
Table I. The only parts that are not standard are 
the brackets which support the final tank coil on 
the condenser, and which serve as the tank leads 
between the coil and condenser. They were fash
ioned from a piece of J4- by J4-mch right-angle 
aluminum, with all ends and edges rounded. Holes 
were drilled to pass the banana jacks and the 
screws available on the condenser frame. The 
isolantite pillar at the extreme end supports the 
antenna coupling coil and terminals, on an iso
lantite bar of the same dimensions as those used 
for mounting the coils and their jack bases. You 
may have a bit of trouble locating a pair of double 
binding posts for this purpose, but they can be 
had, and serve most handily.

Some good dope, not only for the 
owners of 30FXB transmitters, but also 
for others looking for a ten-and five- 
meter outfit of the 200-watt input level. 
Not difficult or expensive to build, mod
ern design—and satisfying performance.
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Two types of final tank coil are shown in the 
photographs. Either is suitable, but the split one 
is handier to use with the sliding link, to adjust 
the degree of coupling. They each have the same 
number of turns, with one-inch spacing at the 
center of the split coil.

The 30FXB uses one four- and one five-prong 
plug to bring the power to the r.f. unit. These are 
removed from their respective sockets, and in
serted in the sockets which are attached to the 
new unit. These sockets must be on sixteen-inch 
leads, since the Collins plugs just reach their unit, 
and the new plugs are inserted in the sockets va
cated by the Collins plugs. The two double-pole 

double-throw switches shown are mounted on the 
base plate of the ten-meter unit and are supple
mented by a toggle switch to control the filament 
transformers. Thus three simple switches control 
the frequency on which the transmitter will run.

Whereas there were three stages originally, we 
now have four to be metered. The “First Ampli
fier ” meter measures the plate and screen current 
of the harmonic generator when the switch be
neath it is open, and the combined current of this 
and the doubler stage when closed. This is the 
same process as followed in the Collins scheme. 
The TZ20 plate supply is carried through a piece

(Continued on page 90)
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AN EFFICIENT AND EASILY-MADE 
FEEDER SPREADER

In this day of more and longer transmis
sion lines, the average ham finds that the cost of 
feeder spreaders is an important item if the com
mercial variety is used. Wooden spreaders, al
though cheap, introduce serious losses in wet 
weather, particularly if used on tuned lines.

After giving the matter considerable thought, 
the spreader shown in the sketch of Fig. 1 was 
conceived and a number of them made up and 
put to use. They have proved to be perfectly 
satisfactory.

The body of the spreader is made of ordinary 
glass tubing cut to the length desired. The tubing 
used here was 8 millimeters outside diameter 
which is the easiest to work, although tubing as 
small as 6 millimeters o.d. ean be used. After 
cutting to length the ends of the tubing should be 
smoothed with emery paper or fire polished in a 
gas flame. Next, a stick of ordinary sealing wax is 
softened cautiously over a flame or hot plate 
until it can just be molded with the fingers and is 
formed into a rod approximately the size of the 
inside of the tubing. The end of the tubing is 
warmed above the melting point of the wax and 
the rod of wax inserted about % inch into the end 
of the tube. If necessary, the tube may be warmed 
again to insure adhesion of the wax to the inside 
of the tube, sealing out moisture.

Next, a number of pieces of No. 18 bare copper 
wire, 4 inches long, are cut and bent to a hairpin 
shape and each leg is bent again, % inch from 
the loop, to form a T, as shown in dotted lines. 
Now, holding one side of the T, the loop is heated

Fig. 1 — A homemade light-weight feeder spreader 
made from glass tubing. The bonding wires are fastened 
in the ends of the tubing with sealing wax and then 
wrapped around the feeder wires.

over a flame and inserted in the sealing wax until 
the top of the T is even with the end of the glass 
tubing. The wire must be hot enough to insure 
that the wax seals to it firmly. After cooling 
thoroughly the end may be held momentarily 
over a flame to smooth it up and give a finished 
appearance. Care must be used to avoid getting 
the wax too hot, otherwise it will run out of the 
tube.

In use the two wires are merely twisted tightly 
around the feeder wires, as shown in the sketch. 
None used here has loosened up perceptibly as 
yet. The advantages of this spreader are: low cost 
(approximately one cent each for tubing for a fl
inch spreader); ease of construction and very 
light weight. A completed 6-inch spreader made 
of 8-mm. tubing weighs less than ounce. The 
tubing can be obtained at any laboratory supply 
house at a list price of 50 cents per pound. 8-mm. 
tubing runs 24 feet to the pound. For the fastidi
ous, Pyrex tubing may be used equally well and 
lists at 80 cents per pound.

The first set of these feeder spreaders was in
stalled here six months ago and has proven per
fectly satisfactory in every respect.

— Omar E. Snyder, W8QZP

MATCHING SYSTEM FOR LOW- 
IMPEDANCE RADIATORS

Fig. 2 is a sketch of a feed system I am 
using on my rig here, which might be of interest 
to the gang. I have never seen it in print before, 
although the underlying ideas are very simple,

Having erected a four-element close-spaced 
beam, here at W6DSZ, we finally came down to 
the troublesome question of feeding it. The 
radiator’s center impedance of only 5 ohms or so 
presented a problem, since we wished to use 
open-wire lines if possible and yet be able to ro
tate the beam without having to resort to slip 
rings or similar means. We finally hit upon the 
idea shown which seems to work very well.

Beginning at the antenna end, the piece of 
EO-1 cable is delta-matched to the antenna at the 
center. This cable is just long enough to pass 
through the center supporting shaft with enough 
slack to turn the beam around. The bottom end 
of the EO-1 cable is matched to a 600-ohm line 
with a standard 20-meter Johnson Q section. Of 
course, a home-built quarterwave section of 212 
ohms surge impedance will do as well.
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Fig. 2 — Feeding low-impedance beam radiator. In 
the specific case described by W6DSZ, the delta is at
tached 30 inches each side of the center of the 14-Mc. 
radiator of a four-element beam. The distance from the 
center of die radiator to the junction with the EO-1 
cable is 60 inches.

resistance less than 72 ohms and at any fre
quency.

— Fred Clapp, W6DSZ

SIMPLE ’PHONE MONITORING 
SYSTEM

Many of the ’phone gang will not use a 
monitor because of the tubes involved. Fig. 3 
shows a monitoring arrangement used here which 
requires no tubes and certainly is O.K.

The 50-ohm primary of a small output trans
former is connected across a 50-ohm resistance 
connected in series with the filament center tap 
of the final amplifier. The 4-Xd. condenser pre
vents the flow of d.c. through the transformer 
primary winding. The secondary winding should 
be suitable for the monitoring device. In my 
case, I feed the output into a 500-ohm line to a 
remote speaker or headphones. My final am
plifier runs at 500 watts input and I find that the 
50-ohm resistance will supply sufficient voltage 
for monitoring.

— C. H. Haas, W6EAH

The advantages of this system are obvious. 
First, since only enough EO-1 cable is used to 
reach through the supporting shaft, losses due to 
long lengths of this cable are reduced. Second, 
since the section that is used is operated as a flat 
72-ohm line, rather than as a Q section as some 
systems use it, losses are further reduced to the 
absolute minimum possible with this type of line. 
In our case where only 6 feet or so is used, losses 
are considered negligible.

In operation, the 600-ohm part of the line shows 
substantially the same r.f. voltage and current 
along its length; the voltage falls off gradually as 
we progress up the Q section toward the antenna. 
The voltage is very low all the way up the EO-1 
cable to the antenna — scarcely enough to light a 
’ 2-watt neon lamp even with a full kilowatt 
input.

We might also mention that the antenna can 
be rotated four times in either direction without 
any difficulty from feeders twisting up.

With suitable change of the Q section length 
and spacing of the delta match, this system could 
be used on any type of beam having radiation

Fig. 3— Circuit of the simple ’phone monitoring 
system. R— Approximately 1 per cent of the load 
resistance represented by plate circuit of Class-C ampli
fier. C — 4-^fd., low-voltage. T — transformer with 
primary to suit R and secondary to suit monitoring 
speaker or line.

COMPACT MULTIPLE CRYSTAL 
HOLDER

I have just completed a simple and com
pact multiple crystal holder. A sketch is shown in 
Fig. 4. B is a strip of metal, preferably brass, 
% B or ¿4 inch thick 1 inch wide and 6 inches long. 
This strip forms a common plate for one side of 
all cystals and the surface should be made as flat 
as possible. The individual top plates A are made

Fig. 4 —-A compact multiple crystal holder. B is the 
contact plate common to all crystals. A indicates the 
individual adjustable top plates. C indicates the crystals 
and E and F external connections to the circuit.
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from pieces of brass angle stock. The surfaces 
next to the crystals are also ground flat. These 
pieces are mounted on a sheet of bakelite, or 
preferably polystyrene, 3 inches wide and 6 
inches long. The mounting holes are filed or 
drilled out to form a slot so that the positions of 
the top plates are adjustable. Holes for the 6-32 
mounting screws are tapped in the base.

It is not necessary that the common central 
bar be fastened to the base. Before installing the 
crystals, loosen all the mounting screws and pull 
the two end pairs up tight against the bar and 
tighten the mounting screws. Then tighten up the 
remaining pairs in like manner. Each top plate 
may then be loosened up individually while in
serting the crystal.

The unit is wired up as shown in the sketch, 
soldering the top-plate connections directly to the 
plates. The whole thing may be built for a few 
cents and will take up very little space in a 
crystal oven.

— Ronald Patrie, W9CWD

SELF-BIASING SYSTEM FOR CLASS-R 
MODULATORS

It is well known that biasing systems 
which introduce resistance in the d.c. grid circuit 
of a Class-B modulator should be avoided because 
the variable grid current of the Class-B stage will 
cause a change in bias over the audio cycle result
ing in non-linearity. For this reason a regulated 
supply or battery supply is universally recom
mended for Class-B applications.

It is possible, however, to filter out the varia
tions in biasing voltage caused by changing cur-

Fig. 5 — Self-biasing system for Class-B modulators. 
The low-pass filter in the grid lead holds the biasing 
voltage constant with change in cathode current. The 
filter is made up of an ordinary low-current choke and a 
pair of 50-pfd. electrolytic condensers.

rent through a biasing resistance. Fig. 5 shows a 
circuit which is used frequently in commercial 
practice. The biasing voltage for the modulator is 
obtained from a variable tap on a resistance 
connected between fllament center tap and nega
tive high voltage. A low-pass filter is connected in 
series with the biasing lead to the Class-B stage.

The resistance required may be computed by 
Ohm’s Law; it is necessary to know the total 
current flowing in the center tap and the desired 
biasing voltage. It is desirable to have a protec
tive minimum bias and this can be provided by 
making part of the center-tap resistance fixed. By 
using a fixed resistance of 100 ohms in series with 

a 150-ohm variable resistance, the resulting bias 
(at a center-tap current of 225 ma.) would be 
variable between 22.5 and 56.25 volts.

This system permits panel control of the Class- 
B bias and allows adjustments to be made in idle 
plate current of the modulator.

— Merle B. Parten, W8BWC

Strays
Central Techno-Services, 320 Fifth Ave., New 

York, makes a nomographic chart called the 
“ Vectrig Chart” which is very useful to electrical 
and mechanical engineers in the computation of 
vector quantities. Large enough to give three- 
place accuracy on all computations, it is only 
necessary to lay a straight-edge across it to con
vert vectors from the rectangular to the polar 
form or vice versa.

How are you on copying on a mill? You may 
not know it, but if you ever expect to serve in the 
Navy, you’ll have to know how, as all their stuff 
is taken down on typewriters. We think the Army 
is the same as far down as division organizations. 
We know some chaps who can read code at 40 and 
type at 80 but who can’t copy code at over 10. 
Fortunately that’s only because ear and hand 
haven’t been coordinated; it yields readily to 
practice. It’s a good thing to know how to do.

If you are annoyed or your family is kept awake 
by the loud clicking of power-supply switches 
being flipped on and off, try one of the new 
mercury silent switches. They are made by 
Arrow-H & H, listed as No. 821, and others. The 
rating of this particular model is 5 amperes at 
250 volts. They retail for 70 cents. Incidentally, 
these switches minimize noise in the receiver but 
do not entirely eliminate it. — W4BAB.

For those of the gang who have beams made of 
tubing and are annoyed at the ungraceful curves, 
here’s a hint. First, measure the sag of the end of 
the tubing in normal position. Then, put an up
ward bend in the tubing which will compensate 
for the sag. It is possible to make two 17-foot 
sections of type-M copper hang perfectly straight 
although supported for only 5 feet of the length. 
— W1FG0. _ _____

“Push-button” b.c. sets may easily and con
veniently be tuned to the i.f. of a converter by 
lining up one of the push-button circuits with the 
i.f. desired. _______

To remove the danger of accidental contact 
with the adjusting screw of panel-mounted 
meters, cement one of National’s new miniature 
victron coil forms, type PRC, over the screw with 
Duco cement. A hole in the bottom of the form 
will still permit adjustment of the screw if found 
necessary. — W7CQK.
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More on Cathode Modulation
.1 ^Phone-C.W. Transmitter with Volume Compression and Adjustable 

Audio Besponse

BY »ANK EDMONDS,* W2DIY

.A flood of correspondence on the subject 
of cathode-modulated transmitters was responsi
ble for the writer building a new rig, in which are 
incorporated a number of features of interest to 
the amateur. While it is not expected that the 
transmitter might be duplicated exactly, most of 
the ideas can be applied to any transmitter.

Before describing the transmitter, it might be 
well to add a little more to the story of cathode 
modulation as presented last month. It has been 
found that the audio power required for 100% 
cathode modulation runs around 10% of the d.c. 
input to the modulated amplifier, when the 
cathode transformer is properly matched to the

♦United Transformer Corp., 150 Varick St., New York 
City.

The entire r.f. assembly is mounted on a single panel. 
The 6V6 oscillator with band-switching tanks can be 
seen at the lower right, and the 807 buffer and switched 
tanks can be seen at the lower left. The final grid and 
plate tuning condensers act as supports for the 812’s and 
the grid and plate coils.

This panel is just one unit of the complete transmitter, 
which is housed in a large metal cabinet.

modulated stage. The cathode impedance can be 
approximated closely enough for all practical 
purposes from1

- ~P

where Z = cathode impedance in ohms
P = audio power in watts required for 

1.00% modulation (10% of d.c. input 
to amplifier)

I = the d.c. cathode current in ma. —- 
sum of plate and grid currents

For example, with 250 watts input and a total 
cathode current of 190 ma., the cathode im
pedance works out to be

2X25n.»»——> ass 13X0 onrns.
1902

The match does not have to be exact, and any 
value close to this will be satisfactory.

It is interesting to note that the danger of 
parasitic oscillations is less in cathode-modulated 
transmitters than in plate-modulated rigs, be
cause the peak plate voltage at 100% modulation 
is not a great deal higher than the average plate 
voltage, while under plate modulation it reaches a 
point twice that value. In any event, however, the 
amplifier must be perfectly neutralized and the 
modulator should be capable of furnishing the 
necessary power without overloading. Because 
the plate voltage does not rise as high, the plate 
tank condenser does not require the usual large 
spacing found in plate-modulated stages.2 Con
densers suitable for c.w. operation will be found 
to have adequate spacing.

It is, of course, just as easy to overmodulate a 
cathode-modulated transmitter as any other, so 
provision should be made for monitoring the out
put and limiting the audio peaks. The transmitter 
to be described uses a compression circuit which 
feeds back rectified voltage from the output of 
the modulator to the suppressor grid of the first 
speech amplifier tube, thus limiting the peak 
audio output and at the same time permitting a 
higher average percentage of modulation. Since it 
is possible to overmodulate even with compres- 
don, it is advisable to use visual monitoring to

1 Jone«, “ Cathode Modulation,” Pacific Radio Publishing 
Go.

a By removing the d.c. from across the condenser plates as 
described in the Deo., 1938, issue of QST, the spacing neces
sary for 'phone (and o.w.) operation can also be greatly 
reduced. — E».
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avoid the radiation of side-band splatter caused 
by overmodulation.

The speech system of this transmitter makes 
use of a combination filter in the plate circuit of 
the second speech amplifier tube to control the 
overall audio frequency characteristic of the 
transmitter. It has been found that this filter, 
which acts as a high-pass low-pass or band-pass 
filter, effectively increases the range of the trans
mitter under severe QRM conditions by limiting 
the audio frequencies to only those useful for 
intelligibility. In the band-pass position, the 
amplifier passes audio frequencies ranging from 
350 to 4200 cycles. The lower frequencies are 
usually lost in the QRM and the higher frequen
cies are not passed by the average communica
tions-type receiver, and by transmitting only the 
useful frequencies, the signal appears to be louder 
at the receiving end. In actual working on the 
3.9 Me. band, it was found that, with the band
pass filter in, it was possible to get 5-9 reports 
from stations which reported less than 10% in-

Here is some more on cathode modula
tion which, as was predicted, has excited 
considerable interest. The story also 
points out that the power is effectively 
doubled by using a band-pass filter in 
the audio.

telligibility when the full frequency response was 
used. In effect, it increases the power of the 
transmitter two or three times, since most of the 
audio power goes into the low frequencies below 
500 cycles in the usual system.

The Circuit
As can be seen from the wiring diagram of the 

r.f. portion (Fig. 1), a band-switching exciter is 
used to drive a pair of 812’s in the final amplifier. 
The exciter uses a 6V6 regenerative crystal oscil
lator to drive an 807 buffer-doubler. The new 
B & W turret assemblies are used in the plate eir-

6V6 807

3 c —3

To Contacts ~ 
Nod of

Relay Ry2

Ol3 Cha

Fig. 1 — Circuit of the r.f. portion of the transmitter.
Ci, Cs —■ 100-jxgfd. variable.
C2 — 500-jUjufd., 600-volt mica.
Cg — 50-jR^fd., 600-volt mica.
C4, Cs — 8-8-/ifd., 500-volt electrolytic.
Cs, C7 — 0.01-4d., 1500-volt, oil-filled.
Cs — 0.002-fiid., 1000-volt mica.
C10 — 1-jxfd., 600-volt, oil-filled.
Ch — J 50-.upfd. per section dual variable.
C12—100-^Aifd. per section dual variable, 0.07-inch 

spacing.
C13, Cu — 10-wdd. neutralizing condensers.
Ci«, Cie — O.OOl-wtfd., 1000-volt mica.
C17, Cis — 4-Mfd., 1500-volt filter condensers.
Cis — 8-0fd., 100-volt electrolytic.
CHi, CHa — 2.5-mh., 125-ma. r.f. choke.
GHs — 5-25-henry input choke, 175 ma. (S-30).
CH4—- 10-henry, 175-Ma. filter choke (S-29).
CHa —■ 5-25-henry input choke, 300 ma. (S-34).
CHe—'20-henry, 300-ma. filter choke (S-33).
CH? — 500-ma. r.f. choke.
Ri — 50,000 ohms, 1-watt.
Rs — 25,000 ohms, 25-watt bleeder.
Rs — 50,000 ohms, 2-watt.

Closed 
for c.w

>w3> IHH

-T?

R4 — 200 ohms, 10-watt.
Rs — 100 ohms, 1-watt.
Rs — 25,000 ohms, 50-watt, tapped every 5000 ohms.
R7 — 30,000 ohms, 50-watt bleeder.
Rs — One 10,000-ohm and ten 2000-ohm, 20-watt in 

series.
R9 — 50,000-ohm, 10-watt bleeder.
Rio —100 ohms, 50-watt.
Ti — 500 volts at 175 ma., plus filament windings (S-39)
T2 — 2.5 volts at 10 amperes (S-57).
Tg — 1500 volts at 300 ma. a.c. (S-47).
T4 — 6.3 volts at 9 amperes (S-61).
SWi — Single-circuit 4-position switch.
SW2 — Single-circuit 10-position switch.
SWa — S.p.s.t. toggle.

(Figures in parenthesis refer to UTC type numbers.) 
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cuits of both tubes, permitting immediate switch
ing to any band from 160 to 10 meters. The 
crystals are also switched, to expedite the band
changing operation.

The final amplifier (push-pull 812’s) seems to be 
very easy to drive. It requires approximately 15 
watts drive for c.w. operation and from 6 to 10 
watts on ’phone, with cathode modulation. The 
measured output is 200 watts on c.w. and 140 
watts on 'phone, at a plate input of 247 watts (190 
ma. at 1300 volts). At this input, the grid current 
for the cathode-modulated amplifier was 10 ma. 

* 3
Hl

For c.w. operation, the bias resistance is de
creased to 10,000 ohms and the grid drive is in
creased. Switching allows ready adjustment of the 
grid-bias resistance, and another switch controls 
the output of the 807 driver by selecting the 
proper voltage on the divider that supplies the 
807 screen grid. The variable grid-bias resistor is 
made up of oneT0,000-ohm and ten 2000-ohm, 
10-watt resistors and a conventional rotary tap 
switch. Since the bias voltage developed is fairly 
high, the a.f. grid by-pass condenser Cio should at 
least be rated at 600 volts. As mentioned in the

■g

I»

article last month, the antenna 
loading must be quite heavy, as in 
the case of a Class-B linear ampli
fier. As the loading is increased, the 
antenna current will increase up to 
a certain point and beyond that it 
will fall off. A point just beyond 
maximum will give the best modu
lation linearity.

The audio requirements of the 
transmitter are quite low, and a 
pair of 6L6’s furnishes plenty of 
audio to modulate completely the 
quarter-kilowatt input. Two input 
channels through 6J7’s are avail
able, to avoid the necessity for 
passing the microphone around 
the room when guests are present 
in the shack. The two inputs are 
mixed in a 6N7 which works, 
through the band-pass filter, into 
a pair of 6C5’s used to drive the 
6L6’s. For volume compression, 
power from the output of the 6L6’s 
is rectified by a 6H6 and used to 
control the suppressor grids of the 
6J7 input tubes. The amount of 

(Continued on pane ST)

Fig, 2 — The speech amplifier and modulator circuit.
C, C», Cs — 250-voIt electrolytic.
Cs, Ce — 0.25-/ifd., 400-volt tubular.
Cs — 0.002-¿ifd., 400-volt tubular.
C< — 0.5-Mfd., 400-volt.
C7 — 8-yxfd., 500-volt electrolytic.
Cg — 10-ufd., 50-volt electrolytic.
Cio, C12 — 0.25-pfcL, 400-volt. Cu — l-/xfd., 400-volt.
Ri — 2 megohms, J^-watt.
Ra — 2000 ohms, ÿè-watt.
Rs — 2 megohms, ^-watt.
R< — 250,000 ohms, x^-watt.
Rs — 100,000 ohms, J^-watt.
Re —■ 1 -megohm potentiometer.
R7 — 500,000-ohm, ¿^-watt.
Rs —■ 1500-ohm, 1-watt. Rio — 600 ohms, 1-watt.
Rg — 5000-ohm, 1-watt. Ru —10,000 ohms, J^-watt.
Ria 175 ohms, 20-watt.
Ris-Ris —100,000 ohms, J^-watt.
Rig—”250,000 ohms, J^-watt.
Rao — 25,000 ohms, ^-watt.
Te — Single plate to push-pull grids.
T? — Push-pull plates to push-pull grids, with split 

secondary.
Ts — Cathode-modulation transformer (CM-16).
VT-10 —■ Band-pass filter (VT-10).

(Figures in parenthesis refer to UTC type numbers.)
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ORRESPONBENCE FROM MEMBERS
The Publishers of (¿ST assume no responsibility for statements made herein by correspondents

MORE S.F. TRIBUTE
Route 3, Cenoka, Minn. 

Editor, QST:
In your October, 1939, issue . . . you have written an 

article headed “Farewell, S.F. System,” where you state 
that there were originally three S.F. stations, of which one 
was W1XP of M.I.T.

On page 42 of your May issue of 1930 you will note that 
there were then two stations, namely, W1AXV and W9XL. 
Being one of the operators of the latter, and knowing the 
time and labor given gratis by these men, I think it only fair 
that this station be mentioned.

Ivan H. Anderson, Supervisor of WCCO Transmitter

Editor’s Note.— Mr. Anderson goes back farther than 
we did, but the things he says about W9XL*s work are none
theless true. W9XL and W1AXV pioneered amateur-band 
standard frequency transmissions under the Official Fre
quency Station Committee, a part of the A.R.R.L. Experi
menter’s Section. This committee included Don C. Wallace, 
W6AM, chairman, Prof. C. M. Jansky, Jr., and Killian V. 
R. Lansingh, W6QX. W6QX was in charge of the Standard 
Frequency Transmissions. This system was the forerunner of 
the W1XP-W9XAN-W6XK triumvirate which comprised 
the A.R.R.L. Standard Frequency System referred to in the 
editorial. The splendid pioneering work of W9XL and 
W1AXV cannot be praised too highly.

BLACKOUT
178-15 Henley Road, Jamaica, L. I., N. Y. 

Editor, QST:
... I couldn’t let this opportunity go by without writing 

to express to you my thanks and to offer you my heartiest 
congratulations on your editorial in the October QST under 
the heading “Blackout.” To me you have expressed the in
ner thoughts of all good amateurs. Something must have 
inspired you to write such an understanding article. All of 
us, I am sure — and I know I am speaking my own thoughts 
at the moment — feel, as you have so aptly put it, that this 
amateur game of ours is something much finer than just an
other QSO, and not even war can take a way the inner feeling 
that we have for all of our friends, who are guided un
doubtedly against their wishes to do the things they know 
inside themselves should not be done. Our radio friendships 
. . . are something we can all treasure, and we hope that 
some day all this trouble will be forgotten, and that we shall 
again be able to continue with our contacts in the greatest of 
all hobbies, one that knows no boundary lines. . . .

— Reeve O. Strack, W2GTZ

29 Kechill Gdns., Mayes, Bromley, Kent, England 
Editor, QST:

May I take this opportunity to congratulate you on your 
magnificent editorial in October QST.

I am sure that it represents the feelings of hams in all 
countries whatever their nationality. As you say, the ham 
when caught up in the wickedness of war is expected to kill 
his friends — not just semi-mystical people who merely ap
pear in the columns of his daily newspaper, but real people 
wlio talk and who have come into his own home.

We are the pioneers of a new world outlook wherever we 
may be.

A word to my many friends in the new world: You are the 
custodians of a great trust for the amateurs of the rest of the 
world. Keep our bands open for us, and if anyone gate
crashes on them with war as the excuse, keep them out 
whoever they are!

— Arthur O. MUne, G2MI

CATHODE MODULATION
15 East 49th St., New York, N. Y. 

Editor, QST:
The introduction to the article on cathode modulation, 

appearing on page 23 of the October, 1939, issue of QST, 
strikes the writers as being slightly funny. The “bushel” 
that cathode modulation has been hiding its light under has 
been very small indeed. If you will look back over your files 
you will find, under date of July 28,1937, a letter from us 
outlining our progress in experimenting with a cathode- 
modulated transmitter and the success achieved in our work.

In this letter we pointed out that although we had applied 
cathode modulation only to an oscillator, we saw no reason 
why similar results could not be had in modulating an r.f. 
amplifier.

You replied promptly under date of August 3, 1937, and 
stated you were setting up a duplicate transmitter for test. 
You further stated that the circuit was originated by us, at 
least as far as QST was concerned, and suggested that we 
write up and forward to you a complete description in article 
form for possible publication.

The article was duly written, and forwarded to you under 
date of August 5, 1937. The article was finally published in 
QST of February, 1938.

As you probably know, F. C. Jones has just published a 
comprehensive book titled “Cathode Modulation.” In the 
publisher’s introduction great pains are taken to point out 
that, in a publication of 1934, “ Five Meter Radiotelephony,” 
Jones first introduced cathode modulation by means of in
serting a carbon mike in the cathode circuit of a tube. Upon 
perusing these publications, we find that he did insert a mike 
in the filament (cathode) circuit of a transceiver using a 19 
tube, but apparently he did not realize this himself as this is 
shown only in the diagram and in the text he consistently 
refers to grid modulation. In view of this evidence, it is plain 
that we were the originators of both the name and the 
method of application of cathode modulation.

Yours sincerely,
—Everett C. Geiger, WSFZQ 

Edward McGrath, WBGNL

B.C.L. QRM—WHOSE FAULT?
2153 West 111th St., Chicago, DI. 

Editor, QST:
Received my ORS/OPS bulletin to-day, and the article 

pertaining to b.c.l. QRM generated the necessary pound of 
steam to cause my safety valve to blow and make a request 
that some action be taken by the members of the League 
regarding the matter. . . . Action is necessary, that is evi
dent. There has been too much talk about how much b.o.L 
QRM there is, and suggested gadgets to bring the selectivity 
or rejection characteristics of the so-called “modern” re
ceiver of to-day to a point where interference from amateurs 
is eliminated. In some cases the ham is at fault, no doubt; 
but I believe I am safe in saying that in 90 per cent of the 
cases it is the fault of the receiver the b.c.l. is using.

Why does A.R.R.L. Headquarters keep harping on 
“b.c.l. QRM caused by amateurs” and especially the 160- 
meter 'phone gang? Why not get at the source of the trouble 
— “b.cd. trouble caused by the manufacture of b.cJ. sets to 
meet a price, not quality”?

A.R.R.L. has the backing of enough members to bring 
about a petition, or what have you to suggest, to cause ac
tion that will force all manufacturers to meet a certain 
standard. If the present receivers advertised and sold as the 
“ultra” in b.cX receivers aren’t evidence of misrepresenta
tion carried to the Nth degree, what is?

(Continued on page &£)
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r N AVAL COMMUNICATION RESERVE NOTES
The Twelfth Naval District

BY LIEUT. COMD*. SYDNEY «I.
EASS, U.S.N.B. (N6NZ>

An excellent article on the Naval Com
munication Reserve of the Twelfth Naval Dis
trict appeared, in the January, 1939, issue of this 
magazine. Several changes have been made in 
organization and personnel since then and are here 
noted.

Lieut. Comdr. Henry K. Huppert, U.S.N.R., 
N6NV, assumed command of the Naval Com
munication Reserve of the Twelfth Naval Dis
trict last fall. As his Executive Officer he selected 
Lieut. Wilfred Munter, U.S.N.R., N6DAA. 
Lieut. Comdr. Huppert is a veteran of the N.C.R. 
and has had command of various units and sec
tions prior to his assumption of his present office.

This district was formerly divided into ten 
sections, geographically, each headed by a sec
tion commander. This number has been reduced 
to seven; with a total of twenty-six units, or 
subdivisions. In this way the work of the section 
and unit commanders will be more evenly dis
tributed.

Inasmuch as other articles in the magazine 
have dealt with organization, etc., it might be 
more interesting to tell of some of the unusual 
events that have been participated in by the 
members of the Naval Communication Reserve 
of this district.

For several years past, the Navy Department 
has held a national N.C.R. competition amongst 
the various naval districts. This competition 
consists of several factors, in which all personnel 
have an active part. A silver cup is the prize, 
and permanent possession of it goes to the district 
that wins it three times in a succession. The 
N.C.R. of this district won the first cup and it is 
proudly displayed at headquarters. On September 
22nd the Commandant of this district presented 
the second cup to our officers and men for win

ning the competition for the season of 1938-39. 
This was also won in the 1937-38 season and the 
winning of it for the present season would again 
give this district permanent possession.

About four years ago a schedule was initiated 
in this district which has proven very popular. 
This is known as the “Fox Schedule.” NPG, the 
regular navy radio station, in San Francisco 
sends, for thirty minutes prior to the Tuesday 
evening drills, a broadcast to all members of 
the Naval Communication Reserve in this dis
trict, giving news and information of general

QSL card sent from the U.S.S. Nevada last Navy Day, 
Oct. 27, 1938. Sent only to N.C.R. members of the 12th 
Naval District worked.

interest as well as occasional problems, etc. All 
personnel in the district copy this schedule.

Every year, during the Labor Day holidays, 
a three-day meeting is held at some point con
venient to the majority of the officers. This event 
is known as “The Officers’ Yearly Conference.” 
This year the meeting was held in and around San 
Francisco. On Saturday evening a regular “navy 
chow” was had by the officers and their ladies 
at Yerba Buena Island, the naval station in 
San Francisco Bay, which was followed by a 
dance at the Army and Navy Club in the Fair
mont Hotel, San Francisco. The following day, 
Sunday, was Naval Communication Reserve 
Day at the Golden Gate International Exposi-

Lieut. Comdr. Huppert, N6NV 
presents Stuart Ayres, W6GEA, 
manager of W6USA, with the Navy 
Certificate while Lient. Comdr. Fass, 
N6NZ, Officer of the Day, looks on. 
Also in the photo are Bob Hanson, 
W6MPC, the operator at W6USA; 
Lieut. Munter, N6DAA; Ensign 
Geritz, N6CTX and other officers 
and men of the N.C.R., most of whom 
are active amateurs.
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NPG
RADIO..SAN FRANCISCO

CONFIRMS COMMUNICATION WITH..
N 6 N Z

27 OCTOBER
7 1939.

QSL card sent from the Exposition on Naval Com
munication Reserve Day, Sept. 3, 1939.

tion, to which all officers and men were invited 
with their families. Arrangements were made for 
free admission to all who were in naval uniform. 
Several special events were planned. The de-luxe 
exposition amateur station, W6USA, was taken 
over by the N.C.R. and manned by it. All stations 
worked were sent a special QSL card with the call 
N6USA on it. Several hundred of our people 
attended and had an enjoyable day. Monday, 
the officers held their conference and the prob
lems of the Reserve were discussed. An excellent 
address was made by Lieut. Comdr. Huppert, 
who told of the competition, drills, educational 
program, etc., for the coming season. The meet
ing was adjourned early so that those who desired 
could attend the A.R.R.L. convention in San 
Francisco.

On Navy Day (October 27th) for the past 
several years an unusual radio exercise has been 
conducted in this district. The Navy Department 
gives special permission to the N.C.R. stations 
in this district to communicate with a naval 
station, either aboard ship or ashore. The N.C.R. 
transmits on their unit frequencies and the 
navy station works on a naval frequency. Last 
year, one transmitter and three receivers were in 
continuous use on the U.S.S. Nevada during the 
period from 4 p.m. to 10 p.m. N.C.R. messages 
are in the form of greetings to friends in the 
service, or to the officers and crew of the ship

N6USÀ
Naval Communication Reserve Day 

At the Exposition 
•SAN FRANCISCO
3 September, 1939

Confi'nrung cnmmuoicatkm with—..........

United States Naval Communication Reserve

QSL card sent from NPG this Navy Day, Oct. 27, 
1939, to members of the N.C.R. worked. 

or station worked. Each message contains the 
name and address of the originator so that a 
special QSL card can be mailed to everyone 
worked. There being no naval vessels in San 
Francisco Bay this year, NPG, Radio San 
Francisco is to be the contact. This exercise has 
been very popular and over 130 stations were 
worked last Navy Day. This exercise, of course, 
in no way supplants the message to amateurs 
from the Secretary of the Navy which is copied 
by most of the N.C.R.

The N.C.R. has striven to make its organiza
tion comparable to the highly efficient United 
States Navy. The slogan of the organization is 
“Preparation in time of peace, so that we may 
take our place in the regular service with honor 
in case of necessity.”

More On Cathode Modulation
(Continued from page 54)

compression is controlled by adjustment of re
sistor R2O. Degeneration is included in the 6L6 
modulator stage for better audio quality.

Fig. 3 — Circuit of the transformer primaries, show
ing where the interlock switch is connected and how 
relay Ryl is used to break the total current instead of 
the filament switch.

For safety, all of the power supplies are tied 
into an interlock switch that opens when the door 
of the cabinet is opened. All meters are mounted 
behind a plate glass window, and a tubular 
frosted lamp mounted above the inside of the 
meter panel provides indirect illumination of the 
meters without glare. All power transformers and 
high-voltage condensers are mounted with their 
terminals below the chassis to lessen the possibil
ity of accidental contact.
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* I. A. R. U. NEWS *
Devoted, to the Interests and activities of the

INTERNATIONAL AMATEUR RADIO UNION
Headquarters Society: The American Radio Relay League, West Hartford, Conn.

American Radio Relay League
Asoclatla Amatorilor Romani de Unde

Scinte
Associazione Radiotecnica Italiana 
Canadian Section A.R.R.L.
Ceskoslovensti Amatóri Vysllaci
Deutscher Amateur Sende-und-Empfangs 

Dlenst
Resti Raadio Amatooride Uhing 
Experimental Radio Society of Egypt 
Experimenterende Danske Radioamatorer 
Federation des Emetterne Beiges
Irish Radio Transmitters Society

MEMBER SOCIETIES
Japan

Liga Colombiana de Radio Aficionados 
Uga Mexicana de Radio Experimentadores 
Magyar Rdvidhullámu Amatórdk Országos

Egy estilete
Nederlandsche Vereeníglng voor Interna- 

tionaal Radioamateurisme
Nederlandsch-Indische Vereeníglng Voor 

Internattonaal Radioamateurisuie
Newfoundland. Amateur Radio Association
New Zealand Association oí Radio Trans

mitters
Norsk Radio Relíe Liga

Polski Zwiasek Krotkofalowcow 
Radio Club de Cuba
Radio Club Venezolano
Radio Society of Great Brttaln 
Rede dos Emissores Portugueses 
Beseau des Emetteurs Français 
Reseau Luxembourgeois des Ama

teurs d’Ondes Courtes
South Afrioan Radio Relay League 
Suomen Radloamatôôrllütto r.y. 
Sverigos Sandareamatorer
Unión de Badioemisores Españoles 
Union Schweiz Kurzwellen Amateure 
Wlreless Institute of Australia

WAR ECHOES

South Africa
Perhaps it was too good to last. At any rate, 

ZS amateurs were closed down October 29th, and 
spent a busy evening that date saying good-bye 
to their many friends on the air. At the moment 
no official word has been received as to whether 
or not there was any timely event which precip
itated the action, but it is logical to believe it is 
for the same reason that has caused shut-downs 
in every belligerent country (except Germany). 
The cessation of amateur radio activity is now 
complete in every part of the British Empire.

G. Ross Kent, ZS6L, vice-president of 
S.A.R.R.L., sent the following note to Union 
headquarters the day before the deadline: “We 
go off the air tomorrow so we take this opportu
nity of sending greetings to all amateurs and of 
wishing them good luck, long life and 73 until we 
meet again.”

Germany
The D.A.S.D.’s Secretary, H. von Bulow, has 

volunteered his services, leaving B. Garnatz, 
D4AQF, formerly manager of the QSL and 
licensing departments, in charge. All publications 
of the society have been suspended until further 
notice excepting “CQ,” which is expected to 
appear, in decreased size, every other month. 
Meetings of local clubs have been, discontinued. 
A special D.A.S.D. bulletin says:

“Each executive and each member of the 
D.A.S.D. shall do everything in his power to 
maintain contact with the other D.A.S.D. com
rades, whenever possible, thereby keeping the 
foundation of the organization intact. It is ex
pected of every D.A.S.D. member that he makes 
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available his knowledge and ability, as well as 
the apparatus and material at his disposal, and 
fulfill the duty assigned to him by his superiors.”

France
It is disheartening to learn that since mobiliza

tion called into the services many of their execu
tive and administrative staff, including the editor 
of “Radio REF,” the Reseau des Emetteurs 
Français decided the only possible action open to 
it was discontinuance of all activities. May it, 
and its cause, be not for long! The society is now 
completely closed down; publication of supplies 
and the official journal has ceased; the QSL 
Bureau is no longer functioning (interested ama
teurs should note cards can no longer be success
fully routed via the bureau system).

Australia
The W.I.A. is making every effort to continue 

its normal activities, including meetings, at 
which receiving problems and allied subjects will 
be given principal attention. Here, again, ama
teurs are serving their country; not only have 
those amateurs affiliated with the air force wire
less reserve reported for active duty, but the 
amateur society has offered the services of its 
remaining operators to the P.M.G. Department 
for monitoring purposes, should they be desired. 
If the proposal is accepted, each division will 
undertake to monitor a portion of the short-wave 
spectrum. In addition, code classes are being 
offered by the New South Wales Division to im
prove the operating abilities of members.

Cuba
It seems that Cuban amateurs are not the 

only members of the radio groups in that country 
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to experience trouble with authorities. Five com
mercial broadcast stations, with possibilities of 
a number of others, are also closed down, because 
of frequency variation and use of excessive power 
which caused interference to other services.- In 
the case of amateurs, the suspension period will 
on November 9th have completed its second 
month, the maximum length of time prescribe’d 
in the decree ordering the suspension. We hope 
and expect to hear amateurs in Cuba back on the 
air by that time.

Great Britain
To crush any mythical “spy” they fear might 

exist in the amateur ranks, government authori
ties have subjected their licensed amateurs to the 
inconvenience, not to mention the financial loss, 
of confiscation. The R.S.G.B. believes that the 
post-office department handling amateur matters 
would have been content to just seal up the equip
ment, but higher officials decreed otherwise — 
and in a great hurry in the bargain; consequently, 
in many cases unskilled and non-radio men had 
to be sent out to recover the gear. This resulted in 
a first-class muddle; some of the fellows had their 
stations nearly wrecked, while others experienced 
only the loss of a part or two. Some received re
ceipts for their equipment; others did not. Such 
is war. . . . But with something over 2000 sta
tions licensed, the G.P.O. certainly undertook a 
formidable task. Imagine the apparatus in your 
own station multiplied 2000 times!

The executive order terminating English 
licenses as of September 1st applied to the “arti
ficial aerial” stations as well. Receiving equip
ment may still be used by any person. Television 
stations of the B.B.G. have been closed. The rush 
to purchase b.c. receivers has been extraordinary; 
the number of receiving licenses increased some 
25,000 in September. A large number of R.S.G.B. 
members have gone into the services, and the 
October issue of the Society’s journal carries a 
list of those serving with the armed forces.

The G’s are determined to apply to experi
mental and development work the time formerly 
spent on operating. To take care of the demand 
for technical literature, the society has just re
printed a supply of its “ Amateur Radio Hand
book.” (See page 92, February QST.) Any ama
teur would enjoy this book; the price is 2/6, post
paid.

Denmark
On August 26th, the directorate general of 

radio granted amateurs the frequencies 1805-20 
kc., climaxing a long fight by the E.D.R. to se
cure a small 160-meter band instead of the 
three former spot channels of 1730, 1830 and 
1970 kc. We hope our OZ friends will be as fortu
nate when the present ban on all transmitting is 
lifted (they were closed Oct. 1st), as the battle 
may have to be fought all over again.

Hans Baeni, HB9CZ with his eye on a DX CC cer
tificate, worked 82 countries before Swiss amateurs 
were closed down.

Ireland
Although Ireland is neutral, EI amateur 

licenses were revoked on September 1st, and 
P. & T. Department officials ordered the civic 
guards to seize all transmitting apparatus im
mediately, which resulted in all-night activity. 
Amateurs had to pack their gear at a moment’s 
notice, with no concern allowed for tubes, meters, 
etc. I I.R.T.S. has appointed a committee to con
tact authorities regarding suitable protection of 
their apparatus in storage and packing. A second 
“emergency” committee has been formed to 
handle the affairs of the society. The society 
terminated its affiliation with the B.E.R.U., 
since there were several Irish amateurs who re
fused to join the I.R.T.S. on that account, and 
it was felt that at the present time nothing should 
stand in the way of national unity.

Peter Daly, formerly EI5G, presents some in
teresting sidelights on the situation. . . . “Con
ditions have been remarkably good and signals 
from the Antipodes have been rollicking in ■—• 
they would! It’s curious to think that a short 
month ago we were engaged in friendly competi
tion with the D’s in their annual contest — what 
a pity it is that statesmen can’t take a leaf from 
the radio amateur's book. . . . Isn’t it a bit of 
a come-down to have to become a short-wave 
listener once more? Staunch old S.W.L.s are 
going to have a good old laugh at us. Neverthe-

(Continued on page 86)
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The A.R.R.L. Copying Bee is scheduled for 
Friday evening, December 8th. The transmitting 
station lineup is arranged to cover the country 
well, by location of the stations in different sec
tions geographically, and by a wide selection of 
frequencies. If you are not satisfied with the first 
copy from the first station heard, continue to try 
for other Copying Bee stations . . . different 
texts of equal length and difficulty will be sent at 
hourly intervals during the evening. Give it a 
whirl, and send in what you receive. In due course 
you will get your copy back with the correct 
texts. The Bee is an established activity, a chance 
to test our hearing and ability to write down what 
we hear, a stimulus toward copying accuracy en
abling us to get a private idea of our personal 
proficiency. The Bee is open to all amateurs. 
It is a whale of a lot of fun. Mark your calendar 
now. Try it, in line with the detailed announce
ment elsewhere in this issue, and let us hear from 
you. “ Bee” in on the Bee!

The U.H.F. Contest (November) was a 
bushel of fun, full of thrills and surprises for all. 
While too early to hear from the whole country, 
reports are pouring in, as we go to press. There 
were dozens of successful multi-hop relays. In the 
northeastern part of the country the gang was 
favored with all kinds of u.h.f. weather, good con
sistent DX signals Saturday evening followed by 
a relapse, and then a big surprise — a break 
through between the 9th district and the east 
coast! W1HDQ will have some highlights by next 
issue, and we’ll be pasting copies of messages into 
continuous chains to show routings for at least 
the next month before the whole story can be 
told. The forming of relay routes is coming on 
fine, and the old romance of the u.h.f. possibilities 
to be explored is right there, with the unexpected 
around the corner adding a lot of zip to this 
particular party.

Congrats to W9WYX and W9VTK on exten
sion of the previous 112-Mc. Colorado record. 
This band is coming right to the front. See details 
of the 160-mile, 112-Mc. work elsewhere in this 
QST.

SurveiUance! Last month we urgently recom
mended that all amateurs avoid any two-way 
work with amateur stations in the theatre of war, 
and especially avoid having contacts with sta
tions located in belligerent countries, in whatever 
continents! We renew that recommendation. Our 
neutrality code must be carefully observed, and 
we should go beyond it, to avoid the possibility of 
any slightest suspicion being directed against our 
amateur radio. Since amateurs in foreign belliger
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ent countries are practically without exception 
off the air, this avoidance of work with un-ncutral, 
as well as all unlicensed, unauthorized stations, 
should be easy. We hear no further reports of 
direct invitations to violate our neutrality code 
such as were mentioned last month in the case of 
the D’s and F’s heard trying to work W’s.

As mentioned last month, there is surveillance. 
Just as a reminder we ought to mention that a 
Pennsylvania amateur reported an investigation 
of his legitimate operating in an A.R.R.L. activ
ity, by local police, at the teletyped request of the 
Coast Guard! With several government agencies 
on the job guarding every phase of this country’s 
neutrality every hour of the day, it is but natural 
that some of our normal, individual, and quite- 
in-order radio activity will be checked from time 
to time. It is our job to see that regulations of the 
F.C.C. are most carefully observed, that our log is 
scrupulously correct, that any one of us can stand 
any kind of inspection at any time, and pass with 
flying colors, in such a way that the full responsi
bility and trustworthiness of each individual 
amateur is emphasized. Re-read the details of the 
F.C.C. warning in November QST, if you missed 
that. Each operator who reads these lines can 
help, not only watching his own conversations, 
but advising other operators at once against any 
irresponsible or unwise actions, whether just talk 
about the war (taboo), or a positive violation of 
the A.R.R.L. Neutrality Code or our F.C.C. reg
ulations for the amateur service.

A.R.R.L. Official Observers are now 
of four kinds, examined and classified by their 
SC Ms for the type of work in which they engage. 
Those who receive their helpful advice and 
reports on A.R.R.L. forms may note a Roman 
numeral designation, after the signature of the 
Observer. This indicates the class of Observer 
sending you the report. The established classes 
are as follows:

I. Precise frequency checking.
II. General Frequency Checks and Harmonic Measure

ments (to * 5 kc. at 14 Me.)
III. Radiotelephone Checks of Modulation, Frequency 

Stability, and/or Quality.
IV. Poor signal checking, for notes, broadness, etc. (c.w.)

No individual without a 100 kc. or comparable 
standard with multivibrator for direct calibra
tions on WWV may be considered by his S.C.M. 
for appointment as Class I Observer. Further
more, both Class I and II Observers are obliged 
to report on at least one transmission measure
ment of several pre-scheduled transmissions of 
accurately known frequencies, after the fashion 
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of a former frequency measuring test, to demon
strate continued accuracy and proficiency, within 
prescribed standards for their O.O. Classification. 
New observers must pass such a test to qualify. 
By January 1, 1940, the A.R.R.L. Official Ob
servers all will be on the new footing, requiring 
extremely high standards of equipment and per
formance for making checks. August QST (page 
62) fisted the amateurs who specialize in giving 
assistance to other amateurs through observa
tions and measurements. They will be pleased to 
have you call upon them for a measurement 
schedule or other information with the scope of 
their particular duties as specified in one of the 
above categories. “Friendly service to brother 
amateurs” is the watchword of the individual 
A.R.R.L. Observers.

— F. E. II.

PRIZES FOR REST ARTICLE
The article by Mr. George E. Starek, W9RCC * 

wins the C.D. article contest prize this month.
Each month we print the most interesting and 

valuable article received marked “for the C.D, 
contest." Contributions may be on any phase of 
amateur operating or communication activity (DX, 
‘phone, traffic, rag-chewing, clubs, fraternalism, 
etc.) which adds constructively to amateur organi
zation work. Prize winners may select a 1940 bound 
Handbook, QST, Binder and League Emblem, six 
logs, eight pads radiogram blanks, DX Map and 
three pads or any other combination of A.R.R.L. 
supplies of equivalent value. Try your luck. Send 
your contribution to-day.

"How's Your QSO 
Personality?"

BY GEORGE E. STAREK*  W©RCC*

.Adding that personal touch to a QSO means the 
difference between a very enjoyable contact and the “rubber 
stamp" type.

Noting that my QSOs were falling into the routine “cut 
and dried” class, I realized something had to be done to sus
tain not only my interest in contacting other stations, but 
also to keep the other fellow on the opposite end as interested 
and absorbed in the contact as much as possible.

What was wrong?
Evidently I had not learned proper operating procedure. 
With this idea in mind, I proceeded to find the cause of my 

dull and uninteresting contacts.
Some obvious causes that were weakening the effective

ness of my contacts were unearthed during the process of 
investigation.

In order of their importance, they were:
(a) The time devoted to each contact was altogether too 

short. My log revealed the length of time spent on each 
contact averaged eight minutes. I reasoned that a contact 
cannot be called pleasant and enjoyable if only from five to 
ten minutes are given to each QSO.

(b) My fist was either too fast or too slow. I also knew 
that during certain QSOs, my fist was terrible because the 
bug I was using was adjusted too fast for my naturally slow 

* .1341 Douglas Avenue, Racine, Wis.

fist. I attributed this fact mostly to carelessness and negli
gence on my part. A slight touch of inferiority complex or 
vanity aided me in making a mess out of what looked like a 
good old-fashioned rag-chew.

(c) My ability to chat interestingly was practically nil. 
This fact has always been and still is a thorn in my side.

Now that I had gathered together these faults which were 
undermining my contacts, I planned new methods of ap
proach which later proved to be startling and very sur
prising.

Opening a QSO with a new station, I would greet him by 
referring to him by his name. (My call-book did the trick.) 
This invariably caused my newly-made friend to ask me 
what my name was, and if we had ever made a contact be
fore. Evidently this intimate touch seems to break down the 
strain of formality which is predominant in so many amateur 
radio contacts of today.

Secondly, I would ask for complete data regarding his 
station. Following that, I would usually confine my queries 
toward one particular object. For example, his transmitter. 
Many times I could detect traces of restrained pride as my 
friend extolled the virtues of his pet transmitter; how he 
“worked” that choice DX last week with only 8 watts 
input! Here was the logical place for congratulations and 
words of encouragement.

Utilizing your personality to advantage, an interesting 
chat can be had by discovering what the other fellow's 
technical problems were, so that by comparing pet theories 
the obvious cause could be determined more easily. This fact 
proved somewhat surprising to say the least. Especially so, 
was this evident in the cases of most of the newly licensed 
fellows. Many of them took advantage of the opportunity to 
release their unsolved difficulties. The object of this prob
lematic discussion, I believe, is to show that you are genu
inely interested in him.

Trying faithfully to correct my poor operating technique 
and being thoroughly convinced I was not the fastest oper
ator in the world, I regretfully moved the weights of the 
Mac Key back to approximately 15 w.p.m. From this point 
I started to learn the correct way to use a high-speed key, 
sending slowly and as evenly as I could. Obviously, the only 
way to acquire a good fist is to begin sending slowly. It must 
be remembered that as the sending speed is increased, the 
number of operators who can copy your speed is decreased 
proportionally.

I have also acquired the habit of asking the other fellow 
what his occupation was, his age, what his favorite meal 
consisted of and, in fact, all the trivial things that go to 
make up his everyday life. This may sound too personal to 
some, but try it once and note how quickly the feeling of the 
contact will develop into a warmer and more cordial one.

Especially during the past year and a half, have I really 
enjoyed amateur radio. My contacts have added a sparkle 
and an eager anticipation that I had not known existed at 
one time.

Amateur radio contacts provide some of the greatest 
thrills and offer genuine pleasure to those who know how to 
put their personality into a QSO. It isn’t difficult, really it 
isn’t. ...

BRIEFS
The Tu-Boro Radio Club (Woodhaven, L. I., N. Y.) has 

had a number of interesting meetings this season, and just 
held a successful 5th annual club dinner on November 18th. 
The Club Station, formerly W2JIQ, has now received the 
call W2BMW, in memory of Jerome Dodman, one of the 
founders of the club.

Visit the Clubs
At A.R.R.L. headquarters there are recorded the ad

dresses of the several hundred amateur radio clubs affiliated 
with the League, their places and times of meetings. Clubs 
are splendid places to get acquainted with other amateurs 
and to participate in interesting discussions on amateur 
radio. Why not drop in at your local club and “meet the 
gang”? Address the Communications Manager (enclosing 

stamp, please) for data on affiliated clubs in your vicinity. 
Give your itinerary if you are planning a trip and wish to 
visit clubs en route.
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Extra Del,

Brass Pounders’ League
(September 16th—October 15th)

Can Orig. Del. Rei. Credit Total
W4PL 11 35 1844 17 1907W3EML 106 258 994 242 1600W9QIL 82 144 1078 114 1418W7EBQ 23 57 1232 42 ¡354W6I0X 52 101 916 99 1168W6DH 94 319 422 293 1128W5MN 24 115 868 100 1107W5FDR 150 184 622 106 1062W3BWT 42 63 498 55 658W9YXH 20 50 540 36 646W2JDC* 23 19 546 18 606W4IR 9 490 39 33 571W1LWH 21 62 450 30 563W3CIZ 38 123 273 120 554W9FAM 2 2 542 8 554W2SC 32 149 112 255 548W9EKQ 8 24 470 0 502

MORE-THAN-ONE-OPERATOR STATIONS
Call Orig. Del. Rei. Credit Total

KA IHR 466 586 107 574 1733W50W 189 129 1164 65 1547KA1HR** 607 357 88 357 1409KA1HQ 252 99 466 88 905W1AW 32 109 321 106 568W9BNT 83 116 304 25 528
These stations “make” the B.P.L. with total of 500 or over. One hundred deliveries 4- Ex. Del. Credits also rate B.P.L. standing. The following one-operator stations make the B.P.L. on deliveries. Deliveries count.

W3QP,302 W6MTS, 128 W2K1, 108W4ABS, 220 W8MJK, 121 W2LZR, 108W6NLL,159 W9ESA, 121 W3HRS, 100W6B1P, 142 W1JJY, 114 W6EJÂ, 100W5CEZ, 139 W3GKO, 114W1KCT, 108 W9UN, 100
A.A.R.S.

MORE-THAN-ONE-OPERATOR STATION 
Extra Del.

Call Orig. Del. ReL Credit Total
WLM(W3CXL) 133 114 2616 35 2898

A total of 500 or more or 100 deliveries Ex. D. Cr. 
will put you in line for a place in the B.P.L.

* Aug.-Sept.** Corrected total .June-July.

BRIEFS
Contest Score Corrections

Club certificate winner for the Milwaukee Radio Ama*  
teurs’ Club in the ’39 DX Contest was W9VD Y, rather than 
W9GIL as reported in October QST. W3FLH (E. Pa.) was 
erroneously listed as W3FZH; W2BDQ (N. N. J.) was listed 
as W2DBQ, and W2ITN (N. Y. C.-L. I.) was listed as 
W2IJN.

W2KHA’s score of 3,851,354 (143 QSOs, 37 sections, 130 
different stations) in the July ’39 O.R.S. Party was omitted 
from the list of high scorers in October QST.

In the results of the VE/W Contest, November QST, 
W3GYQ (Md.-Del.-D. C.) was listed as W3GYP; VE3AKG 
was listed as VE3AQG.

Checkers by Radio
Considerable interest is shown in playing checkers by 

radio. All that is necessary is to letter your board to identify 
the moves. Each player in any given game must, of course, 
have his board lettered the same as the other contestant. 
Among those interested in lining up radio checker games 
are W6PGLt W1JUS, W6IPG, W6PQE and W9FB.

Definition of a ham: An individual sitting in front of a 
new $200 radio receiver patching a pair of three-year-old 
overshoes. (W1KTB recently found himself doing this very 
thing!) ______

W1AW scheduled W9ZBG, Chicago, from September 
25th through October 23rd, three times weekly, on 1.75-Mc. 
c.w. Out of 11 schedules, only twice were ZBG’s signals 
inaudible. On all other schedules his signals averaged S6, 
always perfectly readable. W9ZBG was using an input of 
90 watts.

KA1HQ, Fort William McKinley, P. I., one of the Philip
pines’ most active traffic stations, uses a 211 final with 180 
watts input1. Transmitting antenna is a diamond, 360 feet on 
each leg and 60 feet high, directed at San Francisco. This 
antenna makes possible KAlHQ’s consistent work on mod
erate power. .

Three-“ Fair” Hook-up
On September 11th, opening day of the Mid-South Fair, 

Memphis, Tenn., amateur radio exhibit stations at the three 
existing fairs in the United States made contact on a pre
arranged schedule — Golden Gate Exposition, W6USA; 
New York World’s Fair, W2U8A; Mid-South Fair, W4USA. 
The Governor of Tennessee transmitted his greeting over 
W4USA. Oscar Oehmen, W2KU, operator at W2USA, re
layed message of greeting from Grover Whalen.

On September 22nd, the W2U8A Radio Club presented 
the first of a series of broadcasts over W2XJI, 25.3 Mo. The 
program originated at Mutual’s studios in the Crosley 
Building at the New York Fair and consisted of informal 
interviews of local and visiting radio amateurs and S.W.L.’s 
It was presented by Arthur Lynch, W2DKJ, Managing 
Director of the club, and Kay I. Kibling, W2HXQ, Secre
tary. Guests on the first program were Fred Seid, W2MQ, 
radio operator on the Ellsworth Antarctic Expedition, 1938- 
39, and Bob Gunderson, Instructor of Radio at the Institute 
for the Blind, New York City.

W1BMB, Rockland, Mass., operating 3932-ke. ’phone, is 
interested in hearing from other amateurs who are in a 
position to contact revolver or rifle clubs to arrange “radio 
matches.” Interested operators should write direct to 
W1BMB.

W8FU suggests that in keeping a log it makes it easy to 
pick out DX or local contacts if you use red or other colored 
ink for the DX entries and black ink for the local entries. 
Another use for this idea is to use the colored ink on one day 
and black ink the next day, alternating, thereby making it 
easy to distinguish between work on different days.

I On August 30, 1939, Mrs. Chauvin of Beaumont, Texas, 
was critically injured. It was necessary to contact her sister, 
Mrs. J. I. Wilkins, who was traveling somewhere between 
San Francisco, Denver and Salt Lake City. W5FDI of Beau
mont was requested to assist in contacting the auto travel
ers. W6DSX and W6BUW of Salt Lake were advised and 
informed the State Police. W9FUH of Denver obtained 
radio, newspaper and police aid. Mrs. Wilkins and party 
were found in Denver and given the message. Hams serve 
aKai°! ________

On a visit to the World’s Fair, W1HAX stopped in to 
operate*  W2USA. As he signed the log book he noticed the 
call W1DDG among the visitors and discovered that DDG 
was also present at that time. After introductions were 
made, W1HAX explained that W1DDG was his first QSO 
after receiving his ticket, six years before!

Volunteers Needed for Railroad Nets
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific R. R.

C. A. Conklin, W9EFI, Madrid, Iowa, is heading the or
ganization of an amateur radio emergency net for the Chi
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cago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific R. R. This is being done 
in a spirit of public service so that amateurs may best serve 
in time of disaster. Stations are needed in every town served 
by the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific system. 
Operators willing to cooperate should get in touch with 
W9EFI for complete information.

Boston & Maine R. R.
An emergency net for the Boston & Maine R. R. is being 

organized by Ralph H. Wickens, W1ZZC, and John E. Gib
son, W1CTS. It is desired to cover the following localities: 
Newburyport, Mass.; Portsmouth, N. H.; Portland, Me.; 
Dover, N. H.; Concord, N. H.; Greenfield, Mass.; Pitch
burg, Mass.; Rochester, N. H.; White 'River Jet., Vt.; 
Bellows Falls, Vt.; Springfield, Mass.; and points between 
these cities. It is planned to have one main frequency, prob
ably in the 3.5-Mc. band. Amateurs wishing to serve in this 
net should communicate with W1ZZC, 31 Estes St., Lynn, 
Mass.; or W1CTS, John E. Gibson, c/o Boston & Maine 
R. R., North Station, Boston, Mass.

W2GVX has appointed himself a “committee of one” to 
help improve general amateur operating practices. When
ever he hears an operator doing anything he believes is not 
according to recommended practice, he calls him and tells 
him so. If he cannot raise the offender he drops him a post 
card explaining the situation. Off-frequency operation, long 
CQ’g, langc&Us right on the frequency of the station called, 
trying to break up a DX QSO for one’s own gain, bad notes, 
over-modulation, are all among the subjects of his crusade. 
Believing that the average operator will not know of his 
wrong-doings unless told, W2GVX urges other amateurs to 
be frank with brother hams in pointing out their faults.

The first annual hamfest and basket picnic of the Mon- 
Yough Amateur Transmitters’ Association (McKeesport, 
Pa.) held at Renziehausen Park, Sunday, August 27, 1939, 
was well attended and all reported a good time. The after
noon was spent in playing mushball and Indian ball. W8IZG 
and his team defeated W80VF’s team at mushball, 11 to 7. 
Supper was furnished by the ladies.

'W5GZK of Ada, Okla., and W5GKZ. Fort Smith, Ark., 
made contact on 28 Me. on August 28, 1939, completing 
W.A.S. for each operator!

W2TY of Hollis, L. I., claims he is the first ham to have a 
hillmoved to improve 56-Mc. transmission, the conventional 
method being to raise the skywire. Two blocks northwest of 
his shack, a ridge rising 30 feet above the radiator has been 
a thorn in the side of ultra-high frequency work for three 
years. This summer a speculative building company bought 
the ridge, flattened it out with steam shovels to permit the 
sale of nice, fiat lots!

Calling CQ one night on 7120 kc., W2SC was answered on 
the same frequency by WdSC, San Francisco. The operator 
of W2SC hails originally from S. F., making the coincidence 
complete!

The Fort Smith (Ark.) Amateur Radio Club, at the re
quest of the Fort Smith Police Department, took part in the 
Bob Bums Home-Coming Celebration. Members of the club 
set up portable rigs in strategic parts of the city for two-way 
communication with police headquarters. They were to be 
used to provide information to visitors as well as help the 
police force report in on official business. The amateurs 
participating were W5GAS, W5HYS. W5BRW, W5CFQ, 
W5HNU, W5ICS, W5GWT, W5GTS and W5HPL. The 
rigs were operated on both 1.75 and 28 Mes. and were in 
constant communication with police headquarters for most 
of the day and until about 9:00 p.m., on the date of August 
7, 1939. Plenty of practice was provided in setting up port
able equipment, and amateur radio reached new heights in 
the city of Fort Smith.

Cruise ot the “California”
The world cruise of the Yacht California is to take 

one and one-half years and carries the party of nine from 
San Francisco to the Marquesas Island, first of the South 
Sea Group (Windward Island), through all the South Sea 
Group to Bali and Java, Borneo, Straits Settlement, and 
Penang and Ceylon to Madagascar, South Africa, Cape 
Town and various other island groups to England, from 
England to the Azores, Windward Island, Panama to San 
Francisco. The ship sailed early in September.

Harold T. Mapes (W7DXV), the radio operator, is an old 
timer in the radio game, having operated BX in Mexico for 
eight years, and is well known throughout amateur circles. 
He has been an amateur since 1916. During the World War, 
he operated on the tanker Stiver Shell. The California's call 
is WLFW, and they are licensed to operate on 6226 kc., 
having authority from the F.C.C. to handle traffic with 
amateurs. A daily schedule is held with W6BIP at 7:00 
a.m. PST daily. After completing traffic work with BIP, 
WLFW will call CQ for replies from amateurs. The radio 
apparatus consists of two receivers, a reconstructed SW3 
and a Skyrider Defiant. The transmitter consists of a 6L6 
oscillator and 6L6 amplifier with 25 watts input. In addition 
to the regular power source, there is an auxiliary power 
supply consisting oi a motor-generating outfit, which will 
keep the storage battery charged and furnish a 32-volt 
lighting system. — Wm. A. Ladley, W8RBQ

MINNEAPOLIS CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION
The City of Minneapolis celebrated its 100th birthday the week of October 2-7, 1939. The Minneapolis Radio Club upheld the part of amateur radio. Geo. Collier, W9GWI, club president« appointed Geo. Smith, W9ZXK. chairman of a committee to produce a suitable exhibit. Following the trend of the celebration, the display depicted the progress of radio. It’s surprising how much radio equipment of another day there is around the shacks of the "old timers.” Nothing was left to the imagination in the exhibit, unless it was some of the spirit of the spark days which could only be brought out with the crash of a spark or the climbing song of a rotary gap coming up to speed!Much interest was shown in this display of the forerunner of modern day radio. And as for modern day radio, there were the latest in receivers and transmitters, as well as a complete emergency set-up including a gasoline-powered generator. W9ZXV*s newly completed rack and panel transmitter, with T40*s in the final, was operated from the booth in the Minneapolis Auditorium during the entire week. A 90-fbot vertical Zepp was suspended from the ceiling of the mammoth building. The various noise limiters in the receivers did their stuff with the many forms of noise-makers in surrounding exhibits. When broadcast receivers were brought into other booths to listen to the World Series and football games couldn’t buck the noise, the amateur booth "carried the mail.”Those who served at the amateur exhibit believe much good was accomplished in bettering public relations. Active in assisting W9ZXK to make the exhibit a success were W9SJK, W9LEB, W9TAT, W9RTE, W9YPT, W9BP, W9ZXV, W90TE, W9ITQ and W9CGX.

— A. A. Emerson, IT9ITQ
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iHoWSDX?
HOWs

well, you fellows certainly are optimistic, turn
ing to this page this month. Pickings have been mighty slim 
— every time we start listening for DX these days we’re 
reminded of that Robert Service poem that starts out 
“ Were you ever out in the great alone? ”

But we’ll have io hand it to the DX boys — they’re 
really persistent. Just let a hunk of DX raise his peep out of 
the background and the lads are all over him — and he 
comes back to somebody else, A few mornings of that and 
some of the weaker gentry get discouraged, in a way. Not all 
of them give up, though, but simply turn to other methods, 
like the one W1BGY told us about the other day. BGY is 
QSL Manager for the First District, you know, and a fair 
hand at DX himself. It seems that some brilliant Wl, dis
couraged a trifle by being unable to raise the stuff but aw
fully anxious to make the DXCC, wrote BGY a letter saying 
he had a lot of transformers, condensers and tubes kicking 
around and that Jules was welcome to them. In return the 
fellow only wanted a few DX cards, and named the pre
fixes! No kidding — we can show you the letter —• and he 
coolly admitted that typewritten ones were preferable be
cause. we suppose, they're easier to alter. The ignorance of 
the guy! The poor, misguided dope! Doesn’t he know that 
QSL Managers only accept cash?

We hope none of the QSL Managers will take us seriously 
— we’ve had dealings with most of them and we know 
they're a swell bunch, in spite of the fact that their normally- 
thankless job would be enough to turn anyone after, a while. 
It only takes a letter of thanks to your QSL Manager when 
you send in an extra envelope to make the thing worth 
while for him, but too many fellows seem to think the guy’s 
a hired servant and treat him as no well-bred person would 
treat even a servant.

Of course, QSL Managers have their weaknesses, too, but 
that kind of manager doesn’t last long. There was the Cen
tral-American fellow a few yeans back who was handling the 
cards for his country and when he applied for WAG, three of 
the six cards were ones originally intended for someone else. 
And a North-American QSL Manager was recently dropped 
from the DXCC because some of the cards he submitted 
were never meant for him. We’d tell you his call but we hate 
iar-and-feather parties — they’re so messy.

WHERE:
AlLthough transmission conditions seem to be 

fairly good, the stations just aren’t on the air. It would ap
pear that almost all of the Europeans are off the air, with the 

exception of the Russians and one or two German stations, 
an odd EA, an occasional I and once in a while a few from 
some of the smaller countries. As you know, the very-active 
ZS have been closed down and, with the belligerant colonies 
off in Africa, not much comes from there. Most of the gang 
seems to be concentrating on the stuff over around China 
and KA and a lot of new ones have appeared out that 
way .. .. .. We have received w*ord that the F QSL 
Bureau is inactive at present, although the G Bureau still 
functions............... We should like to answer some of the 
questions about the EA’s, but we haven’t any dope we can 
trust............... In South America, the LU’s have been re
stricted to four hours’ operating out of the twenty-four, but 
they have their choice of any four hours. They have to work 
on fixed frequencies, and are no longer allowed to jump 
around................The order making the HK’s speak only 
Spanish has apparently been rescinded, having lasted only 
about two weeks............... We jumped the gun last month 
when we got all happy about AC4JS. W1AB says that 
XU8MI told him that AC4JS wasn’t in Tibet but in XU4 
...............Jerry Petranek, whom we mentioned was going 
to be on in U. S. Samoa, is out there, but can't convince the 
governor that a ham station won’t do any harm. Jerry 
wasn’t using KH6KKR, as some of the gang thought 
............. Our spy ring isn't functioning as well as it used to, 
else we’d be able to give you some dope on AR8AF (14,370- 
400 T9), worked by W2BHW, W1ICA, W1I0Z, W4FIN 
and others. The guy gives his address as Box 107, Beyrouth, 
Syria, and shows up in the right direction, but we’il believe 
it when we see a card. “ Remember the AR8M0,” we always 
say............. .. The smart lads are keeping one ear open on 
40, as you know if you've listened there lately and found how 
many of the gang are up there. W2BHW got it via the grape
vine that that’s where LB6U, Jan Mayen, hangs out, which 
is inducement for 'most anyone .. .. .. W9NTA gives 
the address of CR7BN (14,330 T9) as Cremildo Pereira, 
P. O. Box 943, Lourenco Marques, Mozambique...............  
W1CBZ scared up EK1AA (14,375-14,350 T9 with drift) 
during the late afternoon and adds that you have to kinda 
dig for the 9-watt signal...............QSL Ú0AD (14,395 T8) 
via W9RBI............... We wouldn’t know about YI6ZC 
(14,390 T9C) except that he says to QSL via the R.S.G.B. 
and spells it “Bahgdad,” which is something .. .. .. 
QSL V05BA via W3LN............... W6QL gives the address 
of XU6UK (14,390) as Box 164, Kukong, Kwangtung 
Province...............W1ADM can’t get straight on the 
CR6’s. He worked CR6AI a while back and was told to QSL 
via R.E.P. Then CR6AF said to QSL via 6AI, and later he 
heard 6AK tell someone to QSL via 6AF. If they ride around 
enough times, someone may get the brass ring and a free ride.

Most, of these fellows are well-known to you 
because of their roaring signals that have 
pounded through year after year from South 
America. From left to right, rear row: LD2AX, 
LU2DD, LU8AD, LU4BH, LU3DH, M. 
Suarez, ex-LUlZA. Center row: LU1EP, 
LU7AZ, LU2CW, LU9AX, LU1CA. Front: 
LU6DG, LU6AX.
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(Number seventy of a series) 

Like automobiles, communication receivers have reached 
a stage of development where progress is measured by details 
that were considered of secondary importance ten years ago. 
Although designed back in 1931, die litde 3-tube SW-3 
regenerative receiver is a very capable performer so far as 
sensitivity is concerned, and it is still widely used where 
there is not too much interference. But modern conditions 
being what they are, sensitivity is not enough. It does not do 

much good to pull in a signal if interference makes it unreadable, and razor-sharp 
selectivity is worse than useless if the receiver (and transmitter) is not stable enough 
to stay put. Problems like these are so basic in modern receiver design that we 
would like to keep you posted on what we are doing about them.

For a start, let us take a look at the problem of temperature drift. It is a tough 
one, and no one has it completely solved as yet, although a lot of progress has been 
made. Nearly everything in the receiver is affected by a change of temperature 
(even the wiring), and furthermore different parts of the chassis do not heat up and 
cool off at the same time. When the set is first turned on, the tubes heat first, to
gether with the power transformer, if there is one. The heat from these sources 
gradually warms up other parts. It may take several hours for the coils to reach 
maximum temperature inside their shields. With different parts of the set at dif
ferent temperatures, there is no simple device that can be used to compensate for 
all of them.

One of the best attacks on this problem that we know of is the work that 
Stuart Briggs (W1KHE) has been doing with his NC-101X. He mounts a 10 mmf. 
compensating condenser close to, and slightly above, the high frequency oscillator 
tube. In this position it is affected rapidly by the temperature of the tube, and more 
slowly by the other parts of the receiver. He has obtained excellent results on 20 
meters. We should expect results to be equally good on 40 meters, possibly good on 
10 meters, and doubtful on 80 meters. The 160 meter band seems to be out, 
because the 10 mmf. is more capacity than the circuit permits.

Aside from the fact that it does not give perfect compensation during the warm
up period, the main defect of this system is that it can compensate for only one 
value of tuning capacity. On a receiver like the NC-101X, where the whole range 
of the tuning condenser is used to cover each amateur band, the frequency range on 
any one band is small enough to make the system work very well. But unless this 
sort of electrical bandspread is used, the scheme is not practical.

Of course, the best way would be to compensate each part individually. Good air 
dielectric condensers can be designed to have very low drift. Coils are more of a 
problem, but with care temperature changes can be minimized. There is still a 
lot of room for improvement, but our receivers are remarkably stable once they 
have warmed up. One of the air lines remotely operates its HRO’s without a tuning 
control at the operating position. They are left running all the time, and they stay 
tuned right on the nose. As we remarked once before on this page, it is excellent 
operating procedure to leave filaments turned on all the time. Tubes last longer 
that way, and the receiver is always ready to go.

This is not the final answer, of course. One of these days we hope to be able to 
tell you that the problem has been licked.

Calvin Hadlock
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For Amateur 
Radio Hardware 

See 
MALLORY-YAXLEY

Two-way phone plug No. 75N, with shielded 
nickel shell. Other types— thrcft-wny, tie cord, 
etc.—in both bakelite and nickel shells»
Junior Jack No. 704—springs are parallel to panel 
for compactness—thirteen combinations avail
able in this type.

This three circuit microphone jack No. 2B is 
typical of the famous Mallory-Yaxley Line. A 
variety of spring combinations is available for 
practically any application and special models 
can be furnished on order.

Avoid run down batteries, or increased power 
bills by using Mallory-Yaxley Pilot Lights and 
Jewels as indicators. They will keep you “in
formed” at all times, and enhance the appear
ance of your rig.

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc.
INDIANAPOLIS INDIANA

Cable Address— PELMALLO

Use

Use

APPROVED RADIO 
PRECISION PRODUCTS
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MALLORY

APPROVED RADIO
PRECISION PRODUCTS

JIhb 10-meter band is perking along right well, with 
lots of Centra! and South American 'phones on. The Africans were bouncing through until they had to quit. Even, a few c.w. fellows get on during weekends and, if they’re not careful, they may start working some DX there again. But all honors go to the ’phone men there these days.As mentioned earlier, the smart lads keep an ear on 7 Mo. W2BHW tells us that ZS4P, in Basutoland, was on 40 for a while, and W6PCP scared up J8CL, PK1FO, and KA3RA, and heard some MX, MZ, and some of the South Sea island- era, but these latter are weak and hard to raise because of the QRN they have to work through. You’ll find a lot of the old 14,400-kc. W’s up on 40 during the evenings, swapping lies, and telephone numbers.It’s a little difficult to know how much of the dope we should use, because the picture may be changed still further by the time the magazine is out. It doesn’t help much, for example, to list the Sock of new ZS’s that were reported because they aren't available .. .. .. Asians seem to be the order of the day, and W2HHF has his share: XU6AL (14,300 T8), XU8HM (14,400), XU2MC (14,350 T8), MX3H (14,320 T8), J8CH (14,400 T8), J2KN (14,400 T9), XU6TL (14,360), J8CL (14,370 T8), XU8WS (14,400, -350, -380), XU8MA (14,370 T8), XU5YT (14,255 T8), XU6K (14,220 T8) and XU5WT (14,340 T8).....  W2BHW doesn’t lag anyone, with PK5AB (14,330 T8), J8PG (14,315 T6), PK1HX (14,260 T9), MX1A (14,400 T8), MX3I (14,400 T7), XU5LT (14.370 T8). XU7A (14,400 T8), XU4CV (14,400 T7), XU6O (14,370 T7), PK1VK (14,180 T9), XU5HC (14,300 T7) and CR6AK (14,350 T7c), mostly in the morning between 8 and 12, with a few coming through around 5:30 p.m...... Some of the Russians reported through various sources include UX1CP (14.400 T8), U4AL (14,375). UK9AN (14,400 T7), U9BC (14,400 T9), UK3AH (14,400 T7), U9ML (14.400 T9x), U8IB (14.380), U0AX (14,365 T6), U0AC (14,400 T8), U3BM (14,400 T9) and U3BG (14,400 T9).....  W2AV reports KF6OWR (14,380 T9), while W1CBZ adds KB6RWZ (14,385), KB6RSJ (14,390), CR6AI (14,300), CR6AF (14,380), J8CA (14,395), XU8MI (14,350), KA1FG (14,320), J2KQ (14.300), LZ1ID (14,300), PK1XZ (14,- 250), PK1BX (14,350), PK3ST (14,300) and PK1TM (14,- 340)..... W4BYF gives us KA1HR (14,320 T9), W1ADM CE3CB (14,400) and OQ5IM (14,360), and W7HAD HA2I (14,290 T8), KAILZ (14,270 T9), HCIAR (14,325 T6) and LU3DD (14,400 T9)..... WHOZhas been busy with J3FP (14,375). CE3BF (14,400), HK4DD (14,300), PK1TT (14,345) and KA1WW (14,840).
’PHONEz

28-Mc. band is doing all right for itself, with conditions so good you have to have a walloping signal before they’ll answer you. W5FTA reports ES5X (28,430), K6OQM (28,975). LU4HG (28,090), LU1DJ (28.160), CE3AG (28,350), TG9AA (28,335), YN3DG (28,160), CE3CZ (28,250), XEIGE (28,450), TI2RC (28.450), TI3AV (28.345), K6MW (28,900), LU2BG (28,200), YV1AQ (28,190) and XE1CQ (28,350).On 20, W3BET has a nice list which includes KA1BB (14,250), KA1LZ (14,250), KAICS (14,150), KA7EF (14,150, -250), CX2BK (14,100), UMZ (14,135), HA1K (14,145), LU2BG (14,120), PY7AI (14,090), LU1QA (14,095), KA1FH (14,150) and KAICW (14,150).....  W9RBI gives XU8AM (14,080) and EA7BB (14,140), while W1ADM is in with K7HCX (14,210), PKIOG (14,040), XU8ZA (14,040), XU6KL (14,030), CR6AF (14,210) and PY7AE (14,270)..... W6IKQ added to his list with OZ5BW (14,080) and KB6ILT (14,245), while a new rhombic at W6ITH accounts for HK3CY (14,140), LU8AG (14,100), LU4CJ (14,145), CE1AC (14,140), LU2DG (14,090) and others down that way. EK1AF (14,065) seems to be the best coming through from Africa, although OQ5AB (28,215) is on occasionally.
WHO:

fikB6RWZ needs N. H., Maine and R. I. for WAS 
...... W9UXI made his 'phone WAC with 35 watts input and a 3-element rotatable..... G2ZQ, G6WY, G5ZJ and G6FO are all officers in the R.A.F......  W1RR forwards a letter from a G telling about the closedown over there. G.P.O. engineers drive up to the amateur’s door with a van and a warrant, remove power packs, crystals, coils, tubes, freqmetera and keys, and then make a
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1

35T

mn
D1U for its s$e

Size considered, this little tube has tre
mendous power capabilities. In class "B” 

t audio, a pair of these tubes are capable of 
a power output of some 250 watts with 
only 1500 volts on the plates. A single 35T 

\ with 2000 volts on the plate will produce 
a strong 250 watt carrier in class "C” 
telegraphy. Extremely low interelectrode

H

capacities and a high order of electrical 
efficiency make it ideal for use as crystal 
oscillator or frequency multiplier.
The long life and sensational perform
ance records established by Eimac 35T 
tubes has yet to be equalled.

BIG for its price $6

All Eimac tubes are unconditionally guar
anteed against tube failures which result 
from gas released internally.

NEW . . . Eimac 35TG
Designed especially for useon 
ultra high frequencies . . . grid 
lead taken directly through the 
bulb. Ratings exactly the same 
as Eimac 35T except for the fol
lowing:
Grid to plate capacity 1.7 mmfds 

Grid to filament
capacity .... 1.9 mmfds

LIST PRICE $6.75 EITEL-McCULLOUGH, INC.
7Z0 San Mateo Ave., San Bruno, California
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. . . Every AIR INDUCTOR is 
Champion of Its Class!

AU down the line — from the rugged, heavy-duty 1 K.W. HDVL Assembly to the extra-small 25 Watt “Babies” —- B&W has pioneered and perfected new methods of construction, new ideas in design and new refinements in coil winding technique which make AIR INDUCTORS absolutely “tops” in all-’round dollar-for-dollar value.The types illustrated here are but a few of the newer B&W developments — the complete B&W line includes three sizes of Variable Link Assemblies, sixteen Variable Link Coil types, six Band Switching Turrets, ten Antenna Coils and more than forty types of Standard and Fixed Link Coils, including the famous B&W “Babies.” Here is the efficient, economical answer to every amateur coil problem!
BAND SWITCHING SIMPLIFIED!

These 35-Watt Baby Turrets, 
another B&W “first“, provide 
efficient front-of-panel coverage 
of the 10- to 160-meter bands, 
yet require a minimum of space. 
Four types deliver highly effi
cient band-switching in all low- 
power xmltter and exciter stage 
applications. $8.50 each, Net.

CRAMPEDZFOR SPACE?
The “BAND-HOPPER” (Type 
2A Band Switch) is the answer to 
the crowded rig question I Covers 
all five bands, 10 to 160, from front 
of panel, yet squeezes in a space 
only 2J4” x 3” x 2“, A real invest
ment In accuracy, speed and con
venience! Net $3.25.

See AIR INDUCTORS at your jobber’s— 
or write for details

BARKER & WILLIAMSON
Radio Manufacturing Engineers • ARDMORE, PENNSYLVANIA

Export AMrwt ROYAL NATIONAL CO., 81 Broad S».,N.w Y rk, N. Y- 

thorough search for anything that may be concealed, after 
checking to make sure the antenna is down. The gear is, of 
course, stored in the government warehouses and will be 
returned if and when............. GM3TR writes to say that 
he had to change his address in a hurry, and had to leave his 
log and cards behind, with the result that some W’s may not 
receive the cards they had coming from him for some time, 
until he can get back his log .. .. ., J2MI is supposed to 
be in Mongolia and, since he was heard on 14,055 a few 
weeks back, might be worth going after............. W2AZ 
has moved out to Ohio, after being the first to make the CC 
on 'phone............. We have a QSO list from PZ1AB, in 
case you worked him and would like DXCC credit. He’s off 
the air now, temporarily, we hope............. PK1TT is 
working hard for WAS, but still needs 19 states .. .. .. 
W5ADZ is keeping his chin in these days. He was one of the 
first to work VJ2AA, who said he was on San Ambrose 
Island. ADZ expressed a certain amount of doubt in no un
certain terms and signed with the guy. He’d forgotten about 
the whole thing when his mailbox started filling with cards 
and letters from the gang addressed to V.T2AA care of 
W5ADZ! VJ2AA was telling all his contacts to QSL care of 
W5ADZ, and now Brad wonders if that’s the BL’s method of 
paying him back for being a skeptic!

—— W1JPE

Ham Loses License for Obscenity
The license of Deron Terrian, W60N0, Modesto, Calif., 

has been revoked, following the charge that Terrian trans
mitted obscene, indecent and profane language while en
gaged in the operation of his amateur radio station.

Station KPAB, Laredo. Texas, 1500 kc., broadcasts a 
daily “ Mexico Tourist Progruiu.” Time is midnight to 6:00 
a.m. CST. except from the 8th through the 14th of the 
month, when the program runs from midnight to 2:00 a.m. 
Reports are requested from radio amateur«. For every report 
of reception, souvenirs of Old Mexico will be sent.

L.M. Sparks, W4DRE. suggests that a “Guest Register’’ 
would make a useful addition to the average amateur sta
tion. Many hams have visitors sign the station log, but a 
register in which all guests could sign their names, whether 
or not they operated the rig, would make an interesting 
record. Any of the available books designed as guest registers 
would serve nicely, but an ordinary bound notebook could 
ha ruled “as you like it.” The principal items would be (1) 
date, (2) name, and call, if any, and (3) address. The “guest 
register” in use at W1AW is rapidly getting filled up!

W6LIF points out that, it is the practice in the airlines to 
refer to cities by their teletype designation, the same being 
used as an identification for the C,A.A. beacon at the respec
tive cities. For example, Oakland is always OA, Chicago 
CG, Cheyenne CX, etc. W6LIF suggests that amateurs 
might make use of these letter-designations in referring to 
names of cities. It is believed that the C.A.A. Radio Facility 
List, which contains approximately 140 cities and designa
tions for same, could be procured at local flying fields. Hams 
interested in the idea of putting the scheme to work in their 
operating should get one of those convenient lists.

DAHN THESE LIARS!
The familiar story (to Official Observers), "The station I 

was working gave me T9 . . . said it sounded swell. 
W4----- had the same experience but got no ‘friendly 
notice.’ The rig is crystal or e.c.o. and it waa the e.c.o. I was 
using at the time my sig. was T4.1 certainly want to thank 
you . . .”

W4FNR suggests to Observer W1IBF that QST urge ham 
operators to grasp the point that truthful reports are appreci
ated, that untruthful reports can lead to hard feelings against 
the fellows who give them, be the reports ever so flattering. 
FNR says, “Don’t lie! Give the fellow what his report 
really is. If he indicates his feelings are hurt, he isn’t much 
of a ham.” At any rate one can put the unappreciative fellow 
down, as a ham who doesn’t care how much of the band his 
signal takes, and isn’t considerate of the other fellow, so 
perhaps his own feelings don’t have to be given too much 
consideration by the reporter. At any rate Observers report 
that real hams always do appreciate a chance to avoid 
F.C.C. citations, and to make their signal one in which the 
fraternity can take pride. W4FNR writes, " DARN THESE 
LIARS!” The moral to all? Give truthful reports.
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V . your meters can! Typical of the extra quality
Cornell-Dubilier builds into capacitors are these features of the C-D 
Type 86 Mica Transmitting Capacitor—Patented series mica stack— 
eliminates corona losses. Horizontal stack construction—wide separa
tion of leads, maximum insulation. India ruby mica dielectric—low 
power-factor, high Q. Vacuum impregnated assembly—low loss, high 
insulation, no air voids. Special low loss filter—reduces stray losses. 
Short heavy brass stud terminals—low resistance connection. Insulated 
clamp holder—no internal voltage arc-over. Black glazed porcelain 
dehydrated case—low r.f. losses.

Next time you order capacitors, be particular. Ask for, insist on and 
get C-Ds. They cost no more. Catalog No. 175A free on request. Product 
of the world’s largest manufacturer of capacitors.

MICA • DYKANOL • PAPER • WET AND DRY ELECTROLYTICS

CORNELL-DUBILIER 
ELECTRIC CORPORATION 
10 13 Hamilton Boulevard, South Plainfield, New lersey

Cable Address: "CORDU"
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To CARDWELL, "splitting hairs" over the extent of 
accuracy in mechanical and electrical characteristics is 
like taking castor oil . . . unpleasant but absolutely 
necessary.

Recognized as a standard of comparison, CARD- 
WELL components must never fail to justify their 
acceptance and selection by designers of fine com
mercial and amateur equipment.

Specifications of “N” TYPE U.H.F. SERIES

FRAME No frame or tie rods. Aluminum, end plates supported 
directly on heavy lateral ceramic bars which carry stators.

SHAFT —1/4" cadmium plated steel on which rotor assembly is 
securely locked.

PLATES — Aluminum alloy .040" thick with edges rounded.
BEARINGS — Long« nickel-plated brass, shoulder type front 

bearing, with ball thrust rear bearing. Laminated phosphor bronze 
rotor contactor.

AIRGAP — .070" — 3000 V. peak — (NT) 
.084" — 4200 V. peak — (NP) 
.171" — 6000 V. peak — (NG)

★ ULTRA-HIGH FREQUENCY SINGLES

MOUNTING — Single hole, front panel with mounting posts or 
chassis mounting on feet which form part of end plate. Or use type 
“M" bracket ana mount upside down for lowest capacity to ground.

Type Max. 
Cap.

Min. 
Cap.

Nr. 
Plates

Air
gap

♦Dim. 
“A”

Net 
Price

NP-50-DS 50 9 13 .084" 2 1/4" $2.10
NP-75-DS 75 11.0 19 .084" 3 1/16" 2.46
NP-100-DS 100 13 25 .084" 4 1/8" 2.82
NP-tSO-DS 150 19 39 .084" 5 5/8" 3.66
NG-35-DS 35 11 15 .171" 4 1/8" 3.12

MEMBERS, »X CENTURY CLUB

W6GRL.... . 147 W8NJP.... . 115 W6TJ.... 104W8CRA.... . 144 W1HX.. . 115 W3BEN.. 104G6WY... . 144 G5BD... . 115 W1GCX.. 104W2GT... . 144 W9KA... . 114 W9CWW.... 104W2GTZ.... . 142 G5RV... . 114 W2BMX.... 104W1TW..... . 141 W8BKP.... . 114 W9RBI... 104W6KIP.... . 140 W2DC... . 114 G6KP.... 103W8DFH.... . 139 G5BY... . 114 W8KKG.... 103W9TJ... . 139 G2DH.. .. 113 J2JJ.... 103W1SZ... . 137 W8MTY... . 113 W5CÜJ... 1030N4AU.... . 137 G6CL... .. 112 W3KT... 103G2ZQ... . 136 W6GAL.... . 112 W8D0D.... 103W2GW.... . 135 W3EVT.... . 112 W9NNZ.. 103W3EMM... . 135 W4CYÜ.... 112 W4IO.... 103W6CXW... . 134 W3GAU...... 112 W4CBY.. 102W1LZ... . 133 W1ADM... 112 W8AU... 102WITS... . 132 W8QXT.... . 112 W80X0.... 102W8BTI.... . 132 W2AÀL.... . Ill W1FTR... 102W4BPD.... . 132 W3BES.... . Ill W2BXA.. 102G6RH... . 131 ON4UU.... . 110 W1GDY..... 102W2BHW... , 131 PA0XF.... . 110 W1GNE.. 102W5W... . 130 W2CJM...,.. HO W4BVD.. 102HB9J... . 129 W6FZL.... 110 W2AV... 102W8DHC... . 129 W2DSB... .. 110 W3ZX... 102W5BB... . 129 W9UM.... . no W3GEH.... 102W3EPV.... . 128 W2AER...... no F8RJ.... 101W8OSL.... . 127 W8IWI...... 110 VK3KX... 101W2CMY... . 127 W5QL.. .. no W4AJX... 101W9KG.. . 126 W1WV..... 109 W6D0B.. 101W2UK.. . 126 W3DDM..... 109 SUIWM.... 101W8ADG.... . 126 VE2AX.... . 109 W8EUY.. 101W3CHE.... . 126 W6FZY...... 109 WICC... 101W9ARL.... . 125 W2GRG... . 109 SU1SG... 101W2HHF... . 125 W6HX.. .. 108 G6MK... 101WITH.. . 125 ZS2X... .. 108 W6AHZ.. 101W1DF... . 124 W1DUK... . 107 W4MR... 101W8OQF.... . 124 W2CBO....,. 107 W6GHU.... 101W8DWV... . 123 G5BJ... . 107 W6BAM.... 101W8LEC.... . 123 VK2DG.... . 107 W2GNQ.... 101W4CEN.... . 123 W7DL... . 107 W6KWÄ.... 101D4AFF..... . 123 W6MVK... . 107 WIRY... 101W9TB... . 122 VK3QK.... . 107 W4EQK.... 101W2JT... . 122 W1BXC.... . 107 G6NF.... 100W2ZA... , 121 W3FQP.... . 107 W6KRI... 100W8JMP.... . 120 W1IAS.. . 107 W9ÜQT..... 100J5CC... . 120 G2TR... . 106 VE2EÊ... 100W2GVZ.... . 120 WICH.. . 106 VK2ADE.... 100W9GDH... . 119 W3AG... . 106 ZL1GX... 100W3FRY.... . 119 HB9BG.... . 106 HB9X.... 100W1BUX.... . 118 W1BGY.... . 106 W9RCQ.. 100W3EDP.... . 118 VE3QD.... . 106 WIZI.... 100ZL1HY.... . 118 HB9CE.... . 106 ZL1MR... 100W9ADN.... . 118 W2VY... . 106 PA0QF.. 100W1JPE..,. . 118 W20A.. . 105 W8BSF... 100W9FS... . 118 W4DRD... . 105 D3BMP.. 100W7AMX... . 117 G5QY... . 105 W3AGV.. 100W9PST.... . 117 VK3CX.... . 105 W8JTW.. 100W3EŸW... . 116 G2MI... . 105 W8HGW.... 100W5KC.. . 116 W1ICA.... . 105 W8JAH.. 100W2BYP.... . 116 W21OP.... . 105 W9LBB... 100WIAXA.... . 116 W4T0... . 105 W4CCH.. 100W6ADP.... . 115 W8LYQ.... . 105 W8LFE... 1O0W9EF... . 115 EI5F.... . 104 W2ARB.. 100VK5WR.... . 115 WIZB... . 104 RadiotelephoneW2CYS.... . 115 F8RR... . 104 W2AZ... 102

★ ULTRA-HIGH FREQUENCY DUALS

Type
Per Section

Air
gap

♦Dim. 
“A”

Net 
PriceMax. 

Cap.
Min. 
Cap.

Nr. 
Plates

NT-50-GDt 50 7 11 .070" 3 1/16" $3.64
NP-35-NDt 35 5 9 .084" 3 1/16" 3.60
NP-35-DD 35 5 9 .084" 3 1/16" 3.21
NP-50-DD 50 9 13 .084" 4 1/8" 3.60
NP-75-DD 75 11 19 .084" 5 5/8" 4.32

*Dimension “A” is distance between inside faces of end plates. 
For overall length back of panel, add 1 3/32” to “A” dimension.

t .040" plates, buffed and polished.
t .025" plates, buffed and polished.

THE ALLEN D.CARDWELL 
MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 
83 PROSPECT STREET, BROOKLYN, XEWYO 1<K

The following have submitted proof of contact with 
75-or-more countries: W8AAJ, W9VDY, W8QDU. 
W9AJA 99; VK63A, W2ALO, W6ADT 98; GOGH, 
W2BJ. W2JME. W8LZK 97; W1AVK, W2CTO, 
W5ASG, W8BOX 96; F8LX, FB8AB, G6XL. W3AIU, 
W3EMA, W8IQB 95; W3AOO, W8CJJ, W9BEZ 94; 
G6ZO, ON4GK, PA0QZ, W1IOZ, W2WO, W6FKZ, 
W6MEK 93; SP1LP, W3GHD, W4DMB, W6TT 93; 
W3FLH, W3OP, W9GBJ 91; D3CSO, G6YR, LU7AZ, 
ON4FE, 8P1AR, W1CBZ, W4TZ. W8KTW, W8PQQ, 
W9JDP 90; W2CUQ 89; G2DZ. W3JM, W9PG8 88; 
G8IG, W1KHE, W2BZB, W6GPB, W9AEH 87; 
W1BGC. W8DAE, W9FLH, W9VKF 86; VK2TI, 
W1D0V, W4CFD, W6GK, W8LAV 85; SM6WL, 
W1BFT, W6AM, W8BWB, W90VU 84; OZ7CC. 
VE2GA, VK3HG, W2AWF, W2FLG, W6DTB,
W6KUT, W8BFG 83; EI4J, W1EWD, W3AYS,
W80UK 82; W9GY 81; W1PBN, W2BNX, W2HTV, 
W3BVN, W3EPR, W40G. W8LDJ, W8AAT,
W8BWO, W8DGP, W8ITK, W9DIR, W9GK8,
W9GMV 80; PY2DN, W3EUJ, W8JFC, W9MRW 79; 
W3DRD, W4EPV, W6NLZ, W8FJN 78; G8BD, 
LA2X, W8CED 77; PA0JMW, W3BSB, W9HUV. 
ZE1JI 76; W4AHF, W9YNB 75. ____

Radiotelephone: W60CH 98; G5RV, W2IXY, 
W4CYU 89: W3EMM 85; W1AKY, W2IKV, W8LFE 
80; W1ADM 78.
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That code word spells "DEPENDABILITY”

in the minds of amateurs in every country on earth.

Because the THORDARSON T-19P56 is the

world’s largest-selling Plate Supply Transformer!

Ten pounds of iron and copper, engineered 

by forty-four years of actual experience!

Ask your Parts Jobber for THORDARSON

catalog No. 400-D.

Thordarson—
* Elec. Mfg. Co., Chicago *

“THERE IS 44 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE BUILT 
INTO EVERY THORDARSON TRANSFORMER” .. ... ..... '• n



Centralab
UNIVERSAL 
SPLIT-KNURL 

CONTROL
Sh! It’s a dank dark secret . . . known only to 
several thousand service men ... it takes a 
special shaft to fit the knobs on many of the 
new (1938-39-40) sets.

So, instead of tearing your heart out thinking up 
new cuss words, get in touch with your nearest 
Centralab jobber for a Universal Split-Knurl 
control with the shaft that cuts as easily as butter.

Shaft is brass — 3%" long from mounting sur
face. For switch type 

add Midget Radiohm 
switch covers K155, 

K1 56, K1 57, or 
K158.

CENTRALAB
Div. of Globe-Union Inc. 

Milwaukee, Wise.

Local emergency preparedness is one thing, with estab
lished nets and methods of operation. We should also in 
every other possible manner show our value and worth. 
This is to a great extent a matter of personal ability. Now 
is the time to study our individual attributes — do it every 
few weeks — to see how we size up. High pressure mental 
work, such as emergency operating of all sorts, needs as 
much or more physical care and training as would a purely 
physical ordeal, and, if we are to be relied upon fully by our 
government and public, our physical preparedness must be 
as much an accomplished fact as our operating and mechan
ical ability. IF,SQF

Interested in A.A.R.S.?
A bulletin describing in detail the aims and functions of 

the Army Amateur Radio System and outlining what a 
radio amateur must do to become a member has been pre
pared by the Radio Aide of the Sixth Corps Area and the 
Signal Office of that Area. A copy of this bulletin is available 
to anyone wishing to know more about the interesting work 
of Army Amateur Radio Stations. Address requests to Philip 
Haller, W9HPG, Radio Aide, Sixth Corps Area, 503 North 
LeClair Ave., Chicago, Ill.

The possibilities of 2-Mc. c.w. for traffic work are very 
great. To those that think high power is needed, the follow
ing report may be enlightening: Between. September 25th 
and October 23rd, W9ZBG, using but 90 watts input, has 
kept thrice weekly schedules on “160 c.w.” The Chicago 
signal has averaged strength-6, always perfectly readable at 
W1 AW, and, of eleven skeds kept, signals were inaudible 
only twice.

A W1AW practice, which is heartily recommended to all 
progressive voice operators, is the avoidance of unnecessary 
abbreviations. Since the new station opened, the oper
ators have given reports as READABILITY . . . , 
STRENGTH . . . , which avoids all misunderstanding 
and argument about the conflicting interpretation of abbre
viations. In addition, bona fide words with syllables are more 
understandable (through interference and noise) than the 
letters of abbreviations. We recommend giving reports, fol
lowing the words READABILITY and STRENGTH as a 
good way to demonstrate the best practice in use-of-voice.

Test Pests
Are you a test pest? These creatures shout “hello test” 

for hours on the ’phone bands just to hear themselves talk. 
Then there is the lower type of test pest who parks on a 
crowded c.w. frequency and sends for his own amusement. 
This type is one that arouses the ire of any ham, especially 
when on his own frequency or that of a station being worked. 
Some of these “bugs’* are plain ignorant of the havoc they 
create. Others know they are causing QRM, but just don't 
care. If only the monitoring stations would send out little 
pink slips for such actions! Then ham radio would lose much 
of its number one enemy — QRM.

The ignorant test pests are not hopeless cases. They can 
be taught the error of their ways. They will build and use 
simple dummy antenna systems while testing. The other 
type, who don’t care, are a tougher problem. There is, of 
course, a rule regarding superfluous signals that might be 
invoked! The hams of to-day are always kicking about lost 
frequencies. Why don’t they conserve the kilocycles that 
they now have? One local ’phone station testing with his 
antenna on the rig will take up a valuable slice of the band.

The question is — How to make these pests see the light? 
Other operators can tell them about their poor practice. 
Give it a try. It’s a way to help yourself to better band con
ditions, as well as to give a boost to the whole fraternity!

— John C. Nelson, W8FU

oil
The following is a supplement to the list of A.R.R.L. 

Official Broadcasting Stations in October QST (page 76): 
W1ATE, W1C0L, W1EHT, W1HDJ, W2JDC, W3BHE, 
W3EKZ, W30Q, W4FWB, W5MH, W6KTY, W60CH, 
W7B0Z, W7EKT, W7FPN, W7GPP, W7GVH, W9JWG, 
W90AV. W9RIL, W9WWL, W9YQN, W9YTW.
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\ A/ITH a record of five years of high performance 

▼ * behind it, the HRO is the acknowledged master 

of difficult operating conditions. Its complete endorse

ment by men who have spent years mastering the 

fine points of high-frequency communication is a 

tribute to its performance of which we are very proud.

Our new catalog describing our full line of amateur communication 

equipment will be mailed on request

NATIONAL COMPANY



ELECTION NOTICES
To all A.R.R.L. Members residing in the Section» listed below:

(The list gives the Sections. closing date for receipt of nominat
ing petitions for Section Manager, the name of the present In
cumbent and the date of expiration of hl« term of office.) This 
notice supersedes previous notices.

In cases where no valid nominating petitions have been re
ceived from A.R.R.L. members residing In the different Sections 
in response to our previous notices, the closing dates for receipt 
of nominating petitions are set ahead to the dates given here
with. In the absence of nominating petitions from Members of a 
Section, the incumbent continues to hold his official position and 
carry on the work of the Section subject, of course, to the filing 
of proper nominating petitions and the holding of an election by 
ballot or as may be necessary. Petitions must be in West Hart
ford on or before noon of the dates specified.

Due to resignations In the Alaska and Louisiana Sections, 
nominating petitions are hereby solicited for the office of Section 
Communications Manager in these Sections, and the closing date 
for receipt of nominations at A.R.R.L. Headquarters is herewith 
specified as noon. Tuesday. January 2, 1940.

Section Closing Date
San Diego 
Brit. Col.* 
So. Texas 
Alaska

Philippines 
Indiana 
Idaho 
Louigana

Virginia 
Alberta*

Present SCM
Present Term 
of Office End»

Dec. 1, 1939 Howard K. Breedlove Deo. 16,1939 
Dec. 1,1939 J. Hepburn, Jr. Dec. 20,1939
Dec. 15.1939 Dave H. Calk Dec. 23,1939
Jan. 2,1940 Leo E. Osterman ..................... 

(resigned)
Jan. 2,1940 George L. Rickard Oct. 15,1938
Jan. 2, 1940 Noble Burkhart April 15,1939
Jan. 2,1940 Carl Eichelberger June 15,1939
Jan. 2,1940 Eugene H. Treadaway ...................  

(resigned)
Jan. 2,1940 Charles M. Waff, Jr. Jan. 17,1940 
Feb. 1,1940 C. 8. Jamieson Feb. 18,1940

Wherever you go — Amateurs are talking 
about KENYON TRANSFORMERS. Long 
recognized for their outstanding quality . . . 
it was somehow thought that KENYONS 
were expensive.
BUT THE TRUTH IS OUT! Dollar for 
dollar. . . measured by on-the-air-service hours. 
KENYON TRANSFORMERS are an excel
lent buy. No wonder amateurs demand them 
... no wonder jobbers everywhere are stock
ing KENYON to take care of this insistent 
and growing demand.
Some of the new jobbers recently appointed by 
Kenyon are listed below. Each of these jobbers 
has an experienced Ham in charge of amateur 
equipment. You will find his call letters listed 
below. Ask for him when you call at any of these 
jobbers.

* Tn Canadian sections nominating petitions for Section Mana
gers must be addressed to Canadian General Manager, Alex 
Reid, 169 Logan Ave.. St. Lambert. Quebec. To be valid such 
petitions must be filed with him on or before the closing dates 
named.

I. You are hereby notified that an election for an A.R.R.L. 
Section Communications Manager for the next two-year term 
of office Is about to be held In each of these Sections In accord
ance with the provisions of the By-Laws.

2. The elections will take place In the different Sections im
mediately after the closing date for receipt of nominating peti
tions as given opposite the different Sections. The Ballots mailed 
from Headquarters will list tn alphabetical sequence the names 
of all eligible candidates nominated for the position by A.R.R.L. 
members residing in the Sections concerned. Ballots will be 
mailed to members as of the closing dates specified above, for 
receipt of nominating petitions.

3. Nominating petitions from the Sections named are hereby 
solicited. Five or more A.R.R.L. members residing in any Sec
tion have the privilege of nominating any member of the League 
as candidate for Section Manager. The following form for nomi
nation is suggested:

(Place and date) 
Communications Manager. A.R.R.L.
38 La Salle Road. West Hartford. Conn.

We, the undersigned members of the A.R.R.L. residing in
the....................... .Section of the...........................................Division
hereby nominate.........................  ....as candidate for

W5ATB W9ECY W5EVD W3BE
W9GFQ W6ITW W7EIW W7FNS
W6LR

Radio Inc.Auto Equipment Beem Radio Co. G. E. Electric SupplyCorp.Wholesale Radio Labs.Radio Supply Inc. Spokane Radio Stubbs Electric Co.

Tulsa, Okla.Denver, Colo. Little Rock, Ark.
Washington, D. C. Council Bluffs, Iowa Salt Lake City, Utah Spokane, Wash. - Portland, Ore.Wholesale Radio Service Modesto, Calif. Dow Radio Supply Co. Pasadena, Calif.

Ask these men why they believe Kenyons are 
superior in every way!

BE WISE—KENYONIZE

KENYON
TRANSFORMER CO., INC. 

140 BARRY STREET • NEW YORK, N. Y. 
Itfri OaportMth 2S Warrva St., How Tork, H. r.
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Section Communications Manager for this Section for the next 
two-year term of office.

(lave or more signatures of A.R.R.L. members are required.)
The candidates and five or more signers must be League mem

bers In good standing or the petition will be thrown out as In
valid. Each candidate must hare been a licensed amateur operator 
for at least two years and similarly, a member of the League for at 
least one continuous year, immediately prior to his nomination or 
the petition will likewise be invalidated. The complete name, ad
dress. and station call of the candidate should be included. All 
such petitions must be filed at the headquarters office of the 
League In West Hartford. Conn., by noon of the closing date 
given for receipt of nominating petitions. There is no limit to the 
number of petitions that may be filed, but no member shall sign 
more than one.

4. Members are urged to take initiative immediately, filing 
petitions for the officials for each Section listed above. This is 
your opportunity to put the man of your choice in office to carry 
on the work of the organization tn your Section.

— F. E. Handy, Communications Manager

ELECTION RESULTS
Valid petitions nominating a single candidate as Section 

Manager were filed in a number of Sections, as provided In our 
Constitution and By-Laws, electing the following officials, the 
term of office starting on the date given.
Eastern Florida Carl G. Schaal. W4PEI Oct. 15.1939
Missouri Miss Letha Allendorf, Oct. 19,1939

W9OUD
Nevada Edward W. Helm. W6BIC Nov. 1,1939
Oklahoma Russell W. Battern. W5GFT Nov. 1.1939
Eastern New York Robert E. Haight, W2LU Nov. 1,1939

In the West Virginia Section of the Roanoke Division, Mr. 
W. D. Tabler, W8OXO. and Mr. Robert Ramey. W8PSR. were 
nominated. Mr. Tabler received 85 votes and Mr. Ramey re
ceived 32 votes. Mr. Tabler’s term of office began September 18. 
1939. Since elements of this election resulted in protest, the West 
Virginia office was declared vacant by the Executive Committee, 
and at this writing a run-off election is in progress with the same 
candidates in the field, further result to be announced next 
month.

In the Maryland-Delaware-Dlstrtct of Columbia Section of 
the Atlantic Division. Mr. Hermann E. Hobbs. W3CIZ. and 
Mr. Frank Lyon, W3HAL, were nominated. Mr. Hobbs received 
112 votes and Mr. Lyon received 93 votes. Mr. Hobbs* term of 
office began October!?, 1939.

(Station Activities on page 96)



One of a Kind
If you have any problems regarding special commercial 
equipment, we will be glad to discuss them with you. Or 
if you are interested in standard transmitters, write for our 
general catalog.

Into every job has gone unlimited research, and plan
ning, in an effort to make each unit do its job and do it 
well.

5

Modula*©- a"d Speeck AmpUßerDF Sec*1©"

In the transmitting field there is no type of design or 
manufacture more exacting and painstaking than that of 
special equipment. For years HARVEY has worked in 
this field producing “one of a kind" units ranging from 
tiny portable 2-way emergency units to powerful 1000 
watt transmitters.

Out of this experience has grown the ability to build 
outstanding equipment rapidly and at a moderate cost.

Shown at right is an excellent example of what HARVEY 
can do in the way of special equipment. This transmitter, 
designed for rough, expeditionary service in extreme 
climates, has an input of 800 watts telephone and tele
graph and employs both electron coupled and crystal 
controlled oscillator. In the RF chassis view below, note 
the five mounted crystals at left, which may be switched 
individually from the front panel. It is features like these 
plus sound engineering that make HARVEY equipment 
a leader in the field.

niRVEY RADIO LABORATORIES, INC 
25 THORNDIKE ST 
CAMBRIDGE, MASS

Export: 25 Warren St., New York City
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One or more of these crystals may be a re
ject...because certain quality requirements 
specified by Monitor have not been met. 
But can you pick the perfect crystal? Mon
itor does it with nearly ten years experi
ence plus a series of twenty to thirty rigid 
examinations. And in not one test can a 
Monitor crystal be deficient!

Monitor has ground and tested thousands 
of crystals...put them through every kind 
of performance test to assure you superior 
crystal control. Yet this care in manufac
ture costs you nothing extra. It’s a Monitor 
feature that guarantees you the highest 
possible quality in crystals—a feature that 
has made Monitor the preferred crystal for 
commercial as well as amateur installations 
all over the world.
Monitor crystals are available in various 
cuts and prices covering all frequencies in 
the amateur and commercial bands. Re
gardless of your particular requirements, 
Monitor gives you qualify higher than the 
price!

Available at your dealer's or write 
direct to us.

moniTOR
1138 MISSION ST., SOUTH PASADENA, CALIF.

“Dish-Type” Construction
(Continued from page £8)

the positive high-voltage terminal are new safety 
items made by Millen. The barriers between the 
contacts of the terminal strip prevent accidental 
short-circuits as well as personal contact. The 
high-voltage terminal leaves no metal exposed 
after connection has been made. The sections 
are threaded together so that an unexpected 
strain on the connecting wire will not pull the 
connection apart.

Hiring
It is always a good plan to make sure that all 

the required holes are drilled in the chassis before 
starting the assembly because it is often difficult 
to drill additional holes after the apparatus is 
mounted. The holes which will be required for 
wires passing through the chassis should not be 
overlooked.

In doing the r.f. wiring, care should be taken 
to keep it as symmetrical as possible. In forming 
the long wires between the neutralizing con
densers and the tank-condenser stators, the 
lengths should be made identical. The wire con
necting to the rear condenser stator should go 
directly in a straight line, while the one going to 
the front stator section may be bent to make up 
for the difference in distance between the neu
tralizing condensers and the two stators. The 
plate leads to the tube should be tapped on these 
long wires at points which will make the wire 
length between neutralizing condenser and plate 
and between tank condenser and plate equal on 
each side.

The positive high-voltage lead, run inside the 
chassis with high-voltage cable, comes up 
through a feed-through insulator neai' the plate 
choke.

The leads from the neutralizing condensers to 
the grid terminals are crossed over before they 
pass through small feed-through points mounted 
in the partition. The grid r.f. chokes are self- 
supporting between the tube grid terminals and 
feed-through points in the chassis which carry 
the biasing leads inside to the individual grid 
leaks. Filament wifes are run through holes 
lined with rubber grommets.

Inside the chassis, the leaks and meter-shunt
ing resistances are supported on fibre lug strips. 
The leads going to the switch should be soldered 
in place, formed into cables and the other ends 
connected to the switch on the panel as the last 
operation before putting the panel in place. The 
panel is fastened to the chassis with six 8-32 
flat-head machine screws after holes have been 
drilled and tapped in the folded edges of the 
chassis.

A pair of Millen type 39001 45-degree flexible 
shaft couplings with Isolantite insulation is used 
to permit right-angle control of the plate tank 
condenser shaft. One of these is fitted on the 
shortened condenser shaft while the other is 
placed on the extension shaft which runs through a 
bearing in the chassis to the one in the front
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CHRISTMAS GREETINGS

Fellowship and Cheer. To radio amateurs, 
in every country of the world, this spirit of brotherhood means a great deal and it is lived up 
to by them, faithfully day in and day out, through every season of the year. We, here at Taylor 
Tubes, know and respect this vital comradeship which the magic of amateur radio has made
possible. To us—you, our loyal friends—represent a trust which we zealously and honestly 
serve, Through Taylor Tubes the price of radio transmitting tubes has been brought within 
the reach of all. A* Through us an absolute guarantee of satisfaction has been made a universal
practice. A friendly cooperative engineering staff has constantly served you. di* Through 
Taylor research at our plant new and more efficient tubes have been created and placed at your 
service and here at Taylor Tubes the same spirit, which a QSO on the ham bands represents, 
completely governs our daily actions. It is small wonder then that we salute our many friends 
throughout the radio world, wishing them peace and the continued joy of close amateur friendship.

Yes, and to those men who so ably serve you—your Radio Parts 
Distributors—we extend our sincere thanks for carrying to the 
radio amateur, Taylor Tubes and the Taylor policy of fair play.

«5^ TO DAD, MOTHER, WIFE OR SWEETHEART
WE SUGGEST, as the ideal gift, Taylor transmitting tubes. Every radio amateur will welcome 
any of the many transmitting tube types made by Taylor Tubes. We will be happy to help you 
select such a gift, or see the parts distributor who serves your amateur, he will gladly help you.

$ BIG TAYLOR CHRISTMAS GIFT READY

YES, that big new 1940 Taylor Manual and Catalog will be ready for you before Christmas. W 
||| Get your copy at your parts distributor free, or send us five cents in stamps or coin and we (♦/ 
Ul will mail it direct. Chock-full of New circuits—New tube uses—New tubes and all the latest jW 

transmitter data you want. Profusely illustrated with circuit ^diagrams, graphs and photos. J®

JtfeMup GtiAid/LnaA, a. Aeo*
FRANK HAJEK W9ECA WARREN TAYLOR
BILL BISHOP W9UI JOE HAJEK REX MUNGER W9LIP

"Mota. Inatti Pat ’fiottai '’

TAYLOR TUBES, INC., 2341 WABANSiA AVE., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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GET MORE
ifou/i STATION...

gllllllllllllllllll niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiigwith

| MODULATION MONITOR |
| ... AT A PRICE! |

§ • Usable on All Amateur Bands • Permits S 
= Compliance With Federal Regulations «110 5 
H Volt AC 60 Cycle Operation *Two Meters = 
S — One for Carrier, One for Per Cent Modu- S 
S lation •Calibrated Modulation control for S 
S neon flasher from 50% to 120%. Polarity g 
= switch permits checking positive and negative = 
S peaks. Tip Jacks for Phone Connection • Uses = 
g Vacuum Tube Rectification «RED ®DOT § 
= Lifetime Guaranteed Meters. In S
g Metal Case. DEALER NET PRICE $33.00 | 
H Also available as rack panel mount- S§
f ing unit. DEALER NET PRICE.. $33.67 |

Model 426

V. U. METER
Volume Unit Meters for meas
urement of sound or noise 
levels. Carefully determined 
dynamic, electrical and other 
characteristics. Steady state 
reference of 1 milliwatt. Im
pedance of circuit across which 
instrument is calibrated 600 
ohms.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

Section 2512 Harmon Ave.

THE TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL IRSTRIMERT CO, 
Bluffier». Ohio 

panel.^Between the two couplings a short length 
of connecting shaft is used. The length of this 
section and the position of the coupling on the 
condenser shaft should be adjusted carefully 
for true running; otherwise an undue strain may 
be placed on the coupling causing it to part. The 
collar on the shaft inside the chassis may be set to 
take care of end thrust.

No difficulties in neutralizing nor with para- 
sitics was encountered in tuning up this ampli
fier, quite probably results of care in wiring sym
metry and the difference in lengths of plate and 
grid leaks. Both grid and plate currents checked 
the same within less than ten per cent.

The meter when switched to read grid current 
forms a good neutralizing indicator. Both neu
tralizing condensers should be kept at equal set
tings and adjusted simultaneously until the grid 
current remains perfectly steady as the plate 
tank is tuned through resonance. When not 
neutralized, there will be a pronounced dip in 
grid current at resonance. Neutralizing is, of 
course, always done with plate voltage removed.

The amplifier requires a driver delivering 25 
to 40 watts for high-efficiency operation. An 809 
in this case provided plenty of margin. Where 
high efficiency in c.w. operation is of less im
portance than high-power gain, the driving re
quirements will be considerably reduced.

If the amplifier is to be protected with fixed 
bias against failure of excitation, the grid-leak 
resistance of each tube should be adjusted so 
that the total grid voltage under operating con
ditions will be not less than 125 volts without 
exceeding the maximum grid-current rating of 25 
ma. per tube when the amplifier is loaded to 
rated plate current.

A Four-Tube Superhet
{Continued from page 19)

setting the oscillator coil so that it gives the 
proper amount of output. This is done by moving 
the plate coil away from the grid coil (to reduce 
output) or by moving it closer (to increase out
put). It will be found that the signal will be loud
est at some one setting of the mixer gain control 
— if it occurs with the control nearly all the way 
off, too much oscillator voltage is present and the 
oscillator plate coil should be moved away from 
the grid coil. If the maximum signal is obtained 
with the control fully advanced, not enough 
oscillator voltage is available, and the oscillator 
plate control should be moved closer. A setting of 
the mixer gain control between half and three- 
quarters full is about right.

With all these things working smoothly, the i.f. , 
can be trimmed up a bit. Time in a commercial 
signal sending V’s and, with the b.f.o. off, advance 
the i.f. gain control until the iff. oscillates, as 
shown by a beat note with the incoming signal. 
The plate tuning condenser of the input i.f. trans
former can then be adjusted to the point where 
the iff. gain control must be advanced the farthest
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TO THE fnfniLV

E. F. JOHNSON CO
MINNESOTAWASECA

EXPOBT: 23 WAUBEN ST., MU YOHK, N. Y.

”To make him happy, give him some of these real 'necessities of life9. It will make a bigger hit than a bushel of sox or ties. He wants the best he can get for his rig, and that means JOHNSON in any Ham’s dictionary.”

□ 1 100DD90 CONDENSER 
(Going to drive this from center, like I 
saw in Nov. QST, Page 42)

□ 2 N250 Neut. CONDENSERS 
(I’ll lay ’em down —save lotsa room)

□ 1 100HD15 CONDENSER.
(That new "H” is sure F.B. I’ll 
throw out that klunk in my exciter.)

OUT 
THIS 
PACE

□ □

(Boy, how I need all of those to finish my 500-Watt final!)
□ 110-20 METER “Q” BEAM

(Will I ever get out with that!)
□ (A few bucks for Johnson Insula- 

tors 9n things will help no end.)

(Catalog Numbers from naw X 
Johnson Catalog 966J /

1 set 680 Series INDUCTORS
1 set 660 Series INDUCTORS
1 150ED30 CONDENSER
2 210 SOCKETS
1 754 R.F. CHOKE

If you haven’t that •well new catalog 966J, hurry up and get it from your JOHNSON jobber 
or direct.

MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT'
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Series 844—34 Range AC-DC
VOLT-OHM-DECIBEL-MILLIAMMETER 

for oscillation. 'This will put the i.f. in exact tune. 
If the gain control does not have to be advanced 
nearly all the way for oscillation, even with 
everything in exact tune, loosen the twist of the 
wire from the plate to the 6K7 grid until it does.

The final step is the adjustment of the antenna 
coupling and the mixer regeneration. The antenna 
coupling, with any particular antenna, should be 
the maximum that can be used that still allows 
the mixer to be tuned fairly sharply and gives no 
trouble from image response. If images show up 
(on the 14-Mc. band most likely), the coupling 
should be reduced, by cutting down the number 
of turns or by moving the coil farther away from 
the grid coil.

For mixer regeneration, the jumper used to 
replace the plate coil is removed and a small coil is 
added. This can be twisted around inside the grid 
coil until the proper degree of regeneration is 
obtained. It may be possible to make the mixer 
oscillate by advancing the mixer gain control to 
the full-on position, but normally this degree of 
regeneration will not be required. Usually only a 
small amount will be necessary to boost the signal 
a bit and also increase the input selectivity. 
The regeneration was left out on the 7- and 
3.5-Mc. bands because it wasn’t necessary. On the 
bands where regeneration is used, it will be found 
that the mixer oscillates freely with the antenna 
removed, but there should be no trace of oscilla-

PROVIDES complete facilities for obtaining 
all measurement requirements for Amateur, 
Service, Laboratory, Television and Industrial use.
• Large 4Mi'' Precision square type meter; D’Arsonval 

type; ‘ ‘bridge type” construction; 400 microamperes 
full scale sensitivity.

• Precision wire wound shunts and matched molded 
metallized multipliers of an accuracy within 1 %.

• Individually calibrated and sealed against laboratory 
standards assuring 2% DC and 3% AC overall 
accuracy.

844-L — Housed in walnut finished hardwood case with 
carrying handle. Compact in size (7x8 dm nr 
x 4). Less batteries and test leads. Net

specifications „

* WOO ohms paw lt8.

°'* 7 * * * * 12 * 14 tw^STANCE EANG^: Mcgs.
B^

* «volts) on inridelOÎca^ 7QDB
* SIX DECIBEL RANGER 0-300;
* ^GOO- oSw; 0^0°° volts-

844-P —- Closed type with removable 
cover and tool compactment............. $24.95

SEE THEM AT YOUR JOBBER

COIL DATA FOR THE FOUR-TUBE 
SUPERHET

3.5 Me.: Li — 7 turns No. 24 d.c.c. dose-wound next to £2. 
Ja— 27 turns No. 24 d.s.c. wound to occupy 1H 

inches, tapped at the 25th turn.
£3 — none. Wire jumper used.
£4 — 6 turns No. 20 enam. wound to occupy H 

inches, H inch away from £5.
£5— 14 turns No. 20 enam. wound to occupy 1 

inch, tapped at the 13th turn.
7 Me,: £1 — 6 turns No. 24 d.c.c. close-wound X inch

from £2.
£2 — 19 turns No. 20 enam. wound to occupy 

1H inches, tapped at 11th turn.
£3 — turn No. 18 enam., mounted inside of 

coil form.
£4 — 2 turns No. 20 enam. close-wound H inch

from £5.
Ls —10 turns No. 20 enam. spaced to occupy 1 

inch, tapped at 5th turn.
14 Me.: Lx — 6 turns No. 24 d.c.c. close-wound K inch 

from £2.
£2— 9 turns No. 18 enam. spaced to occupy 1 

inch, tapped at 4th turn.
£3 — 1 turn No. 18 enam. Hi-inch diam., mounted 

inside of cofl. form at level of ground end 
of £2.

£4 — 2 turns No. 18 enam. close-wound % inches 
from Ls.

Ls — 6 turns No. 18 enam. wound to occupy 1H 
inches, tapped at 2nd turn.

28 Me.: £1 —3 turns 24 d.c.c. dose-wound H inch from 
La.

Li — 3 turns No. 18 enam. wound to occupy 
% inches, tapped at turns.

Ls — 1 turn No. 18 enam, H-inch diam. inside 
form at level of ground end of La.

£4 —1 turn No. 18K inch from Ls.
Ls — 2 turns No. 18 enam. wound to occupy H 

inch, tapped at 1H turns.
All coils wound on IH-inch forms (Hammarlund SWF), 

6-prong for mixer coils, 5-prong for oscillator coils.
PRECISION APPARATUS COMPANY

647 Kent Avenue Brooklyn, New York
Export Division: 458 Broadway, New York City, U. S. A.

Cable Address: Morhanex
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EASIEST
TO

ihíLÔJL. whß Wj

6 OUTSTANDING
FEATURES INSURE

Characteristics of HY40 & HY40Z

das, C output at max. input (75% eff.) , 86 watt»

Plate ditsipotion, 

Plate input . . .

Above ratings, like all other Hytron, are for continuoui-duty operation. 

The HY5l serie» having the above same outstanding feature» corrie» the

Short, direct connections to 

both sides of plate.

following continuous-duty ratings.

Plate dissipation ........................

Plate input . .

40 max. watts
1000 max. watts and 115 max. ma.

............ 65 max. watt»

1000 max. volts and 175 max. ma.
Class C output at max. input (75% eff.) . 

HY5IA HY518 HY5IZ
131 watts 

$4.50 net

DRIVE!
LONGER LIFE

Mica snubbers support ele

ment» in dome of bulb — 

increase strength — absorb shock.

Lava low-loss insulation used ex

clusively.

Heavy, non-warping, over-siie 

SPEER graphite anode.

Filament heat radiator» to reduce

stem temperature.

# Dual grid leads to halve grid current in 

each wire, further reducing stem heating and subse

quent glass electrolysis.

HY40 
HY40Z 
*3 50 net

All Hytron transmitting tubes are economically priced 
and have been designed for «xtr.m.ly efficient operation 
with low-cost radio parts. Thus the amateur makes a dual 
saving. Further advantage is that Hytron tubes require 
no voltages in excess of KW for full output.

Hytron transmitting and »peciat purpose tubes or. backed 
by more than 18 year» continuous experience in the 

»»dusir, manufacture of radio tubes. The Hytron Corpora
tion, the originator of the now popular Banfam* "GT" series 
tub.s as well as the pioneer of the ultra-small low-dram 
Bantam Junior* pentodes far wearable hearing aids.
'Trade-mark registered-

Hytron tubes avail
able at leading dis
tributors.

HYTRONIC LABS. ’
23 New Derby St., Salem, Mass

■IytronJ A DIVISION OF THE
HYTRON CORP.

Manufacturers of Radio Tubes Since 1921
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ABBOTT • DK2 • 
2% METER TRANSCEIVER 

Jhe Xmas Gift 
Jie Will Appreciate

List Price $27.50
Less Tubes and Batteries 40% Discount to Amateurs 
GENERAL: The DK2 is a completely self-contained 
112 me radiophone transmitter and receiver, for use in 
your car, plane, boat, or while being carried, for por
table work. It is very simple to operate. The working 
range is between 2 to 30 miles depending on the lo
cation. Astonishing results have been obtained.

SPECIFICATIONS

CASE: Size 11W' long x 91/è" 
high x 61/$” wide, grey 
wrinkle finish metal, heavy 
leather handle. All batteries 
are self-contained in case. 
Removable side cane! for easy 
access to the batteries and 
tubes.

FREQUENCY: Will cover 112 
me to 118 me (amateur 2,5 
meter band).

BATTERY REQUIREMENTS: 
Three 45 volt B batteries like 
Burgess 5308; and four No. 
6 ary cells, or two Burgess 
2F2H batteries.

TUBES USED: One type 
6J5GTX; one type 6G6G.

SHIPPING WEIGHT: 12 
pounds.

Order from Your Nearest Distributor

Thomas H. Brown......... 
Beem Radio Co....... 
Burstein-Apgiebee Co.. 
Çameradio Co................  
Cioast Electric Co...... 
Davega-City Radio.........  
Dutch Village Radio Co. 
Harrison Radio................ 
Iowa Radio Corp........... 
H. Jappe Co.............. ...  
Newark Electric Co.... 
Olsen Radio Supply.... 
Pasadena Radio Supply., 
Radio Exchange........... .. 
Radiolab............. ............ .
Radio Shack Corp........... 
Southwest Radio Supply, 
Stallman of Ithaca............ 
Straus-Frank Co................ 
Sun Radio Company.... 
Eugene G. Wile.............  
Zack Radio Supply.....

,New Haven, Conn. 
>.. .Little Rock, Ark. 
... .Kansas City. Mo. 
...........Pittsburgh, Pa. 
.. .San Diego, Calif. 
..New YorkN. Y. 
.. .Portland, Oregon 
..New York, N. Y. 
. .Des Moines, Iowa 
.......... Boston, Mass. 
.......Chicago, III. 
.San Antonio, Texas 
... .Pasadena, Calif. 
...........El Paso, Texas 
.. .Kansas City, Mo. 
.......... Boston, Mass. 
.............Dallas, Texas 
. .Ithaca, New York 
.... .Houston, Texas 
. .New York, N. Y. 
v .Philadelphia^ Pa. 
San Francisco, Calif.

If not yet stocked we will temporarily fill orders direct 

BULLETIN ON REQUEST

ABBOTT INSTRUMENT, INC.
51 Vesey Street New York City 

tion with the antenna on, except with the gain 
control in the fully-advanced position. If the 
mixer refuses to oscillate, be sure that the plate 
coil and grid coil are wound in the same direction, 
with the grid and plate connected to opposite 
ends.

It will be found that peaking the mixer bandset 
condenser “pulls” the oscillator to some extent, 
particularly .on the 14- and 28-Mc. bands. This is 
a characteristic of all capacity-coupled mixer- 
h.f.o. combinations, and there doesn’t seem to be 
much that can be done about it. Probably an 
untuned Class-A amplifier between oscillator and 
mixer would do the trick — making, in effect, an 
electron-coupled oscillator out of the 6J5 — but 
that’s something we’U have to try when we get 
our hands on the receiver again. In any event, 
when the two circuits have been made to track, 
there is no reason continually to resonate the 
mixer bandset condenser, and the effect causes no 
trouble.

In the receiver described, there was apparently 
some coupling between the b.f.o. condenser and 
the power-supply cable, which was cleaned up by 
putting a small shield of thin aluminum over the 
condenser (not shown in the photographs). An
other trace of body-capacity was cleaned up by 
putting an r.f. filter in the ’phone leads.

In operation, the receiver has a remarkably 
low noise level, due to the 1852 mixer, and weak 
signals seem to stand right out. On strong signals, 
it is necessary to back off on the gain controls for 
comfortable reception.

On the Ultra-Highs
(Continued from page 31)

28 to 56 Me. in the conventional manner. An
tenna coupling is another hairpin similar to that 
used in the plate circuit. With 90 ma. at about 
600 volts, this haywire doubler puts 15 very re
spectable watts into the antenna on 112,100 kc. 
Don’t forget the low plate efficiencies obtaining 
at this frequency. It is well to run a stage operated 
in this way at not over 60% of the manufacturer’s 
ratings for the tube used.
CENEBAL:

Since getting out some preliminary cor
respondence announcing this column, many 
letters have been received from 56-Mc. men all 
over the country. The letters contain many inter
esting reports and suggestions and are appreci
ated, no end. Due to the limited time available, 
no effort has been made to analyze or report on 
current conditions. This will be done in the future, 
however, to whatever extent you deem it ad
visable. To all who are interested in u.h.f. ac
tivity we say that this is your column. It will 
contain whatever you wish it to contain — but 
we MUST have your cooperation. This depart
ment is devoted entirely to u.h.f. and to you as 
u.h.f. enthusiasts. Your interest, as evidenced 
by your reports of local conditions and activity, 
is what will make it “tick!”
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GENERAL UTILITY

FOR DRIVER, MODULATOR and 
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS

THE scientific advancements contained in 
Stancor's 1940 line are attracting the atten

tion of the entire industry. We illustrate a 
few here with brief descriptions. All are more 
fully illustrated and described in the new 1940 
Stancor Hamanual now available upon re
quest at your jobbers. Ask for a copy.

STANCOR 415 AMPLIFIER KIT — Two
channel electronic mixing, three inputs, dual 
tone control, 2A3’s in 15 watt Class AB
power amplifier. Net price less 
accessories.................................. $3150
STANCOR 430 AMPLIFIER KIT — Two
channel electronic mixing, three inputs, dual 
tone control, 6L6’s in 30 watt Class AB1
power amplifier. Net price less 
accessories.................................. $3350

STANCOR 460 AMPLIFIER KIT — Two
channel electronic mixing, three inputs, dual 
tone control, 6L6G’s in 60 watt Class AB2
power amplifier. Net price less 
accessories.................................. $37°°

Qet 'IfouA,

STANCOR HAMANUAL
Free ... At Your Jobber

This Fourth Edition thoroughly describes a host of new 
Transmitters and Amplifiers. Write us for dealer's name.

STANDARD TRANSFORMER 
CORPORATION

1500 NORTH HALSTED STREET, CHICAGO
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WHAT'S IN THE

ANTENNA BOOK?
• * • In Chapter 1 we find this or that 
type of antenna is better than another 
due to the nature of radio waves and the 
way in which they travel . . . Chapter 2 is 
devoted to an explanation of how the 
strength of the field radiated from a sec
tion of wire carrying radio-frequency cur
rent depends upon the length of the wire 
and the value of the current flowing in it 
. . . Chapter 3 clearly explains how the 
earth acting as a reflector affects the per
formance of an antenna, particularly with 
respect to its directive properties and how 
we must take this into consideration in 
its design . . . Figures, design and best 
methods of adjustment for feed systems 
to transport power from the transmitter 
to the antenna with a minimum of loss, 
will be found in Chapter 4 ... In Chapter 
5 radiation patterns and feeding systems 
for our old standby the half-wave antenna 
are given ... If interested in long single 
wire antennas, in Chapter 6 we find all the 
necessary charts and tables to design one 
best suited for our needs . • . Chapter 7 
gives us the data for the antenna that we 
can operate on several bands . . . Driven 
arrays and phase systems, their adjust
ment, with charts for directivity are fully 
covered in Chapter 8 . . . Our next Chap- 
ter9 9, is devoted to parasitic arrays and the 
necessary dope for the design and adjust
ment of two-element to four-element 
beam antennas ... As in the other chap
ters, all the necessary charts and tables 
are given in Chapter 10 for the design of 
the long wire “V” antenna . . . The rhom- 
bic, or diamond, antenna is so adequately 
covered in Chapter 11 that one may gain a 
thorough understanding as well as the 
practical information necessary to have 
such an arrangement. . . The problem of 
finding space for an antenna for 160 me
ters is minimized in Chapter 12 by giving 
methods for putting up such an antenna 
in limited space ... It having been found 
that directive systems will extend the op
erating range on 56-Mc. to a remarkable 
degree, such antenna systems are de
scribed in complete detail in Chapter 13 
• . . Chapter 14 is devoted to special an
tenna systems. Flat lines for two bands, 
three feeder antennas, transmitting loops, 
dummy antennas, etc. . . • To efficiently 
utilize our directive arrays we need to be 
able to determine directions and also true 
north from our own location. Both of these 
problems are adequately covered in Chap
ter 15 . . • Suggestions and details on the 
construction and support of the antenna 
and feeder systems will be found in Chap
ter 16 • . • Chapter 17 gives us proven 
methods of supporting and rotating beam 
antennas, as well as information on drive 
mechanisms, feeding and determining the 
direction that the signal is aimed . . . We 
find in Chapter 18 special antennas for re
ceiving, as well as methods for using our 
transmitting antenna for this purpose.

50 cents, postpaid. (No stamps, please)

A. Ra Ra La
WEST HARTFORD CONN.

To all five-meter men we say, “Don’t give 
up the ship” for the winter just because skip-DX 
is not so frequent as in the summer. Don’t forget 
that last fall and winter there were a number of 
good openings, though for shorter periods and 
over smaller areas than during the early summer 
peaks. And the band has not been so dead, this 
fall, as some have been led to believe. On Oct. 
7th, W4FPC, St. Petersburg, Fla., worked 
W1CGY, WIIJ, W9ARN, W9RGH, and W9ZHB 
that we know of; and W5AJG of Dallas, Texas, 
worked W3DBC, W3BZJ, W3EEN, W8RUE, 
and heard W2HWX and W8NQ0. W6QLZ of 
Phoenix, Ariz., reports that for several hours 
during the middle of the day recently he has 
been hearing commercial services operating on 
frequencies up to 52 Me. in New York and New 
England, with particularly strong peaks on Oct. 
28th. No, gang, not all the u.h.f. DX is worked 
in May and June!

The ««Portable Five”
(Continued from page S3)

On account of the small size of the chassis it 
will be necessary to use the MIP sockets (the 
plate molded in the socket) or else remove regular 
sockets from their mounting plates and mount 
directly in the chassis, in which case the holes 
must be cut to fit the sockets used.

Chassis
The chassis is formed from No. 16 gauge or 

lighter aluminum, cut and drilled according to 
Fig. 2. To fold, make two little blocks from one- 
inch stufi, so-called, the exact size of the top of 
the chassis, 3 by 3 inches, and clamp the sheet, 
with the corners cut away of course, running a 
few wood-screws through one block into the 
other, passing through the socket holes. Bend the 
sides down and a few taps with a hammer will 
square things up ship-shape. Be sure to bend in 
the proper direction so as not to reverse the lay
out — unless you prefer it reversed.

Coils
The coils are wound on IJ^-inch coil forms 

(like those of the “Runt Sixty”) and the follow
ing are suggested. You may wish to experiment, 
however, to determine the best combination for 
your own antenna system.

80 meters:
¿1 — 25 turns No. 18 enameled, close-wound, 

length about l^e"- Inductance 19 /di.
L, — 9 turns No. 18 enameled close-wound

40 meters:
Li —20 turns No. 18 enameled, close-wound, 

length Inductance 14.4 juh.
Lt — 7 turns No. 18 enameled, close-wound

20 meters:
Lt — 8 turns No. 18 enameled spaced to occupy 

1H"• Inductance 1.6 <xh-
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Ha Electro-Voice 
II DYNAMIC 
■- ¿J Modern in its functional de- 

s>gn’ tillable for directional t (i or non-directional pick-up, this 
Ìnew "630” is suitable for all 

modern amplifiers . . . readily 
adaptable to high fidelity music 
and speech pick-up.

Rugged in construction . . . made en
tirely of metal and bakelite, it is imper
vious to heat, temperature changes, 
rough handling and salt air ... a "nat
ural” for service in tropical climates.
★ FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 40-9000 c.p.s. 

with rising characteristic on upper end of curve.
★ OUTPUT: —56 db. (open line). Standard 

output impedances include Hi-Z, direct-to- 
grid.

★ VOICE COIL: Hard drawn aluminum wire for 
lightness, insulated with Polystyrene.

★ MAGNETIC CIRCUIT; Large alnico magnet 
with Armco magnetic iron pole pieces.

★ DIAPHRAGM: Heat treated Durev.
★ TRANSFORMER: Built-in in all models ex

cept 50 ohm. Core material has extremely high 
permeability.

Available in both* chromium and light 
gunmetal finishes. Full equipment in
cludes a three contact locking connector, 
20 ft. low capacity cable, on-off switch 
and tilting stand mounting.
630-GM (gunmetal) list price....... $25.00
630-C (chromium) list price.................. 27.50

L% — 3 turns No. 18 enameled, same spacing as 
Li.

In all coils L, and L, are about apart.

Tuning
You should have some means of judging an

tenna current, and an indicator costing only a 
few cents has been described in previous issues.2 A 
small rig tuned on the nose may put out more 
power than a larger one if the latter is inefficiently 
tuned. In general, tuning consists of adjusting 
plate and antenna condensers to secure maximum 
antenna current and minimum plate current. 
However, to obtain the best sounding signal from 
this or any other transmitter, a monitor is de
sirable. Frequently the receiver can be used for 
monitoring, but failing this a monitor such as 
shown in the Handbook can be cheaply assembled.

In spite of its small size and power this trans
mitter will do surprising work. You can. have a 
lot of fun with amateur radio without working 
Africa or Australia!

2 Sutter, “What, No Meters?’’, QST, October, 1938.

Five Bands
(Continued from page 45)

dial tuning can be used to good advantage, and 
the slow-motion is far less objectionable than 
with ordinary one-band tuning arrangements.

Use of this type of tank circuit should prove a 
big step toward safety in transmitter operation, 
since with band-changing accomplished entirely 
from the front of the panel, the need for bringing 
the operator’s hands near high-voltage circuits is 
eliminated. This should prove a life saver, even 
for the more cautious operators who try to re
member to turn off plate voltage.

Of course, the comments applying to transmit
ter tanks of the switched and plug-in types apply 
similarly to these combination units — there 
must be a dependable insulated coupling between 
the condenser shaft and the tuning dial, since 
every metal part of the tank is at high voltage to 
ground, except when parallel feed is used with the 
unbalanced arrangement.

I. A. It. U. News
(Continued from page 56)

less, listening is going to prove quite an interesting 
way of passing those winter blackout evenings. 
Already 600 metres has proved itself worth a 
whirl. ...”

Canada
Not too much discouraged by the ban on trans

mitting, several Canadian amateur clubs are 
determined to carry on, with technical develop
ment as their main thought. Shielded loops,

See this new “630“ at your local radio parts
distributor. Write for complete details.

ELECTRO-VOICE MFG. CO., Inc.
1239 SOUTH BEND AVENUE

SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
Export Divisioni 100 Varick St, Naw York, N. Y,—Ctbfa:"Arhb”
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II TRIUMPH OF RADIO CRRFISiRflnSHIP

HOWARD
At a New low Price!

$ZO95
COMPLETE WITH 
TOBES 4 SPEAKER

7eatuAinj
NOISE LIMITER

New trigger type circuit which responds to 
all signals having a steep wave front char
acteristic. Diminishes ail interferences such as 
caused by automobile ignition systems.

ELECTRICAL BAND SPREAD
Employs a -separate condenser with linear 
calibration over 8" long covering 340".

CERAMIC COIL FORMS
Used on ALL oscillator coils—Provides ex
cellent frequency stability.

555 TO 7 METERS—.54—43 MC
Complete uninterrupted tuning range.

SEVEN TUBES
6K8G Mixer Osc.. 6SK7 I. F. Amplifier, 8SQ7 
DeL and 1st A. F., 6K6G Output 6C5 B. F. O., 
6H6G Noise Limiter., 80 Rectifier.

FLYWHEEL TUNING
Employing the new HOWARD INERTIA 
KNOBS achieving fast and smooth tuning. 
Used on MAIN TUNING and BANDSPREAD.

Definitely contributing to amateur radio development, the new 
Howard "436" communication type receiver offers a greater com
bination of advanced features at so low a cost that it may well 
be called the greatest value in amateur radio history.

Engineered to new high standards, the Howard "436", with 
its improved noise limiter, electrical band spreader, inertia fly
wheel tuner and ceramic coil forms, provides amazing sensitivity, 
selectivity and ease of operation.

Among the many other features found in the "436" are: 
beat frequency oscillator, iron core I. F. transformers, built-in 
Jensen electro-dynamic speaker, silver plated shielding, A.V.C., 
send-receive switch, headphone jack on front panel, doublet or 
standard antenna connections, and copper plated chassis. Long
wave models and models for special voltages and frequencies 
available. Export prices slightly higher.

Ask Your Jobber About the Startling New Howard “Progressive Series” Plan

FOR BATTERY. 
OPERATION 

Convenient socket connection on back panel 
of receiver provides 6 volt operation using the 
efficient and highly successful Howard type 
"610“ Power Pack. This makes cm ideal 
arrangement for use in car, boat or rural 
locations where power lines are not avail
able. Same socket may also be used for 
connecting signal level indicator, Howard 
type 600 "R" Meter.

■^meticci. i 
Oldest

.io 
Manukaciutet

ADDRESS.

SEND COUPON TODAY!
Howard Radio Co., Dept. Q-12. 
1731-35 Belmont Ave., Chicago, DI.
Please send complete technical details about 
the new HOWARD “436“. (Coupon may be 
pasted on post card or mailed in envelope.)

NAME........ .. ..................................

HOWARD RADIO CO. Cable Address
1731-35 Belmont Ave., Chicago, Illinois HOWARDCO, U.S.A.
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Midland-Trained 
AIRLINE RADIO “OPS 

are on the job 
from coast to coast

A

HERE ARE 
THE FACTS

1. Our employment record tops 90%.
2. Our graduates are employed by 

eleven airlines.
3. We have had more calls for our 

graduates than we have been able 
to supply.

4. Indications point to an increased 
demand in the future.

SPECIALIZED TRAINING
Midland training in Airline Radio 
Operating is prepared, approved, and 
supervised by men from major Airlines. 
Prepares for first class “fone” and 
second class telegraph license exams. 
Includes practical radio experience, 
broad experience in Airline procedure, 
meteorology, navigation, aids to air 
navigation, study of aircraft, touch 
typing, handling passengers, air mail, 
express and actual circuit room ex- 
perince on hot “CW” and “fone” 
airline circuits. Either straight resi
dent or combination extension-resident 
training plans available.

HAMS PREDOMINATE
Although previous radio experience is 
not necessary our experience proves 
that “hams” are most adaptable to 
the work involved. A large percent
age of our student body is and has 
been composed of “hams.”

A REAL OPPORTUNITY
1 f you are between the ages of 18 and 32, in normal 
health with no physical defects, Midland training 

and Airline Radio Operating 
jMMMWuW offer you an unusual oppor- 

tunity to qualify for steady, 
well-paid, fascinating jobs 
in Aviation.

' KJ? ,i
For complete information 

write Norm Souther,

AVIATION DIVISION 
MIDLAND TELEVISION, Inc. 
Dept. 30-M, Power & Light Bldg.

Kansas City, Mo.

directive receiving antennas, noise limiters, audio 
selectivity — these are some of the subjects to 
receive attention. The example is an excefient one 
for amateur groups in all affected countries to 
follow, we feel.

New Zealand
The executive branch of the N.Z.A.R.T., 

watching the position of amateur radio very 
closely, tells us it is still far too early to decide 
what the future of the association will be. Mean
while, all activities not affected by the ban will be 
continued as far as possible. An attempt is being 
made to keep up publication of the magazine 
“Break-In”, even though reduced in size. The 
executive is urging all branches to continue their 
meetings. It was, of course, necessary to cancel 
all arrangements for the Australia-New Zealand 
centennial DX contests.

Netherlands
On Wednesday, August 30th, all PA hams re

ceived telegrams from the government bureau of 
communications suspending until further notice 
“all communications by electric radio sending 
devices.” The. N.V.I.R. have made a strong plea 
to members for strict adherence to the decree 
since evidently the government has not resorted 
to the harsh procedure of confiscation of equip
ment. Recognizing the importance of keeping the 
organization intact insofar as possible, in order 
to have a nucleus on which to rebuild after hos
tilities cease, the society’s board has urged all 
clubs to continue meetings and keep in touch 
with each other. Here, again, attention is being 
turned to technical subjects of a receiving and 
similar nature.

Norway
The blow fell for LA amateurs on September 

18th, when the government telegraph service 
announced that all amateur radio station licenses 
would be cancelled immediately. An expression of 
confidence in the ability of amateurs is shown by 
the government’s plan to permit operation of 
selected stations, under military supervision, in 
an endeavor to locate illegal transmitters.

General
Following the precedent adopted by both 

armies In the Spanish civil war, some of the pres
ent belligerents, unable to find clear channels in 
the crowded short-wave spectrum, have been 
carrying on communications in the now-clear 
amateur bands. Many of the bulletins which 
emanated from Warsaw in the opening weeks of 
the war, some relayed to foreign audiences, were 
transmitted in the 7-Mc. amateur band. It is not 
too difficult to realize, then, why governments 
at war feel they must commandeer all available 
frequencies regardless of priority or rights of any 
of its citizens.

Excepting South Africa and Norway, no more 
close-downs of amateur radio activity have been 
apparent since our last report. There was a rumor 
to the effect that Columbian amateurs had re-
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1»«« ««es swVl
NEW NOISE 

LIMITER

NEWARK SPECIAL 

°n Filled On I 
filter 'Vil Impregnated

$[00

I„ ■co"'?«»»®1 OnW ■

1
1

Jone* 1

AT NO 
EXTRA COST 

in your NCI 00X A, 
NdOIXor 
NC101XA

Taylor’s
NEWTW-150

Already a “Best Seller” 
....buy yours from 

NEWARK 

$15.00
Newark is Transmitting 

Tube Headquarters 
Always a Complete 
Stock! ALL MAKES.

XOüRS
__ -a

T-21...... 
T20-TZ-20, 
T40-TZ-40. 
T-55......

$1.95 
2.25 
3.50 
6.00

866 SHIELDED.. 1.50

abt p’8 ,,i ’

, l", '»vív’BL

NATIONAL
NC101X or NC101XA

DC

2000
1250
1500
1500
1500
2000

Wt.

H- 
1 h a». 
'5 lbs.

.■ï 1b«,

MOO V. Dp 2
Weight lì lg.
T has 

W *nown

oo

Only

$2580
Down

•o.

mfd.

a . and 
w ’, f> of

1‘ric®
1.50
1,25
1.50
1.75
1.90
2.75

o o
Oo :

Choice of Direct Reading or Micrometer Dial. <£«« aa 
Cash Price.................. .. ....................................................... .... «pl XT

OTHER RECEIVERS AVAILABLE ON OUR FAMOUS 
6% TIME PAYMENT PLAN

★ Send 20% down payment with your order
Jr Add 6% carrying charge to the balance
Jr Divide into 12 monthly payments or less

ALL SETS 
COMPLETE 
READY TO

USE
Shinped in Brand 
New Original 
Unopened Fac
tory Cartons. 
Order Direct 
from this Ad. In-

order,

NEW RCA 811-812 $350
Transmitting tubes in stock each

FULL LINE HYTRON Transmitting 
Tubes in stock. Order NOW for 

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

Your Call Letters
¡n Gold 10c
Big shadowed decalcomania let
ters nearly TWO INCHES 
high. Put them on your HAM 
SHACK door, auto window, 
etc. Send dime for yours today. 
Be sure to give your call letters.

NATIONAL
NC100XA. .
NC44, . . ...
NC.8Ü-81X..

RME 70, ....... ............ . ....
W.... .......................
7ODB2O Combination

HAMMARLUND
HOU0X.......................

HALLICRAFTERS

Sky Buddy..... 
Sky Champion . . . 
Sky Rider 510. . . 
Sky Rider Marine

$142.50
. 49.50
. 99.00
. 179.70

138.60
152.88
181.80

J )rnvn 
Payment

$28.50*
19.80
35.94
27.72
30.58
36.36

138.00

81.50
127.50
29.50
49.50
69.50
64.50

27.60

16.30 
25.50

* Indicates sets sold for cash only

13.90
12.90

The
Ideal

Christmas
Present

Everybody wants one — just the 
present for any ham.

Only $3.50
We also stock the complete
JAMES MILLEN LINE

¿hdJiic. ^ojnpjanip
32 3 W. MADISON ST.
Dept. Q CHICAGO, ILL
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\I make this test (
1 !«/

r TEST 
EQUIPMENT

Down the column we’ve described Models 801 
and 411 — only two of the 30 different models 
of RCP test equipment series. Compare these 
instruments for performance, quality, ap
pearance and low cost with any other equip
ment line. That’s where the real test lies — 
in the value. Here is convincing proof that 
you get the equivalent of more individual 
instruments, more ranges — higher and 
lower ranges — better circuit design — with 
high quality, accuracy and attractive ap
pearance for less money than you would 
pay for any other make of equipment. Check 
us when you check these outstanding testers.

i TUBE an^ 561

NOWHERE COULD YOU BUY these two essential in- struments individually and get the same high quality at the same low price. Tests all new and old tubes and ballast tubes; hot intereiement short and leakage tests on each individualelement. Noise test. Smooth line regulation 103 to 135 volts -— direct meter indication. Model 801 (sensitivity 1000 ohms per volt) provides A.C.-D.C. voltmeter, each 0-10-50-500- 1000; D.C milliameter 0/1/10/100/1000. D.C. amps 0/10. Also D.B. meter and output meter. 4J^ inch D’Arsonval Meter protected by fuse and supply line is double fused. Meter reversing switch — Alnico Magnet meter — 2% accurate; four ohmmeter ranges read from 0.1 ohm to 10 megohms. Compact, light, with slip hinge cover case. Complete with tube, battery and test leads. »27-05

THE MOST COMPRE- HENSIVE tester ever devised to provide measurements of such ac-curacy in ranges neverbefore available in small instruments. Use it for checking heavy currents, use it for Television work. Features include: 5 each AC-DC voltage ranges read from 0.2 to 5000 volts. 3 high ohmmeter ranges to 4,000,000 ohms — self-contained batteries. Low ohm range center of scale 5 ohms—each of first ten divisions reading 0.1 ohm. In natural hardwopd case. 6 D.C. current ranges read from 4 microamps to 25 amperes. 4 A.C. current ranges read from 10 Si milliamps to 25 amps. Net.......... “
Today! Send for catalog No. 121 describing the com
plete line of economical RCP test equipment.

88 PARK PLACE NEW YORK CITY 

ceived such orders; but we hear them, as well as 
nearly all other South American countries, on 
many occasions. J’s, U’s and XU’s continue to 
roll in. Occasionally we hear a European non
belligerent, such as OH.

Ken Brink, formerly VE2NT, expresses well 
the spirit of amateurs in “closed-down” countries 
in the following manner:

“Seventy Three"
From Halifax to Coppermine, 
From Churchill to Quesnel, 
Hams living north of “Forty-nine” 
Must say a sad farewell.

Our little chats must wait a while 
Till Peace once more is nigh — 
And though it’s hard, we*U try to smile 
In bidding you good-bye.

Our signals now no longer blend, 
But still our friendship’s strong;
So cheer up, boys, and let’s pretend 
That it’s a short “so long”.

We hams are not the hating sort, 
And till we meet again —
(For men are men — the race means nought) — 
Let’s say, “ Auf Wieder when”.

Oh, how we’ll miss that evening rag 
With pals across the line;
And how the lonely days will drag!
But now it’s time to sign.

So pull the switch and QRT —- 
I know it’s hard, VE’s, 
But sometime soon, I know, we'll be 
Back swapping 73’s.

— Ken Brink VE2NT VE2RR

Revamping the 30FXB
(Continued from page 48)

of Packard high-voltage cable to the center tap 
of the modulation transformer. This supplies 
unmodulated plate voltage to this stage, metered 
through the modulation meter. As the plate coil 
of the doubler stage can be removed, when the high 
voltage is off, and the static current of the modu
lators read, it is a simple matter of arithmetic to 
determine what power this tube is taking. The 
final amplifier and its grid circuit are metered by 
their respective instruments. No additional wir
ing is necessary, nor are any changes made in the 
Collins diagram or circuits other than the use of 
the plugs as shown, and the tap to the modula
tion transformer. There are three other wires 
necessary and the job is done. These are the 
primary leads for the filament transformers to 
terminals 8 and 9 on the Collins power supply, 
and the cathode return lead which goes to termi
nal 6 on the same unit. Using this system, the 
control of the 28- and 56-Mc. unit is identical to 
that of the original Collins transmitter. And it is 
only necessary to open the three switches when 
working on the lower frequencies.

Quite adequate excitation is obtained with the 
simple loop of high voltage wire clearly shown in 
the illustration for 28 Me., so no other link cir
cuit is necessary. However on 56 Me. a two-turn
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Dll XX Hallicrafters
D I from. Bob Henry, W9ARA

I guarantee you a fair and square deal and to personally cooperate with 
you to see that you are 100% satisfied.

YOU get prompt shipment in factory sealed carton from the world’s most 
complete stock of amateur equipment. Or shipment from factory if you 
prefer.

YOU get ten days’ free trial — you don't buy unless you are satisfied.

YOU get 6% terms financed by myself so you buy with less cost — more 
convenience — quicker delivery.

YOU get big trade-in for your equipment — describe it and I will tell 
you its value — pay the balance on terms if you wish.

So write me fully about your wishes and I will send you full information 
and will see that you are 100% satisfied. Or send me your order and I 
will guarantee you can't buy for less or on better terms elsewhere.

Model
Cash 
Price

Down 
Payment

IS Monthly 
Payments

Sky Buddy.......... . $29.50 $5.90 $2.08
The New S20R.. . 49.50 9.90 3.49
SX-24 Defiant... . 69.50 13.90 4.90
SX-23.................. . 115.50 23.10 8.16
SX-17................ ’. . 137.50 27.50 9.71
Skyrider 5-10... . 69.50 13.90 4.90
S-22 Marine.... . 64.50 12.90 4.55
HT-6.................... . 99.00 19.80 6.99
HT-1.................... . 195.00 39.00 13.78
HT-4.................... . 695.00 139.00 49.11

i

See it! Operate itl Compare it!

Prompt shipment of S20R and other 
receivers on ten day trial.

Similar Terms on All Other Hallicrafters Receivers and Transmitters

I have a complete stock of all amateur receivers, transmitters, kits, antennas, tubes, 
parts, etc. Send to me for anything at the lowest net wholesale price in any catalog or 

ad. Your inquiries and orders invited.

JA HENRY RADIO SHOP
) BUTLER, MISSOURI
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U-31 "SEND-’CEIVER

THIS MONTH'S
FEATURE

link about each coil with an open line is needed 
to excite the final properly.

One other point bears mentioning, and that is 
the matter of drilling myealex. Current practice 
is to work it under water. However, use a hand 
drill, turn it slowly and work it dry, and a J^-inch 
hole can be cut in less than five minutes, which is 
considerably shorter time than it takes for a very 
much smaller hole when cut under water. The 
secret is to work very slowly, with not too much 
pressure on the drill.

There is one final point which must be men
tioned. You are dealing with lethal voltages. 
All the coils are alive when the switches are closed, 
even though the carrier is not on the air. Turn off 
the transmitter before making any adjustments 
other than tuning, and insulate all shafts with in
sulating couplings as well as knobs. Your budget 
allows it, and it is best to play safe.

Very gratifying reports have been received 
from many stations contacted. The new unit cer
tainly has been most satisfactory, and will add 
many hours of pleasure and enjoyment to the 
user and well repay him for his trouble in building 
it. And best of all, no disturbing of the original 
transmitter was necessary, thus avoiding the in
troduction of any headaches not really called for. 
In conclusion I wish to express appreciation to 
W2KLV and W2LSO for their consideration and 
careful assistance in checking the signal when the 
unit was first placed on the air.

COMPLETE HAM STATION 
FOR BEGINNERS • PORTABLE • EMERGENCY

SBV

Net 
. $29.97 
, 37.47 

2.97 
. 3.90 

3.60
’ 3.54

Provision for 6 volt vibrapack use.

U-31 kit, less cabinet, tubes xtals..
U-31 wired (as above)..................... .
V-32 cabinet ................................... .

four-tube Superhet receiver, with con
trolled regeneration, covering 10-700 me
ters on six bands — PLUS buut-in one tube 
C.W. Xmltter (10 watts output) with 
socket and panel space for adding power 
amplifier and one or two tube modulator. 
Crystal controlled, 5 thru 160 meters. A.C. 
power-supply and milli-ammeter included. 
Size: 17 x 7 x 7.

U-33 amplifier kit...................... ..
U-34 modulation kit........................ . ..
U-31 tube kit (1 each 6K8, 6SJ7, 

6B8.80.7C5)............................... ------
W9PTD. ...... W9AOB............... W9UVH 
Order from your jobber, or if he Is out 
of stock, order direct, giving jobber's 
name. Write dept. O for complete
information.

The Ideal 
“HAM” 

Xmas Gift
A Perfected

AUTOMATIC SENDER

Correspondence
(Continued from page 55)

Why our headquarters staff of the American Radio Relay League should lay the blame entirely on the transmitters of the amateurs in every article in QST and other publications, never mentioning the real cause of the trouble to any great degree, is beyond my powers of reasoning. . • •
—- George H. Freer, W9MWU

Editor’s Noth. —»The present regulations specify that the amateur shall be subject to regulation only when he interferes with “receivers of modern design.” The F.C.C. recognises the deficiencies of obsolete or poorly engineered receivers, and does not cite the amateur unless he interferes generally with reasonably good sets.However, even without regard to the merits of such an argument, it behooves amateurs to keep their skirts as clean of b.cJ. complaints as possible. With a thousand such receivers to every active amateur, the odds are slightly less than favorable.A.R.R.L. has taken up with R.M.A. the matter of improved receivers. Until recently manufacturers believed, or claimed to believe, that present-day sets were entirely adequate in this respect. At least now they know better.Sends up to 70 words a minute. Motor 4*1 O .50 
driven. Entirely automatic. Built-in 
tape perforator. Absolute uniformity 
in spacing of characters. West of

Excellent practice medium for be- Denver 
ginners when connected with buzzer p * tA 
or oscillator. Practice tape containing 
alphabet, numerals, word combina
tions, etc., together with ample supply of blank
tape. Speed up your receiving. Accustom yourself 
to any speed up to 70 W.P.M. Full operating in
structions. No extra equipment needed. If your 
dealer can’t supply, write us.

FULLY GUARANTEED
GARDINER-LEVERING Co. “u?s?a.
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Box 536, Montgomery, West Va.Editor, QST:The article on cases of amateur interference with broadcast reception which appeared in a recent issue of QST, was very interesting. Maybe the boys who are being heckled by the neighbors will be cheered a little to know that we are not the only ones who get the dickens for busting up the “old farm hour,”The following headline appeared in the Charleston Daily 
Mail of August 25th: “ Interference ruining reception. Radio fans make complaints on State Police broadcasts.” The text follows: “The State Police’s new radio station at South Charleston may be a great aid in the apprehension of criminals, but it is likely to be a headache to radio fans in the vicinity, the^Daily Mail learned Friday. Broadcasting at only 150 kilowatts (aic) for a brief period until the perma*



MILLEN 
HETROFIL

Described in September ’39 
issue oi QST. d*^ EA 
Net price.....

T7n«bra.7'T $27.45

X-CUT 40-METER

BROWNING 
FREQUENCY 
MONITOR

Deviation meter visual indica
tor. A new circuit — special 
features.

SX-24

HALLICRAFTERS SKYRIDER DEFIANT 
with FREQUENCY METER TUNING

Including Tubes and Crystal but less Speaker, fl* a q fa 
Speaker$12.50extra. ....................................... $O7»3v

General Coverage: 43.5 to .54 MC in 4 bands — Built-in 
Noise 'Limiter — Crystal Filter — Variable Selectivity — 
Frequency Stability — Break in Relay Operation — 9 
TUBES —- S Meter calibrated in S units and DB — Main 
Tuning Dial directly calibrated — Electrical Band Spread 
directly calibrated.

LIBERAL TIME PAYMENT PLAN

Model 
SX-24

Down 
Payment 
$13,90

Per Month 
for Id Months 

$5.00

rU- 8« a»«* RCMJ?

• Big lees»«” $Q5U 
tobe perform- 
once at only

Complete set of five matched 
tubes.

Net price.........

COUNTED

$1.95 
^’ouJtEO CRYSTALS 

UN^oKOOT300KC
1 .n KC ofyour de^d

Within 10 _ -
frequency. $1-49
Special Low

W RMID)IIO SSIHIMCIKi
167 wnsHinGTon st.. Bosron. moss., u.s.a.
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Somaboth^ 
know a.!

In compiling the new 1939-40 AERO
VOX catalog, a lot of thought has been 
given to current “ham” requirements. 
You'll find many new items you've been 
looking for.

The oil-filled paper condenser line, for 
instance, now includes higher voltages to 
take care of television and more ambi
tious circuits.

Molded mica capacitors are now avail
able In the XM or yellow low-loss bake
lite.

Many new type electrolytics—"tiny 
metal-can units, inexpensive cardboard 
case and tubular lobs, etc.

New CATALOG___
By all mean, ask your supplier Forth, new 
AEROVOX catalog. See what's new. Or 
IF you preFer, write direct.

WFW BEDFORD. MASS.
IN CANADA.- AEROVOX CANADA. Ltmmd Ham.Uon. Ont.

iezo-Electric Crystals Exclusively
• Quality crystals of all practical frequencies sup

plied SINCE 1925. Prices quoted upon receipt 
of your specifications.

Our Pledge: QUALITY FIRST

SCIENTIFIC RADIO SERVICE
"Th* Crystal Specialists Sinct 1925" UnivMsfty Pwk, Uyattivilh, M<L

READ LIKE AN
SEND EXPERT/

Learn Quickly at Home; Get Real Speed
It’s easy, fascinating, to become a good op with the NEW ALL 
ELECTRIC MASTER TELEPLEX CODE TEACHER 
to help you. Only instrument ever produced which records 

your sending in visible dots and 
dashes — then sends back to you at 
any speed you desire. Also sends prac
tice work, recorded by an expert. That 
is why so many schools teaching code 
prefer Master Teleplex.

That is why thousands agree this 
method is surest, quickest — has 
taught more ops in the past few 
years than al! other methods. We 
furnish Complete Course, lend you 
Master Teleplex, give you personal 
instruction with a MONEY-BACK 
GUARANTEE. Low cost. Send 

today for booklet Q 12; no obligation.
THE “HAM” 
SPECIAL

Standard Teleplex —a highly efficient 
code teacher using heavy specially prepared 
waxed paper tape, having two rows of per
forations. Write for Free tolder Q.T. 12.

nent station can be completed, the station's calls have already 
spread themselves over the regular broadcast channels in 
some localities and on some sets, drowning out more distant 
stations and confusing the reception of others. There is not 
much the station can do about it, according to Lieutenant 
K. C. McGregor, chief of communications for the Depart
ment of Public Safety. He pointed out that the station, 
WPWV, is not operating, as is commonly supposed, on short 
wave, but on a band slightly above the regular commercial 
channels. For some obscure technical reason, the broadcast 
on the band between 1600 and 1720 kilocycles may be easily 
received in some areas on radios with a range marked only up 
to 1500 kilocycles. Radio fans may meet the situation in two 
ways, Lieutenant McGregor explained. They may use only 
modern sets built within the past two years which are gen
erally sensitive enough to eliminate the state police calls 
when they are not wanted, or they may install inexpensive 
wave traps, which eliminate the unwanted calls without 
interference."

I would have sent you the clipping itself but for one rea
son. I’m going to have it framed to show to folks who want 
to know why my rig is “on the broadcast band." . . .

— J. C. Craver, W80BZ

THANKS
12 E. 29th St., Covington, Ky.

Editor, QST:
I noticed in October QST that W4EWK suggested ama

teurs write and thank Columbia Pictures for the presenta
tion of amateur radio in the picture “Grand Jury Secrets."

Knowing the feeling that exists between film companies, I 
don't think Columbia would be particularly interested in 
receiving congratulations on a Paramount picture. Hi!

— Howard Roudebush, WSGZF
Editoe’s Not®.— Another current picture with a ham 

radio angle is Warner Brothers’ “Everybody’s Hobby."

PUNCTUATION MARKS IN CODE 
EXAM.

813 7th St., S.E., Minneapolis, Minn.
Editor. QST:

When I was taking the exam for my license last week, I 
found that QST was mistaken in saying that only the ques
tion mark was used in the code test. True, it was the only one 
in the receiving tests, but you are also required to send a 
paragraph in which the period and comma is used. I am of 
course referring to the new period and comma because every 
would-be ham must at least know the old ones. Technically, 
it is enough to flunk on. Incidentally, it might be a good idea 
for QST to publish them again as I have noticed that they 
are not coming into use very quickly.

■— Don Fraser

Editor’s Not®.“Under the international telegraph 
regulations as revised at Cairo, 1938, the code symbol for a 
period was changed to and that for a comma to
(— At present, there is no code equivalent for the
exclamation point. Readers about to take the amateur 
examinations are advised to learn these new symbols to 
prevent failure on that account.

LET’S MOVE!
10304 Glory Ave., Tujunga, Calif. 

Editor. QST:
I have just read Mr. W. T. Cushing’s article in the Sep

tember issue of QST concerning the reduction of QRM.
With the widespread use of variable frequency exciters 

fresh in mind, may I make the following suggestions for 
further reduction of QRM.

Por those who like twenty-meter c.w., simply fire up the 
transmitter on any frequency between 14.000 and 14,150 
kilocycles and enjoy yourselves a nice quiet evening so far as 
QRM is concerned. The concentration of signals in the 14,- 
250 to 14,400 portion of this band is appalling, while those 
signals now heard from 14,000 to 14,150, if laid end,to end, 
wouldn’t consume over forty kilocycles of space. Let’s move 
down!

For those who like forty-meter c.w. may I remind you, as 
has oft been done before, that this band extends from 7000 
dear to 7300 kilocycles, and that there are no blackouts or 
dead spots for communication anywhere in this range of 
frequencies. Let’s move up!

(Continued on page 116)

We are the originators of this type instrument 

TELEPLEX CO., 67-68 Park Place, N.Y.
In Canada, Writs

Canadian Electronic Institute, Toronto, Ontario
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HANDBOOK
» The 1940 edition of THE RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK 
swings out in harmony with the modern tempo of amateur radio. Not 
only is it rewritten from the top of its head to the tip of its toes, but its 
whole internal structure has been .reorganized to best and most logi
cally present the picture of technical amateur radio. The 1940 
HANDBOOK makes all previous HANDBOOKS hopelessly out 
of date. Each subject is treated topically and then by its component 
sections. When you want to learn something in particular about trans
mitters, you will find your problem segregated. Perhaps it will come 
under "construction" — in which dozens of modern, proved exciters 
and amplifiers are described in detail — or under "Complete Trans
mitters," in which rigs complete to the last power connection and mi
crophone plug are shown. Or your transmitter question may refer to 
one of the other chapters — that on "Principles," or the one on “Ad
justment." There are 32 chapters in this new stream-lined HAND
BOOK — a complete treatment of practical amateur operating and 
constructional data. There are two introductory chapters, intended for 
the newcomer first learning about amateur radio. There are four on 
Principles and Design — not old-fashioned “theory,” but a compact, 
comprehensive course on 1940 radio fundamentals. There are fourteen 
chapters in the Construction and Adjustment section, ranging from 
workshop practice through B.C.I. elimination. There are five on an
tennas; and five more on the Ultra-High Frequencies, with 28 and 56 
Me. in one classification and all above 112 Me. in another. And 
finally there are chapters on operating the station and regulations and 
data. The enlarged index enables the reader to locate easily and 
quickly the exact references he seeks. The 1940 HANDBOOK is 
now not only the biggest book of its kind you can buy anywhere in 
the world for a dollar; it is the whole structure of amateur radio re
duced to type and set forth in 576 pages and 830 illustrations.

$1 postpaid in Continental U.S.A.
$1.25 postpaid elsewhere

Buckram bound edition, $2.50 

American Radio Relay League 
West Hartford, Conn.

MULTI-ELEMENT DIRECTIVE SYSTEMS • ANTENNA CONSTRUCTION •
TRANSMITTER ADJUSTMENT • KEYING AND B.C.I. ELIMINATION -7

• STORY OF AMATEUR RADIO • GETTING STARTED • ELECTRICAL AND RADIO
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Station Act i vitie
NEW ENGLAND DIVISION

(CONNECTICUT — SCM, Frederick Elis, Jr., W1CTI — 
* Nutmeg Net: 3640 kc. 6:45 p.m. daily except Sunday.

The Section, starts off in mid-season form, with more activity 
and much higher traffic totals. AW leads off with a nice 568. 
KKS pounds plenty of brass. JXP keeps busy with Nutmeg, 
A.A.R.S. and Humdinger nets. ITI puts out a sweet signal 
oti 3640 kc, KQY did all the work getting the Nutmeggers 
reopened this fall. BHM released the first issue of the Nut
meg Bulletin for the season. It is a swell job, and all the gang 
express their thanks. AMQ has a new e.c.o, crystal exciter 
finished and on the air. BDI hooked some C.Z. traffic for 
AW to distribute. KYQ reports for the Willimantic gang. 
MHF is a new ham in Storrs. The Willimantic Radio Club 
lias reorganized for the winter season with JEI as new presi
dent. KAK recently visited CLE at Brockton, Mass., and 
enjoyed several QSO’s from Brockton with. Willimantic 
friends. COB of Storrs received his old call back, after being 
off several years, and expects to open up on 7 Mo, stum. 
HYU is working 1.75-Mc. ’phone. BCG has new SX24 and 
has joined the Nutmeg Net. TD keeps 6:30-8 p.m., " General 
Traffic Hour.” on Mon., Wed., and Fri. KKS reports for the 
gang in and around Manchester, BEQ has new P.P. 100TH 
final Class B modulated with 203’s. DJC has new band
switching exciter. KOY is on ”2,!^.” LZR uses 6F6 e.c.o, 
and 6L6. JN.T has new P.P. 6L6 crystal osc. rig. JZB moved 
to East Hartford and is active in F.T.S. LXX is on 1930-kc. 
’phone. LXH rebuilding. GPD has new Vee beam on 28 
Me. HJW moved to Manchester and is on with a 6L6-807 
and SW3. New officers of Manchester Radio Club: DJC, 
Pres,: DVO, Vice-Pres.; LMK, Secy.-Treas. IJP has a new 
Mims rotary for 14 Me. The New Haven Amateur Radio 
Ass’n, W1GB, is looking for schedules with other radio 
clubs. DWP receive«I O.R.S. appointment. The Conn. 
Brass Pounders Ass’n, W1CBA, has room for a few more 
would-be hams at its code class.

Traffic: W1AW 568 (WLMK 21) KKS 260 JXP 217 ITI 
174 KV 162 KQY 133 AMQ 114 JQD 98 OTI 90 KFN 89 
BDI 81 KYQ 55 JTD 30 JFN 21 BCG 12 TD 8 APW 6 
AFG 11.

M AINE — SCM, H. W. Castner. W1IIE-— Greetings to 
everyone in the Maine Section. I hope everyone who has 
given such added and valuable help will read this report. 
Activity and interest is increasing by leaps and bounds. If 
all who were approached by the local Legion officers will 
contact them again, they will explain that the State heads 
of the Legion stopped the elaborate Legion plan and threw 
the whole thing baek into a local status where it belonged. 
Col. Eldred was apparently unaware of the strict F.C.C. 
regs, for amateur and broadcast stations. It is needless for 
me to tell you that our license will not permit control of our 
stations implied or direct, and the thing to do is to inform all 
local relief agencies of our excellent Emergency Corps. Ex
plain that in any emergency or disaster we will be in there 
working shoulder to shoulder with all agencies for the relief 
of distress of any kind but, owing to strict radio laws, we 
will have to operate wholly as a separate unit even to the 
extent of whether they like it or not. MGR is new Bar 
Flarbor ham. LTV is attending college in Canada. Lots of 
luck, Dick. LIC, Ellsworth, is new E.C. and O.R.S. HWO is 
'Hi with completely new outfit. The Kennebec Valley Net is 
sure a live bunch. DPJ is new member and new QTH is 
Farmingdale, BOK is on 28 Me. with 200 watts. API! and 
the XYL LJS are on 28 Me. DHD has a new bouncing 
daughter. Congratulations, Jeff. Hams from Lincoln County 
attended a meeting of the Northeastern Radio Club in 
Wiscasset, Oct. 4th. These boys are very active and have a 
fine club. The Pine Tree Net is in full swing. This is indeed a 
grand bunch of boys (and girls). Hiya, Flo!! (KOH) Hi. 
Here are the stations that at present are members, meeting 
at 7:30 p.m.. Monday through Friday, at 3597-kc. spot fre
quency: CRU. GQ, HSD, IBR. HE. IJF, INW, IQZ, 1ST, 
KCO, KAS, GXY, GOJ. KOH. HSE, KLH, ITH, KVK. 
Trunk “G” is in operation with GOJ as the Maine station. 
If any of you boys are interested to join the Pine Tree Net, 
please let us know. We need a good station in Franklin. 
Piscataquis, Knox and Washington Counties. NR is active 

in South Portland getting emergency preparation ready. 
EEY is on 3671 kc. GKC is doing some fine radio work with 
the Scouts. I’m ready and waiting for any applications for 
O.R.S., O.P.S. or E.C. Has anyone in Maine enough ap
paratus to become an Official Observer? IBR is putting out 
a strong signal with the revamped rig. JNL is on 14 Me. 
You boys in Waterville can accomplish a lot if you get to
gether with HSE. KSL has new rotary on 28 Me. EWN is 
taking steps to get more action around Portland in emer
gency work, WLGP/W1FAP, S.N.C.S., A.A.R.S., writes 
that the Army Net is well prepared to help in emergency, 
LIP is new O.P.S. Welcome, Bob. We should get up a 
“Bob” net. Here are a few: IFF. AFA, EEIL ITH, LIP, 
KBI, FAP, HGX, LTH, TO, KJV. MGR is working 1.75- 
Mc. ’phone with LIC. We again ask any of you boys to 
listen in on 3597 kc. at 7:30 p.m., week-day evenings, and 
see what a fine state net we have. This net connects with the 
National Trunks, and traffic Is almost certain of delivery. 
LMQ is working hard to complete W.A.S. on 7 Me. FBJ 
says that the boys on the 3.9-Mc, ’Phone Noontime Net 
are talking it over again. If anyone is interested and will 
write me, I will give you a complete explanation of the 
emergency preparation we have in Damariscotta. It is 
one of the finest set-ups, and includes all organizations and 
every individual. Better investigate. HW Y, new E.C. at 
Rumford, and IMD are taking steps to fully prepare Rum
ford for anj- emergency. I attended a meeting in Portland, 
Sunday, Oct. 15th, of the A.A.R.S. CFO has a fine outfit. 
Among those present were IJF. KOU, BTA, GE, FAP and 
CFO. These boys have a ver,y efficient outfit. They are with 
us 100%, and my advice to many of you fellows is to write 
CFO for information on the Army Net. The Maine A.A.R.S. 
started off the season with very good attendance at drills. 
CFO has been appointed State Radio Aide, due to the 
resignation of HMS. KOU is Assistant Radio Aide, and 
FAP retains the office of State Net Control Station. The fol
lowing are also appointed as Alternate Control Stations: 
GVS, LML and EFR. I urge every O.R.S. to read fully the 
fine suggestions of CFO on page 5 of the O.R.S. bulletin 
dated Oct. 10, 1939. New appointments: Route Manager: 
ITH. O.R.S.: LIC. LWG, LIP. O.P.S.: DPJ, DWG, HWY. 
Emergency Coordinators: ITH, LIC, HWY.

Traffic: A.R.R.L.: W1G0J 90 IQZ 23 KMM 14 LRP 
16 HE 45 LIC 2 LMQ 41 GXY 6 HSE 19 LWG 11 FBJ 15 
CDX 2 INW 55 LML 79. A.A.R.S.: W1BTA 41 CFO 149 
EFR 8 FAP 139 GE 43 GVS 99 HSD 13 1ST 14 IJF 22 
KOU 137 LML 59 LMQ 15 LYT 36.

EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS—• SCM, Larrv Mit
chell, W1.HIL- Ass’t S.C.M.’s: IJ.TY, 1GAG. Chief R.M.: 
1JJY. P.A.M.: 1GAG. Chief E.C.: 1HXE. New O.B.S.: 
HJD. New E.C.’s: HSR, New Bedford, BMW, Barnstable 
County, LBY. Plymouth County, LUG, Waltham. New 
O.O.: IBF. New R.M.: EMG, A.A.R.S.-A.R.R.L. Am 
pleased to announce that HXE, Paul W. Muller, 15 Lea St., 
Lawrence, is taking charge of all the E.C. work for this 
Section. All Emergency Coordinators are asked to cooperate 
with him. EMG is now State Radio Aide for A.A.R.S. in 
East. Masa., also R.M. for A.R.R.L.-A.A.R.S. FB, Dick. 
IHI, former State Radio Aide and R.M., lias moved to W. 
Mass. Thanks and luck, Reg. A RECORD, GANG!! 20 out 
of 22 O.R.S. reported this month. Thanks, and keep up the 
good work, fellows. ERH has FB new ant. WV reports good 
DX on 14 Me. and worked J8CH for 120th country. KCQ 
reports MHL, Waltham Club station on 3589 kc. JGQ is 
working on freq, meter. The Merrimack Valley Club held 
an outing and wienie roast. Sunday, October 1st, at the 
Black Rocks Reservation, Salisbury, N. H.; 16 members en
joyed the fun. LMB claims LEU is great rag-chewer. 6NWP 
and 9L0G are at Harvard. LTC is putting up tower for 
4-element beam. SI is now on 28 Me. HA is on 1.75-Mc. 
’phone after 12 years of brass pounding. LWH, AKS, JJY, 
KCT, JSM, KMQ, IUQ and KZT handled lots of traffic, 
LWH, JJY and KCT making B.P.L. FB. HIL and XYL 
liad fine time at, Boston Hamfest and enjoyed meeting the 
gang. A fine job by the South Shore and Eastern Mass. 
Clubs. LNN is rebuilding. The Boston and Maine R. R. is 
interested in forming an emergency net to be used in case of 
traffic interruption or failure of telegraph lines. For details 
please contact R. H. Wickens, W1ZZC, 31 Estes St., Lynn. 
The Hi-Q Club of Lynn reports election of officers: JFX, 
Pres.; LWM, V.-P.; BSM, Treas.; BSG, Secy.; JBO, Activi
ties Mgr.; BSG, Chief Op. Club is running a contest on 112 
Me. EGR reports 23 stations active in 1.75-Mc. A.A.R.S. 
Net. They handled a total of 231 messages this month. 
JSM has fine coverage with his schedules, KMQ says North
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Shore Five Net is now on 28 Me. Hi. IUQ is new reporter. 
AAR is active on 112-Mc. mobile. LBY is good traffic man. 
Let’s go, Eastern Mass. — Larry, Bud and Kay.

Traffic: W1LWH 563 AKS256 JJY 234 JCK 183 (WLGV 
73) KCT 165 JSM 124 KMQ 121 MEU 95 IUQ-KZT 111 
EPE 85 AAR 78 LBY 75 BDU 54 HWE 49 AGX 45 EMG 
40 (WLGF 50) JFS-KH 35 HA 32 BMW 26 LMO 22 WI 
11 BB-KTE 9 JDG 7 LQV 5 IGN-HSA-HIL 4..............

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS — SCM. William J. 
Barrett, W1JAH — EOB leads the traffic parade this 
month, Nice work, Vic. Among those from West. Mass, 
attending the Vermont State A.R.R.L. Convention at 
Rutland were BVR, EOB, AUN, KIK, JXE and JAH. A 
fine time was had by all. BIV has been very busy with 
A.A.R.S. nets. BVR has new’ Vibroplex to machine-gun his 
Z-eigs with. LDV, new O.R.S., is active in .4.A.R.S. and 
Humdinger nets. MCF worked 25 countries on 14 Me. AJ 
enjoyed visiting 2 USA. COI put up new 3.9-Mc. antenna. 
LDE is confining his activities to 28 Mn. LJF is new O.R.S. 
and A.A.R.S. JUS/3 reports from Wilmington, Del.: he 
would like to work the gang back home: his activities are on 
7 Me. until 3 p.m.. and on 3.5 Me. from midnight on. HDQ 
is our only u.h.f. O.P.S. How’ about some of you ultra-high 
enthusiasts dropping me a line, or getting in touch with Ed, 
to get some League appointments and activity rolling on 
these bands? FNY moved to new QTH. LNH visited AZW, 
BKG and JAH.

Traffic: W1E0B 267 BIV 241 IOT 218 .BVR 29 (WLG 
135) AZW 125 LDV 126 JAH 93 (WLGH 10) BKG 57 
HNE 55 AJ 35 LNH 29 LUA 23 DCH 9 KJK 1 HDQ 2.

NEW HAMPSHIRE — SCM. Carl B. Evans, W1BFT- 
DMD — The Coos Radio Club held an election of officers: 
Pres.. AP; Vice-Pres., JXC; Secy.-Treas., LLP. The mem
bers of the club are active on 1.8-Mc. ’phone and hold daily 
round-table QSO’s during the noon hour. EWF in Hanover 
has been working some very good DX: his transmitter runs 
1-kw. input to a pair of 35T’s!I IDY rebuilt and increased 
power. MGH is new ham in Portsmouth on 7- and 14-Mc. 
c.w. and 112-Mc. ’phone. KTY is building P.P. T20 final for 
his rig. KTV is rebuilding with 35T in the final for 28-Mc. 
’phone. Phillips Exeter Academy Radio Society is now on 
the air regularly with the calls LKG/1 and 2MLM/1 on 
1.8-Mc. ’phone. They are planning to organize a New Eng
land Prep. School Net. Anyone interested please get in 
touch with Carl Lindemann, Jr.. P. O. Box 627, Exeter. 
N. H. The New Hampshire A. R.R.L. Net has shifted to 3840 
kc. for a trial period. Tentative results point to staying on 
that frequency for the time being. So look for NHN nightly 
at 6:30 p.m. on 3840 kc. This shift was necessary due to the 
QRM encountered on 3600. The M.YA.R.A. held a hot-dog 
roast and get-together, XYL’s invited, at LBD’b camp in 
Pembroke.

Traffic: W1FFL 177 KIN 164 GMM 40 IDY 37 JDP 31 
BFT 27 EAL 26 JBA/1 24 JKH 14.

RHODE ISLAND — SCM, Clayton C. Gordon. 
W1HRC — The Providence Radio Ass’n affiliated with the 
Providence Y.M.C.A. as of the first of October, moving its 
headquarters to the Y.M.C.A. building and changing meet
ing night from Friday to Tuesday at 8:30 p.m. The Code 
and Theory classes this year will be on Thursday night and 
will be in the club room at the Y.M.C.A. The gang at 
W1AQ acted as host to the A.A.R.S. for a special field day 
and try-out of emergency equipment, at which time Mrs. 
Weeden of the Red Cross met with the Army gang and 
learned about ham radio from GTN and his followers. 
Chili con carne was served with coffee, rolls and doughnuts, 
AQ’s new a.c. power plant and towers inspected, and a 
general successful social and business meeting was pulled 
off under the leadership of CPV and GTN. GTN is on'with 
new power supply and crystal-controlled 500 watts. BOY 
is new member of A.A.R.S. KRQ visited and worked 2USA. 
QR is keeping Thursday night schedule with 3FIS. JP has 
e.c.o. 6SK7-6V6-807 working on 3.5-7-14 Me. JRY is at 
Westinghouse Welding School in East Pittsburgh. HCK got 
married. JNO won an RME DB-20 at Manchester, N. H.. 
Hamfest, which he visited with 2JDE/1. MBM on 14 Me. 
has 33 states using 6L6 doubler, 20 watts.

Traffic: W1INU 301 (WLGW 181) CPV 176 LDL 153 
GTN 132 KOG 109 INT 100 JXQ 95 IEG 76 KYK 71 
LAB 48 KIV 37 LWA 31 HRC 21 LQG 19 KKE 18 QR 
15 BOY 11 HCW 7. 

VERMONT — SCM, Clifton G. Parker, W1KJG —
2nd Annual Vt. Convention was ■well attended at Rutland
— an FB time! DQK has shifted to regular operation at
1950 kc. He has pair of 75T’s in final of his 28-Mc. rig.
JZF has new signal shifter, KOO has plans under way for

portable generator rig for Northeastern area use in emer
gencies. AVP shifted osc. line-up to *a 6L6 and more bias on 
the rig. KJG completed new band-shifter with T40 final. 
LRL, Lt. D. K. Armstrong recently transferred to Ft. 
Ethan Allen from Ft. Williams, Maine, is operating portable 
from Essex Jet. KTB visited LRL and KXY. CUN is now 
in Lyndonville. LZO inspected the World’s Fair. KUY is 
now at Lafayette College. Easton, Pa. KXL has new 
Hammarlund Pro. GVJ is now at 34 Pine St., Laconia, 
N. H. KVB T is now at Arlington Hgts., Mass. LVI is 
newcomer to Vt., Gerard T. Aldrich, 7 Orient St., St. 
Johnsbury — greetings! KJR is now S.N.C.S. Vt. A.A.R.S. 
TAI. LJZ, KWB, KTB ami KJR are now in A.E.C. Many 
thanks for all the activity reports. Hope they will keep 
coming in.

Traffic: W1KTB 100 KXY 68 KJG 47 AVP 9 KOO 6 
KWB 5.

ROANOKE DIVISION
VTORTH CAROLINA — SCM, W. J. Wortman. W4CYB 
*• ’ -AKC leads the State tn traffic taking over first 
place from DLX. who cime in second. Our congratulations 
to ABT for taking top honors in the A.A.R.S. QSO Contest 
which opened the present A.A.R.S. Season. BBS has a new 
transmitter with P.P. T-55’s on 7 and 3.5 Me. New QTH’s 
this month for OG, QI and AAK. FKU reports that State 
College Club station is ready to go shortly. DGV returned 
his RME to the factory for latest gadgets, and an overhaul. 
QI visited 2USA. DGU chews fat on 3.9-Mc. ’phone. FLC 
put up new 8JK antennae for 14 Me. BV has twins. XYL, 
and new speech equipment all in one home now*. DW re
ports activity confined entirely to work and A.A.R.S. roll 
call on Mondays. TW is burning up 28 Me. when she is open. 
New 7-Mc. A.A.R.S. Net in Fourth C.A. We know of two 
fellows in N.C. on it, CCO and AKC. Any more? AAU is 
ready to go on 28 Me. TJ is on 3,9 Me. occasionally. ADG 
has new' modulation transformer, and has moved to lower 
side of 3.9-Mc. band. CAY, a 14-Mc. ’phone man is on 3.9 
Me. for the first time. Greensboro Club has been tm a re
organization basis, and is trying to get station license. 
DBM and EXX are new faces on 3.9 Me. EYA is working 
14 Me. GHO. new Salisbury ham, is on 1.75 Me. BIP moved 
to Raleigh from Franklinton, and now has new XYL. 
DWG and DOR are back on 1.75 Me. Thanks for all the 
reports, fellow’s — please keep it up, and remember. STAY 
NEUTRAL WITH KEY AND iMIKE.

Traffic: W4AKC 45 DLX 37 CCO 21 GSC 8 BV 6 ANU 5.
SOUTH CAROLINA — SCM, Ted Ferguson, W4BQE/ 

ANG — DRE operates regularly on 7074 kc. EPJ is back 
pn the air. CXO says, “If you have any trouble locating 
him, just drive 60 miles per hour through Rock Hill and you 
will find him.” FFO is on 3946 kc. EXJ was elected president 
of the Palmetto Amateur Radio Club. Other officers: DQY, 
V.-Pres.; FMZ, Sec. AFQ made FB O.O. report. EZF is 
active in the 1.75-Mc. ’Phone Net. Thanks. OM. AUW and 
FEH worked the following 28-Mc. DX: J2, U9, PJ and PK. 
CZA keeps busy with A.A.R.S. and T.L. “C.” CQU sched
ules DXF and 1LMQ, FMZ is active in the A.A.R.S. 
A 3.9-Mc. ’Phone Net has been organized with 4AZT N.C.S. 
and the following members: AFQ. DX. CXO, MJ and TL. 
We would like more 3.9-Mc. 'phone fellows in this net. Please 
contact AZT. We are glad to announce that a radio chib 
has been organized in Greenville with KZ, Pres.; CEL, 
V.-Pres.: FNS, Secv., and CX8. GIM. FYL, FVF. GBY, 
DAM, GEX, ETC, RDQ, CGU. EMT. EJH. GCW, EZF. 
CHD, CSP. DJX. CKW, George Cunningham and D. R, 
Baird, members. Nice going, fellows, and we hope that the 
club will grow. 73. — Ted.

Traffic: W4AZT 34 CZA 25 CQU 19 AFQ 12 EXJ 7 
EZF 6.

VIRGINIA —SCM, Charles M. Waff, Jr., W3UVA-• 
P.A.M.’s: 3AIJ, 3GWQ. R.M.’s: 3GTS, 3HDQ. The S.C.M. 
wishes to thank all Virginia amateurs for their support and 
cooperation during his terms of office. Effective November 
10th, 3U VA has appointed 3GQW to act as S.C.M. until the 
Section can elect a new one, since from that date on 3UVA 
will be waiting for a W4 call at the Army Air Corps Train
ing School at Tuscaloosa, Ala. Again, thanks for your help, 
and cooperate with 3GWQ, as he’ll need your support to 
keep the Section going. HAO is on at all hours on 4-Mc. 
’phone. The Fredericksburg Amateur Radio Club is going 
places. ELN reports one of its operators will be XU8NA 
goon. FBW’k 1 kw. is pushing a hole in the ether. HWJ is a 
new OtK.ip, GAL is building new shack. GBK is training 

(Continued on page WO)
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TRANSOIL-Oil-filled capacitors for permanent 
filters; superior stability over widest tempera
ture ranges; surge-proof construction; separable 
mounting bands: "Quality Above All"!
Ask for free Wo. 10 Catalog; buy from your local Jobber

SOLAR MFG. CORP. 
Bayonne, New Jersey

I HERE'S the MIKE
THAT

YOU'VE WANTED
CARRIER 105-D

FORV|v FLEXIBILITY
]Kr EjO What you put into your mike determines
JW HSjl what comes out of the loud speaker. 
Ww When you use a Carrier 105-D you’re
aT fl sure of crisp brilliancy of the voice. The 
■ mJ semi-directional characteristic allows it 

to be successfully used in places where the acoustical 
conditions are not the best and can’t be controlled. 
Response of the 105-D Dynamic is predominately 
flat 40-8,000 cycles per second, output — 65db. and 
by proper placement of the diaphragm, there is no 
cavity resonance. Features include: Full frequency 
response, acoustically correct streamlined design, 
static and magnetic shielding, inherent ruggedness 
— long life — and all at a popular price!

MODEL 105-D, 30 ohms, list $27.50 
200 or 500 ohms or Hi-Impedance, list $32.50

See it at your Jobber or write for Catalog 10-D 
giving your Jobber’s name and address.

CARRIER MICROPHONE CO.
439 South U Brea Ave. INGLEWOOD, CALIF.

15 East 26th Street, New York, N. Y.
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I * A.R.R.L RSI BUREAU *
For ;he convenience of its members, the 

League maintains a QSL-card forwarding system 
which operates through volunteer “District QSL 
Managers” in each of the nine United States and 
five Canadian districts. In order to secure such 
foreign cards as may be received for you, send 
your district manager a standard No. 10 stamped 
envelope. If you have reason to expect a consider
able number of cards, put on an extra stamp so 
that it has a total of six-cents postage. Your own 
name and address go in the customary place on 
the face, and your station call should be printed 
prominently in the upper left-hand comer.
Wl—J. T. Steiger, W1BGY, 35 Call Street, 

Willimansett, Mass.
W2 — H. W. Yahnel, W2SN, Lake Ave., Hel

metta, N. J.
W3 — Maurice Downs, W3WU, 1311 Sheridan 

St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
W4 —G. W. Hoke, W4DYB, 328 Mell Ave., 

N. E., Atlanta, Ga.
W5 — E. H. Treadaway, W5DKR, 2749 Myrtle 

St., New Orleans, La.
W6 — Horace Greer, W6TI, 414 Fairmount Ave., 

Oakland, Calif.
W7 —Frank E. Pratt, W7DXZ, 5023 So. Ferry 

St., Tacoma, Wash.
W8 —F. W. Allen, W8GER, 324 Richmond 

Ave., Dayton, Ohio.
W9 — Alva A. Smith, W9DMA, 238 East Main 

St., Caledonia, Minn.
VE1 —L. J. Fader, VE1FQ, 125 Henry St., 

Halifax, N. S.
VE2 — C. W. Skarstedt, VE2DR, 236 Elm Ave., 

Westmount, P. Q.
VE3 — Bert Knowles, VE3QB, Lanark, Ont.
VE4 — George Behrends, VE4RO, 186 Oakdean 

Blvd., St. James, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
VE5 —H. R. Hough, VE5HR, 1785 First St., 

Victoria, B. C.
K4 — F. McCown, K4RJ, Family Court 7, San- 

turce, Puerto Rico.
K5 — Norman F. Miller, K5AF, 15th Air Base 

Squadron, Albrook Field, Canal Zone.
K6 — James F. Pa, K6LBH, 1416D Lunalilo St., 

Honolulu, T. H.
K7 — Jerry McKinley, K7GSC, Box 1533, 

Juneau, Alaska.
KA —George L. Rickard, KA1GR, P. O. Box 

849, Manila, P. I.

CIRCULATION STATEMENT
PUBLISHER'S STATEMENT OF CIRCULATION AS 
GIVEN TO STANDARD RATE AND DATA SERVICE

This is to certify that the average circulation per issue of 
QST for the six months’ period January 1st to and including 
June 30. 1939. was as follows:

Copies sold........................   44,814
Copies distributed free..................................... 402

Total............... ................    45,216
K. B. Warner, Business Manager
D. B. Boughton, Circulation Manager 

Subscribed to and sworn before me 
on this 12th day of September, 1939

Alice V. Scanlan, Notary Publie



WITH REMOVABLE
Stand-Off insulators
■ For convenience in mounting on the 
chassis, the new models of the NC-600U neu
tralizing condenser and the R-100U and 
R-300U Chokes are now provided with a 
small stand-off insulator for chassis mount
ing. For “pigtail mounting," the insulator 
may be unscrewed and used for other pur
poses. Chokes without the insulator are still 
available, but at a new low price.

Type NC-600U Neutralizing Condenser,
with insulator. List Price....................... $.55

Type R-100U Choke, with insulator.
List Price.................................................$.60

Type R-300U Choke, with insulator.
List Price.................................................$.60

NATIONAL COMPANY, INC. 
Malden, Massachusetts

IIO VOLTS AC Katolight
Anytime, Anywhere! with Plants
Have special plant for operating radio re- A
reivers and transmitters. Close voltage reg- 
alation. Full 350 watts AC and 100 watts at
6 volts. Filtered and Shielded. nHNRtMt
Amateur’s price—JRA3, 850 watt $66.00 »71
Amateur's price—JR55, 550 watt 97.50

Other sizes up to 10,000 watts.
Both gasoline and Diesel. Jf teAtth. *

SICKLES COILS
SECURE A COPY OF OUR NO. 939 
CATALOG FROM YOUR JOBBER

F. W. SICKLES COMPANY
300 Main Street Springfield, Mass.

• TELEGRAPHY—TELEVISION—TELEPHONY •

AVIATION 

TRANSRADIO 

PRESS

TELETYPE 

TYPEWRITING

PRACTICAL 
EXPERIENCE

STUDIO —
TRANSMITTER —

ANNOUNCING

The major technical training equipment owned by Port Arthur College and in operation on the college campus consists of the 500- 
Watt Commercial Broadcast Transmitter of Station KPAC/ two-way Television Transmitter and Receiver/ Latest Type RCA* Marine 
and Airways transmitter installation complete/ SOS Automatic Alarm/ Marine Direction Finder/ Trans-radio Press Receiving Equipment; 
and Laboratory complete where students assemble composite transmitters, amplifiers, audio amplifiers, R. F. amplifiers, etc.

Port Arthur College pioneered the teaching of Radio with classes in 1909, and for thirty years has maintained an active Employment 
Bureau for the placement of its graduates.

If interested in details about Radio Course, write for Bulletin R

PORT ARTHUR COLLEGE . PORT ARTHUR (World-Known Port), TEXAS
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(Continued from. page 97)
already for his W.A.S. so watch him. HFL will be back on 
1.75-Mc. ’phone. FQP is new Century Club member. Con
grats! HBH-IFZ works on 3.5 Me. during the week, and on 
7 Me. on Sundays. DQB is operator on the S.S. City of CAat- 
tanooga with a 1-kw. rig to play with, but it won’t get down on 
7 Me.! Look for DQB on 28- and 56-Mc. operating mobile. 
KR has an FB e.c.o. and gets T9x reports consistently. 
Ex-HOY is now 5IKX at Port -Arthur, Tex. GTS is more 
active now. BSY/4 is quite busy with studies at the Univ, 
of Fla. FMY reports some DX worked on 14-Mc. ’phone.

Traffic: W8ELN 144 IFZ 98 GTS 67 KR 43 CSY 28 
HWJ-FMY 2.

WEST VIRGINIA — Acting SCM, C. S. Hoffmann, Jr., 
W8HD — Congratulations to OXO, my worthy successor. 
0X0, GBF and BTV have joined Trunk Line “ B.” HWT 
accepted responsible position as professor in Naval Training 
School, CDV taking HWT's former position as Professor of 
College Electrical Engineering at Linsley Institute, Wheel
ing. TID, Professor of Zoology, Bethany College, is cata
loging prehistoric bones, discovering in excavation near the 
college. FVU is sponsoring radio course at Y.M.C.A. TGH 
worked 13 countries with his new 14-Mc. beam. LC‘N and 
TOK are on 1.75 Me. PHY has new 500-watt final. AFX, 
CXR, KWV and FVU are rebuilding. JRL has new HT-1 
transmitter, four antennas and receiver. GBF worked 
103rd country. LCN has 87 countries verified. KWV has 
new receiver. PZT visited Clarksburg. SKD visited 3GTF. 
DFC joined 3770-kc. Club-0.R.S. Net. JM made W.A.S. 
TXF is new Dunbar ham. SES’s daughter, aged 5, is 
studying code! Your past S.C.M. wishes to again thank the 
gang for their past reports, and letters.

Traffic: W8PSR 65 DFC 4 MOL 10 PTJ 191 SKD 4 HUW 
8 BTV 40 HD 5.

ATLANTIC DIVISION
TP ASTERN PENNSYLVANIA — SCM, Jerry Mathis, 
■*—* W3BES — 3AKB has resumed regular schedules and 
is now able to handle traffic in any direction. 3A0C, still 
in hospital, has his receiver and enjoys eavesdropping on the 
gang. 3AQN is editor of the "Eastern Penna Dots," an FB 
sheet for the traffic hound. 3BRZ has made W.A.S. Con
grats! We are happy to hear that 3EEW is out of the 
hospital after a few weeks’ stay. 3FPC (PAM) wants more 
O.P.S. on 1.75 Me. 3GYK claims success with his 3.5-Mc. 
top loaded vertical. 3HFE has a 6CUH e.c.o. which oper
ates from 110 a.c. or a storage battery. From Long Island 
comes 3HQE’s report ; he was vacationing there. 3HRS is on 
the Philippine Express Net. and solicits traffic. 3HXA spent 
many days monitoring bootleggers. 3KJ purchased a pair of 
big ‘‘jugs’’ and is about to make rough going for the boys on 
14-Mc. ’phone. We regret to learn that 3QP will temporarily 
how out of the O.R.S. picture. 3RR increased power in 
preparation for the O.R.S. parties and SS. 8ASW is using 
two rigs on separate frequencies, no less! 8ATF is feeling 
out his new' QTH. 8SNZ gets up before breakfast for his 
schedules.

Traffic: W8ADE 18 AKB 132 AQN 140 BES 3 BRZ 2 
CHH 3 DGM 2 DXC 7 EDC 74 EEW 10 EFH 22 EML 
1600 FXZ 17 GDI 49 GET 1 GHM 3 GJY 45 GKO 383 
GYK 12 GYY 14 HBJ 12 HCT 2 HRS 144 HYD 31 HZK 
20 I AY 14 QP 470 RR 46 W8AEW 363 ATF 14 OML 16 
RHE 13 RKZ 9 SNZ 6.

MARYTAND-DELAWARE-DISTRICT OF COLUM
BIA—SCM, H. E. Hobbs, W3CIZ — R.M.’s: 3CQS, 
3CXL. Chief R.M.: 3BWT. ECP soon will be out of hospital, 
and expects to be on the air shortly. ICT runs daily schedule 
with A.A.R.S. Net. HUM has new e.c.o. that works OK. 
BHE reports W.M.A.B. Club starting the winter season 
full of pep. GUT has another Jr. opr. HAL says the emer
gency net on 1888 kc. is working out well, and has enough 
members to give 24-hour service if necessary. 9PCJ moved 
from Alton, LU., to Washington, D. C., where he is 3IHE at 
1341 Fairmount St,, N. W.

Traffic: W8BWT 658 BKZ 286 CXL 280 (WLM 2898) 
HUM 251 GYQ 39 CIZ 554 COG 9 ICT 44.

SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY —SCM, Lester H. Allen, 
W3CC0—Ass’t SCM, Ed G. Raser, W3ZI. R.M.’s: 
3BYR, 3BEI, 3ZL P.A.M.: 3GNU. With this writing we 
bring to a close the calendar year. Highlights: 3AC was 
National High Scorer in the First Ultra High Frequency 
Contest. 3PC was Section. High Scorer for both ‘phone and 
c.w. in the 11th International DX Contest. 3 BZX was high 
scorer in the Section for the Official Relay Stations, with 
3BEI high man for the Official Phone Stations. 3EUH wras 
high scorer in Section for the 160 Meter W.A.S. Contest. 

3ZI was appointed Radio Aide by the Army Amateur Radio 
System for the State of New Jersey. 3EDP is high-ranking 
member of the DX Century Club. Last but not least, the 
Delaware Valley Radio Association set new record in the 
way of attendance in the entire East by states represented 
at their last outing and hamfest. A vote of thanks and con
gratulations to these men for their untiring accomplish
ments in proving that South Jersey has the stuff. Welcome 
GNM, IIN and ACC to the A.E.C. Supporting Division. 
AID is new Official Observer. IHO is new O.P.S. HMR 
joined the ranks of O.R.S., and OQ is the latest O.B.S. 
Look for HMR on 3700 and 7178 kc. TIC is a new call 
in Mount Holly. FJW is on 28-Mc. ’phone. ATJ operates 
on 14 Me. HAV is building an e.c.o. AFH has a 3-element 
rotary beam for 28 Me. MI is busy demonstrating the 
Emergency Unit for Western Union and lining up Emer
gency Coordinators and A.E.C. members. FFE is student at 
Univ, of Penna. IGZ is active on 3.9- and 14-Mc. ’phone. 
Welcome to South Jersey. Bill. HEO works lots of DX. 
DEK is working 7-Mc. c.w. and 14-Mc. ’phone. BMB is 
putting a rig on 1.75-Mc. ’phone, BPH is working 14-Mc. 
’phone. BIN has a nice signal on 3.9 Me. OQ is working 
three 'phone bands, doing a sw'ell job with his O.B.S., 
O.P.S. and O.O. appointments. GYM and EBA are operat
ing on 1.75 Me. DNU keeps daily schedules with 8NDE, and 
is willing to QSP anywhere. HWO returned to 1.75-Mc. 
’phone. GAF will have ’03A in final when completed. CFT 
is quite busy with 7 Me. FTU is doing FB on 3.9- and 
1.75-Me. ‘phone. GRW is experimenting with cathode 
modulation. CFS has a new receiver, 9-tube super; Steve 
also reports he is building a rotary beam for 28 and 14 
Me. VE has a new shack. CCC is building an e.c.o. SW is 
looking for recruits in the Naval Reserve. GLG is using the 
BX in the house wiring for an antenna on 3.5 Me. HKO will 
spend the Christmas Holidays with his family and will then 
leave for the Northwest, where he will conclude his South 
Pule lectures; Bud reports carrying portable gear and 
operating on 3535 and 3700 kcs. A few more O.R.S. and 
O.P.S. appointees are needed in our Section. Applications 
or recommendations are urged. Let’s not forget the old 
adage, "There’s Volume in Numbers." With this in mind, 
South Jersev is bound to be on top. Season’s Greetings to 
all — Your S.C.M.

Traffic: W3EFM 128 ZL 116 BZX 110 HDW 71 BYR 70 
CFS 52 DNU-HPX 46 1HD 43 EUH 39 FBM 30 GMY 21 
BWK 20 GNM 19 BEI-VE 18 CCO 15 GRW 14 GCU 11 
AEJ 9 OQ 6 GEV 5 BIC 4 AFH 3 BAY-HLV 2 HMR 1. 
WLNJ 39 WLNV 28,

WESTERN NEW YORK- SCM, H. E. Preston, 
W8CSE — R.M.’s: 8BJO, 8DSS, 8FCG, 8JTT. P.A.M.: 
8CGU. E.C.’s: 8G WY, 8RGA, 8RVM, 8SBV. Section O.R.S. 
Net frequency: 3720 kc. Activity is showing a decided 
increase. RZF joined the Navy and is stationed at Newport, 
R. I. SZK will have about 50 watts to the final when rebuilt. 
GWY attended Vermont State Convention at Rutland. 
NN J is consistently active on 3.9-Mc. ’phone and is helping 
TEP build larger rig for all bands. RVM, rebuilding, will 
have P.P. T20’s in the final. KYM got his Class " A ’' ticket. 
QLV is proud papa of a bouncing Junior op. PWU is new’ 
Class 4 Observer. TXB and RTW are getting fine results on 
112 Me. KKE is very interested in 112 Me. IGT visited 
Wl.AW while on his vacation. CP spent a couple hours in a 
round-table QSO with, three other two-letter calls. QGS, 
DKM and JNIJ held daily get-togethers at the. hospital, 
when each was presented with a new assistant operator. On 
October 1st. PLA, FCG, RKM and SBV and their families 
visited CSE. That made a young hamfest, too. SMI and 
XYL spent a day with CSE while on their vacation. The 
Central New’ York Radio Club of Syracuse has opened its 
fall season in new club rooms in the Dennison Bldg, on 
East Fayette Street. The club meets regularly on Thursday 
nights, and all Central New York hams will find a hearty 
welcome. KYR is doing a little traffic work, again. The 
employees of the New* York Telephone Co. in the Section 
who operate 3.9-Mc. ’phone have formed an association. 
At the present it includes ALP, CSE, DSU, IGT, KXN and 
SED. Weekly meetings are held on the air. Other telephone 
men are invited to send their names and operating fre
quencies, either ’phone or c.w., to 8DSU. SBV took in the 
World’s Fair. BJO is N.C.S. of W.N.Y. O.R.S. Net. KDY 
works from 2 p.m, to midnight, and says not much doing on 
L.8-Mc. ’phone during his hours off. CTX broke in on the 
O.R.S. Net one night. Let’s have more reports on local 
activities. Thanks.

Traffic; W8PWU 15 RVM 11 DHU 5 SZK 2 RKM 69
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SBV 54 BJO 94 PLA 118 FCG 281 JQE 195 DSS 19 CSE 
63 JTT 49.

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA — SCM, Kendall Speer, 
Jr,, W80F0 — Ass’t SCM in charge of Emergency. Co
ordination, W8AVY. New appointment: R.M.-N.C.R. 
Liaison, W8QBK. MJK made B.P.L. on deliveries. YA says 
there is a new gang at Penn. State, and that YA will be 
going with a new gang of operators. NGJ and YF attended 
the Jamestown Hamfest. KWA says Battey, and Hal Bubb 
of W1AW visited at his home. QAN is alternating schedules 
with KWA. QBK says they have a new radio code class at 
Altoona. CKO is nominee for Alternate Director for the 
Atlantic Division. OKS is using 8 watts with excellent re
sults. DDC is plugging at T.L. “ M.” BIT is active in the 
A.A.R.S. SIL, QFAI. QFR and NZR left for Pensacola, 
Fla., for active dutj- in the N.C.R. IOH is rebuilding. RAU 
savs RBM, HY and GUX have new Skyrider receivers. 
HKU, BOZ, SVT, TWI, TOJ and JSQ attended the James
town Hamfest. OSI moved to 7713 Tuscarora St., Wilkins
burg. NSY will be active with a 11Q120X receiver and 
higher powered transmitter. EYY says the Altoona Horse
shoe Club is going to build a club house. NUG uses a single
wire-fed antenna and e.c.o. HRD has his new 14-Mc. 
antenna in operation. RYC operates 14236-kc. ’phone. 
RAT says SWT will be on 28 Me. as soon as the new steel 
tower is delivered. QVF uses a Alims 14-Mc. beam. RIS has 
made over 150 DX contacts on 28 Me. in the past month 
with his Mims antenna, says PJJ. KXP worked XU8AII 
for his W.A.C. BTV got married. Congrats. KXQ wants 
state auto license tags with ham calls. What say? WHLN 
is a student at the Pittsburgh Westinghouse Student School.

Traffic: W8YA 240 NCJ 177 MJK 173 KWA 153 QAN 
118 DNX 75 QBK 60 CKO 53 OKS 51 MOT 34 DDC 28 
NDE 24 OFO 22 BIT 11 CMP 8 RTV 5 SIL 4 TOH-KAU 2 
HKU I.

HUDSON DIVISION

EASTERN NEW YORK —SCM, Robert E. Haight, 
W2LU — LSD keeps twice weekly schedules with 250 

F.T.S. stations. KWG reports nice traffic work from West 
Point. LU on 3530 kc. wanffi contacts with E.N.Y. members. 
LEI is operating from Altamont and Albany. KXF joined 
A.E.C. and tock over T.L. ”G” in place of GTW. MHW, 
new O.R.S., sports new Sky Buddy. FQG schedules our good 
friend. HOA daily. HNH is off to Long Island to school; 
sorry to have him leave E.N.Y. BEW and YF attended 
Hudson Div. Convention. DVC ou 3907-kc. 'phone is a 
100% rag-chewer. ALP schedules 5HGC and 6USA on 28 
Me. LLU keeps Feura Bush hot; schedules 1MBM and 
3FDF. JZG is Sec. R.P.I. Radio,Club. SZ is open to any 
traffic available. Congrats to 2KW; he walked away with 
transmitter as 1st prize at Hudson Div. Convention; also 
the code contest. ¿DC got second prize, the receiver. Our 
" Well Done” to 2KUD, 2AMM and the Committee for the 
swell convention they put over. EWD operates on 7- and 
14-Mc. c.w., not on 2H meters as stated in Oct. QST. LOR, 
our new O.R.S., is welcomed. As your S.C.M. I extend to all 
members of E.N.Y. mv best wishes for the Holiday Season.

Traffic: W2LSD* 168 KWG 86 LU 58 LEI 29 KXF 25 
MHW 20 FQG 7 HNH 4 BEW 2.

NEW YORK CITY AND LONG ISLAND — SCM, E. 
L. Baunach, W2AZV — LID and LGK ate now O.R.S. We 
are getting close to the fifty mark in O.R.S., but we want 
one hundred O.R.S. in the Section. This Section covers the 
greatest city in the world, and we have the lowest amount of 
activity for the number of stations that are licensed here. 
The county of Manhattan does not have an Emergency 
Coordinator, and very few’ members in the A.E.C. Anyone 
who is interested in applying for E.C. for Manhattan, and 
thinks he can do a good job, should get in touch with 2DBQ. 
The Section Net operates every night at 8:30 p.m. E.S.T. on 
3710 kc. All stations are invited to join in, either for a rag
chew or to move some traffic. MKX of the 18th Infantry at 
Fort Hamilton is going to Fort Benning, Ga., and is looking 
for any stations that will schedule him for traffic to Fort 
Hamilton. EC of the A.P. Trunk Line is looking for an alter
nate station to hold schedules. Please get in touch with him 
if you can operate on 3630 kc. CHK is now N.C.S. of the 
southern N.Y. A.A.R.S. 'Phone Net, and is looking for more 
stations to join the net. Write CHK for full information. 
AEU and AXZ are members of HAI J’s 7-Mc. A.A.R.S. Net. 
SC keeps his total above the five hundred mark. The stork 
brought BGV his first Jr. op. on Aug. 26th. In absence of 
real DX on 14 Me., BGV, KYX, KQI, IFK, GAIW and LEE 
get together on Mon., Wed. and Fri. at 11 p.m., and have a 

round table, calling themselves the “Wackey Owls Club* 
KI is on daily at 5:45 p.m. 0113674 kc, KJY is back in Brook
lyn after a trailer trip through the West. and. what ideas he 
has on antennas from the West Coast gang! PF has his 
30FX for sale. LOQ is at new QTH: 315 W. 19th St., N. Y. C. 
LBI received Class A ticket. EXR did some nice work help
ing the “ Bronx Revolver and Rifle Ass’n and a N. H. club” 
to organize a ride match. FYR is operating from Syracuse on 
7171 kc. ELK is on with a complete new outfit. IXQ is using 
cathode modulation on a TZ40. LPJ is replacing his 6L6 
final with an 809. New' officers of the Queens Radio Ama
teurs: Pres., LPJ; Vice-Pres.-Treas., KFW; Secy., GXC, 
The Seventy-Three Club has resumed its winter meetings. 
Anyone desiring to attend should write CWP for informa
tion. IXQ has formed a new vlnb in Brooklyn, called the 
Midwood Radio Club. HGO is spending most of his time 
experimenting on his 56-Mc. transmitter. The Suffolk Ama
teur Radio Club began its winter activities with a meeting at 
Riverhead on Oct. 26th. BFA, DOG. KO A, LEB, LVB and 
LVN of the eastern end of L, I. are all active on 1.7-Mc. 
’phone. IOP is completely rebuilding his rig to use lOOTH’s 
in the final. CWP is on 7-AIc. c.w. and 28-Mc. ’phone. DOG 
is rebuilding his audio amplifier to use 2A3. LZR can take 
any traffic for the West. APAI, BVE ami HHW are going in. 
for HK24’s. HBO i-s on the TuBoro R,C. Net every Sunday 
at 11 a.m. LG is pounding brass on a tanker. LGK is install
ing P.P. ’45’s in the final. The Section Net is very much in 
need of stations in Manhattan and the Bronx for outlet 
traffic. AHG has again changed QTH. A new club has been 
organized in N. Y. C. the Metropolitan Amateur Radio 
Society. An accessible meeting place has been secured. A 
150-watt ’phone transmitter will be put, into use. Many ac
tivities are planned. Those interested in membership or 
further information should contact the secretary, B. N. 
Gerisler, W2f.NI, 573 Chester St., Bronklvn.

Traffic: W2SC 548 LZR 358 LPJ 351 ITX 202 (WLNW 
167) LR 123 HAI J 194 KI 119 DBQ 116 tWLNB 134) 
AXZ 99 PF 98 AZV 70 GDF 40 AEU 37 IOP 35 LGK 29 
EXR-JCA 24 EC 17 AA 15 LBI 14 CHK 13 CIT 12 CWP 
I I DHK 10 ADW 9 AZM 8 BYL 7 GRJ-KYV 6 MKX 8 
CET-DMM 5 DOG-CEN 4 AHG-LID-FLD 3 HYL- 
HBO-HGO 2 HYC (WLNX 48).

NORTHERN NEW JERSEY — SCM, Joseph P. Jes
sup, W2GVZ- R.M.’s: 2BCX, 2BZJ, 2CGG, 2GVZ. 
P.A.M.: 2HNP. Section Net frequency: 3630 kc. New ap
pointments: R.M.: BZJ; E.C. HNT; O.R.S. LXI; O.B.S. 
EKU. HHY took over T.L. ” L” job with BCX as alternate 
on 3615 kc. The Bloomfield Radio Club has re-organized and 
is building a pj-kw. rig for 3.5-Mc. c.w. and 3.9-AIc. ’phone 
and a low-power job for 1.75 Me. ’phone. LAIN and LXI 
joined the Section Net. DYO and IYQ hanker to become 
O.R.S. JDC made first report, with 606 total handled in 
F.T.8. on 7 Ale.; he won a bug, too. That's what AUGHT be 
called a fair beginning. Seven traffic reports came in too late 
for last month's report. 1 have to get them at the latest by 
the 19th. Please give. EKU gave up 14-Mc. 'phone for 1.75 
Me. DZ V, the old spark addict, is back and building a bigger 
combined station with EKU. JRU is fixing to go multi-rig 
with separate exhalers on 7 and on 14-28 Ale. IQM moved 
down the street, and will bp on soon. BZJ is doing an excel
lent job with A.E.C. planning for the shore area in Alon- 
mouth and part of Ocean County. The gang down there 
really means business. New officers for Jersey Shore Ama
teur Radio Ass’n: AIW, Pres.; FQK, V.-P.; LMB, Sec.; 
AER. Treas. Total A.E.C. registrations for the whole Sec
tion are up to 90, including 20 emergency-powered, but that 
is only a fraction of what we should have. I have lots of 
lonely application blanks looking for an owner. Can do? 
LAO is joining the Navy. 5GUR/2 at Ft. Monmouth is a 
DXer. KIF moved across town. JT is still figuring out which 
Is which on his 100-kc. bar. EQS is Sec. of The L/C Club in 
Jersey City, DYO and IYQ are new O.R.S. SN has received 
a mess of cards from Messarabia. Better send him your re
turn envelopes, KNQ left the fold and became 3IZZ. AMF 
has new putter-outer on 28 Me. MW suffers from skywiritis. 
or antenna debility. DVU moved to Saddle River and put up 
a rotary. JDC is new O.B.S. 2MLM/1 at Exeter wants 
1.8-Mc, schedule with a Bergen County station. ABS is 
building new skyhook. LAG has the rebuilding itch. So has 
JUU. MKW has new receiver.

Traffic: W2BCX 258 (WLNF 225) GVZ 220 (WLNI 6) 
CGG 182 LMN 154 HCO 131 JDC 105 LXI 112 HQL 45 
(WLNR 54) LAO 23 HHY 22 KHA 19 JUU 18 BZJ 7 JRU 
3 2 MEO I. (Aug.-Sept.: W2JDC 600
CGG 169 JKG 32 HDJ 10 ISF 6 CIZ 3.
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GROSS
Radiophone & CW Transmitter

Gross CB-150
Input —150 watts

Coils available for 30, 
14, 7, 3.5, and 
1.7 me

Class B modulation

All the very latest 
type tubes used 
throughout

Completely self con
tained from mike 
jack to antenna tun
ing unit

•

Descriptive Bulletins 
on Request

GROSS RADIO, Inc.
51 Vesey Street New York

Cable Address GROSSING

RADIO OPS 
WANTED!

In recent months the newspapers have run many 
| articles about the Navy, Coast Guard and the Army g 

looking for trained radio operators. It is a very inter
esting career for the expert radioman/

You can qualify for your commercial license and a 
good rating by taking CANDLER TRAINING in 
your own home as thousands of code operators have 

done In the last twenty-five years.
You will get the same personal 
cooperation from Walter Candler 
as McElroy and McDonald, the 
WORLD’S CHAMPIONS, re
ceived!

The New BOOK OF FACTS 
gives you the story of the cham
pions and many inside tips that 
will help you. It Is FREE, a postal 
will bring it to you. No obligation.

CANDLER SYSTEM
DEPT. Q-12 

ASHEVILLE, N. C.

193»lFieId Day

(Continued from page 4$) 

conditions were perfect, reception was very clear and there 
was plenty of action from Field Day stations on all bands. 
7 Me. was jammed with “FD” from morning ’til night. 
Members of the dub that do not hold ham licenses did a 
very good job of helping build the Field Day shack and the 
operating tables, and helped in a million other ways. — 
New Haven Amateur Radio Association, WtGB/1.

A schedule was drawn up with two operators operating the 
rig for 2-^ hours, while two others had to watch the motor 
(about 75 feet away) and keep the voltage constant. We had 
a swell time all night lying around a giant campfire, roasting 
spuds and toasting bread, trying to keep warm. No sleep was 
enjoyed by all. Hi. The highlight of the contest was working 
the Headquarters gang at W1EH, Sunday morning.— 
West Side Radio Club, VESJJ.

The site selected was a pasture on a farm near Walts, 
Mich., and a wooded grove, in the midst of which the four 
tents were set up, provided the necessary supports for the 
antennae. Power was entirely supplied by a 1200-watt, 110- 
volt a.c. generator belt-driven from the rear wheel of a Ford 
“A”; this arrangement functioned perfectly for 26 consecu
tive hours, running up some 700 miles on the speedometer. 
Each of the tents sheltered a complete station on 14, 7, 3.5 
and 1.75 Me. — Motor City Radio Club, W8MRM/8.

My first Field Day. Was one hour from home base to 
complete portable installation and on air. — W5DAQ/6.

Location: A summer resort called “Spring Bank Park” 
some 12 miles northeast of Sparta, Wis. A four-room cottage 
was rented and equipment installed therein. A small lake 
nearby furnished amusement for all. — W9WGP/9,

The location was a Dutch windmill about 80 feet high. 
All of the equipment was on the fifth floor which was about 
50 feet high. As two other groups from Des Moines were in 
the field, local competition was pretty strong. It was great 
sport and we enjoyed every minute of it. — WdYAW/9.

We worked thirty states and all districts during the 25 
hours, 24 minutes we were on. — Topeka Amateur Radio 
Operators, W9GRA/9.

This year found us on City Hall Tower (by special permis
sion of Mayor Wilson) with completely portable equipment 
and plenty of antenna problems. The wind velocity built up 
a static charge of electricity over the surface of this great 
bronze dome that could be heard, felt and seen. By putting 
the knuckles of your hand to the protective screening, arcs 
could be drawn and a neon bulb could be lighted to a fair 
degree of brilliancy. The whole tower was crackling and 
receiving was out of the question. The noise it created in the 
receivers resembled vibrator hash. After we had spent some 
time inspecting these conditions an electric storm of severe 
proportions made it necessary to move all the equipment 
inside the tower and, with limited space, we found our quar
ters quite cramping. Not being bad enough off, as it ware, a 
bolt of lightning struck the tower just below where we were 
huddled. Try to imagine being inside a large boiler when it 
was struck by an express train. The crash resounded down 
through the hollow tower while our members rang the bell 
for the elevator with more than violent enthusiasm. Oddly 
enough, these incidents add to our determination each year 
to take part the following year better prepared to meet such 
conditions. —- Ultra-High Frequency Club of Philadelphia, 
WSRK/8.

If one field day can be better than another, this one was it! 
— W9AB/9.

Low score is accounted for as follows: Trouble was ex
perienced with one rig, antennas had not much of a chance, 
and receiving conditions on Sunday hopeless. However, the 
grand old ham and picnic spirit prevailed, and the low score 
didn’t affect the air of the camp. About a dozen of the gang 
helped make camp and set up the rigs, while the following 
day brought some 100 visiting hams. We had noble support 
from the wives and YL's on the “eats” end of the affair. 
Well prepared were we, even down to flit guns for the mos
quitoes and oil for the red bugs. But all in ail, it was a bang- 
up affair and every one of us look forward to another swell 
outing on Field Day of 1940. — Galveston Amateur Radio 
Club, W5DIG/S.

This was the club’s first participation in the Field Day,
but certainly not the last. The location was about two miles
east of Port Jefferson, Long Island, at one of the Island’s
highest points. A good view of RCA’s Rocky Point Towers
is afforded. The two rigs each used a single 6L6 as an oscil-
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BLILEY B5 40-METER CRYSTAL UNIT
PUT । . 

YOUR PICTURES J J 
ON YOUR QSL’S • •
Send me a good picture of yourself. 
Snapshot will do, but a good por
trait from a real photographer is 
best. I’ll make as many of these lit
tle pictures as you wish, not less 
than 50, and they’ll be gummed, 
ready to stick on like stamps. 
They’re 2c each, and genuine pho
tographs. Send for samples.

EVERYONE KNOWS WHAT YOU SOUND LIKE; LET THEM SEE 
WHAT YOU LOOK LIKE. THEY’LL LIKE IT. AND SO WILL YOU.

THE HAM PICTURE MAN
52 Robert Street Pawtucket, R. I.

From the 
SMALLEST 

of them all 
to the 

LARGEST 
required 

Write Today for Data

I»©» 51chicago USsT.T T
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important components for building receivers for receiving Major 
Armstrongs Frequency Modulation type of transmissions NOW 
AVAILABLE.
3 Me. IF and Detection Transformers with band widths of 200 Kc. 
for High-Quality noiseless reception.
3 Me. Interstage Transformers — BL-3M — Amateur Net Price $1,20 
3 Me. Detection Transformers — BL-3D — Amateur Net Price 3,75
3 Me. IF Amplifier consisting of the mixer stage, two IF stages, 

limiter, detection system, and output volume control with d-c, 
switch built on 10W' x 9W chassis with all holes punched for 
RF tuner, power supply and push-pull audio power amplifier. 
IF amplifier wired and carefully aligned. Type BL-3.000A — 
Amateur Net Price...................  —-.............. . .... $24.90

High Frequency RF Tuner, wired, and aligned. Consists of a tuned 
antenna circuit, one stage of radio frequency amplification, and 
an oscillator circuit. Frequency range from approximately 40 to 
54 Me, Type BL-40T — Amateur Net Price...... ........ ..$11.70

4“ Sun-Ray finish, nickel silvered, vernier drive dial for Tuner — 
Type BL-40V — Amateur Net Price  ...........$2.10

The Yankee Network Frequency Modulated Station, W1XOJ, is 
transmitting on a frequency of 43 Me, From Meriden, Conn, , W1XPW 
is transmitting CBS programs on 43.4 Me. These programs may be re
ceived with ample signal strength in most parts of New England,

WRITE FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

IRftIDJIIO SIHIACIKi
IBT lURSHinGTan ST.. BOSTOn, mnss.. U.5.R. 

lator, with about 17 watts input. A pair of SW-3*s took care 
of receiving, with “B” Battery plate supply. For the trans
mitters we had four husky genemotors, two vibrapacks, 
and four rented storage batteries. — Sunrise Radio Club, 
W8SV/1.

The Maui Amateur Radio Club operated portable from 
summit of Haleakala, 10,032 ft. above sea leveL— K6FAZ/K6, 

We had the good fortune to have two rigs from the Chi
cago Radio Traffic Asdn in the same cow pasture (W9VS 
and W9ANR) and, needless to say, a good time was had by 
all. We even inspired the 17 year locusts to lustier brand of 
QRM. W9VS reported trouble from locusts and spiders in 
neutralizing and plate condensers. It will be a screened 
outfit next year! We think we learned a lot about portable 
operation, and we’re looking forward already to 1940’s 
F.D. — Freeport Amateur Radio Club, W9YDJ/9.

Field Day Participants
Club Station QSOs Score *

W9AIU/9 Egyptian Radio Club1.........,438-AB-9 5508
W2AER/2 Jersey Shore Amateur Radio

Assn................................. 313-A-7 4437
W1JHT/1 Bridgeport Amateur Radio Assn.3 283-A-5 4338
W3BEB/3 Frankford Radio Club 4......... . 301-A-3 4.214
W9TGB/9 York Radio Club»....................... 282-A-5 4194
W9RBI/9 Dells Region Radio Club*........... 328-A-5 3942
W2GW/3 Tri-County Radio Assn., Inc.7.., 245-A-6 3762
W8ODJ/8 Buckeye Short Wave Radio

Assn.«............................... . 295-A-6 3636
W8MRM/8 Motor City Radio Club 261-AB 3312
W3GKI/2 Tri States Radio Club »............ 257-A-7 3078
W8ICS/8 South Cleveland Radio Club11., 212-A-4 3024
W2OQ/2 Northern Nassau Wireless Assn.*4 201-A-3 2907
VE3KM Hamilton Amateur Radio Club13 184-A-4 2835
W2ACB/2 Schenectady Amateur Radio

Assn.*4............... . .................... 199-AC-4 2833
W9LIP/9 Northwest Amateur Radio

Club*»........................ . ........... 171-A-5 2701
W9LTC/9 Austin Radio Club*»..,............. 178-A-2 2664
W9YWX/9 Sheboygan Radio Amateur’s

Club*’.................................... 183-A-4 2655
W3AIR/3 Trenton Radio Society*»,...........163-A-3 2520
W3ATR/3 Beacon Radio Amateurs .. 155-A-3 2421
W2AVS/2 Suffolk County Amateur Radio

Club................. ................ 159-A 2358
W9KYC/9 St. Paul Radio Club4*................ 178-A-4 2340
W8NWH/8 K.B.T. Radio Club«................... 138-A-3 2205
W3DGM/3 Chester Radio Club»..,............151-A-2 2151
W8CHE/8 Steubenville Amateur Transmit

ter’s Assn.».............................  144-A-4 2079
W3GAG/3 Philadelphia Wireless Asan.».... 132-A-3 1998
W3QV/3 York Road Radio Club»............  123-A-3 1935
W9PRM/9 Wisconsin Valley Radio Assn..

Inc.»............... . ...................... 146-A-2 1899
W1DMD/1 Merrimack Valley Amateur Ra

dio Assn.»................... . 135-A-4 1872 t
W4NC/4 Winston-Salem Amateur Radio

Club, Inc.»...........................  166-B-2 1782
W8AIR/8 Westlake Amateur Radio Assn.80 131-A-2 1776 t
W6NAT/6 United Radio Amateur Club«*.. 154-A-4 1683
W8GWP/8 Utica Amateur Radi) Club»,.. 121-A-l 1683
W8JKN/8 Mountaineer Amateur Radio

Assn».....................................  107-A-4 1650
W6BGY/6 Society of Amateur Radio Oper

ators, Inc.34..................... . 155-AB-5 1641
W1DJC/1 Manchester Radio Club».......... 101-A-2 1638
W5HCA/5 The Kilocycle Club*’............... 86-AC-3 1630 * is

* The “power classification ’ used in computing the score
is indicated by A, B, or C after the number of QSOs shown. 
A indicates power up to and including 20 watte (multiplier 
of 3); B indicates power over 20 up to and including 60 watte 
(multiplier of 2); C indicates over 60 watts (multiplier of 1). 
More than one letter means that at different times power 
inputs fell within different classifications. An R or T after 
the score indicates that receiver or transmitter were supplied 
from the public mains; no indica ion after scores where work 
was entirely independent of mains, r or t is used where only 
part of operation used mains supply. The numeral following 
the letters A. B, C, etc., indicates the number of complete 
unite (transmitter plus receiver! in operation.
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Famous D-104 Model DN-50 Multi-Unit
Crystal Dynamic Crystal

Microphone Microphone Microphone

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE HAPPY AMATEUR
WAo Wi// Soon Have Christmas Money to Spend

How could you spend “that money given you for 
Christmas” to better advantage than for an Astatic 
Microphone ... in any one of the many attractive, 
efficient models available?

Astatic Microphones are of the highest type, made 
from the finest materials available,, sturdy in con
struction, flexible in their use, attractive in design 
and highly efficient in service.

SEE YOUR ASTATIC 

JOBBER OR WRITE 

FOR CATALOG NO. 12

ASTATIC MICROPHONE 

LABORATORY, INC.
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO

Crystal Products Licensed Under Brush Development Co. Patents. Astatic Patents Pending,

Z RADIO COURSES
New Classes Start in January 

nnorniTTWi?. a RPn* nCA C’TTNm * RADIO OPERATING • BROADCASTING • CODE 
RADIO SERVICING • TELEVISION

• ELECTRONICS — 1 year day course ; 2 years eve. 
Day and Evening Classes — Booklet upon request

NEW YORK YMCA SCHOOLS .
4 West 63rd Street, New York City As

The 1940 Type HFM Transmitter
Amateurs, expeditions and 
others in many countries 
find the Types HFM ready 
to deliver whenever needed. 
Special attention to details 
and the use of impregnated 
or oversized parts make 
these the outstanding jobs 
for dependability.

• Six bands with two 
crystals

• 36 watts r.f. amplifier
• Instantly changeable 6 or 

110 v. Net to amateurs... $57.60
Write for bulletins listing complete new line

RADIO TRANSCEIVER LABORATORIES
$627 115 Street Richmond HH1, New York City

Cable Address: ,,Ralralab,,

LEARN RADIO •TELEVISION 
60-pags catalog on request. Oldest, largest and best 
equipped In New England. Write for new catalog.

MASS. RADIO SCHOOL
18 Boylston Street Boston, Mass.

INSTANTLY
one to eight frequencies with the

Type CS1 crystal selector, from one to eight crystals can be 
plugged in the same as in a tube socket.
Contact is made one at a time by eight positions numbered on 
the dial plate.
All eight crystals are ready for Immediate use by a turn of the 
knob on the panel and while not in use are completely cut out 
of the circuit at the same time away from the danger of rolling 
off the chassis onto the floor.
Two wires connect the unit to the oscillator circuit, this not 
only simplifies wiring but reduces losses.
Only three holes need to be drilled for mounting which is 
easier than mounting one tube socket.
The type CS1 crystal selector Is chrome plated brass with 
polystyrene insulation.
The cost of this unit Is less than eight good sockets and a 
switch.

Net price, selector only, $4-95

THE VALPEY CRYSTALS
Box 321, Holliston, Mass.
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DET
YEARLY BINDERS

You should have at least 
two of them-one for your 
complete 1939 file of 
copies, and one for each 
1940 issue as published.

•
With each Binder is Furnished a sheet of gold 
and black gummed labels for years 1922 
through 1941. The proper one can be cut from 
the sheet and pasted in the space provided for 
it on the back of the binder.

•
Price $1.50 postpaid 

Available only in United States and Possessions 

THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE 
West Hartford, Conn.

Important new Field ofFers good jobs and 
salaries to men technically trained in

KMI0& thivision 
ENGINÍIRING

■ Don't set stuck! The newly developed branches of radio offer 
amazing opportunities for trained men in the expanding Reids of 
radio and television engineering. But it takes ABILITY to earn 
good money in the good jobs. You can improve your present 
position by training in your spare time. CREI courses in Practical 
Radio and Television Engineering have 
equipped other ambitious radiomen to insure 
their futures in radio by being prepared for 
the good jobs open to trained men. Where 
are you heading? Now is the time to find out!

Write for Free copy of 
'* The CREI Tested Plan**

48 interesting pages with scores of photo
graphs and complete outline and description 
of CREI radio and television courses.

W8ÜSA/8 Elmira Amateur Radio Assn.87.. 103-A-3 1575
W6KW/Ö Hi Fi Delta Radio Club»........... 122-AB-6 1542
VE2CO Montreal Amateur Radio Club» 83-A-3 1539
W9JU/9 HamfestersRadio Club, Inc.«... 93-A 1530
W9MCD/9 Cedar Rapide Amateur Radio

Club«.........................   97-A-l 1530
W3AQ/2 Delaware Valley Radio Asan.«.. 81-A-3 1440
W2LJY/3 North Newark Amateur Radio

Club«.................................. 87-A-4 1404
W6BKZ/6 North Shorea Radio Club«......... 103-A-3 1391
W9CEO/9 Central Illinois Radio Chib45... 107-A-4 1386
W8QBT/8 Northeast Amateur Radio Club« 96-A-3 1377
W4CDC/4 Chattanooga Amateur Radio

Club«...................................... 75-A-l 1341
W6MGJ/6 Helix Amateur Radio Club «... 87-A-3 1305

Club participants: tW9KEH, W9RCQ, W9EKY, W9EFC, 
W9WCM. W9AFE, W9PXN, W9DJG, W9DZG, W9BPN, 
W9BLL. W9GHW. W9NKS, W0OWD, W9THB, W9UXA, 
W9YRX. W9RVN. Couch. »W2GUM, W2FQK. W2HWX, 
W2IKL, W2KNH, W2LMB, W2HEM, W2LYY W2FZY, 
W2AER, W2HZT, W2BZJ. W2HFU, W2LAO, W2GSA. 
W2AIW, W2AFU, Tallman, Woolley. 8 W1AVC, WLAPA, 
W1APW, W1AMQ, W1IBH, W1KUH, W1ACV, W1IIS, 
W1JWN, W1IYB, W1LIG. W1GRU. W1GVK. W1KAB, 
W1LGN. 4 W3AGV, W3BES, W3BXE, W3CHH, W3DVE. 
W3ENH, W3ENX. W3EON, W3FlX W3FQG, W3FRY. 
W3FUF. W3FXN, W3GHD. W3GHM, W3GYv, W3HDH, 
W3HEH, W3HQE, W3HXA. W3KT. 5 W9TH, W9GY, 
W9WH, W9JO, W9NST. W9KA, W9VBI, W9TGB, W9QDG, 
W9MMU, W90VU, W9NAB, W9CJP. W9RTA, W9QITK, 
W9IWB. «W9DIR, W9EMO. W9HHR, WÖKQL, W9RBI, 
W9FGU, W9YYZ, W9WBN, W9WDI, W9NKT, W9B0K, 
W9SJD, W9AGG, W9LPW, Schneider, Schultz, Chambers. 
7 Twenty-five participants. 8 W8AXQ, W8BSR, W8BDG, 
W8CJL. W8GCI, W8FUP, W8KFW. W8LWE, W8KG, 
W8NZW, W8QYR, W8QWS, W8RZZ, W8SBA, W8SAF, 
W8SBE, W8SCF. W9LIJ, Held, Schmidt. Schott, Smelser 
Snyder, Way. • Participants not listed. « W2JRP, W2EXÖ. 
WèKHY. W2LVD, W2JOG, W2JFC, W2LAX, W2LCW. 
W2IQQ, W2CUR, W2FRÜ, W8MFÜ, W3AC. 11W8ICS. 
W8QBF, W8OQV, W8BFA, W80PG, W8KZX, W8NZI, 
W8FSS, W8MXI, W8PMO, W8LEM, W8LZC, W8OBG, 
W88AB. W8IKP, W8LJV, W8QJL, W8CKÜ, W8LXR, 
W8SBR, W8RPG, W8RPQ, W8PXN. « W2AHC, W2DUA. 
W2DXO, W2OQ, W2HQJ. W2ICO. W2AYJ, W2BWC, W2HYJ 
W2DPQ. W2KRX, W2GZS, W2LZF, W2INF, W2AZ8, 
W2ICX, Swanson. Harner. « VE3YR. VE3XR. VE3AVK, 
VE3KM. VE3AÜD, VE3QT. VE3GY, VE3NH, VE3AEZ, 
VE3JU, VE3AXW, VE3DC, VE3IA, VE3AEM, VE3OJ, 
VE3CJ, VE3AXV. VE3AOR, VE3RV, VE3ACG. «Twenty 
participants. » W9LBP. W9SUX. W9RJS, W9TLQ, W9EWG, 
W9MZC. W5GEM, W9P0P, W9GTM. W9NZS, W9WES, 
W9CG, W9GEH. W9UPV, W9BRY. «WÖLTC. W9NWE, 
W9QAX. W9OT8. W9ZMG, W9RMA, W9STG. W9VQE, 
W9UMV, W9UKZ, W9ZFP. W9ZS8. « W9ITH, W9JTZ, 
W9KYY, W9MYG, W9NVJ, W9NZP, W9OJI, W9QYH, 
W9RB0, W9SBH. W9SWJ, W9UJM, W9WSS, W9FHA, 
W9POS. W9BOA. W9QZO, Schraut, Schover, Grant, Bewerse. 
WW3HW. W3GFQ, W3AXÜ, W3HPE, W3EEQ, W3GCU, 
W3GNM, W3DEA, W3GEO, W3EDP, W3AWH, W3GHK, 
W3CFB. W3AIR, W3HGS, W3FNN. W3ENZ, W3FBT, 
W3HCL, W3IDY, W3GSR. Chunko. » W3BZC. W3CMW, 
W3CNP, W3CCD, W3DYL, W3ETA. W3FHD, W3GRF, 
W3HTRÎ, W3ATR. W6QYH. « W2HNY, W2GAH, W2DOG, 
W2LXK, W2ADW, W2AVS, W2LLI. W2FCH, W2IRC, 

W2CMI, W2EVB, W2LUD, W2KKM, W2BUK, 
W2JVZ, W2BIU. « W9YCR, W9JTE, W9QDF, 
W9MPW, W9ZWW, W9ORA. W9BBL, W9YTL, 
W9PKO. 29W8LFQ, W8CV, W8NWH, W8OWE, 
«W3DGM. W3CWQ, W3BIL, W3BNS, W3HNQ, 
W3ATK. 54W8JED, W8SFI, W8LGX, W8CHE, 

______  W8MJP. W8MUR. W8ERR, W8TW, W8MAM, 
W8FZP. Dvari. ^W3BYB, W3DFJT. W3DVG, W3DVY, 
W3EFH, W3FYC, W3GUV, W3GYK, W3HLZ, W3HML, 
W3HRG, W3HRD. W3HRV, W3ILR, Lenz. Ridgway, Shaw. 
M W3BYS, W3AJF, W3BWQ, W3ALB, W3AKB, W3CXU, 
W3DGC, W3DPU, W3EDC, W3EHZ, W3ERF. W3ETM, 
W3GRY W3GUB, W3QP. W3QV. W3HI0, W3HFE, W3GHY, 
W3FZQ, Witting. Yates. 87 W9RQM, W9LED, W9QIX, 
W9CFT. W9QDÖ, W9ZHG. W9FEO, W9FZC, W9ZTO, 
W9LWX. W9WJU, W9KXK. W9ESY W9QJB, W9PRM. 
«WlAWtr. W1BFT, W1ILN, W1IVU. W1JBA, WUCA, 
W1JJD, W1LIN, W1LVG, W1FTJ. «W4CXF. W4ABT. 
W4BOlt W4CFÄ, Macklin, W4DCÖ, Blum, Snow, Tuttle, 
Mowery. Posey Snow. 80 Fifteen participants. 81 Participants 
not listed. « W8QJH, W8GWP. Walczak, W8LGR. W8QFE, 
W8QXB, Johnson. W8MKA, W8QWE, W8QXA, W3HPZ, 
W8LVZ. »W8ASI, W8JRL. W8JM, W8EHA, W8GBF, 
W8OXO, W8NTV, W8MIS. W8MIP, W8JKN. 8< Seventeen 
participants. » W1BEQ, W1KKS, W1LMK. W1DJC, W1LXH, 
W1LXX, WILZR. H Twenty participants.87 W8SBV, W8OCP, 
W8C3JJ, W8LYF. W8RZF, W8ADV« W8NOU. W8TNP, 
W8KBâ, W8SWB, W8DZC, W8GWW. »WßlCC, W6PVP, 
W6OIY, W6OH8, W6KW. W6MEB, W6PCE, W6OAN, 
W6NIJ, W6JMI. ” VE2LC, VE2EE, VE2CS, VE21C, VE2HF, 
VE2OB, VE2CO. «Ward, Rousar. Wlot, Franke, George, 
Powers, Zornes, Minnick, Gauin. « Participants not luted. 
«W3GmJ, W3CC0, W3ZI, W3HKO, W3VE, W3CCC, 
W3AFH, W3CES, W3GRW, W3GEV, W3EUEL W3BAQ, 
W3HTJ, W2LZZ? W2KTX. « W2H0Z, W2IGT, W2ISV, 
W2IWY, W2IXD, W2IYQ. W2JFB, W2JSF. W2KON, 
W2KRA?W2KTJ. W2LGY/W2LIJ, W^LJY. W2LTLScheid. 
« W6QKZ, W6CHV, W6PFQ, W6EWU. W6QEZ, W6LYF, 
W6PAX, W6PDP, W6APG. 45 Twenty-three participants. 
«Fifteen participants. 47 W4CBA. W4PL, W4CDC, W4GAB. 
«W6BZE. W6NBJ. W6BIG, W6OVL, W6ANU. W6LYY, 
W6NWY, W6JRM, W6FMJ. W6EPW. W6MMV, W6BHF, 
W6FTT. b W9TCÉ, W9OAW, W9END, W9VLT, W9NWG, 
W9FOJ, W9EBX. W9ARA, W9PE3, W9PDR. W9QJM, 
W9NVW, W9SMY, W9WQG, W9ECD.
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W2BFA, 
W2EBT, 
W9ZGT, 
W9IBD, 
W8NVJ. 
W3CSN, 
W8JKG,

Capitol Radio Engineerins Institute
D.pt. Q-12, 3124 16th Street, N.W., Warhinston, D. C.



{Photo by WöONQ)
W6USA.’s DeLuxe Dual Three — Golden Gate Exposition

Mims

News
Dear OM:

W6USA is probably the most modern and 
outstanding amateur transmitter ever built. 
It was most fitting that the DeLuxe Dual 
Three be selected for the radiator to be used 
with it. A combination of the two has pro
duced a signal of the best.

MIMS RADIO CO.
SIGNAL SQUIRTER

PRODUCTS
TEXARKANA ARK. TEX.

Quoting their idea of it — “To say we are 
pleased is putting it mildly.” Need any more 
be said?

An even greater advantage is there for the 
user of lower power for the multiplying 
power factor quickly lifts him well up. 
Doubling your transmitter power increases 
your signal by % R. The DeLuxe Three 
Elements Mims Beams give you about six 
times this increase and, better still, in the direc
tion you want to use when you want it there.

Can you afford to do without one?
73
m’ P. MIMS, W5BDB

See Your Parts Distributor

Now CHOOSE the Sound You Want
TURNER Model 44X CRYSTAL

Selective 
Directional

Changeable 
25 Ft. Cable 
Set and Full 
Tilting Head

Moisture 
Proof Crystal

Blast Proof

Automatic 
Barometric 

Compensation

Mechanical 
Shock Proof

CHOOSE the 
sound you want 
to amplify! 44X 
has 13-15 DB 
differential be
tween front 
and rear pick
up, so can be 
considered 
dead at back. 
Reduces feed
back. High 
level -58DB
with 25-ft. cable lines. Range 30-10,000 cycles. Satin chrome 
finish.

Complete, with List 
25-ft. Change- ca
able Cable Set. **/

Write for Details 

The TURNER CO.
904 17th St. N.E. 

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
Licensed Under Potent» of The Brush Development Co.
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III STOCK! ’

New CATHODE MODULATED Kit
200 Watt Cathode Modulated Transmitter 

using New RCA 812 tubes
Complete kit of parts for modulator and Class C including panels, 
punched chassis and B.&W. coils for one band.............. Net $36,50 
1 Set RCA tubes, Audio and RF............................. Net $12.92
3 Triplett 227 meters............................................................Net $5,87
Power supply for above complete with tubes, switches,.
safety lights, panel, and punched chassis..................  .Net $46.95

•
New RCA Zirconium Coated 

ANODE TUBES 
Type 811 — Hi mu 225 watts input 
Type 812 — Low mu 225 watts input 

Requires only 6^ watts Driving Power
For either type only........... .....................  Net $3,50

New BUD XT25 Kit
25 Watt Transmitter or Exciter unit.....................................Net $18,00
Complete with RCA 802 — 2 6L6G Ceramic Base tube 3 inch 
meter and coils for any band...............................................Net $29.50

New ASTATIC Dynamic Microphone
Equipped with plug connector and tilting head. Net, only $11.75

New MILLEN HETROFIL... .Net $3.50

New BRUSH High Fidelity 
Phonograph Pickup

Model PL-20 —with polished sapphire stylus.,...........Net $22.50
Model PL-50 — with polished sapphire stylus. .......Net $45.00

Write for descriptive folder

PHOTOELECTRIC ALARM
Complete with light source, chime gong and mirror. Net, only $12.50

Write for descriptive literature

ALL STANCOR TRANSMITTER KITS IN STOCK

LUCITE
Unbreakable Feeder Spreaders

2"............................................................................. . .................. Net 15c
4"........... —.............  ................ Net 18c
6".................................................................................................. Net 21 c

•
ST ACO Antenna Relay

110 V AC. — 4 Amp. contacts. Net, only. ............... .$2.55
----------------------------------------

EXPORT ORDERS SOLICITED 
Mail Orders Promptly Filled

OUR VALUE IS OUR RECORD OF LOYAL SERVICE

(fydio Company /Lm? Lfctik
103 WEST 43rd STREET • NEW YORK. N. Y.

CABLE ADDRESS: "HARADIO”

W9TCK/9 Cahokia Amateur Radio Club w. 92-A-5 1269
W6IRV/6 San Joaquin Valley Radio Club” 95-A-4 1260
W8OAJ/8 Valley Key and Mike Club51... 73-A-2 1260
W9EQP/9 Milwaukee Radio .Amateurs’

Club, Inc.“.............................. 88-A-3 1260
VE3JJ West Side Radio Club5*....... 77-A-l 1224
W8MGQ/S Key KfixKIub of Detroit54..... 64-A-2 1215
W8HQW/8 Finger Lakes Transmitting So-

ciety“....................  101-AB-l 1203
W8MLV/8 Aerial Radio Club55........... 80-A-l 1143
W4DW/4 Raleigh Amateur Radio Club57,, 107-B-3 1104
VE1MK Halifax Amateur RadioClub5*., 77-A-3 1071
W5WG/5 Louisiana Tech Radio Club .. 68-A-3 1062
W8BOS/6 Palomar Radio Club50.. ............. 73-A-4 1035
W8MCL/8 Bluefield Amateur Radio Club51. 41-A-l 972
WUQ/1 Associated Radio Amtew* of

Southern New England, Inc.51. 47-A-l 963
W8EDA/8 Toronto Amateur Radio Club5*. 63-A-l 954

“W6KUT, W6ONX. W6JPÜ, W60WL, W6IRV, W6Q0S, 
W6KWA, W6JW8» W6NJF, W6JCB, W6FNR, W6QOO, 
W6PBJ. MW8OJLL W8MWV. W8IYQ, W8BVP, W8QHS. 
W8SFG, W8CJF, W8HLA.W8KCV. « Participants not listed. 
« VE3Ab, VE3dS, VE3AWX, VE3APG, VE3HB, VE3ANQ, 
VE3APO, VE3AIB, VE3LR, VE3AXG, VE3AHV, VË3AED. 
W W8KXX, W8MGQ. W8OOR, W8RMH. W W8BGV, W8DSU 
W8HQW. W8CTJ, W2LWI, W8NQC, W8BDV. 55 W8JTI, 
W8OYI. W8OAE. W8NXI. W8NYY. W8EXI. W8FGV. 
W8LGM, W8RIM. W8JXH. W8FIG, W8SJC, W8SLF. 
W8TOL, W8LBH, W8NYP, W8TNH. w Twelve participants. 
MVE1HK, VE1KG, VE1HJ. VE1EU, VEIMZ. VE1BC, 
VE4AFT, VE1KB. VEUM/VE3ALK, VE1FO. » W5AXD, 
W5CTU, W5DRX, W5FUS, W5FVD, W5GCTX, W5ECH, 
W5HSW, W6WG. «W6NXR, W6JRQ, W6PDH, W6NCÜ, 
W6OUQ, W6NNH, W6B0S, W6DAZ.W6CLT. » W8EWM, 
W8HUK, W8ING. W8KBÜ, W8MCL, W8MCR. W8MOP, 
W8NAÜ, W8OFE, W8SUR, W8SVB. W3AAF. •* W1LAB, 
WIKWA, W1BOŸ, W8RJX. W1CPV. » W8RDA. W8OVN, 
W8RUR, W8QCZ. HW8HKT, W8JZD, W8PYP, W8SCS, 
W8SDH, W8RAE. 55 W8ESR, W8NTJ, W8SVT, W8NBD, 
W8PMY. W8HKU, W8LIQ, W8TOJ, W8BOZ, W8LTQ. 
••WSAFW. W5BRR, W5FVK, W5GAL, W5BJZ, WÔHPM. 
W5HMV. W5GEB, W5MH. W5HEZ. W5GXQ. W4BGO, Hol
lander. 57W4DIJ, W4ESQ, W4CFA. W4FVM. W4DQE, 
W4FCH, W4ESX. » W6JRZ, W6GEZ. W6RGN. W6MYJ, 
WGQKPj, W6PRX, W6LYB. •• W2GTW, W2KXF, W2LOR, 
W2MHW.w W3FÜM, W3GPH, W3H0S. W3HWY. W3HWN. 
W3IAY, W3EUC. « W1KHE, W1AGW, W1JJY, W1CBZ, 
W1IKU, WHCA, W1HQL. « W9CTN, W9TMD, W9YMF, 
W9TSN W9RLA, W9IVD. « W9ADJ. W9YKY, W9Y0B, 
W9KNV, W9YJX, W9GCW, W9ANW, W9APT, W9AOZ, 
W9GLA, W9BLK. W9AKO, W9ULQ, W9VOD. W7DXQ. 
w W8SG (Howe), W8ALG, W8NQZ, W8HMH. » W1KZB, 
W1LPQ, W1JLT, W1LÜD. W1CIX W1AMS. W1BKG. 
«W3CVA, W3EÉI, W3EKZ, W8ESM, W3FAM, W3FJE, 
W3HAL. W3GR, W3GWS, W3IEN. ^WSASQ, W5CEZ, 
W5ABK* W5ESG, W5ESÜ, W&BWN, W5GZA, W5EIA, 
W5HFW, Barger, Hasz. McNiece, Ruas, Smith, Terrill. 
« WIFSY. WIGAk, W1GAZ. W1AAJ. « ^QTQL. WÔPGW. 
W9PCZ, ^Tesladek, Zienty. •• Four participants, 11W5AYF, 
W5BRX, W6CR W5ER8, W5FCM, W5FDQ, W5FFW. 
WfiFHZ, W5FWZ, W5GIN, W5GGJ, W6GJZ. W5GRÔ. 
W5HGD, W5HGJ, W5HKG. W5HQQ, W5HQX. W5HRJ, 
W5LW, W5WI. »»WSCTA, W5QNY, W5GNX, W5CLV, 
W5GVX, W5BRV, Anderson, Clark. Williams. Johnson. Clai
borne. W’WIBBG. W1HA, W1JYB, W1JFX, WIFGX, W1PG, 
W1LWM, W1RH. •< WÎKIK, W1LQS, W1AÜN, WLADE, 
W1DCH, W1LLX. »» W4EOS, W4FDA, W4EID. W4EUD. 
W4FAN, W4EOE. * W8RQT, W8PUZ, W8AAR, W8IBÜ, 
W8QKnL W8AFE, W8QBE, W8QKL, W8QKS, W8RRQ. 
” WÔPXV. W9PEQ, W9RIY, W9GDW, W9KGK, W9DGK. 
W9STF, Freeman? Gable. ««W7FR8. W7HBD, W7FXF, 
W7HCR, W7CKG, W7GJC. « W9AZN, W9AKY. W9EXH, 
W9EWY. W9HSK, W9WZ. W9QpL, W9OME. « W3GFZ, 
ex-W3FQV. W3G±R, W3GIW, Levy. « W9VS. W9HPG. 
»« Five participants. « W9JVC, W9TLC, W9NGG, W9NIU, 
W9QLZ; W9VF8, W9BIN, W9N00, W9ZEN. W9LNI, 
W9TAY, Maclennan. WnewsM, Balaarinl. ”W8FTW, 
W8IXJ. W8QOD. WBQQK. » Participants not listed. 
« W8jda. W8QGS, W8QDS, W8BJH, W8TJH, WBTKP, 
W88HO. W8RZX, W8RNE, W8JPO, W8NXQ, W8PXA. 
« WSLji, WSUN, W9BJJ W9ZOI. W9CaZ, W9KCB., 
W9OTA, W9C.1K, W9BBM. W9ZHH. WSVWU, W9TWI. 
W9VQA W9JXD W0GRA. >« W3FIÉ. W3FKP. W3AXL. 
W3FWL, W3GOM, Humphries, W3RK. “ W5CNO, W5GPE, 
W5HET W5KD». WSDXL, WSHBK, W5FJW. W4DAT, W5EGIÎ. 1MW8KNF, W8EMV. W8GMI, W8BÉI, W8AQ. 
W8QHJ, W8JJY, W80GK, W8DBD. \V8LFJ. W8RPS. 
W8DXÉ. IM WBDSP, W6PGJ. W6MQA, W6FT, W8MMH. 
>« Twelve participants. «« VE5ÜZ. VE5AFJ, VE5FB; 14 
participants: VE50P, VE5AAE. VESRS, VE5EV, VE5ET, 
VE5BS, VE5BQ, VE5BA, VE5EP. »• Participants not listed. 
><* Ten participants. ur Participants not listed. 1M VE4FK, 
VE4AFG. VE4NF, VK4ALU. 1" W9UEL, W9WTW. W9WZI, 
W9ZNL, \V9QIS, WNTS, W9NNY, W9WTN, Bunce, Fabian, Harmon. Howe. u»W8^RD, W8SDF, wfeSL, ^BQPK, 
W8SRW, W8SIU. lu W6EJZ, W6NGQ, W6MVL, W6OEF, 
WBBCH. Participants not listed. 1« Seven participants. 
n*W2BKZ, W2DGJ W2FWX. W2HDG, W2IDJ. W2LFX, 
W2LIW, W2KPM. <Y2LKH. W9HYX, W9GFR, W90BA. 
“• W5HGC. W6HBB. WSGOL. W5GAE, W5HLX. W5GAQ, 
W5HRS, W5HQB. W5COB. W5AQB, W5EST. W5GTÜ. 
U'KOT'AZ. K6AYD, K6PCM, KBPHD, K6QLG. K6P1.U. 
“• W8PÜY. W8RW, W80EZ, W8EBG. U» Participants not 
listed. 120 Participants not listed. U1W9VJL, W9UHQ, 
Koehler. W9YDJ, W9EIP, W9DVX. W9JCT. Seven par
ticipants. «‘W9VLO, W9SZÜ, W9FRY. W9VNM, W9OXK.

W6KMM, W6kVl. W6KFC, W&THV. 124 W1BCG, 
W1CNU, WICTI, W1EER.: W2AHI. Participants not 
listed.
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GAMMATRONS

PAN AMERICAN CLIPPER 
OVER TREASURE ISLAND

WITH PAN AMERICAN CLIPPERS
Gammatrons were selected by this great 
air line to insure reliable communication 
essential to safe air travel. Enjoy the 
same reliable performance, write for data.

¡HEIHTZ «"^¡TkAUFMA^
SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO \ LTD./ CALIFORNIA U-S-A*

PRECISION CRYSTALS
Highest quality crystals 
carefully prepared for de
pendable performance.
Low frequency drift Type 
4-A unit plugs into tube 
socket, 40, 80 or 160 meter 
bands, within S kc. of your 
specified frequency—$4.00. 
Calibration 0.03 %.
*X' cut in Type 4 holder— 
$3.50.
Crystals for commercial re
quirements quoted on at 
your request. Now in our 
Tenth year of business.

PRECISION PIEZO SERVICE
427 Asia Street Baton Rous,, La.

announcement 
"HQ-120-X” 
new $230^2

Seepages 4 and 5 for “HQ-120-X" and "Super- 
Pro" receivers going on the Byrd Expedition 
to Little America.

HAMMARLUND MFG. CO., INC. 
424 West 33 Street New York City

MEMORANDUM

DECEMBER, 1939

V You need a copy oi the 
new 1940 Handbook.

I7 You need a binder for 
your 1939 QST’s — and 
another for 1940.

Xmas suggestion — give 
a membership-subscription 
or a new Handbook.
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LOOK! LOOK!
GENUINE LOW DRIFT

"EMERALDS”
AT “X” CUT PRICES

Now get stability plus higher acti
vation with these new sensational 
crystal units. The entire ham band 
is talking about Hipower "Emer
alds.” Because of large production 

facilities and exclusive Hipower grinding 
methods, these low drift cut units meet 
every test of usage, accuracy, and price. 

160—80—40 meter band8 $3.35CATALOG
TODAY 20 meter band 5.50

T
Ask your part« distributor about Hipower “Rubies.” 
These jewels of crystal craftsmanship — priced reasonably 
— meet commercial standards at true amateur prices.
Newark.Chicago. Radio Paris, Madison & Milwaukee. Kerrs 
Radio Shop. Bl Paso, Tex. Radio Electric Service Co., Balti
more, Md. Walder Radio & A ppliance Co., Miami, Florida.

IT

HIPOWER CRYSTAL COMPANY
2035 CHARLESTON ST. CHICAGO« ILL.

COTO
HIGH POWER INDUCTORS

Are Now Made with

“FORMEX”
Toughest and Most Flexible 

Covered Wire Available
Inductors from a “Pee-Wee" to a Kilowatt

New Low Prices on Control Wheels and Chokes
SEE YOUR NEAREST JOBBER 

FOR COMPLETE LINE OF PARTS

W8HKT/8 Southwest Michigan Radio 
Club«........... 46-A-l 909

W8ESR/8 Warren County Amateur Radio 
Assn.«.................. . ................. 74-AB-l 897

W5AFW/5 Baton Rouge Amateur Radio 
Club".......... 68-AB-2 876

W4DU/4 Lookout Amateur Radio Club17. 89-AB-l 843
W6OOZ/6 University of Calif. Radio Club« 62-AB-3 840
W2GTW/2 Delaware Valley Brasspounders 

Assn.".......... 34-A-l 837
W3EUC/3 Harrisburg Amateur Radio

Club»..................................... 43-A-l 837
W1KHE/1 New Bodford Radio Operators 

Assn.77....... . 73-B-l 828
W9MWJ/9 Tri-Town Radio Amateur Club77 58-A-3 810
W9ADJ/9 Black Hills Amateur Radio

Club»..................................... 80-AC-3 777
W8SG/8 Dennison University Radio

Club74..................................... 32-A-l 765
W1BKG/1 Pittsfield Radio Club»................ 32-A-l 720
W3EEI/3 Mike and Key Club of Balti

more7*.......... 40-Ä-1 720
W5FBI/5 Ponca City Key Clickers and

N.CJR.77.................................. 41-AB-l 717
W1GAN/1 Green Mountain Radio Club ».. 40-A-4 711
W9PCZ/9 Berwyn Amateur Radio Club». 47-A-l 693
W2LEI/2 Albany Radio Club “................... 30-A-l 675
W5IAS/5 Tulsa Amateur Radio Club81... 44-A-6 675
W5FKU/5 Sabine District Amateur Radio 

Club“.......... 20-A-2 648
W1LRN/1 Hi-Q Radio Club“..................... 52-B-3 642
W1KIK/1 Chair City Radio Assn.«............. 31-A-2 639
W4EOE/4 Jacksonville Radio Club«........... 31-A-l 630
W8IBU/8 Trico Radio Club«..................... 46-A-2 630
W9PNV/9 Chicago Suburban Radio Assn.87 53-AB-3 606
W7FRS/7 Butte Amateur Radio Club88... 49-A-l 603
W9AZN/9 LaCrosse Radio Amateur Club “ 22-A-l 585
W3GIW/3 Ether Agitators".-..................... 78-B-l 556
W9VS/9 Chicago Radio Traffic Assn.’1... 31-A-l 531
WIINM/l Providence Radio Assn.“............. 23-A-l 522
W9MKS/9 Starved Rock Radio Club98.... 58-ABC-3 522
W8NLG/8 Detroit Amateur Radio Assn.«.. 19-A-l 495
W1GB/1 New Haven Amateur Radio 

Assn.»........... 145-AC-3 492 rT
W8JUG/8 Central New York Radio Club« 68-AB-2 489 rt
W9GRA/9 Topeka Amateur Radio Oper

ators“.......... lll-A-3 483 RT
W3RK/3 Ultra High Frequency Club of

Phila.".................................... 34-A-3 477
W5CNG/5 Monroe Amateur Radio Club“. 30-A-l 459
W8KNF/8 Medina County Radio Club1«.. 28-A-4 459
W6MMH/6 Glendale Amateur Radio Club101 42-A-2 441
W5DIG/5 Galveston Amateur Radio

Club1“.................................... 33-B-2 426
VE5FB Jr. Point Grey Amateur Radio

Club1“.................................. 31-A-l 414
VE5EP West End Amateur Radio

Club'“.................................... 40-A-l 405
W4GB/4 Palmetto Amateur Radio Club,

Inc.1».................................... 41-B-l 402
VE3RH Key Klick Klub, Toronto ■«.... 29-A-2 396
W9OKY/9 Pikes Peak Amateur Radio

Assn.187.................................... 28-A-l 396
VE4NQ Calgary Amateur Radio Assn.1« 29-B-l 384
W9UEL/9 San Isabel Amateur Radio 

Assn.1“......... 34-B-l 372
W8FVY/8 Youngstown 5 4 10 Meter 

Club11*....... 29-A-l 361
W6HXP/6 Bell Radio Club1»...................... 64-A-l 342 rt
W4DUG/4 Tampa Amateur Radio Club1“.. 49-A 318
W8INE/8 Boys* Club of St. Mary’s Ama

teur Radio Soo.1“.................... 15-B-l 294
W2SV/2 Sunrise Radio Club11*................. 20-A-2 279
W9OBA/9 The Hibbing Brass Pounders111.. 30-B-l 276
W5HGC/5 OhPeKah Club“«....................... 29-A-2 261
K6FAZ/K6 Maui Amateur Radio Club“7... 34-B-l 216
W8APJ/8 Bluffton Amateur Radio Club“« 26-A-l 204 R
W9UNL/9 Iowa-Illinois Amateur Radio 

Club“«........ 14-A-l 198
W5HTK/5 Enid Amateur Radio Club“»... 19-AB-l 159
W9ANR/9 Chicago Radio Traffic Assn.“1... 18-B-l 156
W9YDJ/9 Freeport Amateur Radio Club1“ 20-A-l 156
W8FHB/8 Fostoria Wireless Assn.1“............ 15-AB-2 144
W9VLO/9 Goshen Amateur Radio Club111 31-A-l 138 RT
W6KFC/6 Radio Club of Arizona178....... 13-A-l 111
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• SEVERAL IMPROVEMENTS in the G-R Type 620-A Heterodyne Frequency Meter 
and Calibrator further increase the accuracy of this popular Monitor for all types of high- 
frequency use. It is now supplied with an engraved dial on the slow-motion control so that it 
can be read directly to an accuracy of 0.01%. It accordingly is suitable for use in all stations 

with an allowable tolerance of 0.01%. Its price, in the relay rack model, is...................$490.00

• WRITE FOR BULLETIN 51! FOR INFORMATION

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

EASY TO LEARN CODE
It is •asy and pleasant work to learn the 
modem way — with an Instructograph 
Code Teacher. Ideal for the beginner or ad
vanced student. ■ Many tapes available 
ranging from alphabet for beginners to typi
cal messages on all subjects. Speed range 5 to 
40 WPM. ■ Always ready, no QRM, beats 
having someone send to you.

FOR SALE OR RENT
STANDARD with iO tapes and book of 
instructions, A. C. motor........................$24.50
With spring-wound motor,......... $18.50 
JUNIOR with 5 tapes and book of instruc
tions (not rented)....................   $12.00
RENTAL Standard with 10 tapes and book
of instructions $3,00 first month, $2.25 each additional month. Refer
ences or $10 deposit required. All rental payments may be applied on 
the purchase price should you decide to buy the equipment.

Write for details today 

INSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY 
Dept. Q, 912 Lakeside Place, Chicago, Illinois

Representative for Canada:
Radio College of Canada, 863 Bay Street. Toronto

pBRAZILIAN-----
QUARTZ

CRYSTAL
Largest and most varied stock of Brazilian quartz 
crystals in the United States. Finest quality suitable 
for manufacturing piezo-electric crystals, lenses, and 
prisms. Shipments received regularly from our Bra
zilian Branch. Also in stock tourmalines for making 
crystals to control the higher frequencies and quartz 
for fusing purposes.

BRAZILIAN TRADING CO., Inc.
377 Fourth Avenue New York City

Murray Hill 4-!891

OJ

be Santa Claus
TO YOUR FRIENDS . . .

QST can help you with your 
Christmas list. Each year an 
increasing number of individu
als find it to be the ideal gift. 

A subscription present is unique, too.
It serves as a monthly reminder of your 
thoughtfulness. A yearly subscription, 
including League membership, costs 
only $2.50, little enough for the ones 
you have in mind. And — we’ll send an 
appropriate gift-card conveying your 
Christmas Greetings at the proper time.

A Monthly Reminder of Your 
Thoughtfulness and Good Judgment

QST
38 La Salle Road West Hartford, Conn.

UI



OHMITE
RESISTORS

W1CBA/1 Connecticut BrasspouuderS
Assn.«“........................ 19-C-l 87

W2JIQ/2 Tu-Boro Radio Club««. 4-A-l Ó3
VE1LC Loyalist City Amateur Radio ——

Club«“................................... 54

Individual and Group Scores

Proved Right 
in Amateur Rigs 

Everywhere!
Be sure of continuous, 
trouble-free performance 
and maximum efficiency in 
every stage of your trans
mitter! Get Ohmite Vitre
ous-Enameled “Brown 
Devil” Resistors, “Divi
dohm” Adjustable Resis
tors and other Ohmite 
parts from your Jobber.

Write Today for Catalog 17

W9VSX/9 W9EJ-W9GFO-W9GPS-W9HWN-
W9IMV-W9JZY-W9MRQ-
W9MUZ-W9SXZ-W9TJD-
W9TÜV-W9VSX-W9YZV-
WOZCH-Haenle-Kimball-Woods 204-A4 2952

W8QAN/8 W8QAN-W8AIG-W8DK............. 156-A-2 2439
W8BQ/8 W8BLT-W8FLA-W8GSS-W8LRM-

W8AXH-W8AHR-W3FMP-
W8ASW-W8MCX-W8RHE-
W8JHP-W8RZK-W8AZT-
W8FDA-W8OML-W8T.ro-

OHMITE MFG., CO.
4865 Flournoy St., Chicago, U.S. A.

OHMITE
RHEOSTATS RESISTORS TAP SWITCHES

THIS EXPERT
WILL
PASS

HELP YOU 
THE NEW

RADIO EXAMS
Newly-written, low-cost, home
study courses under supervision 
of Arthur R. Nilson, twenty 
years co-author of technical 
radio books. Fit yourself for the new license ex
aminations —- Radio Telephone Operator 1st or 
2nd class and Radio Telegraph Operator’s per
mit, used in the Aeronautical, Forestry and Police 
services and Broadcasting. Thousands of profes
sional radiomen use Nilson and Hornung text
books to keep up to date. Now Arthur R. Nilson, 
will give you direct, detailed lessons, step by step.
SEND FOR FREE 16-PAGE BOOKLET “What 
The Modern Radioman Must Know.” Make 
this step toward your successful radio career 
... now!

NILSON RADIO SCHOOL
51 East 42nd St., New York, N. ¥. /
Please send me without obligation, your 
booklet “What The Modem Radioman 
Mast Kime."
Name—.
Address. 
City___

W8PAF-W8EKG-W8WJ-W8BQ 148-A 2403
W8NAB/8 W8QOK-W8NAB-W8OFN- 

W8JEA-W8SJF. 104-A-l 1971
W8CL/8 W8RV-W8JTH-W8IHG-W8LIW- 

W8MQX-W8CL. 108-A-l 1854
W6NIK/8 W6JQX-W6NIK-W6MTC- 

W6NYA-W6LXS. 126-A-4 1817
W8DS/8 Greater Cleveland Emergency 

Planning Committee...................115-A-3 1656
W1EH/1 W1JFN-W1LVQ-W1JPE-W1JEQ- 

W1EH.   98-A-l 1629
W4RO/4 W4ENE-W4CVB-W4FFF-W4RO. 95-A-l 1602
W9ARN/9 W9FXZ-W9BME-W9FHR- 

W9ARN......... 99-A-2 1557
W9FPO/9 W9DTB-W9FPO-W9REX- 

W9WYY........ 104-A-l 1521
W3GJG/3 W3BTQ-W3GJG-W3DUK- 

W3CHG-W3GYQ. 81-A-l 1494
W2SC/2 W2LDQ-W2HMJ-W2HUY-

W2KMN-W2GPY-W2JRF- 
W2HUX-Burtis........................  125-B-2 1470

W2ERJ/2 W2HGS-W2CLH-W2ERJ- 
W2ECX......... 70-A-l 1377

W9VDY/9 W9VDY-W9YEG....................... 72-A-l 1350
VE3GZ VE3PO-VE3QU-VE3GZ-VE3DO- 

VE3VJ........... 70-A-l 1341
W3GOA/3 W3FFC-W3FEW-W3HQU........ 78-A-l 1296
W9TEW/9 W9TEW-W9WNG...................... 82-A-l 1221
W3BEK/3 ..................................................... 85-A 1206
W4VX/4 W4EMC-W4CYC-W4ECZ-W4VX 80-A-l 1206
W3HUZ/3 W3HCA-W3HHY-W3HOJ- 

W3HRJ-W3HUZ-W3IFT........ 82-AB-2 1062
W9QXG/9 W9QXG-W9ZAW....................... 92-A-l 1050 T
W5AZB/5 W5AZB-W5DXA-W5EAV-

W5EOE-W5HFN-W5HTH.... M-A-l 1008
W8VZ/8 .......... ........................................... 80-AB-l 1005
W9WKL/9 W9WKL-W9QYZ....................... 55-A-l 990
W5GPJ/5 W5EWB-W5FMQ-W5DV-W5GPJ-

W5FSU-W5CV-W5GBS-
W5HKB-W5HVZ-W5IDR- 
W5HDU................................... 75-A-2 984

W1BB/1 W1BB-W1BDU-W1LM0-W1HFJ 55-A-2 963
W6GTM/6 W6BBR-W6GTM-W6ISG-W6ITY- 

W6MUS......... 74-A-2 963
W8BDM/8 ...........  75-A-l 936
W8N0T/8 W8MCQ-W8MJG-W8NOT- 

W8NUO-W8NXN-W8OTR.... 91-A-l 930 T
W2CEN/2 W2MDI-W2CEN-W2KOA.......... 46-A-l 900
W8FBC/8 W8FBC-W8LEV-W8PRD-W8JNJ 53-A-2 864
W6MRB/6 W6KEV-W6MSM-W6MRB- 

Sweeney................ 62-A-3 855
W6BAM/6 W6IBN-W6RBA-W6NRM- 

W6BFE-W6BAM. 51-A-2 837
W9ERU/9 W9ERU-W9AIC-W9FFQ- 

W9AGV-W9TET-W9EZQ....... 44-A-3 837
W9YAW/9 W9VIS-W9YAW-W9SEJ............ 53-A-2 801
W1LNI/1 W1LNI-W1CRP-W1JRS............ 54-A-l 792
W8DSZ/8 W8DSZ-W8LCO-W8RHG- 

W8NPF......... 80-B-l 780
W6QAP/6 W6QAP........................................ SO-A-1 747
W8AKN/8 W8AKN-W8DWC-W8NXT........ 43-A-l 747
W9SVH/9 W9SW-W9FWS-W9AKJ-W9SVH 44-A-l 747
W2GBY/2 W2GBY-W2FSQ-W2EKU.......... 63-B-l 702
W8KO/8 W8K0.......................................... 45-A-l 684
W8MJK/8 W8MJK-W8EIS-W8RTJF........... 42-A-l 675
W2ISJ/2 W2LA-W2LDS-W2I8J................ 38-A-l 648

I
■ ■
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Introducing
ARMSTRONG

RECEIVERS
FEATURED THIS MONTH AT

FREQ i 
i

TERMINAL’S
MODULATION

BROWNING FREQUENCY MODULATION 
COMPONENTS NOW AVAILABLE

3 Me. IF Amplifier consisting of the mixer circuit, two 
IF stages, limiter, detection system, and output volume 
control with a-c. switch built on 101^“ X P1/?" 
chassis with all holes punched for RF tuner, power 
supply and push-pull audio power amplifier. IF ampli
fier wired and carefully aligned. Type BL-3,000A-
Amateur Net Price $24.90

High Frequency RF Tuner, wired, and aligned. Con
sists of a tuned antenna circuit, one stage of radio 
frequency amplification, and an oscillator circuit. 
Covers a frequency range from approximately 40 to 
54 Me. Type BL-40T. Amateur Net Price.... $11.70

4" Sun-Ray Finish, nickel silvered vernier drive dial for 
Tuner. Type BL-40V. Amateur Net Price.... $2.10 

Two Conveniently Located Stores 
• 68 WEST 45TH ST. (midtown) 
• 80 CORTLANDT ST. (DOWNTOWN) 

Let us demonstrate these sets to you! 
TERMINAL is the best slocked amateur 
equipment distributor in New York City!

HAMMARLUND HO120X
An extremely 
dependable and 
efficient receiver 
at a moderate 
price. Includes 
many exclusive 
Hammarlund fea
tures. Equipped
withall tubes, crystal, "S" meter AA
and speaker.................................  

hallicrafters SKYRIDER “DEFIANT”
Looks and per
forms like a more 
expensive re
ceiver. It’s keen 
reception will 
amaze you! Com
plete with all

tubes, crystal, "S" meter, less AA
speaker......................................... $OY«W

3 Me. IF and Detection Transformers with band widths 
of 200 Kc. for High-Quality noiseless reception.

3 Me. Interstage transformers. BL-3M. Amateur Net 
Price.  ............    $1.20

3 Me. Detection transformers. BL-3D. Amateur Net 
Price.......... . ....................................   $3.75

NATIONAL—HAMMARLUND 
HOWARD RECEIVERS 

Available on Regular Time Payment Plan

H. JAPPE COMPANY
46 CORNHILL — BOSTON, MASS.

WORCESTER, MASS. DOVER, N. H.

hallicrafters SKY CHAMPION
NEW! Radica I improvements over the pre
vious model! Now an excep- (Fan tA 
tional value for.........................

NATIONAL RECEIVERS in stock
NC-44............ $49.50 NC-100XA. $142.50
NC-80X......... 99.00 NC-Í01X... 129.00

Mail Orders Filled— Literature Forwarded

CXTHODE 
MODULATION

FREO. 
MODULATION

transformers in stock. Browning kit* a nd parts
Kenyon • UTC • Thordarson in stock, on demonstra

tion.

TERMINAL^
68 West 45th St. • 80 Cortlandt St.
2 stores in NEW YORK CITY
VAnderbilt 6-5050 • Cable: TERMRADIO
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winner for general use. Fre
quency characteristic vert, 
amp. (gain max.): 3 cycles 
to 50 kc. essentially flat. 
Horiz.: 5 cycles to 100 kc. 
essentially flat. Stock No. 
160 ... Net price $130.00.

Designed especially for tel
evision. but ideal for many 
amateur applications is an
other 5" RCA Oscillograph, 
Stock No. 153. Frequency

characteristic vert. amp. 
(max. gain): 5 cycles to 500 
kc. Horiz.: 5 cycles to 100 
kc.... Net price $147.50.

Horiz. Sweep Freq. Range 
of both oscillographs : 4 cy
cles to 22,000 cycles.
Over 335 million RCA radio 
tubes have been purchased by 
radio users...In tubes, as in parts 
and test equipment, it pays to 
go RCA All the Way.

RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc., Camden, N. J. 
A Service of Radio Corporation of America

RADIO
FNAINFFDINO broadcasting, aviation and * 1111 & 1% 111 U g police radio, servicing, marine
radio telegraphy and telephony, Morse telegraphy ana railway 
accounting taught thoroughly. 48 weeks* engineering course, 
equivalent to three years of college radio work. School established 
1874. All expenses low. Catalog free.
DODGE’S INSTITUTE, Day Street, Valparaiso, Indiana

Be a Champion with a
Genuine

VUoKfX ••CHAMPION”

At Your Dealer’s
Standard size base. 
Black crackle fin
ish. AU machine

plated. Standard 
contacts same as

A “STAR” Performer
Like all true champions, this new Vibroplex 
“CHAMPION" defies competition. Handsome 
in design, sturdily built and a “STAR" per
former . . . the **CHAMPION" is our answer 

$9.95

more expensive 
models. Furnished 
without circuit 
closer, cord and 
wedge.

to the demand for a BUG of established quality, 
proved sending ability and assured ease of opera
tion at a price within the reach of everyone. De
signed primarily for the amateur, professional 
operators will find the “CHAMPION" amply 
qualified to give an expert account of itself on any 
assignment. See the “CHAMPION" at your 
dealer’s to-day. if he cannot supply you, write or 
order direct from us. Money order or registered 
mail. Write for illustrated catalog.

THE VIBROPLEX CO., Inc.
832 Broadway Now York, N. Y.

The BUG trade 
mark identifies 
Ike Genuine 

Vibroplex

W1HDQ/1 W1E0B-W1HDQ-W1GUY.......... 53-A-l 842
W3FQB/3T W3EJB-W3FQB........................... 34-A-l 630
W8HMJ/3 W8HMJ........................................ 24-A-l 585
W2LR/2 W2CTN-W2ITX-W2LR............. 26-A-l 576
W3GAC/3 W3GAC-W3EHW-W3FQZ- 

WSFRB-CIementa. 102-0-1 667
W9UCI/9 . .........   39-A-l 558
W4FRU/4 W4EWC-W4FRU......................... 31-A-l 549
W9WGP/9 W9ESM-W9ZBY-W9YXH-

W9YPO-W9WWD-Makou- 
ake-Strohecker-Derpinhaua-
Zak-Amann-Wright.................. 46-A-2 540

W3RR/3 W3RR-W3EEW......................... 44-A-l 534T
W3EYX/3 W3EYX-W3FNG-W3GXI- 

W3ESO-W3GKP-W3FVD .... 33-B-l 516
W9KBL/9 W9JZK-W9OEM-W9KBL-King. 105-AB-3 514 RT
W6OMC/8 W6OBJ-W6EY-W6NZY-W6OMC 36-A-l 513
VE2FG VE2HI-VE2 AY-VE2 KQ-

VE2G Y-VE2MY-VE2LI- 
VE2FG-VE2IM........................ 24-A-l 495

W6HY/6 W6HY-W6EOP............................ 38-A 486
W8CDR/8 W8CDR-W8LCO-W8SXT-

W8CED-W3DLB..................... 58-B-2 486
W5ARX/5 W5ARX-W5HOT......................... 88-C-l 481
W9MWU/9 W9MWU-W9EVS........................ 33-B-l 480
W8CTC/8 W8JUQ-W8CTC-Fuller............... 35-A-l 468
W8SCW/8 W8SCW-W8SKQ......................... 15-A-l 468
W1BDI/1 W1BDI-R A.Handy................... 14-A-l 450
WUMD/1 W1IMD-W1HWY-W1JVH-

W1IVY-W1XER-W1LPZ- 
W1KVS.................................... 38-B-l 450

W1JYJ/1 W1ITI-W1JMY-W1JYJ-
W1LAL..................................... 15-A-l 450

VE3ATJ VE3ATJ-VE3AMJ-VE3AUI........ 20-A-l 441
VE2CD VE2CD-VE2KH........................... 32-B-l 438
W8FPG/8 W8FPG-W8NWX-W8OWV-

W8OXE-Milla-W8PSA-
W8PRY-W8IFF-W8RVB- 
MacMahon.................. ...........35-B-l 438

W5GRL/5 W5GRL-W5HML-W5IDM........ 30-A-l 432
W8OPX/8 W8PMB-W8OPX-W8SBB.......... 46-B-l 414
W9ESJ/9 W9ESJ-W9CAS............................ 14-A-l 414
W9SFZ/9 W9KXJ-W9SFZ........................... 27-A-l 414
W9VTD/9 W9HMB-W9WDH-W9VDT.... 28-A-l 396
WUYX/1 W1JYX-W1LVX-W1L0F........... 23-A-l 378
VE50T VE5OT-VE5GQ-VE5JT.............. 32-A-l 361
VE1AW VE1AW-VE1DB-VE1EK-

VEIJH...................................... 30-B-l 360
W7RT/7 W7RT........................................... 13-A-l 360
W5FH/5 W5FH-W5OI-Hamilton............... 25-A-2 351
W2JGF/2 W2JKD-W2KFC-W2JGF............ I9-A-1 336
W9MLG/9 W9MLG....................................... 19-A-l 333
W9AB/9 W9HJW-W9AB-W9WDV-

W9ZYK-W9SVJ-W9GOE-
W9ESH-W9HKP-W9CWE- 
W90JM................... ................ 18-A-l 315

W9QJG/9 W9QJG.......................................... 24-A-l 297
W1JLT/1 WtJLT........................................... 20-A-l 288
W5DAQ/5 W5DAQ.......................................... 10-A-l 279
W1JYS/1 W1JKQ-W1KBX-W1KWS-

W1JVA-W1JYS....................................... 273 RT
W5NY/5 ...................................................... 45-A-l 270 RT
W5GNV/5 W5GNV-W5IDH........................ 19-A-l 261
W1BIV/1 W1BIV........................................ 30-A-l 234 RT
W8BTQ/8 W8SHK-W8RVZ-W8BTQ.......... 24-B-l 234
W9TQD/9 W9YFD-W9RDT-W9DI-

W9TQD.................................... 24-B-l 234
W9THS/9 W9KYA-W9PVT-W8AWX-Day-

Leger-Margtin-Snapp-Berry-
Hensl ay -Huffman-Pershing
Platt-Thornbury....................... 57-C-2 213

W8NGN/8 W8NGN......................................... 12-A-l 189
W6NVS/8 WON VS.......................................... 13-A-l 171
W2FBA/2 W2FBA-W2JBQ.................. ......... 18-A-l 162
W5GGS/5 W5GPQ-W5HMN-W5GGI-

W5HOJ-W5HOK-W5GGS....... 15-A-l 162
W6KTY/6 W6KTY....................................... 12-A-l 144
W5GLS/5 W5GLS-W1JHC......................... 13-B-l 132
W2LOQ/2 W2LOQ.......................................... 14-A-l 120 RT
W1KKE/1 W1KKE...................................... 12-A-l 126
VE4AKK VE4AEA-VE4AKK-VE4ADW... 9-A-l 117
W6REP/6 W6REP-W6RDA-Badger........... 10-A-l 117
W8RVM/8 W8RVM-W8DHB...................... 7-B-l HOT
W8MQB/8 W8MQB....................................... 24-C-l 93
W1JVS/1 W1JV8......................................... I9-B-1 92
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Use Pyranol Capacitors, OM, They’ll Fit
.A.RE you planning a new circuit or some 
other change in your transmitter? If so, 
you’ll appreciate the unusually small size of 
G-E Pyranol capacitors, especially the cylin
drical shapes.

Pyranol, the remarkable liquid dielectric, is 
the big reason why these capacitors are so 
compact. Its electrical characteristics are 
exceptionally high. Then, too, Kraft paper, 
foil, bushings, and other parts have been 
made to take the least possible space.

After assembly, each unit is 
completely impregnated and 
filled with Pyranol, and is her
metically sealed in an all-metal 
case. The finished capacitor is 
leak-proof and fire-proof. See 
your dealer to-day about 
Pyranol capacitors or write 
Radio Department, General

Cylindrical Electric> Schenectady, N. Y.
Pyranol capacitor

GENERAL ® ELECTRIC
900-18

CHRISTMAS SEALS

Help to Protect Your 
Home from Tuberculosis

7 he Perfect 
Christmas Gift 
for the “Ham”!

GORDON 
DX CLOCK

Here's the clock that 
every amateur wants to 
own! World time at a 
stance! Instantly tells GMT or local time in any of the 24 
Time Zones» Waltham electric movement with 24-hour col
ored dial. Only $9.00» See it at your nearest dealer's or 
write for complete information-

GORDON SPECIALTIES CO.
1104 So. Wabash Av«. Chicago, U. S. A.

STUMPED by CODE? 
BAFFLED by THEORY?

HERE IS THE IFAY OUT!
We have put hundreds of amateurs on the air and 

can do the same for you 1 
WRITE US TODAY

AMERICAN RADIO INSTITUTE
1123 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
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tuisiijes poh I 
|& Mw Xmas 
Here's How to Make Yours a Happy One!

Suggested Xmas Gifts that will be enthu* 
b siastlcally appreciated by any Amateur and

Short Wave Fan.
1 A NEW RECEIVER
HALLICRAFTERS SX-24 SKYRIDER DEFIANT. This 

5 New set is taking the country by storm. It is sure to 
| please the discriminating Amateur. Complete with tubes 

and crystal — $69.50. Complete with tubes, crystal and 
< speaker — $81.50.
| HAMMARLUND HQ120X. A set that has everything, 
b Every Amateur recognizes this receiver as foremost and 
j would be proud to own one. Complete — $1)8.00.
| HOWARD 438. A compact receiver that has performance 
| equalling many sets at much higher prices. We recom- 
’ mend the Howard 438; A ruggedly built instrument. 
1 Complete with tubes and speaker — $49.95. Com- 
| plete as above and with crystal (model 438X) — $59.95. 
! HALLICRAFTERS SKY BUDDY. A real Amateur re- 
I ceiver at a very low price. Complete — $29.50.
1 NATIONAL HRO. The standard in Amateur reception. 
। — The HRO needs no description. Complete with tubes,
J four sets of coils, speaker and cabinet, and power supply 
I —$805.50.
I 2 A NEW TRANSMITTER

HALLICRAFTERS HT-6 25 Watt. New Phone and CW 
| Transmitter. This sturdily built product puts you on the 
I air in style, at low cost. Complete with tubes, less coils 
J and crystal—-$99.00. With coils and crystal for one 
| band — $108.7$.

HALLICRAFTERS HT-1 50 Watt PHONE & CW 
J TRANSMITTER. A powerful job for the advanced 
I Amateur. Complete with crystal, tubes and coils for 

three bands — $195.00.

! 3 NEW EQUIPMENT
| ASTATIC D-104 Crystal MICROPHONE — continues 
1 to be the most popular high quality Amateur mike — 

$13.23.
I BLILEY VF-1 Variable Frequency CRYSTAL — per- 
| mits quick frequency shift — Each $6.60.
| HALLICRAFTERS HT-7 FREQUENCY STANDARD, 
j Practically compulsory in every up-to-date Amateur 
| station. A very useful device that helps you comply with 
I FCC regulations. Entirely complete — $29.50.
1 Popular Transmitting TUBES.
I RCA 810- $13.50 RCA811 or 812 — $3.50
| Taylor TZ40 — $3.50 H&K54 —$6.75
J Eimac 100TH — $13.50
। Communication Measurements Lab PRESELECTOR. 
I A useful addition to any Amateur receiver. This well 
I known acorn tube preselector uses the best of parts and 
[ is highly recommended. Complete with tube and coils 
I for one band — $39.90.
| James Millen HETROFIL. One of the most important 
b developments today. A very useful gadget for any 
J Amateur — $3.50.
i SUN GUARANTEES EARLY DELIVERY 
| AU merchandise is brand New and in factory sealed 
b cartons. Please get your orders in early. Thank You!
b Get Your Copy of the New Big

STANCOR HAMANUAL
j Contains a large selection of Transmitters and Amplifiers, 
| diagrams and useful information. Stop in or write in 
b Today.

& MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

RADIO CO.
L^212 Fulton Street, New York
\ Coble Address. SUNRADIO NEW YORK

W1EMG/1 W1EMG.....................   7-A-l 90
W9UL/9 W9JXD-W9GRA-W9UFA-

W9VWU-W9LJL...................... 7-A-l 90
W9YZX/9 W9WHS-W9YZX-W9KKX....... 10-A-l 90
W9RTÜ/8 W8RTU....................................... 48-C-l 73 RT
W1FPS/1 W1FPS........................................ 3-A-l 45
W1IXB/1 WUXB-W1EAQ........................ 3-A-l 45
W3UVA/3 W3DVA....................................... 3-A-l 45
W2FU/1 W2FU.......................................... 22-C-l 41 RT
W9ZXA/9 W9ZXA....................................... 4-A-l 36
W8RXN/8 W8RXN...................................... 7-A-l 24 RT
W2BTC/2 W2BTC-W2LEB-W2LVN......... 1-A-l 18
W3BHE/3 W3BHE....................................... 1-B-l 12
W5HNW/5 W5HN W-W5BTH- W5BQD.... 1-B-l 12

Correspondence
(Continued from page 94)

If those using crystal control stay where they are, and the 
new masses using electron-coupled oscillators do a little 
migrating, QRM will certainly decrease.

As an afterthought, you won’t have to be a Sherlock 
Holmes in order to figure out a similar expedient if you are 
on ten meters, either c.w. or ’phone.

— Roy G. Walters, Jr., W6PN0

LICKED BEFORE THEY START
South Lyme, Conn. 

Editor, QST:
Orchids to Carl Drumeller for his fine exposition of the 

principles and practice of good operating in the November 
issue, page 67.

But may I take exception to one of his suggestions? “If 
you have a low-powered transmitter and a good receiver, do 
not waste your time and cause interference by calling weak 
stations,” says W9EHC. As a confirmed supporter of the 
low-power-transmitter and high-power-receiver theory, I 
feel it necessary to object! I suggest, on the contrary, that a 
ham get himself the very best receiver possible and then call 
anything he hears, low power or even flea power.

From considerable contact with amateurs around the 
country, I feel that the operator psychology represented in 
the quoted suggestion is primarily responsible for the pessi
mistic belief of low-power men that they can’t get out. 
Licked before they start by the belief that they “can’t,” 
they never have a chance.

Knowing you have only 25 watts, do you pass up that 
European 80-meter DX you hear CQing? Not at all — - go 
after him! (His card is now on our wall.) Or you hear a 
bunch of the boys swarming around the one Nevada sta
tion in the ORS Party; do you pass that up, too, because of 
low power? It would have cost a needed Nevada QSL for 
WAS if we had!

I don’t believe at all it is a waste of time to make such 
calls, and certainly it isn’t the low-power station that makes 
the QRM! No, forget the power. But plunk as much jack as 
you can scrape up in the receiver (you can’t work what you 
can’t hear) and then go after anything, anywhere. After all, 
the weak DX may also have a good receiver!

— A. L. Budlong, W1JFN

FIRE INSURANCE
2 Hillside Court, Ann Arbor, Mich. 

Editor, QST:
The Handbook and other amateur publications contain 

warnings about Underwriters’ rules and local legisl'ation af
fecting the validity of fire insurance policies covering 
premises on which amateur radio transmitters are located. 
From these it would appear that an amateur should learn the 
law in his case or else secure a rider to his policy assuring 
him of protection in the event of fire originating in his trans
mitting equipment or caused by lightning entering the house 
through his antenna.

As definite statements by local insurance agents or gov
ernments are hard to obtain and the regulations generally
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A directory of suppliers who carry in stock the 
products of these dependable manufacturers.

ALBANY, N. Y. Uncle Dave’s Radio Shack 356 Broadway ALBANY, N. Y. Uncle Dave's Radio Shack 356 Broadway

ATLANTA, GEORGIA 265 Peachtree Street
Radio Wire Television Inc. ATLANTA, GEORGIA 265 Peachtree Street

Radio Wire Television Inc.
BOSTON, MASS. Radio Shack 167 Washington Street

BOSTON, MASS. 110 Federal Street
Radio Wire Television Inc.

BRONX, N. Y. 542 East Fordham Rd.
Radio Wire Television Inc.

BUTLER, MISSOURI . 211-215 N. Main Street
Henry Radio Shop

CHICAGO, ILL. 833 W. Jackson Blvd.
Allied Radio Corp.

CHICAGO,ILL. 901-911 W. Jackson Blvd.
Radio Wire Television Inc.

BOSTON, MASS. Radio Shack 167 Washington Street

BOSTON, MASS. 110 Federal Street
Radio Wire Television Inc.

BRONX, N. Y. 542 East Fordham Rd.
Radio Wire Television Inc.

BUTLER, MISSOURI 211-215 N. Main Street
Henry Radio Shop

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 833 W. Jackson Blvd.
Allied Radio Corp.

CINCINNATI, OHIO 1103 Vine Street
United Radio, Inc.

DETROIT, MICH. „ 325 E. Jefferson Ave.
Radio Specialties Co.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN 11800 Woodward Ave.
Radio Specialties Co.

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT _ 227 Asylum Street
Radio Inspection Service Company

HOUSTON, TEXAS 4021 Huey Street
R. C. Hall & L. F. Hall

JAMAICA, L. I. 90-08 166th Street
Radio Wire 1 elevision Inc,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 25 North Franklin Street
Electric a Radio Supply Co., Inc,

CHICAGO,ILL. 901-911 W. Jackson Blvd.
Radio Wire 1 elevision Inc.

CINCINNATI, OHIO 1103 Vine Street
United Radio, Inc.

JAMAICA, L. 1. 90-08 166th Street
Radio Wire Television Inc.

LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS 409 W. 3rd St.
Beem Radio Company

KANSAS CITY, MO. „ 1012 McGee Street
Burstein-Applebee Company

NEW YORK, N. Y. Harrison Radio Co. 12 West Broadway

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 1124-26 Harmon Place 
Lew Bonn Company

MUSKOGEE, OKLAHOMA 204 No. Twelfth Street
Home Radio Mart

NEW YORK, N. Y.
Radio Wire Television Inc.

100 Sixth Ave.
NEW YORK, N. Y.

NEWARK, N. J.
Radio Wire Television Inc.

24 Central Ave.
Radio Wire Television Inc.

100 Sixth Avenue

READING, PENN.
George D- Barbey Company

404 Walnut St.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS. T- F, Cushing 349 Worthington St.

NEWARK, N. J.
Radio Wire Television Inc.

24 Central Ave.

READING, PENN. George D. Barbey Co. 404 Walnut Street

WASHINGTON. D, C. 938 F Street, N. W.
Sun Radio a Service Supply Co.

WASHINGTON, D. C. 938 F Street, N. W.
Sun Radio a Service Supply Co.

Listings on this page do not necessarily imply endorsement by QST of the dealers or of other equipment sold by them.
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Everything For Your

-S$<w

ROTARY 
BEAM

(PREM^)

400-WOWUUHt

For 10
METERS
$22«5°
Kit No. RB-2418 
containing- two 
Double Ena Tele
scoping Corulite Ele
ments: Wood Frame 
Kit No. 2-W, and 
Hand-operated Roto- 
mount No. BM-10 — 
all for $22.50.

READ WHAT A BRIDGEPORT HAM SAYS:
“Since Installing your Premax Beam I have worked some 
real DX and heard more Asiatics than ever before on any 
antenna I ever had. I just wanted to tell you how pleased I 
am, and to tell you: *You\e Got Something There!* "

Premax Equipment includes all types of rotary beams, 
vertical radiators, wood towers, rotomounts — ail fully 
described In Radio Bulletin H-3 which you can obtain FREE 
at your radio lobbefs.

PREMAX PRODUCTS
Division Chisholm-Ryder Co., Inc. 

4020 HIGHLAND AVE. NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.

known seem to apply to commercial or obsolete amateur installations, amateurs pay little attention, to judge by the photographs of ideal stations in QST. (Low powered transmitters are not all surrounded by steel cabinets and barricades; and permanently grounded antennas are not provided with heavy knife-switches on huge stand-off insulators.)If you examine your policy you will probably find no mention of amateur radio transmitters or antennas; and you are not specifically permitted nor forbidden under the policy to have them. You may however find the statement that, “unless otherwise provided by agreement in writing added hereto this company shall not be liable for loss or damage occurring . . . while the hazard is increased by any means within the control or knowledge of the insured.” This is a very broad statement, and might be understood as referring to radio transmitters. It would seem that amateurs ought to get a rider or other written statement from the home office, to the effect that an amateur radio transmitter does not constitute an increased hazard in the meaning of the policy. Some agents are prepared to furnish this. Why not give them a chance? — IF. H. Worrell, W8SKW

^Strays
What war? We never heard of it.

From Blan, the Radio Man in New York, you 
can obtain a pair of moulded rubber “pants” to 
fit standard-size toggle switches. These pull on 
over the connecting wires and completely cover 
each terminal, preventing any possibility of 
poorly scraped connecting wires shorting and 
secretly closing the circuit.

HELP FOR YOU J

FOR 
HOME 

STUDY

TO WHAT EVERY 
RADIOMAN SHOULDKNOW 

Information in a handy form cover
ing modern Radio & Television in 
theory and practice. An entirely New 
Book that Points the Way to Success 
in Radio*Television—JUST OUT! 
772 PAGES-400 DIAGRAMS 
& PHOTOS. Featuring Authentic, 
Clear * Concise Radio information. 
Physics of Sound—Radio Funda
mentals —Ohm’s Law—Batteries— 

Measuring Instruments—Power Sup
plies—Resistors —Inductors—Condensers 
—Transformers— Broadcasting—Radio 

Telephony—Vacuum Tubes—Radio Dla- 
grams—Receiver Construction—Control 

Systems—Loud Speakers—Antennas—Phono
graph Pickups—Public Address Systems—Air
craft * Marine Radio—Radio Compass—Radio 
Beaconj^-Automatic Alarm—Short Wave Principles—Coil 
Calculations—ElectronicTelevision—Testing—Interference 
Suppression—Trouble pointers—Underwriter1? Standards 4 —Tables — Review Questions & Answers—

, Beady Reference Index,Get this practical information in handy form for yourself- Fill in and mail coupon today. 
____ COMPLETE • PAY $1 A MO.

1^1 ratlin it 7 4 7 ’ 01011 remlt month,y nntil Drlce of 84 is paid’ Otherwise, 
gJ^*Namo_------ ...-------- --—--------------------- --------------------------- L----

Address-___ _____ ____________ ___________ _ __ _
Occupation. ______________ -w—
Reference. -Q.S.T.

If you operate portable or mobile, it might be a 
good idea to take along not only your license but 
also a copy of the F.C.C. Rules and Regulations. 
W8GDC avoided going to jail down in Kentucky 
by reading section 152.05 to a local sheriff who 
attempted to run him in because his home ad
dress only appeared on his license.

Always
Be
Carefcl

★ ★ ★
(A) Kill all transmitter circuits com

pletely before touching anything behind 
the panel.

(B) Never wear ’phones while working 
on the transmitter.

(C) Never pull test arcs from trans
mitter tank circuits.

(D) Don’t shoot trouble in a transmit
ter when tired or sleepy.

(E) When working on the transmitter, 
avoid bodily contact with metal racks or 
frames, radiators, damp floors or other 
grounded objects.

(F) Keep one hand in your pocket.
(G) Develop your own safety tech

nique. Take time to be careful.
★ ★ ★

Oeath is Permanent!
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HAM-ADS
(1) Advertising shall pertain to radio and shall be of nature of Interest to radio amateurs or experimenters in their pursuit of the art.(2) No display of any character will be accepted, nor can any special typographical arrangement, such as all or part capital letters be used which would tend to make one advertisement stand out from the others.(3) The Ham-Ad rate Is 154 per word, except as noted in paragraph (6) below.(4) Remittance in full must accompany copy. No cash or contract discount or agency commission will be allowed.(5) Closing date for Ham-Ads Is the 25th of the second month preceding publication date.(6) A special rate of 7i per word will apply to advertising which, in our Judgment, ts obviously non-commercial in nature and Is placed and signed by a member of the American Radio Belay League. Thus, advertising of bona fide surplus equipment owned, used and for sale by an individual or apparatus offered for exchange or advertising inquiring for special equipment. If by a member of the American Radio Relay League takes the 74 rate. An attempt to deal in apparatus In quantity for profit, even if by an individual, is commercial and all advertising by him takes the 154 rate. Provisions of paragraphs (1). (2), (4) and (5) apply to all advertising In this column regardless of which rate may apply. . _

Having made no investigation of the adver
tisers in the classified columns, the publish
ers of QST are unable to vouch for their 
integrity or for the grade or character of the 

products advertised.

QUARTZ —> direct importers from Brazil of best quality pure quarts suitable for making piezo-electric crystals.Diamond Drill Carbon Co., 719 World Bldg., New York City.
USED receivers. Bargains. Cash only. No trades. Price list 34.W3DQ, Wilmington, Del. ____ ____________
QSL’s. Free samples. Printer, Corwith. Iowa. _________  
CALLBOOKS — Fall edition now on sale containing complete up-to-date list of radio hams throughout entire world. Also world prefix map, press schedules and new time conversion chart. Single copies $1.25. Canada and foreign $1.35. Radio Amateur Call Book, 610 S. Dearborn, Chicago.
CRYSTALS, mounted, 80-160, $1.25, V-cut 40, $2.25. R9 Crystals, 338 Murray Ave., Arnold, Pa.
QSL’S, SWL’s. 100 — 3 color —754- Lapco, 344 W. 39th, Indianapolis, Ind. _____________________ ___
MACAUTO code machines: low monthly rental 50,000 words practice tapes. Write N. C. Ayres, 711 Boylston St., Boston, Mass. GRAnite 7189-W.
QSL’S. Maps. Cartoons. Free samples. Theodore Porcher, 7708 Navajo, Philadelphia, Pa.
GENERAL Electric dynamotors 24/750 volts 150 watts, $15. Westinghouse 6-15 volt 500 watt aircraft with propellers, $8. 2714/350 volt, $8. 500 cycle 500 watt generators with exciters, $8. Henry Kienzle, 215 Hart Blvd., Staten Island, N. Y.____ 
QSL’S, all colors, cartoons, snappy service. Write for free samples today. W1BEF, 78 Warrenton, Springfield, Mass.
Stands for all types of microphones. Tri-ped, Jr. desk model, chrome or wrinkle, $1.50. Ellis Lab., 189-Q W. Madison St., Chicago.___________ ____ __________________MICROPHONES — The best carbon microphones at anywhere near the price. Hand model $5.75; stand model $5; suspension model $3.60; repairs. Ellis Lab., 189-T W. Madison St., Chicago. 
QSL’S — samples. Brownie, W3CJI, 523 No. Tenth St., Allentown, Pa.
CRYSTALS: police, marine, aircraft, and amateur frequencies. Descriptive catalog. Ham Crystals, 1104 Lincoln Place, Brooklyn, N. Y. _____________ __
WHY not get better deal? Used receiver list free. W9RA, Chi- Rad, 415 So. Dearborn St., Chicago.
QSL’S — By W8N0S — 13 Swan St., Buffalo, N. Y.
1000 watt G.E. transformers 1100-2200-4400 volts each side c.t. Guaranteed. $13.50. Dawson, 5740 Woodrow, Detroit, Mich. 
TELEPLEXES, Instructographs, omnigraphs bought, sold, traded. Ryan’s, Hannibal, Mo. ______
QSL’S. Samples. W9RUJ, Auburn, Neb. __________  
SELL complete transmitter, 400 watt phone, CW completely enclosed, two cabinets, remote control. W2AEB.
QSL’S. Samples. W6HBR Radio Press, P. O. Box 202, Clemenceau, Ariz. _____
NEW Hammarlund APC100 condensers, 604. Extraordinary bargains — power, audio transformers, chokes, gang condensers, dials, shield cans, parts. Radsur, Hyde, Pa.

GOVERNMENT contract surplus portable transmitters, direction finders, standard and special parts. Send postcard for special bargain list. Airplane & Marine Direction Finder Corp., Clearfield, Pa.
CRYSTALS: famous P.R., mounted in latest Alsimag 35 holders— 40, 80 meter PR-X, 160 meter PR-Z, $3; 40, 80 meter PR-Z (low drift), $3.50; 20-meter PR-20, $4.50; unconditionally guaranteed. Immediate shipment. Wholesale Radio Labs., Council Bluffs, Iowa, W9GFQ.
MIMS — Bassett beams as low as $10. down. Your own terms on parts, kits, as we finance our own paper. New Stancor kits in and wired reasonably. Two-color QSL cards with $3. purchases only 254 100. Get sample — write Leo W9GFQ.
FELLOWS — get the best bargains on reconditioned receivers and transmitters on your own terms. Specials galore on General transformers—-modulation transformers, 100 watt $1.95 and others. Write for free big list to Leo W9GFQ, Wholesale Radio Labs., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
TAYLOR, RCA, Yaxley, National, I.R.C., Millen, Hailicrafter, Howard, Kenyon, Stancor kits. Gammatron, Eimac, Triplett, amateur supplies. Bridgeport, New Haven, and Hartford, Connecticut. Hatry & Young.
FRITZ'S QSL’S are tops. 455 Mason, Joliet, Hl. ________ 
75 watt phone —• CW transmitter. Write for specifications. W9OTL._________________ ______________ __
HALLICRAFTER SX18 and S meter, $55. John Aufiero, 446 Crown, Brooklyn, N. Y.___________ ______________
QSL’S, QSL’s, SWL’s, America’s finest. Free samples. W8DED, Holland, Mich. (Stationery?) _____________
WANTED: old spark equip: transformers, quenched-gaps, synchronous rectifiers, mica conds., etc. Pse state price first letter. W5KD, 215 N. W. 19 St., Oklahoma City, Okla.
SECURE your amateur or commercial license easily and quickly. Our illustrated method of instruction brings you a license in record time. Semi-private classes — rates low —- inquire about our home study courses. Radio License Training School, 728 S. Hill St., Los Angeles, Calif. VA8870. __________ _
QSL’S — SWL’s. Colorful, economical, free samples. Meade, 819 Wyandotte, Kansas City, Mo.
BEST buys —8X16 with speaker, $60. Pair new 35T’s, $8. 250 watt all band phone and CW rig. 6L6G-809-100TH fifl-pnir, 56’s-pair, 2A3’s-pair, TZ40’s; 4 power supplies, antenna throw- over relay, enclosed relay rack, complete with all coils, crystals, microphone, key, 6 meters — $150. 15 watt 160 meter phone transmitter, worked all districts — $20. Few transformers, chokes, tubes, etc., cheap. W3HYP, Hotel Dudley, Atlantic City, N. J. _____________
SELL used Gross CP-55100 watt CW transmitter. W1KUM.
WANTED: late model used communication receiver, good condition. bargain. W5IBN, Wickes, Ark.
WANTED: used xmtr, medium or low power, 25^cycle power supply preferred though not essential. W9FTF, Hamilton, PL S^L?^07,^0 watt xmitter complete, $20. W2HFAL
HALLICRAFTER SX-24, used few weeks, perfect, factory guarantee, $59. W2EXR.___________________ _
CRYSTALS: police, marine; aircraft, broadcast, amateur. Literature upon request. C-W Mfg. Co., 1170 Esperanza, Los Angelee. ____________________
KNOW your code? We can teach you. Private or class lessons^ Radio License Training School, 728 S. Hill St., Los Angeles.
WANT; ham receiver any condition. Connor, Box 21, Sta. A, Boston, Mass.______ ____________________
QSL’S. Highest quality. Latest samples. Maleco, 1805 St. Johns Place, Brooklyn, N. Y. _______________
CRYSTAL in plug-in heat dissipating holders. Guaranteed good oscillators. 160M —80M. $1.25. (No Y cuts.) 40X, $1.65. 80M vari-frequency (5 kilocycle variance) complete, $2.95. State frequency desired. C.O.D.’s accepted. Pacific Crystals, 1042 8, Hicks, Los Angeles.
BEAM builders — $39. buys rugged steel frame, 2" hollow shaft, quiet motored, built-in indicator, tip-down head, rotator. Our tapered telescoping alumalloy elements are light, strong, non-rusting, shed ice. Complete 3, 4 element beams, Bassett feeder cable: handbooks 254. Get our bulletins, photos. Rotary Array Service, WsML. ________
QSO crystals — tested —at $1.95, 40-X, $2.50. WSOUEJPaul Byers, Indiana, Pa. ________ __________
QSL’S of distinction — samples. W2AEY, 338 Elmora, Elizabeth, N. J.________________________  
WANTED: 300 watt 110 volt a.c. gas driven generator. Trade for or buy» W2KAP.____ . ______
BARGAIN: W8KML’s 250 watt phone — CW 10 to 160 meter transmitter; complete — efficient, latest type tubes, less than cost of parts — $125. W8KML.____  
CRYSTAL ovens adaptable any round holder 2 X 1 inches or less. Specify 6.3 or 2.5 voltage. $1.50 postpaid. Sodaro Mfg., 1115 N. Lockwood, Chicago.___
GOES over Uke a KW, Your call l^goid-filled wire on.chain tieclip. A wow of a gift. One dollar prepaid. W9SZB.
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SELLING, Meissner shifter, NC100, fone transmitter. W8QXU. 
FBXA 160 — 80 — 40 — 20 — B coils. National power supply, 
magnetic speaker. Best offer. W8HQW.
BEST place to get amateur receivers is W9ARA. Best trades, 
best terms (financed by myself), ten day trial. Prompt ship
ment from world’s largest stock. Shipment from factory if pre
ferred. Write me about your wishes. I will help you get the 
best receiver. Complete stock of all amateur transmitters, 
antennas, kits, parts too. W9ARA, Butler, Mo.____________  
RECONDITIONED guaranteed amateur receivers and trans
mitters. Nearly all models cheap. Ten days free trial. During 
December many models at extra 25% discount from regular 
prices. Tenns. List free. W9ARA.
CRYSTALS: Who stands behind the crystal you buy? Every 
T9 crystal is backed by a positive guarantee of complete satis
faction. T9 fracture-resisting X cuts: 40 and 80 meter bands, 
$1.60, approximate frequency; $2., exact; $3., exact, mounted. 
T9 ceramic holders, $1. Prices postpaid. C.O.D.’s accepted. 
Don’t let our prices fool you — the quality is there. Send for 
folder on commercial crystals. Sold by these and other reputable 
dealers: Frank Anzalone, 375 W. 46th, N. Y. C.; Radio Doc, 
721 S. Main, Los Angeles, Calif; Henry Radio Shop, Butler, Mo.: 
J. Edward Gantz, Lebanon, Pa.; Pembleton Labs., Ft. Wayne, 
Ind.; Hieronymus Radio, 88-34 209th, Queens Village, N. Y.; 
Distribuidora Mexicans de Radios, Monterrey, Mexico; and 
Eidson’s, Temple, Texas.______________________________  
DOUGLAS universal modulation transformers, 50 watts audio, 
$4.95 pair, 100 watts audio, $7.75 pair, postpaid in U. S. One 
year guarantee. Write W9IXR, Rice Lake, Wis.
MUST sell—-250 watt phone transmitter complete, 100 watt 
CW transmitter and 100 watt phone transmitter. W5HXC, 
Blackwell, Okla.
W9KEH. Joe Keese, announces purchase of one-third interest in 
Van Sickle Radio Co., 1113 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.
SACRIFICE perfect NC81X for highest offer. Husky 800 watt 
80 meter CW transmitter complete for $100. Modified National 
SW5, coils, power supply for $15. 5 meter push-pull RCA 834 
amplifier and push-push 807 doubler, four Westons, Cardwells, 
for $25. Equipment in Baltimore, Md. Joseph Brian, 418 Clare
mont Avenue, Westmount, P. Q., Canada.
MOTOR generator set. Ten horsepower GE three-phase motor. 
2500 volt 2 amp. 2 unit Esco generator. WJAG, Norfolk, Neb.
SELL 32 v. d.c. 110 a.c. 1 amp., $16. D. J. Thies, Arlington, 
Minn._____________________ _____________
SELL 150 watt 10 to 160 phone, CW rig and 10 rotary, $100. 
W2JIH.____________________________________
M & H precision frequency meter for sale, $19, Sterling Kuhl- 
mey, Proctor, Minn._________________  _____________
CALLS: 100,000 thanks for the past year’s business. Am now 
able to give even better service. 2^ inch polished aluminum 
calls, red enamel edging — for car or studio —$1.50 each, 
$2.25 pair; inch, $1. each, $1.50 pair. Money back if not 
entirely satisfied. The gift that lasts for years. E. Bailey, W. 
Newton, Pa. __  ______________________
COLLINS high fidelity 300BA, CW — phone, 400 w. 10 through 
80 — complete, two cabinets, 7C speech amplifier, mike. Cost 
$1,750 — for quick sale, will sacrifice for $850. W5DLC, 4329 
Normandy, Dallas, Texas.
WANTED: modem receiver, cash. Write W2ARE.
WANTED: Used communication receivers of standard makes. 
Or attractive trade-in prices offered. Terms to Conn. hams. 
Hairy & Young, Hartford._____________________________  
1938 Sky Challenger and Utah Jr., perfect condition. Will sell 
one or both. $50. A. Montgomery, Meriden, N. H.______ 
GOODBYE batteries. Write for dope on new Forsyth variable 
bias supply. Real regulation. Forsyth Equipment Co., Box 191, 
Jacksonville, Fla.________________ _________ __________
SEE: amateur receivers, tubes, parts, crystals, mikes at any of 
three friendly Connecticut stores — Hatry & Young, Hartford, 
New Haven, Bridgeport. ________________________-
WANTED: nearly new kilowatt transmitter or parts, VM5-tank 
condenser, HDVL swinging link coils, RME-69 DB20, Eimacs. 
Box 392, Beloit, Wis._________________ ____ ~__
W3I-JBB selling out. Complete station 1 kw. CW and fone trans
mitter, Hammarlund Pro receiver, $300. cash. No parts sepa
rately, entire station must go. Write for details. L. W. Haeseler, 
6717 Rogers Ave., Merchantville, N. J.____________  
RACKS —> six foot, seventy pounds — amateur panel notching. 
$8.25 f.o.b. C, Schaaf , 4741 Byron St., Chicago._____________  
RADIO kits — $3.95 up. Complete. Single band; all-wave; 
5-10 tubes. Radio and parte catalog — free. McGee Radio, 
P-2035, K. C„ Mo.______________________ ___ __ _ _____
TRANSMITTER, rack and panel 200 watts, phone PPTZ-40
final. TZ-40 modulators complete speech, mike 10 and 20 meters,
$145. Ross superhet receiver 80-160 meters only $25. W3ASQ.
CONNECTICUT hams: our Bridgeport, Hartford, and New
Haven stores need used communications receivers, trade now.
Time payments, too. Hatry & Young.
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LOW COST
STEEL ANTENNA TOWER 

Used and Endorsed by
FEDERAL, STATE, COUNTY, CITY GOV’TS., 

FORESTRY, HIGHWAY PATROLS 
and HAMS everywhere!

4

ONLY 60i PER FOOT Complete! 
This remarkable low price is possible only 
because we produce many thousands of 
these towers each year for use with our 
Wincharger. Price includes necessary guy 
wires and tower sections of 10 or 20 ft. 
lengths with 5 ft. tapered stub top.

LIGHT, STURDY, RIGID
Thousands in use as vertical radiators and 
horizontal antenna supports. Scientifically 
braced. No points of undue strain. Both 
vertical angles and cross braces now hot 
dip galvanized. Quickly and easily erected 
to heights of from 25 ft. to 200 ft.
READ U. S. FORESTRY LETTER! 
"Your tower was installed on Signal Peak, 
a Lookout Station on the Yakima Indian 
Reservation, at an elevation of 5,111 ft. 
above sea level. We have found the Win- 
charger tower 100% satisfactory and it has 
stood up under 70 mile winds, snow and ice 
which are severe at almost a mile up from 
sealevel."Thomas L. Carter, Forest Super
visor, Office of Indian Affairs, U.S. Depart
ment of the Interior, Toppenish, Wash.

POLICE fest.

COMMERCIAL BROADCASTERS: 
Write for complete information on new 
type heavy towers designed for heights 
up to 300 feet.

WINCHARGER CORPORATION 
Sioux City, Iowa

RADIO ENGINEERING
RCA Institutes offer an intensive course of high standard 
embracing all phases of Radio and Television. Practical 
training with modern equipment at New York and 
Chicago schools. Also specialized courses and Home 
Study Courses under "No obligation" plan.

Illustrated Catalog on request

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. Dept, st-39
4 Radio Corporation of America Service

15 Varick St., New York 1154 Merchandise Mart, Chicago

CRYSTAL UNITS 
40-80 METERS 
Now $6.60 

Get your copy of Circular A7 
from your Bliley Distributor



Your Nearby Dealer Is Your Best Friend
Your nearby dealer is entitled to your patronage. He is equipped with a knowledge 
and understanding of amateur radio. He is your logical source of advice and counsel 
on what equipment you should buy. His stock is complete. He can supply your 
needs without delay. His prices are fair and consistent with the high quality of the 
goods he carries. He is responsible to you and interested in you.

One of these dealers is probably in your city — Patronize him!

ATLANTA, GEORGIA

Radio Wire Television Inc.
265 Peachtree Street

“The World's Largest Radio Supply House”

JAMAICA, L. I., NEW YORK

Radio Wire Television Inc.
90-08 166th Street (Merrick Road) 
“The World's Largest Radio Supply House”

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

Radio Electric Service Co.
3 N. Howard St.

Everything for the amateur

NEWARK, N. J.

Radio Wire Television Inc.
24 Central Avenue

"The World’s Largest Radio Supply House”

BOSTON, MASS.

Radio Wire Television Inc.
110 Federal Street

“The World’s Largest Radio Supply House”

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Radio Wire Television Inc.
100 Sixth Avenue

“The World’s Largest Radio Supply House”

BRONX, NEW YORK

Radio Wire Television Inc.
542 East Fordham Road

“The World's Largest Radio Supply House”

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Harrison Radio Company
12 West Broadway

Harrison Has It! Phone WOrth 2-6276for information or rush service

BUFFALO, NEW YORK

Radio Equipment Corp.
326 Elm Street

W8PMC and W8NEL — Ham, service and sound equipment

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

Eugene G. Wile
10 S. Tenth Street 

Complete Stock of Quality Merchandise

BUFFALO,. NEW YORK

Dymac Radio
1531 Main Street — Cor. Ferry

Open Evenings GA- 0252

PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

W. H. Edwards Company
85 Broadway

National, Hammarlund, Hallicrafter, Thordarson, Taylor, RCA

HOUSTON, TEXAS

R. C. & L F. Hall
4021 Huey Street (W 9-2713) 

“Specialists in Amateur Supplies’’

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

The Arnold Company 
Broad at Harrison St.

W3EQQ —"The Virginia Ham Headquarters" — W3FBL
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RME RECEIVERS
Where does YOUR receiver stand?
Can you bear those elusive DX signals? 
Does QRM ruin your QSO’s?

CHECK ITS PERFORMANCE 
WITH THIS CONVENIENT CHART

X 
1 X 

1 X 
1 X 

1 X 
1 X 

1 X IX

(1) Can you spin the tuning dial by one finger 
with never a thought to backlash?

(2) Can you use full audio output without worry
ing about loss of stability in the rest of the 
circuit?

(3) Is your indicating meter sensitive to weak 
signals?

(4) Does your automatic volume control respond 
to rapidly fluctuating signals?

(5) Does your beat oscillator stay put when once 
set?

(6) Can you hold signals on 10 meters or do they 
appear to have the jitters?

(7) Does your receiver lack sensitivity or "alive
ness” at certain points in the tuning range?

(8) Is its appearance modern?

The RME-70, 550-32000 kc.

IF YOUR PRESENT RECEIVER 
DOES NOT LIVE UP TO THESE 
QUALIFICATIONS, if you have been 
experiencing difficulty holding signals long 
enough to complete a satisfactory QSO, or if 
your neighbor has been working the lion’s 
share of DX, then you’re not deriving the 
maximum of enjoyment from amateur radio.

Don’t continue to follow BEHIND the rest 
of the gang; get up in the FRONT ranks with 
an RME receiver; then when those crisp 
winter nights come you’ll be all set to tune 
those desired signals "right in the groove.”

OUR RME-7O and HF-1O receivers qualify ioo%
ON THE ABOVE CHART

THESE receivers are ENGINEERED to the last 
detail. They include all features which amateur 
and professional operators demand in a communica

tion receiver. Why not investigate the smoothness 
of these instruments TODAY? Our Catalog 89, 
with full descriptions of these and other units, is 
waiting for you.

The HF-10, 5 and 10 Meters

NOTE: THERE ARE NO IMMEDIATE PRICE CHANGES CONTEMPLATED

RADIO MFG. ENGINEERS
l INCORPORATED

111 HARRISON STREET 
PEORIA ILLINOIS
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A Complete Line of UTC Transformers and Kits 
for Cathode Modulation

DOWN GOES THE COST OF RADIO TELEPHONY with. UTC "HAM-PRICED" ITEMS
The new Jones Cathode Modulation System 
takes the high cost out of radio telephony. The 
combination of this new low cost modulation 
system and UTC low cost transformers sets a 
new high in transmitter value per dollar. Now 
you can get your voice on the air cheaply,

effectively, and in the most modern manner. 
Cathode Modulation enables you to use low 
power at negligible cost for modulator equip
ment ... or high power at low cost. Unprece
dented value in amplifier kits and power 
supplies for RF and AF units is effected 
through the use of UTC Special Series units.

New UTC CATHODE MODULATION TRANSFORMERS specified by FRANK C. JONES

up to 200 WATTS RF INPUT up to 500 WATTS RF INPUT up to 1 KW RF INPUT
J ype CM-15 cathode modulation 
transformer, tapped secondary 300 
to 2,000 ohms, will handle 15 
watts audio.

Net Price $2.40

Type CM-16 cathode modulation 
transformer with variable tapped 
secondary 300 to 2,000 ohms, 
audio power 35 watts.

Net Price $3.30
Typ« CM-18 ¿«signed to work from 200 to 500 ohms upward of any standard amplifier Into 
Cathode Modulation circuit. Secondary tap from 300 to 2,000 ohms. Will handle 15 watts 
audio. Net Price..............................................................  $2.40

Type CM-17 cathode modulation 
transformer, tapped secondary im
pedance 300 to 2,000 ohms, for 
modulating 1 KW plus RF input. 
This transformer handles 100 watts 
audio power. Net Price $7,20

New UTC CATHODE MODULATION TRANSMITTER KITS
S-25C

The S-25C audio am
plifier has-been de
signed specifically 
for the high power 
modulator field. This 
unit employs 6L6 
tubes in the output 

stage to obtain 25 watts of undistorted power, 
sufficient for modulating up to 500 watts RF input. 
The circuit is simple but highly efficient, effecting 
sufficient gain in three stages to operate from crystal or 
similar microphones. The tone ana volume controls are 
mounted with the dual high impedance, high and low 
gain input jacks on one etched panel. A universal out
put plug is provided on the back of the chassis. The 
power supply is unusually rugged and employs a two- 
section filter for optimum regulation and hum reduction. 
The kit is supplied with CM-16 output transformer. The 
tubes required are one 6J7, one 6C5, two 6L6’s and 
one 83. The S-25C kit is supplied completely mounted, 
ready to wire, less tubes, including all components, 
accessories, dust cover, etched plate, etc. Size 17" 
long x 7" wide x 91/n" high. Weight 32 pounds.

Net Price $30.00 
S-15C same as S-25C but 15 wafts output (CM-15 
output transformer).................... .. Net Price $24.00

S-100CM
The S-100CM audio 
amplifier is an ideal 
inexpensive unit for 
amateur use. Four 
highly efficientstages 
are employed, per
mitting crystal, mi
crophone input and 
100 watt undistorted 
output. Four 6L6 tubes are employed in the output stage 
for maximum tube economy and minimum plate poten
tial. Fixed bias is employed on the output stage, per
mitting peak power handling ability appreciably over 
the normal rating. A modern etched panel sets off the 
attractive appearance of the gray crinkle cabinet. Tone 
and volume controls are provided. High impedance, 
high or low gain, dual input is arranged using standard 
jacks. A CM-17 modulation transformer is employed 
to effect maximum flexibility for cathode modulating 
any RF stage up to 1 KW. Tubes required are one 6J7, 
one 6C5, two 6F6's, four 6L6's, three 83's. The kit is 
supplied completely mounted, ready to wire, less tubes 
and dust cover, including all components, accessories, 
etched plate, etc. Size, less cabinet, 17" long x 12" 
wide x 9%" high; with cabinet, 18" long x 13" wide 
x 121^" high. Weight 59 pounds. Net Price $52.50

UHM ME
Write: COMMUNICATIONS DIV. * 150 VARICK ST. ★ NEW YORK. N. Y.

EXPORT DIVISION: 100 VARICK STRE|J NEW YORK, N. Y, CABLES: "ARLAB"
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Summer Fun................................................

........ 8, 

........ 9, 

........ 9, 

........ 17, 

..............9,
i........ 9,
.......  9, 
........ 9, 
....... 17, 
9, Nov.; 9»
....... 9,

Nov. 
Aug. 
May 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Aug. 
July 
Mar. 
Sept. 
July 
Aug. 
Dec. 
Mar. 
Dec. 
July9, July



U.H.F. Activities................................................. 9, Sept.
A 30-Kc. "Ham Band”...................................... 9, July
7-Mc. Broadcasting....................................  9, Apr.
1938 in Review.................................................... 7, Jan.
1939 B.C.L. Sets.................................................  9, June

EMERGENCY AND RELIEF WORK
A.E.C. Hams Fight Forest Fire in the Black Hills 

(Russell). . ..... ................................. .
Australian Bush Fires........ ........................ .
Emergency Develops on F.D.!.............
Emergency Preparation Demonstrations......
F.C.C. Regulations on Emergency Communica

tion .....................................................
Iowa Emergency Net..........................................
Landmark Becomes Ham Emergency Center...
Missouri Emergency Net.................................. .
N. H. Emergency Mobilization............. . .........  
So. Carolina Tornado.......................................... 
Western Union to Collaborate with Amateurs

(Handy)...........................................................
West Virginia Flood Emergency............. 
Wisconsin-Minnesota Sleet Storm........ .

EXPEDITIONS
Byrd Antarctic Expedition (De Soto) ........ 
“Contender” Uses Amateur Frequencies in

Gale! (Wallace)............................................. .
The Cruise of the “Pang-Jin” (Purcell)............ 
Ham at 30° Below — OX2QY (Sayre)..............  
Honolulu Bound (Wallace)................................
0Q5ZZ Calling “CQ USA” (Ruth)........ ..
Rescue at 11,000 Miles (XFB8AB)...................
The Yacht “Contender” Comes in First (Wal

lace) ...................... . .....................................
Yacht “Haida” (WKDS)............ . ................

84, Nov.
49, Aug.
86, Sept.
86, Jan.
71, 
79, 
45, 
68, 
70, 
94,

Feb. 
Mar. 
Feb. 
Apr. 
Feb. 
Jan.

45, June
68, Apr.
88, Jan.

11, Dec.
82, Nov.
18, Oct.
9, Jan.

10, July
29, Apr.
15, Feb.
27, Sept.
76, Mar.

FEATURES AND FICTION
Dixie Jones’ Owl Juice........... 35, Apr.; 59, May; 24, June;

38, July; 41, Aug.
Entertaining Uncle Oscar.................................. 46, Aug.
“The Least of These My Brethren” (Castner).. 21, May 
A Long-Distance Receiving Set That Really

Tunes (Beekley).............................................. 19, May
Tri-County Takes A Holiday (Griffin)........ .  30, June
Twenty-Five Years Ago..................................... 11, May
“90-Plus” (Buffington).............................   39, June

FREQUENCY CALIBRATION AND 
CONTROL

The Band-Edge Locator (Tibbetts)...................
A Dual-Frequency Crystal Calibrator (Lenn- 

berg).............................................................
Extending Freq-Meter Calibrations with the 100- 

Kc. Oscillator (Bunt)............................
A Frequency-Checking Superhet (Griffin)......
Frequency Measurement and Regular Check 

(Robinson)........................ ..........................
A Simple Freqmeter-Monitor (Britt)......... 
Technical Aspects of the New Regs (Grammer). 
What’s Your Crystal Frequency? (Lusk)..........

27, Oct.
38, Jan.
46, Apr.
38, Apr.
30, Mar.
20, Nov.
33, Jan.
33, Feb.

HAMDOM
Freeman (Amos) Gosden, W6QUT................... 23, Feb.
VK2HZ, VK2TL VK6SA................................... 59, Mar.

HINTS AND KINKS
January, page 69

An Oscillator Which Combines Many Features (Buf- 
fington)

Trouble Going to Ten Meters? (Thomas)
Emergency Grid Tank (Rogers)

February^ page 62
Putting the Antenna Back on the Pole (Lowry)
Incorrect Use of 110-Volt Lamps to Terminate Rhom- 

bics (Sherwood)
Simplified Meter Switching (Smith)
Receiver-Operated Relays (Eberhart)
Use for Meter Boxes (Jette)

March, page 62
Push-Button Meter-Switching (Tulauskas)
Current vs. Color of Pilot Bulbs (Sutter)
Simple Checks on Gas Driven Á.C. Generators (Night

ingale)
Elimination of Filament Transformer
Overmodulation Indicator (Fulleylore)
Safety Switch for Power Supply (Taylor)

April, page 63
Inexpensive Low-Capacity Antenna Switch (Blaho)
Neon-Tube Oscillation in Voltage-Regulated Supplies 

(Burnett)
Double-Section Neutralizing Condenser (Bayne)
New Method of Lowering Crystal Frequency (Hansen)

May, page 62
Sure-Fire Interlock (Mix)
Improved Oscillator Screen-Grid Keying (Spittle)
Three-Way Switch for Control (Mack)
Automatic Stop for Band-Set Condensers in Superhets 

(Fleming)
Inexpensive Tubing Seal for Coaxial Lines (Burton)
Drip Wires for Antenna Feeders (Foltz)

June, page 50
Polarity of Supply Line
Shield for Exposed High-Voltage Chassis Terminals 

(Goldstone)
Notes on Safer Construction (Beers)
Variable Voltage Output with Uniform Regulation
Three-Way Crystal Socket (Fowler)
Still More on Neon-Bulb Regulated Power Supplies 

(Ford)
Converting the Sky-Champion Receiver for S.S. Selec

tivity (Yingling)
Another Inexpensive Seal for Coaxial Cables

July, page 47
Simple Noise Limiter for Push-Pull Audio (Mowery),
Safe and Economical Transmitter Control Unit (Hamil

ton)
Illumination for Meters (Greenbaum)

August, page 50
Kinks Tor Portable Transmitters (Walleze)
Code Practice Machine (Branch)
Cheap Relays for Keying and Other Uses (Long)
Link Neutralizing for Low-Capacity Tubes (Buffing

ton)
September, page 69

Inexpensive Homemade Crystal Mike (Melton)
Anchoring Lattice Towers (Foltz)
Insulated Mounting for Rotatable Antenna Elements 

(Schults)
Simple Line-Voltage Control

October, page 60
Keying E.C. Oscillators (Rees)
Grounding Positive High Voltage for Safety (Fazakas)
Crystal Filter for ’Phone Work (Davis)
Power Supply Kinks (Lawson)

November, page 62
DirectionFinding With B.C. Portables (Sherwood)
Rotatable Antenna Support from Automobile Parts 

(Schults)
Measuring Radio Frequency Power Output (Ebel)

HOW WOULD YOU DO IT?
(Problem Contest) 

Antenna Switching. ............................. 67, Jan.
Feeding Rotatable Antennas for Continuous

Rotation...............................    39, Aug.
Home-Made QSL’s by Photographic Process... 56, Oct.
Home-Made Receiver Coil-Shifting Mechanism 67, Sept.
Maintaining Constant Final Input.................... 60, Feb.
Protection Against Damage by Lightning..... 55, May 
Reducing Hazard in Neutralizing...................... 46, June
Replacing Broken Antenna Halyards................ 60, Apr.

LA.R.U. NEWS
63, Jan.; 65, Feb.; 65, Mar.; 59, Apr.;60-, May;48, June;48,
Countries List...............................................  63, Jan.
Mexico.....................................................   60, May
QSL Bureaus....................................................... 59, Oct.
South Africa..........................................   65, Feb.

INTERFERENCE
B.C.I. and the Amateur (Waller)............... 58, Feb.
B.C.L. QRM....................................................  70, Feb.
Electric-Razor Interference Filter....... . ............. 110, May
More About Amateur Interference with Broad- 

casting (Gustafson)........................... ............ 53, Sept.

KEYING
Another Method of Keying with Controlled 

Rectifier Tubes (Goodman)............ .
Cheap Relays for Keying and Other Uses (Exp.

Section)............................... - . ....................... .
Improved Oscillator Screen-Grid Keying (Exp.

Section)........................................... .
Keying E.C. Oscillators (Exp. Section).............
New Keying Device..............................

31, Jan.
51, Aug.
62, May
60, Oct

122, May

METERS AND MEASUREMENTS
Checking Beam Antennas with the S-Meter 

(Taylor).... . ......................................   26, Apr.
Coil Chart for Quick Reference (Gallagher).... 28, Nov.
Current vs. Color of Pilot Bulbs (Exp. Section). 62, Mar. 
Illumination for Meters (Exp. Section)............. 48, July 
Measuring Radio Frequency Power Output

(Exp. Section).................................................. 63, Nov.
A New Idea in V.T. Voltmeter Design (Pollard). 56, Mar.



A New Method of Measuring A.C. Voltages (Wachtman).......    49, Nov.The Oscilloscope Shows—What? (Ferrill).... 30, Oct.Pusy-Button Meter-Switching (Exp. Section)... 62, Mar.Simplified Meter Switching (Exp. Section)... 63, Feb. Use for Meter Boxes (Exp. Section)....... 64, Feb.A 6H6 A.C.-D.C. Voltmeter (Carter)...... 45, Apr.
MISCELLANEOUS

Amateur Radio at the Fairs....... 25, May; 23, June;, 26, July; 84, Sept.Calls Heard........   8, Jan.Code-Practice Machine (Ebro. Section).....  51, Aug.East and West from Old Sol (Owen)....... 42, Oct.Hamfesters* Picnic 1939 ............... 114, Nov.A Homemade Exponential Horn (Coombs)... 20, Dec.Homemade QSL’s by Photographic Process ... 56, Oct.Modern Radio Course Resumed.......... 23, Dec.An Old-Timer Builds a Broadcast Receiver.... 46, May

Inexpensive Home-Made Crystal Mike (Exp..Section)........................Low-Pass Filters for Time-Delay Circuits (Owens).......................A Peak-Limiting Amplifier for Amateur Use (MacFarland)...................’Phone “Splatter” (Fortune)...... .....Pointers on Design and Adjustment of High-Efficiency Grid-Modulated Amplifiers (Wink-

69, Sept.
19, Aug.
36, Apr.28, Jan.

NAVAL COMMUNICATIONS RESERVE
First Naval District.........   46, Feb.Fourth Naval District..........   58, Apr.Sixth Naval District................... 30, Nov.Seventh Naval District................ 21, Aug.Ninth Naval District................. 44, JuneEleventh Naval District................ 46, Mar.Twelfth Naval District.........   60, Jan.Thirteenth Naval District.............. 52, MayNavy Day—1938 (Results) ........ 53, Feb.Navy Day Receiving Competition........  20, Oct.

OBITUARY
Silent Keys, .68, Jan.; 98, Feb.;64, Mar.; 17, Apr.; 96, May;24, June; 86, July; 18, Sept.; 44, Oct.; 19, Nov.Henry Ek Benner, W6NVE............. 38, Aug.Clyde Gardner, W6K0T............... 48, Nov.Dr. Arthur E. Kennelly...............  31, Aug.Philip E. Murray, W9VYU................. 31, Feb.John C. Stadler, VE2AP.......... 33, May; 24, Dec.

Volume Compression Simplified (Lamb)....  Wave-Shape Plots for Checking Amplifier Distortion (Grammer).................A Wide-Range Audio Amplifier (Ferrill)....
RECEIVING — GENERAL

Automatic Stop for Band-Set Condensers (Exp.Section)........................Converting the Sky Champion Reedver for S.S.Selectivity (Exp. Section).... ........Crystal Filter for ’Phone Work (Exp. Section). Direction-Finding with B.C. Portables (Exp.Section)... .....................Diversity with What You Have (Taylor).... Factors Influencing the “Q” of R.F. Coils inAmateur Band Receivers (Pollack).....  Hetrofil—An Aid to Selectivity (Woodward)... Home-Made Receiver Coil-Shifting Mechanism. The Infinite Impedance Detector (Goodman).. Input Resistance of R.F. Receiving Tubes(Grammer)................. .....Preselection Pointers (Griffin)...........  The Series-Valve Noise Limiter (Bacon)....  A Signal-Metering Valve (Talen).........  Simple Noise Limiter for Push-Pull Audio (Exp.Section).........................Stepping Up Receiver Performance (Veatch and Kahle). ...................The 1852 as a Mixer (Grammer).........

34, Nov. 58, May
50, May 24, Jan.

62, May
52, June61, Oct.
62, Nov.56, Sept.
54, Feb.11, Sept.67, Sept.21, Oct.
41, May30, May 15, Oct.64, Jan.
47, July
12, July 37, June

RECEIVERS — REGENERATIVE
OPERATING PRACTICES

(See also, ‘'Safety Technique”)
ARL Check (Handy)................  Duplex.... .....................  DX Bookkeeping (Warner)............  Flood Traffic (Tappan)............... Harmonics (Handy).................  “How’s Your QSO Personality? (Starek)...  The “How” of a Good Fist (Camden)....  How to Become a 1st Class “Lid” (Schnell).. How to Operate Well (Drummeller)......  Mumblings of a ’Phone Ham (Mitchell)...  One-Track Amateurs (Espy)............ __Operating ECO’s (Handy). ..... . 66, Apr,; 54, JuneOperating Pointers (Muncey)...... — -“Please QRS” (Buck)...........  Reduce QRM—Use Break-In (Cushing) A Safe Safety Program (Ward)...... Signing Logs.................Sportsmanship (Handy)..........  Stop Thief* (Paige)..... ........  Use New Punctuation Symbols......

A Hurricane Emergency Receiver (Smith)... 48, Apr.Selectivity with the 2-Tube Regenerative Receiver (Sutter)................  36, Jan.
68, 25, 65, 73, 50, 61, 67,

Mar. Apr. Oct. Jan. July Dec. Apr.51, July67, Nov.69, Mar.55, Aug.
57, June69, Feb.73, Sept.67, May24, Apr.68, Feb.55, June70, Feb.

POWER SUPPLIES
(See also, “Safety Technique”)

Neon-Tube Oscillation in Voltage RegulatedSupplies (Exp. Section).............. 63, Apr.Power Supply Kinks (Exp. Section)....... 61, Oct.Safety Devices for Amateur Transmitters (Grammer)..................... 42, Apr.Safety Switch for Power Supplies (Exp. Section) 64, Mar.Safety Technique in Transmitter Construction (Grammer)..................... 19, Mar.Simple Checks on Gas-Driven A.C. Generators (Exp. Section)..................  63, Mar.Simple Line-Voltage Control (Exp. Section).... 70, Sept.Still More on Neon-Bulb Regulated Power Supplies (Exp. Section)...............  51, JuneVariable Voltage Output with Uniform Regulation (Exp. Section)...............  51, June
RADIOTELEPHONY

(See also, “Safety Technique”) 
Cathode Modulation (Jones and Edmonds).... More on Cathode Modulation (Edmonds).... Better ’Phone Operation Without Splatter (Bain)........................  Break-In Telephony with Carrier Suppression(Kaplan)........................High-Efficiency Grid Modulation in a Portable 14-Mc. ’Phone Transmitter (Denton)...Increased Output with Grid-Bias Modulation (McCullough)..................

23, Nov.52, Dec.
43, Sept.
36, Feb.
33, July
40, Sept

RECEIVERS — SUPERHETERODYNE
A DX Man’s Superhet (Caird)..........A Four-Tube Superhet (Goodman)........A Modern Band-Switching Superhet (Parmenter) ..........................A Portable Station for A.C. or Battery Operation (Steiner)...................Preselection Pointers (Griffin)...........A QST-Size Super (Alexander)...........A Simple 5-, 10- and 20-Meter Converter for Home or Car (Chapin).............A Six-Tube Battery-Operated Single-Signal Superheterodyne (Mix)............Stepping Up Receiver Performance (Veatch and

11, Apr.16, Dec.
23, Mar.
34, Mar.30, May20, June
44, May
9, Feb.
12, July

REGULATIONS AND LEGISLATION
The Cairo Regs Go into Effect (Warner).... 30, Jan.Chimes Prohibited................... 25, MayF.C.C. Disciplinary Actions....... 68, June; 57, Aug.;74, Sept.; 67, Oct.F.C.C. Regulations on Emergency Communication (Handy)................... . 71, Feb.License Warning.................. 24, MayMore Examination Points...........  18, Jan.New Radio Legislation?............. 24, Apr.New U.H.F. Allocations............. 24, MayRecord Players................... 25, MayTechnical Aspects of the New Regs (Grammer). 33, Jan.

SAFETY TECHNIQUE
. And Sudden Death” (Editorials).. .7, Feb.; 9, Aug. Grounding Positive High voltage for Safety(Exp. Section)............. .......  60, Oct.Notes on Safer Construction (Exp. Section).... 50, June “The Only Good Indian. . . .” (Editorial).... 17, Mar. Polarity of Supply Une (Exp. Section)..... 50, June Protection Against Damage by Lightning...  55, May Resuscitation from Electrical Shock (DeSoto).. 16, Feb.Safe and Economical Transmitter Control Unit(Exp. Section)....................  47, July“Safety” Becomes a Watchword (DeSoto).... 47, May Safety Devices for Amateur Transmitters(Grammer).......................  42, Apr.A Safety Kilowatt Transmitter (Bishop).... 42, Nov. Safety Switch for Power Supplies (Exp. Sec

tion) ............................................................. 64, Mar.
Safety Technique in Transmitter Operation and 

Construction (Grammer)........................... 19, Mar«



Shield for Exposed High-Voltage Chassis Ter
minals (Exp. Section).....................   50, June

Sure-Fire Interlock (Exp. Section)..................... 62, May
“Switch to Safety”.............................   76, July

“SPLATTER”
14, Feb.; 18, Mar.; 10, Apr.; 10, June; 10, Aug.; 10, Sept.;

17, Oct; 10, Nov.; 10, Dec.

TELEVISION

A Compact ££-KW Rig (Mix)......................  9, Oct.
“ Dish-Type,r Construction for the High-Power

Amplifier (Mix).. ............................................. 26, Dec.
An Economical Six-Band Transmitter (Roberts) 50, Feb. 
A Miniature 100-Watt Amplifier (Millen).......... 38, Mar. 
New Ideas for Transmitters (Fernll).................. 34, Sept.
Revamping the 30FXB for 28 and 56 Me.

(Keim)..........................................   46, Dec.
A Rig for the Lean Purse (Dominguez)....... 28, May 
A Safety Kilowatt Transmitter (Bishop)...... 42, Nov.

Construction and Alignment of the Television 
Receiver (Shumard).... . ...........................   45, Jan.

An Electrostatic-Deflection Kinescope Unit for 
the Television Receiver (Sherman)............ 52, Mar.

Using Electro-Magnetic Deflection Cathode-Ray
Tubes in the Television Receiver (Sherman).. 40, Feb.

TUBES
New Acorn Tubes..................... . .................... . .
New Method of Rating Transmitting Tubes....
New Tubes (“Bantam” types; single-end types;

1G4G, 1G6G; 1620-1-2; A.C.-D.C. Mobile

18,
48,

25,

Feb. 
Nov.

Apr.

TRANSMITTING — GENERAL
(See also, “Safety Technique”)

TW 150 
75T....
828....

19, Jan.
62,
49, 
29,

Oct.
Aug.
Nov.

“The Compleat Experimenter” (Bumbaugh).. 35, Oct. 
Double-Section Neutralizing Condenser (Exp.

Section)............................................................ 64, Apr.
Five Bands Without Changing Coils (Ferrill) .. 43, Dec.
Frequency-Modulation Fundamentals (Noble). 11, Aug. 
How to Figure Grid-Bias Requirements (Sel-

vidge)......................   24, Oct.
How to Lay Out a Metal Chassis (Mix)........... 53, May 
link Neutralizing for Low-Capacity Tubes

(Exp. Section)........................... .......................... 50, Aug.
Maintaining Constant Final Input................... 60, Feb.
New Ideas for Transmitters (Ferrill).............. . 34, Sept. 
Polystyrene: Its Electrical and Mechanical

Characteristics (Riddle)...............................   32, Aug.
Reducing Hazards in Neutralizing.. ................ 46, June
Safe and Economical Transmitter Control Unit

(Exp. Section)...............................    42, July
Safety Technique in Transmitting Operation and

Construction (Grammer)........... .......... 19, Mar.
A Single-Control Wide-Range Tank Circuit

(Ferrill) .....................................   38, Nov.

ULTRA-HIGH FREQUENCIES — 
APPARATUS

TRANSMITTING —CRYSTAL AND 
E.C.O.

An Answer to the E.C.O. Problem (Perrine)... 14, Sept.
An Economical Tri-tet Crystal Oscillator (Hor

ton) .................   40, June
Emergency Grid Tank (Exp. Section)........ 71, Jan.
A Frequency-Checking Superhet (Griffin)........ 38, Apr.
New Method of Lowering Crystal Frequency 

(Exp. Section)..................    64, Apr.
One Crystal—Two Tubes — Five Bands 

(Ferrill).............................................. 42. Mar.
An Oscillator Which Combines Many Features 

(Exp. Section).................................... 69, Jan.
Three-way Crystal Socket (Exp. Section)...... 51, June

The Coaxial Vertical Radiator (Long)........ 42, Jan.
A Compact, Crystal-Controlled 56-28-Mc.

’Phone Transmitter (Kahle)........................... 55, Jan.
A Compact “ Five and Ten” Converter for Mo

bile Use (Chapman)..................  11, June
Exploring Below One Meter (Tynes and Bab

cock) .....    16, May
High-Q-Tank Circuit for Ultra-High Frequen

cies (Peterson).................................   19, Sept.
Modernizing the 56-Mc. Receiver (Wagenseller) 28, Feb.
The Rig at W8XAI (Long)................................ 42, June
A Simple 5-, 10- and 20-Meter Converter for

Home or Car (Chapin).......................   44, May
Simplicity on 112-Mc. (Griffith)..............  38, July
A Stable and Inexpensive 56-Mc. Transmitter 

(Mix) .......................    25, June
A Superhet Converter for 5- and 10-Meter Re

ception (Lester).................................. 30, Apr.
A 112-Mc. Pack Set (Chambers)....................... 32, June
A 15-Watt Crystal-Controlled Five-Meter 

’Phone (Pickett).............      48, Mar.
“5 and 10” From Shack or Car (Taylor)........... 34, Aug.

ULTRA-HIGH FREQUENCIES — TESTS

TRANSMITTERS —PORTABLE AND 
LOW POWER

Announcing—■ U.H.F. Field Day and Relay... 33, Sept. 
Colorado Hams Make 112-Mc. History........... 74, Nov. 
DXon56-Mc. Continues Through July........ 58, Sept. 
“On the Ultra-Highs” (Tilton)........ . ............... 29, Dec.
Progress on 225 Megacycles at Mount Washing

ton (Bent). ...................................................... 62, Sept.
U.H.F. Activity at Summertime Peak.............. 42, Aug.
U.H.F. Contest and Relay —• November 4th-

5th..........................................   53, Nov.
The U.H.F. Relay (Handy;.......................  26, Nov.
56 and 112 Mes.. ......................  78, May
56-Mc. Open for DX...........................   52, July
56-Mc. Tests.....................    22, May

(See also, “Safety Technique”)
Building Reliability into the Portable Rig 

(Thomas)...............   34, May
The “Economy Forty” (Sutter).....................   18, Apr.
A Hurricane Emergency Transmitter and Power

Supply (Smith)............... ............................... 18, July
Kinks for Portable Transmitters (Exp. Section). 50, Aug.
One-Half Cubic Foot of Transmitter (Rice).... 20, Jan.
The Portable at W7AW (Iversen)..................  54, Nov.
Portable-Emergency Transmitters (Symposium 

of five designs)...........................  22, Aug.
A Portable-Emergency Utility Transmitter

(Leuck).......................,.................    30, Sept.
The “Portable Five” (Sutter)............................ 32, Dec.
A Portable Station for A.C. or Battery Opera

tion (Steiner)...............     34, Mar.
The “Runt Sixty” and “QSL Sixty” (Sutter).. 50, Sept.

WHAT THE LEAGUE IS DOING
18, Jan.; 19, Feb.; 33, Mar.; 24, Apr.; 23, May; 19, June; 27, 

July; 30, Aug.; 28, Sept.; 22, Oct,; 22, Nov.; 24, Dec.
Circulation Statement.......................... 98, June; 98, Dec.
Election Notices, Directors. .........28, Sept.; 22, Oct.
Election Results, Directors.................. 19, Feb.; 24, Dec.
Election Statistics...................
Executive Committee Minutes 
Financial Statement.........

TRANSMITTERS — MEDIUM AND 
HIGH POWER

(See also, “Safety Technique”)
A Compact and Economical 500-Watt AU-Band

Transmitter (Jones)........................................ 38, May
A Compact Unit-Type Amplifier (Shuart)......... 38, Oct.

Membership Contact.................
Membership Growth.................. .
Questionnaire Data....................... .
Should 7200-7300 Be Opened to 'Phone?
Some Staff Changes................... . ...........
1939 Board Agenda........ ........................
1939 Board Meets....................................
1939 Board Minutes.............................. .
7-Mc. Poll Results. .................................

................... 96, Mar.

............. .  30, Aug.
. .19, Jan.; 25, Apr.; 90, 
July; 23, Oct.; 25, Dec.

22, Nov.
24, Dec.
30, Aug.

32a, 
33, 
23 
19’, 
27,

WITH THE AFFILIATED CLUBS

July 
Mar. 
May 
June 
July 
Nov.

32, Jan.: 41, Mar. 
Affiliated Club Honor Roll................................. 102, May
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NATIONAL CONDENSERS
for FINE TRANSMITTERS

These are the condensers which you see so often in illustrations of high per
formance gear, and hear so much about in articles on advanced transmitter 
designs. They have an impressive record for efficient, dependable operation, 
for conservative rating, for ability to stand punishment. Everything about them 
is right, even the price. For example, the big TML with cast aluminum end 
frames sells for only $9.90 net in the 50 mmf, 15,000 volt size. National 
Company, Inc., Malden, Mass.

NATIONAL COILS for 
PERFECT TEAMWORK

National Coit Forms and Coils are designed to work with 
National Condensers. Special plug-in mounts are avail
able for assembly on the condenser tie-bars. Use them 
for short leads, for low losses, for compactness and for 
convenience.
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Here you are—an 807/push-pull 
812/class B 811 combination that 
illustrates something of the amazing 
possibilities of the new RCA-81TS 
and RCA-812’s with their exclusive 
zirconium-coated anodes and low- 
loss Micanol bases! This may not 
be the last word in amateur rigs, but 
for a cw power input of 450 watts or 
a phone input of 310 watts, it is 
mighty difficult to beat. Tube cost 
figures and Over-all performance 
speak for themselves!

The general transmitter layout 
illustrated is recommended for 10, 
20, 40, 80 and 160 meter operation. 
Commercial plug-in coils may be 
used if desired, but Cis will ordi
narily require a larger capacitance to 
hit resonance on 80 and 160 meters.

Chassis illustrated is designed for 
either "table-top" or rack-and-panel

mounting. It measures 10" x 1711 
x 3". The two 6.3 volt filament 
transformers, various by-pass con
densers and resistors are mounted 
underneath. A separate filamertt 
transformer for the 812’s permits 
center-tap keying for cw operation. 
Push-pull 8Il's may be used in the 
same circuit by changing grid leak 
Rt to 1250 ohms (20 Watts).

Additional applications showing 
the outstanding results obtainable 
with the record-breaking new RCA- 
8Il's and RCA-812's are given in 
’Ham Tips’for October, 1939. Copies 
are free fromRCAdistributorsorfrom
the Commercial Engineering 
Section,RCA Mfg. Co., Inc., 
Harrison, New jersey.

The Riff3

A MANUFACTURING
CO.. INC., CAMDEN,N. J, 

A Service of the Radio

RCA-807
Beam Power Tetrode 

Plate voltage, 750 V. 
Plate input, 75 W. 
Plate dissipation, 30 W.

Amateur Net $3.50

RCA-811
High-Mu Triode

RCA-812
Medium Mu Triode

Plate voltage, 1500 V.
Plate input, 225 W.
Plate dissipation, 55 W.

Amateur Net $3.50 each
Above ratings are the new RCA ICAS Ratings—{Intermittent 

Commercial and Amateur Service). They, are well suited for many 
intermittent services which demand low initial cost and maximum 
power output. CCS (Continuous Commercial Service),Ratings remain 
the same as the old maximum RCA Ratings. Write for Bulletin.
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FIRST IN METAL-FOREMOST IN GLASS-FINEST IN PERFORMAN'
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BATTERY COMPANY
FREEPORT, ILLINOIS



DESIGNED for 
APPLICATION
The new No. 1 3000 series of variable transmitting 
condensers permit a compact symmetrical efficient lay
out of the circuit, chassis, and front panel. No 
“shorted-turn" frame loops. Centre feed, self locking 
right angle rotor drive. Genuine ISOLANTITE 
dielectric. A modern condenser for use with modern 
tubes, at a price within the Amateur’s reach!

At the right are typical applications of other new 
MILLEN products: The No. 37001 high voltage 
safety terminal, the No. 37105 AC control terminal 
block, the No. 37222 steatite link line terminal 
plate and posts, the No. 1 5001 QuartzQ neutral
izing condensers, the No. 32100 steatite thru bush
ings, the No. 70225 plug-in grid-tank circuit, the 
No. 34100 RF choke, the steatite sockets, and the 
“meter-type" drum indicator dial.

See These New Items at Your Dealer’s Today

[AMES MILLEN’
50 EXCHANGE ST.'

MFG.CO.Inc.
’ MALDEN, MASS.
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MORE FEATURES THAN CAN BE DESCRIBED ON THIS PAGE

NEW ENUF —GOOD ENUF to 
te featured editorially in QST

Don’t take our word for the outstanding quality of 
Koolohms! Turn to Page 52 of QSTfor August 1939. Read 
the result of impartial tests. Get the facts as seen by an 
"outside" technician who terms them "An innovation in 
resistor construction.”

WIRE SIZE OTHER RESISTORSSPRAGUE WIRE SIZE

FULL WATTAGE RATING for ALL VAL
UES—TELEDOT WATTAGE INDICATOR
The red dot on the end of each Koolohm is a “ Tele- 
dot" overload indicator. This dot automatically 
changes color when a 25'fo overload occurs — tells 
when you are operating safely — warns when oper
ating at dangerous overload. Yet Koolohms take 
overloads better than any other resistors. You just 
can’t break them down.

WIRES TOUCH - BUT 
THEY DON’T SHORT!

Note the unique, interleaved wind
ing pattern of Koolohms made pos
sible hy perfect insulation of the 
wire itself. This means higher re
sistances in a given space, larger- 
diameter wire for greater protec
tion in the high values, greater ac
curacy and an amazing reduction 
in inductance. Note also, in the 
cut-away picture, how Koolohms 
are protected mechanically by a 
dark brown outer ceramic shell. 
No danger of chipping or breakage.

See Them — Test Them!
Imagine non-inductive resistors with zero inductance at 50 

me. and distributed capacity of only 2 mmfd. available at the 
lowest prices ever!

Imagine 70,000 ohms of wire wound resistance in ten watt 
size actually dissipating ten full watts! . . .

Sprague Koolohms are the only truly insulated power wire 
wound resistors on the market. Every bit of wire is coated 
before winding with an amazing new heat-proof, moisture- 
proof insulating material. This permits interleaved layer wind
ings with larger, stronger wire sizes — in less space than is 
required for the fragile fine wire of ordinary resistors. No 
“swimming” of turns. No shorted turns. Koolohms keep a 
constant resistance value under full load indefinitely. No 
cements or brittle enamels. Mount Koolohms in direct contact 

with any metal parts without danger of shorts. Resist
ance values on standard resistors are guaranteed within 
5% accuracy.

Your jobber now has Koolohms in 5-watt fixed types; 
10-watt fixed; 10-watt non-inductive and 10-watt ad
justable. The greatest buys on the market! Catalog free.

SPRAGUE KOOLOHMS
The Biggest Wire Wound Resistor Improvement in 20 Years

. . . By the Makers of Famous Sprague Condensers . . .
SPRAGUE PRODUCTS COMPANY, North Adams, Mass.
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